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Abstract 
This thesis is the outcome of an investigation to authenticate and verify a work titled 
"al-lu'lu'al-ManthurfiNaslhat Wulatal-U ur"(Pearl. of Advice to Ruler-) written 
by Nur-al-Din al-Samhudi, also known as the Faglh (jurist) and historian of ; IIadtha. 
He lived in the 9th Hijri century during the closing stages of the Niamluk era i 844-91 1 
AH). 
In his work, al-Samhudi presented a series of reminders and admonitions focused on 
governance, and woven in an attractive admonitory style. At the same time, lie 
mentioned a number of problems that were prevalent in his time, anale sing these and 
presenting the Shari ah perspective on them from his own viewpoint. 
The work may be classified in the genre or body of knowledge dedicated to the 
admonition of kings and rulers, which is part of al-Snu. sah al-Slix-'i-A (Islamic 
politics). The work may also be considered an example and model of how to tender 
naslhah (advice) to kings and rulers, whereby it contained meanings and topics of 
interest to the ruler in his time, as well as other meanings of use to every ruler and 
king at any time. 
This research involved a substantial academic examination of the science of Islamic 
politics which includes through providing a critical edition to the manuscript in 
question. It also attempts to analyse the content of the manuscript and pFOOv ides a 
detailed introduction to manuscript and its author. In doing, soy, the rc,, carch ako 
discussed in detail the Nlamluk period, which had signifcant impact on the content of 
the manuscript. In sum, the present research provides a critical evaluation of a valued 
manuscript. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This research aims to provide a critical edition to a historical manuscript titled as by 
from the 9`h century of Hijra. This is one of that manuscripts related to the legislative 
political science in Muslim tradition, which aimed at preaching and advising the 
rulers or kings. Therefore, it includes many preaches and counsels to kings and rulers. 
It also includes a precise description of the age in which the author lived, how he 
treated issues of his age and hence the content reflects his perception of political and 
administrative issues of the time, which provides rationale for him to undertaking the 
idea of producing such a manuscript as a guidance. 
This study, hence, aims at providing a critical edition to such an important 
manuscript, which has implication for the governance issues even in today's Muslim 
world. By doing so, this study investigates and verifies this manuscript and conducts 
a critical study on its content and subject science. 
This research, therefore, discusses the importance of the manuscript and importance 
of its content by contextualising in its historical context with a critical perspective on 
the edition but also on the content of the material. 
In fulfilling such an aim, the study utilises content and textual analyses with the use of 
interpretative methods. By doing so, further meaning is given to the subject of the 
study. Also, content and textual analyses are considered to be the most appropriate 
methods to be utilised such studies as this, which directly deals with the text and 
contents of the text. 
0.1. al-Slya sab al-Shar'iyyah 
The science of al-Styasah al-Shar'ivvah includes all matters relating to the political 
affairs of State, and has two strands: 
9 
The first: has a Fiqh (jurisprudence) character. and deals with the Shari ah issues 
peculiar to the Khllafah (Caliphate) and governance, the KhahTah (Caliph) and its 
conditions, and the rights and responsibilities relating to the ruler, i. e. the KhaliTah 
and those under his rule, the people. 
The second. - retains an admonitory character, and addresses the issue of giving 
naslhah or tendering advice to the ruler, and the style and method of reminding and 
guiding him, all the while maintaining a gentle, subtle approach. This is termed the 
science of tendering advice to kings and rulers. There have been many published 
works in this sphere taking the form of advice directed to a particular ruler, or to all 
Muslim rulers, generally. 
The work that we address, comprises advice offered indirectly to the ruler during 
those times in which the author lived. The author did not mention that he intended a 
particular ruler by name, but he treated some of the thorny issues that were prevalent 
in his time, and called upon the ruler to be aware of these, and seek to change them. 
This he did from the perspective of commanding good and prohibiting evil packaged 
in the form of nasibab. In addition, the work contained general admonition and advice 
that is useful to every ruler whatever the time. 
0.2. The Importance of this Study 
This study derives its importance from the following points: 
1. It focused on the most important person in the State-the ruler-since it gives us 
an example and manner of admonishing and reminding the ruler. Hence. if the 
ruler is good then it follows that all matters of State will likewise be in good 
shape. 
2. The study brings out another aspect of the author's admonitory personality, which 
had not been as clearly defined in his other works. In past works, he came to be 
10 
recognised in the areas of Figh, Hadith, and history, whereby he came to be 
known as Faglh (jurist) and historian of al-Medina. Therefore this study highlights 
another aspect of his personality. 
3. Revealing an old Islamic heritage in the area of admonishing kings and rulers. and 
so enriching the historical library through the study and description of the times in 
which the author lived. 
4. The author has several writings, some of which have been authenticated and 
verified, others which have been lost, and yet others waiting to be authenticated 
and verified. Therefore, I have undertaken the efforts of authenticating and 
verifying this work in recognition of the author's status and contributing to the 
wider dissemination of his knowledge. 
5. This work is considered a reflection of a historic era in time, and in undertaking 
authentication and verification, we are able to gauge the features of those times. 
including the prominent political, economic, social, religious, and cultural events. 
6. The work is rich in words, terminology, effects, and instances of political 
admonition, which makes it an excellent vehicle to enrich this area; it could be 
adopted as a reference by researchers and students of the "mirror for princes" 
genre. 
0.3 Framework of the Thesis 
The thesis is divided into two parts: 
Part one: addresses the study and critical analysis of the manuscript, and comprises 
three chapters: 
Chapter 1: presents a biography of the author, and a study of his life regarding: 
Lineage, birth and upbringing, A1-Samhüdi's standing among scholars, his teachers 
and students, His publications, his interest in the affairs of his time, his interaction 
with society and his relationship with sultans and rulers. 
Chapter 2: It presents a description of the historical period in which Al- Samhudi 
lived-the final phases of the Mamluk era-providing a historical narrative of that time 
from the perspective of the historical roots of the rise of the \Iamluk State. the Most 
important features of the Bahri and Burji Nlamluk State in Egypt and the 'client 
features of life within the Mamluk State from the political, security, economic. social. 
cultural and scientific perspectives. It also includes the groupings of AN al-Dhimmah 
(non-Muslims) at that time and historical analysis of the factors leading toi the 
downfall of the Mamluk State. 
Chapter 3: It is dedicated to the study, criticism and discussion of the manuscript. and 
all matters relating to it, like the genere /science under which the manuscript k 
classified, the sources on which he depended in writing the manuscript. Al- Samhudiis 
methodology in authoring the manuscript, highlighting the scientific value of the 
manuscript, the most important and distinctive strengths and weaknesses of the 
manuscript. 
Chapter 4: It study's the three elements contained within this type of science, which 
are tendering advice to kings, rulers, and scholars, (i. e. the most important features of 
advice given to the ruler. It also includes the most important features of the Muslim 
ruler, the most important features and characteristics of the scholar who tenders such 
advice) and the most important topics and opinions which the author tackles in the 
manuscript. These are the elevated status the intellect enjoys in Islam, the prohibition 
on employing AN al-Dhimmah in position of Islamic State, Hisbah example, of the 
Muhtasib (person tasked to do Hisbah) in his time and finally, ministers and their- 
most important attributes. 
0.4. Attributing the Manuscript to the Author, and Methodology of Research: 
0.4.1. Attributing the manuscript to the author 
Part Two: Three versions of the manuscript were adopted in authenticating, verif'v ingg 
and validating this book. First: The Chester-Beatty copy: this manuscript consists of 
87 pages, two sided, large-size pages and was transcribed by Ahmad ibn (al-Haj j 
Muhammad abü al-Khayr al- Marhümi I in 1156H. This copy is distinguished by its 
clear and beautiful Naskh calligraphy, with organized pages and margins. and 
attention to signaling instances of contradiction (which will be shown in the proper 
places in the manuscript)-these occur in several places which grants it importance 
from the perspective of accuracy and fidelity. This is the reason why this copy was 
chosen as the reference. Second: Copy of Ddr al-Kutub al-Nlasnyah, 1jti1nid'-TaN rnür, 
which consists of 84 pages reproduced in a clear Naskh style, and transcribed by 'A 
ibn Muhammad al- Rlüfi al- Shdfi'i, dated: Monday, 15 Jumdda al- üld 1164 All. 
Third: The Sana'a copy. considered the oldest of the three. %k ith three seaa1" of 
The world iý, unclear in the oiiginal, and this is what we could make of it. 
lý 
ownership: the 1 st of \Vahid-al-Din ': Abdu ibn Jawhar, dated 1139 AH, the 'nd of Ali 
\M ibn'Abd Allah, dated 1184 AH. and the 3rd undated, of luhamm1id al-Siddigi 
al-Wärithi al-Bake al-Mäliki. This is of great importance, but we did not adopt it as 
the reference copy due to omissions in quite a few parts, in contrast to the other two 
copies. It is reproduced in a good Naskh script, but without mention of the scribe's 
name, unlike the other two. 
0.4.2. Methodology of Treating the Work 
" The three works were copied. 
9 The Chester-Beatty work was posted as a reference for the rea,, oons cited earlier, and 
was referred to by the symbol (reference). 
" We compared the copy of Dar al-Kutub al-Nlasriyah with this reference. and 
highlighted the differences using the symbol (d). 
" We compared the Sana'a copy of with the Chester-Beatty reference, and highli., Ihtcd 
the differences using the symbol (s). 
" Explanation of the brackets used in editing the work: in comparing the three works 
we utilised two types of brackets. The first: [ ], indicates an addition to the 
reference, or a correction to what is in the original more fitting to the context. The 
second: O, indicating differences among the works (s, d), or other notes. 
" We referenced the Qur'änic verses, placing these between brackets of the form 
l1 
1 I. 
9 We referenced the prophetic Hiditli, c and ancient narrated traditions. I referenced 
each I-I idfi/i and mentioned the scholars' ruling regarding its authenticity or 
weakness. except those mentioned in al-Bukhan`and . 
Ilu. ýlim. where I referred the 
Hardth to where it i` mentioned by its number. name of the book and chapter onl\ . 
13 
In relation to ancient narrated traditions, I referenced these, and through personal 
effort strove to judge them in terms of authenticity. to the best of my ability. 
" Including biographies of those notable persons mentioned in the work, while 
mentioning the source, and page, in short, in the interests of brevity. 
" Providing a geographic description of locations, places, and countries, while 
mentioning the meaning of obscure words from the language point of view. 
" Spelling note: the author in the original did not transcribe the Arabic letter 
(Hamzah; ') at the end of words. For example, the word hamrä ' is transcribed as 
hamrä without the hamzah. Part of the work undertaken was to instate the letter 
(Hamzah; ') throughout the work. This omission extended to within words, e. g. 
(mad'in) was written as (madyin); these were also rectified. 
"I built up and included indexes for the following: 
o Index of Qur'änic verses. 
o Index of Hadths and narrated traditions. 
0 Index of eminent personalities. 
0 Index of poetry. 
o Bibliography. 
0 Index of topics; Table of contents. 
14 
CHAPTER ONE 
Al-Samhüdi s Biography 
1.1. His Lineage 
His name was Nür al-Din Abü al-Hasan 'Ali ibn al-Qädi 'Afif al-Din 'Abd Allah ibn 
'Ahmad2 'Abü al-Hasan 'Ali ibn 'Abü Rüh 'Isä ibn Jaläl al-Din abü al-'Alga' ibn abü 
al-Fadl Ja'far ibn `Ali ibn Abu Tähir ibn al-Hasan ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn 
Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ibn Muhammad ibn 'Ishaq ibn Muhammad ibn Sulaymän 
ibn Däwüd ibn al-Hasan al-Muthannä3 ibn al-Hasan al-Äkbar Ibn 'Ali ibn Abu Tälib4. 
He was known as al-Sharif on account of his lineage linking up to the noble prophetic 
family5. He was also known as al-Samhüdi on account of his birth place from SamhOd 
or Samhüt6 
2 His lineage was briefly featured in: 
11-Sakhäwi, Al-Daw' al-Lämi`. 5/245., al-Shawkäni. AI-Badr al-Täli`, 1/480., al-Baghdädt, lladivvat 
al-`Arifin, 1/740.. Kahhäla, NIujam al-Mu'allifin, 2/4(3., al-Zirikli, al ': ý'lärn, ll? O7., al-htuhibhi, 
Khuläsat al-'Athar fi 'A`ydn al-Qarn al-Hädi 'Ashar, 1/42., Häji Khalifah, Kashf al-Zunün, 1/614. 
3 Ibn al-' Imäd, Shadharät al-Dhahab. 10/73. 
4 A1-'Aydarüs, Al-Nür al-Säfir. p. 57.. AI-Sakhäw i, A1-Tuhfah al-Latrfah. 2/227-235. 
5 Some biographers cast doubts about al-Samhüdi s lineage linking up to '. 111 ihn : \hü Tälib and 
therefore to the prophetic family eg. A1-'Adfawi, al-Täli' al-Sa'id al-Jämi' 11 asmä' Nujabä' al-Said. 
For more details see: Al-Swi1im, I. A1-Samhüdi: Manhajuh wa Ma« iriduh fT Kitäbätih al-T rikhivyah, 
P. 8 S. 
( In his book Nlu'jam al-Buld: in (3/255), al-Hamuawi writes- ' Sain}hüt is a big village situated on the 
western bank of the river Nile in al-Sa'id region . 
lip pt, below Farshüt. It way known for it,, numerous 
cane presses. where su`ýai cane was pressed to extract juice from it. 
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1.2. His Birth and Upbringing 
A1-Samhüdi was born in the month of Safar. 844 AH. / July 1440 CE in the village of 
Samhüd in Egypt7. He grew up in a family which comprised a number of poets and 
notable scholars of Figh, Islamic jurisprudences. Key amongst them was his 
grandfather 'Ahmad ibn `Ali who was well versed in Fiqh, which enabled him to 
access the office of Qdr; judge in Samhüd where he became renowned while in this 
office for the justice and integrity of his judgements'. Al-Samhüdi's father, in turn 
followed his own father's footsteps in his search for knowledge. He visited Cairo on 
several occasions and eventually resided there and kept the company of a number of 
scholars, with whom he studied Flgh1 °. Next, he went to Mecca where he resided and 
studied with its scholars, then he returned to al-Sa'id (Upper Egypt) once again Whcrc 
he initially assumed the office of Judge of the Said region. Subsequently, he 
relinquished the office of Judge of the entire Said region and settled for the position 
of Judge of San-flhüd. His excuse was that he feared falling in error and having to 
answer in front of Allah for being at fault with the entire population of al-Sa' id area. " 
Eventually, he gave up the practice of a1-Qadl (administration of justice) altogether 
and devoted himself to knowledge, teaching and Iftä' (deliverance of formal legal 
opinions). The latter function, Iftä'. was taken over, after him by his 
7 A1-Sakhäwi, Al-Daw' al-Lämi`, 5/245. 
8 Al-'Adfa« . al-Tdla` al-Said, pp. 254-646, also pp. 149.313-317., Ibn Hajar, Al-Durr al-Kamin. 
2/472. 
9 A1-Sakhäwi, AI-Paw' al-Lämi', 1/280-281. 
10Ibid, 3/6. 
11 Ibid, 5/6. 
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son `Abd' Rahmdn, the author's elder brother. ' 2 Al-Samhüdi grew up under the aegis of 
his father and memorised the Holy Qur'an at his hands. He accompanied him in his 
journeys to seek knowledge. In 858 /1454, he travelled with him to Cairo. ' 3 There, he 
met scholars, kept their company and studied with them. He continued with his father 
and studied many books with him. 14 Thereafter, he started travelling on his own and 
after a number of visits to Cairo, he decided to settle there for a period of time 
interrupted only by occasional visits to his parents. He then went to Mecca for Ha., ] 
(pilgrimage) with his mother in the month of Dhu al-Qi `dah 870/June 1466. However, 
he reached Mecca after the Hajj season, so he decided to wait in Mecca for the 
following season and resided in the Hamm (Grand Mosque in Mecca) for a whole 
year. During this period, he studied under a number of scholars who will be talked 
about in subsequent sections of this thesis. He also met al-Sakhäwi15 and studied with 
him a number of books, benefiting a great deal from his knowledge. He performed 
12 Al-Sakhäwi drew a comparison between al-Samhüdi and his elder brother saying: This one is older 
but the other one is better". See Al-]Paw' al-Ldmi`, 4/87. About him, al-Samhüdi said; he is the al- 
Sayyid, al-Shaul al-Imam `Abd al-Rahmän. See also, al-Samhüdt, Al-Wafä bima yajib 11 Hadrat al- 
Mustafä, p. 118. 
13 Al-Sakhäwi, Al-Paw' al-Lämi`, 5/245. Al-`Aydarüs in Al-Nür al-Säfir p. 58 also mentioned that he 
went to Cairo in 853/1419. 
14 These books include: Al-Minhäj and its Shark (Commentry) by al-Muhallä. Shark al-Bahjah, 
Jamal-Jawämi`, the majority of Alfiyyat ibn Malik. He also heard from him the majority of al-Bukhärl 
and the Mukhtasar (short version) Muslim by al-Mundhin. See A1-Sakh5wt, Al-Daw' al-Lärni`, 5/245. 
15 Muhammad ibn `Abd Al-Rahmän ibn Muhammad Shams al- Din al-Sakhawi, great historian and 
knowledgeable in Hadith, Tafsir and Literature. Originally from Sakhä from Upper Egypt. He was born 
in 831/1427 and died in 902/1496 in Medina. He travelled a lot and authored approximately 200 books, 
key amongst which was al-Paw' al-Lämi `. See his biography in al- Zirikli, al-'A' äm. 6/194. 
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Hajj with him the following year (871/1467), then moved on to al- Medina al- 
Munawwarah. There he settled down in 873/1469, after he had accompanied his 
mother back to Cairo then to Samhüd. In al-Medina, the author mixed with a number 
of scholars. He benefited from them and his personality matured considerably in the 
process, consolidating his knowledge and refining his academic abilities. '6 
In Medina, Al-Samhüdi married the sister of Muhammad ibn 'Umar ibn al-Muhibb 
from the family of al-Zarandf, then they separated and he married another lady, the 
sister of Shaykh Muhammad al-Maräghi, who was also the daughter of his teacher 
'Abü al-Faraj. Again, he divorced her after a short period after the death of her 
brother. These two marriages in al-Medina were preceded by another marriage, which 
was his first marriage in Cairo from the daughter of 'Ahmad al-Misri al-Sabbär, the 
granddaughter of his teacher al-Manäwi. This lady, he may have divorced before his 
departure to Medina because she was not with him when he went to Medina. '? Al- 
Sakhäwi, in his book al-Tuhfah al-Latr`fah had this to say by way of explanation of the 
author's multiple marriages: 
It appears to us from al-Samhüdi s multiple marriages that he was after having 
children, as in his first marriage it was Allah's Decree that his wife bore no 
children for him. He must have felt uneasy about it and kept getting married 
without declaring his first marriage. Again he had no children from his 
subsequent marriages and after divorcing his last wife, he contented 
himself 
with marrying 'imä" (slave girls), as he must have been sterile, and Allah 
16 : \I-SakhdxNT, al-Tuhfah al-Lattfah, 
3/223. 
17 Ibid. 3/228. 
is 
knows best. ' R 
From Medina, al-Samhüdi went back to Egypt to visit his family and his mother who 
died shortly after he had seen her. After his mother's death. his travels took him to al- 
Masjid al-Agsä in Jerusalem, back to Cairo, then to Medina, then to Mecca, finally 
back to Medina where he settled down on a permanent basis, living in the house of the 
Companion Tamfm al-Därl, first as a tenant, then as an owner. After buying this 
house, he refurbished it and took it as his residence and abode for the rest of his life. 
then he entailed it to be a waqf(endowment) after his death. 19 All those who wrote al- 
Samhüdi s biography described him as ' Medina's historian, notable scholar, fagl7i 
(Flgh scholar) and teacher'. 20 This will be looked at in more detail in the following 
section. 
1.3. The Status of Al-Samhüdi among other Scholars 
A1-Samhüdi commanded an eminent status among other scholars on account of his 
love for knowledge and for disseminating it; on account of the phenomenal scope of 
his readings and research, and on account of his excellent relations with other 
scholars. Al-Sakhäwi said about him: 
A1-Samhüdi is the Shaykh of the people of Medina, on account of his 
18 Ibid. 3/232. 
19 : 11-Samhüdi, \Vafä' al-«'afä, 2/696. 
20 A1-Shädhili, '' 'Athärah min al-Samhüdi , Al-Manhal 
Magazine, Issue 5.1965. p. 365. See also. 
RandE H. Mawärid al-Samhüdi wa Manhajuh al-Täril hi f Kitäbih \Vafä' al-WW'afä bi 'Akhbär al- 
Nlustafä, NI. A. Dissertation. Urtun al-Qurä university. 1999, p. 115. 
19 
knowledge, lineage and % orship. 21 
He also said about him: 
He is a pride for the people of Medina, an eminent scholar. versatile and 
masterful in Figh, devoted to worship, dedicated to reading. research and 
writing and has numerous books. He is strong in discussing and debating and 
has a flowing expression and a strong personality. 22 
Another biographer wrote about him: 
He was the Shi I dweller of Medina, its scholar. fagi7i, teacher and 
historian. 23 
The above quotation establishes that Al-Samhüdi belonged to the Shafi'l,, hoýol of 
Islamic Jurisprudence. In fact, the Shat `r` school of thought had already spread in 
Egypt and the majority of scholars who taught then were from that school of thought. 
Al-Samhüdi was their student, was influenced by them and became an eminent 
sha vkh of the Shaf '1`school of jurisprudunce in Egypt . 
24 
According to another biographer, Al-Samhüdi was: 
21 : \l-Sakha vr. al-Tuhfah al-Latifah, 3/235. 
22 Ibid. 2/284. 
2j A1-'Aydarüs. al-Nür al-Säfir, p. 6. 
24 A-Shawkäni. al-Nür al-Tdi". 1/47 1. 
-)0 
A truthful speaker, a copious transmitter, expert in Hadith, knowledgeable in 
biographies and in the history of battles and a trustworthy reporter. 25 
Yet another biographer described him as: 
The exemplar Imam (religious leader) and the distinguished ffujjah (ultimate 
authority) in the two fundamental subjects: History and Figh. 26 
In addition to this eminent status which A1-Samhüdi enjoyed and the generous praise 
showered upon him, he had an excellent relationship with his peers as he used to 
research and discuss with them some general issues, like the issue of holding funeral 
prayers in the Prophetic Mosque in Medina. 27 Despite these good relations with his 
contemporaries, he had to contend, like many other expatriates with a number of 
irritations caused mainly by envy on the part of some [local] scholars who aspired to 
his status. A1-Sakhäwi confirmed this when he said: 
Their relations with Al-Samhüdi was one of academic envy and competition 
due to his distinguished status. However, overall, A1-Samhüdi s status among 
his contemporaries remained intact. 28 
The first of these irritations came from the brother of the Judge of Medina. al-Qädi al- 
25. liäji Khali'ah, Kashf al-Zunün, 2/57. 
26 More about the relationship between al-Samhüdi and his peers and the context in which he lived in 
section 1.6 below. 
27 : \I-Samhüd. i, «'afä' al-«'afä, 2/535. 
28 Al-Salchiwti º. al-Tuhfah al-Latifah, 3/234. 
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Zakawi. The brother who was known by the name of al-Salähi had some problems 
and he thought that a1-Samhüdi was the agent of these problems. So, he abandoned al- 
Samhüdi s classes and no longer studied with him. He further started plotting against 
him, inciting one of the janitors of the Prophetic Mosque against him. He managed to 
get a written order from him to vacate the room which al-Samhüdi used as a place of 
seclusion, under the pretext that it was needed for storing the oil used for the Mosque 
lamps. 29 However, when the Sheikh of the Prophetic Mosque found out about the 
incident and realised that the reason for evacuating the room was not valid, he ordered 
the key of the retreat room to be returned to al-Samhüdi who was overjoved by this 
verdict. 
Other frictions also took place between al-Samhüdi and his peers. These were referred 
to by al-Samhüdi himself who said: 
But some people who attend the assembly of knowledge were so keen to 
contradict my opinions, even though they are extremely clear and 
unequivocal.; 0 
Another disagreement happened between al-Samhüdi and Al-Fädil ibn al-Khatib al- 
Rayyis. 3' The latter envied al-SamMdi for his academic status and the fact that he 
was nominated for the post of head teacher of the Shäfi'i School in Medina- a post al- 
29 Ibid. 3/230-231. 
30 Al-Samnhüdi, «'afä' al-«'afä, 2/619. 
31 `Abd 'Alläh ibn 'Ahmad ibn al-KhaOb al-Ravyis, died in 891/1486. He was known by this name. al- 
Ra\ \ is (the leader) because he played a role of leadership both in Nledina and 
in his family. He wa: 
well versed in a number of disciplines. See his biography in Al-Sakhäwt i, Al-Daw* al-Lämi, 
5112- 1 
_' 
ýý 
Rayyis was himself aspiring for. Another dispute evolved between al-Samhüdi and al- 
Khawäjä ibn al-Rasan who disagreed with al-Samhüd- in respect of a number of 
Shan`ah issues. 32 At one point, the frictions between al-Samhüdi and some of his 
peers got so bad that al-Samhüdi decided to leave Medina and go to Mecca. 
However, al-Sakhäwi stopped him from doing so. Al-Sakha-m i ascribes the 
disagreement between al-Samhüdi and his opponents to more than envy. He explain`-. 
In addition to academic envy which is an important factor in the disagreement 
between al-Samhüdi and others, there is also another reason and that is al- 
Samhüd"s staunch adherence to his own opinions. 33 
Al-Sakhäwi goes on to say: 
Sometimes, al-Samhüdi s discussions and debates with his discussants would 
lead him to be somewhat harsh with them. This, in turn, would lead some of 
them to exhibit some improper behaviour with him... It would have been 
better if he refrained from getting into these heated discussions. 
Despite all these problems which al-Samhüdi experienced in Medina, he continued to 
command a great deal of esteem in Cairo. When he went back to visit his family, the 
scholars and judges in Egypt received him with a lot of respect. The Grand Judge of 
Egypt appointed him as a teacher of Hadth in the al-Walawi Mosque and a teacher of 
12; \1-Sakhäwi, : \1-Daw' al-Lami', 4/10. 
33 A1-Sakhäwr. al-Tuhfah al-Latifah, 3/233 
q A1-Sakha'v i.: \I-Da%N' al-Lämi'. 5/247. 
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Figh in the al- Sälihiyyah Mosque. He provided him ww ith accommodation in the 
Judges' quarter and offered him the office of Deputy Judge. a post he declined. ', 
1.4. His Teachers and Students 
1.4.1. His Teachers 
During his many travels between the most important centres of knowledge of his time 
viz. Medina, Mecca and Cairo, al-Samhüdi met a number of great competent and 
renowned scholars who all had their impact on his personality and were the main 
source of the wealth of knowledge he accumulated throughout the year`. Key amount 
his teachers were the following: 
" Al-Shams al-Jüjari Muhammad ibn `Abd al-Mun'im al-Jüjar . 
36 
Al-Samhüdi studied Figh, 'Usü1 al-Figh and Arabic language with him. lie studied ai 
number of books with him, including Jani al-Tawdr7j by ibn Hishäm, X11-Kfiazrajiv. vah 
with its annotations and commentary by al-Shudhür and the first quarter of S/iarh a! - 
Bahjah and Sharp a1-Allinhäj by al-Muhallä. He also studied with him Jam ' al-Ja uc Jin ' 
by the same author. 37 
9 Sharaf Al-Din 'Abu Zakariyyä Yahyä al-Manawi 8 
A1-Samhüdi kept company with him longer than other teachers and read before him 
Taqsim al-Mlnhäj twice, also KltJb al-Häwl, al-Tanbr7i, al-Bahjah, the commentary of 
hin' al-Jawdin' and Häshl vat al-. aithwi 'a1aSharhal-Bah, jah. He also studied %iIh 
him part of . 11Th' art 
ibn Mi11k, part of Bustän al- Iiif n by al-Nawawi, and aa1-Ri. %ýi1. rh 
35 Ibid. 5/246. 
0 A1-Sakhäwi, . \1-Daw' al-Lärni', 8/123..: 1-Shaw käni, al-Nor al-Täli', 
2/200. 
17 : \I-SakhawL Al-Daw' al-Lämi'. 5/245.. AI-'. \ydarü'. al-Nor al-Säfir. p. 
Sy. 
38 Al-Sa: häwi. Al-Daw' al-L, mi'. 8/123.. al- Zirikli. al-'A'ldm. 71130. 
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al-Qushayrryyah. He heard from him Sahen al-Bukhärl and Sahib Alu., -hin man\ 
times, Mukhtasar a]-'Usü1 by al-Bärizr extracted from the end of Tafcir . il-Ba vd u i. 
His teacher, al-Manäwi bestowed on him the shred of Ta. '. aR{ u ul'(Sufism). '") 
" Al-Shams al-Sharwänl Muhammad ibn Murähim al-Din al-Shäfi `i 
A1-Samhüdi studied with him Shari `Aqä id a1-AasafJ by al-Taftazänl and Shari al- 
Tawäli` by al-'Isfahäni. He discussed with him the subject of a1-71ä/irº_vJt (Divinities ) 
in Mecca and studied with him a portion of al-Kashshaf and the majority of 
Mukhtasar Sa `d al-Din `alä al-Talkhis-. He also heard from him Sharp ibn al-Niijih and 
Shark al-Mlnhäj by Al-`Izzt. He equally studied with him numerous other books, 
essays and commentaries. 40 
" Shihäb al-Din 'Ahmad ibn 'Ismd'il ibn 'Abü Bakr ibn `Umar ibn Buraydah al- 
'Ibshiti l 
AI-Samhüdi kept his company in Mecca in 872 /1468 and in `Madinah in the 
following year. He attended his lessons of a1-Minhäj and heard from him part of 
Tafsir al-Baydäwi Shark al-Balijak, and Tawd17i Ibn Hishdm. He studied with him 
some of his (al-'Ibshiti s) books, including his commentary on Khutbat a1-Minhij and 
his annotations on al-Khazrajiyyah. Thereafter, al-'Ishbitl gave him licence to teach. 
'2 
" Sa'd al-Din 'Abn al-Sa`ädät Muhammad ibn Said, the HanafI Judge in 
Egypt. 
39 : \l-Sakh1wi, Al-haw' al-Lämi'. 10/48., : 
\l-': \Vdarüs, al-Nur al-Säfir, p. 58 
40 : \l-Sakhäwi, . \l-Daw' al-Lämi'. 
10/48 and 5/245., A1-'Avdarüs. al-Nür al-Säfir. p. 5$. 
41 Al-Sakhäwi.: \1-Daw' a1-Lämi'. 1/235., Ibn al-'Imäd. Shadharät al-Dhahab. 
8/336.. 11- Zirikli. al- 
'A'läm, 1/94. 
42 : \l-Sakhäwi, . \1-Daw' al-UII11', 5240. 
II-) 
A1-Samhüdi studied with him `Umdat al-Ahkäm and gave him licence to teach . 
43 
" Muhammad ibn'Ibrdhim ibn `Abd A1-Rahmän ibn Muhammad alias Al-Najm. the 
son of the Judge of `Ajlün 
A1-Samhüdi studied with him part of his [the teacher's] amendment,, of al-MinkI/: 4 
" Muhammad ibn 'Ahmad ibn al-Fagih 'Ahmad alias Al-Shams al-Bähi 
A1-Samhüdi studied with him part of Shark al-Bahjah and Tagaslrll al-. Hinhai j. 45 
" Sälih ibn `Umar ibn Raslän ibn Nusayr ibn Sälih alias `Alam al-Din 
al-Balgini. 
46 Al-Samhüdr attended some of his classes. 
" `Umar ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Abü al-Khayr Muhammad ibn'Abd 
Allah ibn Fahd alias `Umar ibn Fahd 
A1-Samhüdi studied with him when he was in Mecca. 47 
" Al-Kamäl Abü al-Fadl Muhammad ibn Muhammad Abü Bakr al-Marjänl and his 
sister Kamäliyyah bint Muhammad. 
A1-Samhüdi heard from both of them in Mecca. 48 
" Muhammad ibn Muhammad Al-Zayn Abü Bakr ibn Näsir al-Din Abü al- Faraj al- 
Maräghi 
Al-Samhüdi heard from him a great deal in Medina. 49 
43 Ibn al-`Imäd, Shadharät al-Dhahab, 7/306.. Al-Sakhäwwi.. Al-Daw' al-Lämi`. 5/246. 
44 A1-Sakhd\v i. Al-Daw' al-Lämi', 6/254 and 5/245., A1-`Avdarüs. al-Nür al-S ifir, p. S8. 
45 Al-Sakhäwº, Al-Daw' al-Lämi'. 7/48 and 5/245., Al-`. Aydarüs, al-Nür al-Säfir, p. SS. 
46 A1-Sakhäwi. Al-Daw' al-Loni', 3/312 and 5/246. 
47 Ibid, 6/126 and 5/240. 
48 Ibid, 9/67 and 5/246. 
49 Ibid, 9/56 and 5/2240. 
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" Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn `Abd Al-Rah. män ibn 'Al! ibn 
Yüsuf ibn Mansur al-Shams ibn Al-Kamäl al-Qähirl, Imäm of the 
Kamäliyyah Mosque 
Al-Samhüdi attended one of his classes. He conferred on him the Shred of Tr%, i u{'ut 
and taught him Dhikr (Remembrance of Allah). 50 
e Zakariyyä ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Zakariyyä al-Zayn al-Ansär a1-Shäfi`i 
Al-Samhüdi studied with him Sharh al-Minhäj al-A c/iby al-Asnä'i and the majority 
of his [the teacher's] commentary on the poem of ibn al-Hä'im in al-Fa, id (the 
Science of Legacies). 5 
9 Sa'd ibn Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Sa'd ibn Abü Bakr ibn Muslih ibn Abü 
Bakr ibn Sa'd al-Din alias Ibn a1-Diri. 
A1-Samhüdi studied with him 'Umdat al-Ahk rn and he , ranted him licence to teach 
it. 52 
" `Uthmän ibn Sadaqah ibn `Ali ibn Muhammad ibn Mukhlis al-Din `Abd Alläh ibn 
Muhammad Abü Muhammad al-Dimyäti al-Shärmab 
He granted al-Samhüdi" licence to teach and practice 'iftä'after he tested him in some 
issues in his essays . 
53 
" Al- `Afif `Abd Allah ibn al-Qädi Näsir al-Din ibn Sälih 
He taught al-Samhüdi a few subjects in Al-'Ajiz and conferred on him the Shred of 
50 Ibid, 9/224 and 5/245. Also in al- Zirikir. a]-', %'Iäm. 7/275. 
51 : \l-Sakhä«T.: \1-Daw' al-Lämi', 3/234 and 
5/245.. al- Zirikli. a1-'1\'1äm. 3/SO. 
52 A1-Sakhawi. Al-Daw' al-Lämi', 3/241) and 5/246., al- Zirikli. al-'A'läm, 311 Iti. 
53 : \1-Sakhäwi.: \1 I)aýv al-Linu'. Y'129 and 
5/ý'45..: \l-'. \vdari>;. al-Nur al-ý. ifir. p. _SS. 
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Sufism which he, in turn had received from 'Umar al-'A'räbi. '4 
The above list of al-Samhüdi 's teachers who all influenced the author and had a 
varying impact on his personality is by no means exhaustive. In fact. some others 
have already been mentioned in previous sections like al-Sakhäwi. The above name` 
were the ones the researcher was able to compile from available books of biographie'.. 
1.4.2. His Students 
In view of the abundance of his knowledge and his great love to disseminate it and 
teach to others, al-Samhüdi had a large number of students. Most of them studied with 
him in Mecca and Medina. In fact, very few were the students in Medina «ho were 
not taught by him. 55 Key amongst these students were the following: 
" Mas `üd al- `Arabi 
" Muhammad ibn 'Amad ibn Muhammad ibn 'Ibrähim ibn JaIdl57 
" Muhammad ibn 'Amad ibn al-Sharaf. Al-Samhüdi arranged for him to be 
appointed to the office of Judge. 58 
" Al-Zayn `Abd Al-Rahmän ibn 'Abü al-Hudä, Al-Najm ibn Ya`qüb al-%Llliki, and 
al-Shaykh al-Miskin Wälid al-Jamä`ah. 59 
" 'Abd Al-'Aziz ibn al-Najm 'Umar ibn Fahd. 
60 
54 : 11-Sakhäwi, Al-Daw' al-Lämi'. 5/246. 
55 Ibid. 5/247. 
56 Ibid. 10/156. 
57 : \l-Sakhäwi, al-Tuhfah al-Lati`fah, 3/493-494. 
58 Ibid. 3/502-503. 
59 Ibid, 3/233. 
. 60 Ihn al-'Imäd, Shadharät al-Dhahab, 8/301-302 
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" Muhammad ibn `Abd Al-Rahmän al-Shams alias 'Ibn al-Qattän or 'Ibn al-Zaun. 
He later became the most eminent Qri' (reciter of the Qur'an) in Medina. its III1 im 
and Khat1b (the one who delivers the Friday sermon) and a notable teacher. He 
continually sought the company of al-Samhüdi. 61 
" Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn Muhammad al-Zarandi al-Hanafi. lie was an 
eminent muftiwho issued legal rulings according to the Hanafl school of thought. 62 
Overall, al-Samhüdi took great interest in his students. cared for them and arranLed 
for the outstanding amongst them to assume key positions in Medina like Qa Ji' 
(Judicature) and other positions. 63 
1.5. A1-Samhüdrs Books 
A1-Samhüdi left behind him a good number of works in the following disciplines: 
Fiqh, 'Usdl, Haditli, Slrah and History. His books became references for scholars of 
Figh and of other disciplines. The present researcher was able to identify most of al- 
Samhüdi s books, as a good number of them have already been edited and published , 
while others are still in work form, awaiting edition, hence the significance of the 
present research which focuses on the edition of one of al-Samhüdi s works. 
The following sections review the titles of works authored by al-Sarnhtidi and provide 
some information about some of them, where such information was available in the 
references consulted. As for the titles of these books, they are presented below in the 
transliteration form only. No translation of the meanings of these titles was attempted, 
as most of these titles bear no immediate relation to the contents of the hooks. Their 
61 A1-Sakhäwº, al-Tuhfah al-Latifah, 3/624-(25. 
02 Ibid. 3/503. 
03 Ibid. 3/609. 
2q 
language is highly rhetorical and their meanings are highl\ figurative and 
metaphorical, as was the custom among the Muslim book writers of that time w hen 
choosing titles for their books. 
1- 'Igtlfä' al- Wafä bi Akhbar Dar al-Muster 64 
This book was destroyed along with many other books in a fire that broke out in al- 
Samhüdi s library in Medina while he was away in Mecca in 886 /148 1.65 
2- Wafä' al- Wall bi Akhbar Dar al-Mustafä 
A1-Samhüdi summarized it in his subsequent book al- Wad bi '-4khbar Dar al- 
Mustafa. The summary was possible because the draft ,. N, as still with the author when 
his library was burnt out. 66 
3- Khuläsat al- Wafä bl Akbbar Dar al-Mustafä 
It was summarized by the author in his book Wem-' al- Wafj bi Akhbdr Dir al 
Mustafä. 67 
These three books talk about Medina from a historical perspective and about the 
Shaul-'ah issues pertaining to the Prophetic Mosque, as well as the events that took 
place in Medina and its historical and architectural places. These three books are 
therefore key references which deal with this topic. 
4- Mas: lat Farsh al-Busut al-Manqüshah 
It contains a response from al-Samhüdi, answering back those who have disagreed 
with him in some of his opinions, as reported by al-Sakhä,, vi. This book is missing. 
`' 
64 : A1-Samhiidi, AVafä' al-«'afä bi ': Akhbär Där al-Mustafýi. 
2/1. 
65 
. \I-tiakhäwi, AI-Daw' a1-Lämi', 
5/247. 
66 : \l-Samhüdi. Khuläsat al-\Vafa bi 'Akhbär Där al-Mti tafä. p.!. a1: o . 
11-, s inlhüdL . 
lawihir al-'Igdiav n 
fi Fadl al-Sharafavn. p. 1 S. 
07 Al-Salnhüdi, Jaw hir al-'Igdav-n ff Fadl al-Sharafayn. p. l ý. 
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5- Häsblyab `alä Id-, Ab al-Na wa wl ffaJ Manäslk 
This book is also missing. 69 
6- Al-Fatawä 
This is a collection of legal rulings by al-Samhüdi. Again, this book is missing. 70 
7- Durar al-Sumüt lima 11 al- Wudü'min Sburüt 
This book is an essay by the author about the condition of ablution. It i,, al,, () 
missing. 
71 
8- Ikmäl al-Ma wib b 
This is an appendix to a long essay by the author; also missin`g. 72 
9- Ma wählb al-Karim al-Fattäh mal-Masbüq al-Mushtaghil bi al- Istiftäh 
This an essay which deals with prayers, providing answers to questions about what 
should be done by a worshipper who enters the mosque after the lmäm has already 
begun the congregational prayer. The impetus to this essay was the abundance of 
questions pertaining to the above topic, which the author used to receive during his 
68 A1-Sakhäwf, Al-Daw' al-Ldmi`, 5/246. It should be pointed out here, that the editor of Jawähir al- 
Igdavn fi Fadl al-Sharafayn, mentioned, when presenting the biography of al-Samhüdi that this book 
viz. Mas'alat Farsh al-Busut al-Manqüshah was ascribed by al-Baghdidi to al-Samhüdi in I ladi} \ at al- 
r\rifin. however, upon verification of this, it transpired that al-Baghdädº did not, in fact, i,, cribe this 
book to al-Sailihüdi. 
69 AI-Baghdad, Hadiyvat al-': \rifºn, 1/740..: 11-SakhdwL Al-Da\ ' a1-Lämi', 5/140. 
70 Al-': \vdarüs, al-Nür al-Säfir, p. 59.. al- Zirik1, al-': \'läm, 4/122. 
. 71 : A1-Baghdädi, lladivvat al-'Arian, 1/740., al- Zirik1. al-'A 1äm, 4ý 122 
72 Al 13aýýhdýdi. 1Iadiý at al-'rýrifin, 1/470., A1-Samhüdi, Jawdhir al-'Igdaýn fº Fadl al-Sharafayn. 
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lessons. He wrote this essay in 883/1478.73 
10- Al- Aa war al-Saa yyab 1 Ajwlbat As slat a1- Yamaniyyah 
The impetus to this book was a letter sent to al-Samhüdi by one of the , cholar,, from 
Yemen asking him a number of questions about the soul, so the author «rote back to 
him with the answers, which constituted his book: 
Al- An war al-Sanlyyah fAj wlbat As slat al- Yamaalyyab' ` 
11- 'Umnlyat a]- Mu `tanlh bi Ra wdat a]-Tälibin75 
12- Al-Ghammäz `alä al-Mäz: A book about the most common and wide-spread 
hadiths and has been edited and published76. 
13- Al- Agwjl al-Musfrab `aa Dalä'ii al-'Akliirah: A book in Fiq/1» 
14- Jawdb r al- `Igdayn fIFadl al-Sharafayn: A published book which talks about the 
virtue (honor) of knowledge and the virtue of lineage. 78 
15- 'Idh al. Bayau li mä Arädah al-. Hujjab min lays IT al- Imkaa 'Ahsan minima 
Kan79 
73 A1-Baghdädt, Hadivyat al-'Arifin, 1/740., Sýwwilim, I., A1-Samhüdi anhajuh wa N1awariduh ff 
Kitäbätih al-Tänikhiyyah, PhD. Thesis, Department of History, King Saud University, Riyadh, 1999, 
p. 4l8. 
74 A1-Baghdädi, Hadiv v at al-`Arifin, 1/740. Swilim. I.. A1-Samhüdi anhajuh «wa NI md iduh 
fi 
Kitäbätih al-Tärikhiv\'ah, PhD. Thesis, Department of History, King Saud University. 
Riyadh, 1999. 
p. 414. 
75 : \I-Baghdadi, Hadiyyat al-'Arifin, 1/740. 
76 Edited by Ishäq, NI. in an NI.: \ Dissertation, University of Riyadh. 1401/1981. 
77 : V-Samhiidi, Jawähir al-lgdavn fi Fadl al-Sharafayn. p. 
17. 
78 : 11-'AIM. Musa. A1-Samhüdi fl- Jawihir al-lgday n: 
Critical Edition, hliniýtry of Endowment' and 
Religious Affairs, Iraq, 1405,11984- 
ýý 
16- Shlfa-' a]- Ash wäq i Hukm mä Yakthur Bay `uhu h al- As wäq 
The subject matter of this book is trade transactions and the amount of Zak-ah required 
for each of these transactions. The reason for writing this book was the large number 
of tradesmen in the time of the author who neglected the payment of Zakah on their 
trade. This book, like other books by the author were prompted by particular 
reasons, which indicates the author's engagement with his society and his concern to 
discharge the duty of enjoining good and forbidding evi1.80 
17- T1ä al-Kalam bi Fa wld al-Saläm 
This book talks about the Shari`ah rules pertaining to refraining from offering 
greeting the people of disobedience and adhering to offering greeting the people of 
obedience. Again, the author had a particular reason for writing this book. He wrote it 
as a sign of faithfulness to one of his teachers who was asked a number of questions 
regarding giving saläm (greeting) by a Hanafi person. The teacher died before he was 
able to answer these questions, so al-Samhüdi wrote this book to answer the man's 
questions and honor his teacher's commitment. 81 
18- Al- `Iqd al-Fared if Ahkarn al-Taglld 
A1-Samhüdi wrote this book in 879/1492, upon the request of one of his friends who 
79 A1-Baghdädi, Hadiyyat al-`Arifin, 1/740. No information is available about this book's contents or 
topic. 
80 : 11-Baghdädi, Hadivvat al-'Arifin, 1/740.. S«i1im. I.. A1-Samhüdi Nlanhajuh «a Mawdriduh IT 
Kitäbatih al-Tdrilhivyah. PhD. Thesis, Department of History, King Saud University-, Riv-adh, I k)(P). 
p. 424. 
81 : \l-Baghdädi, 1-ladivvat al-'Anfin, 1/740., S«ilim. I., Al-Samhüdi Manhajuh wa htawäriduh IT 
Kitdbätih al-Tdrikhivy-ah. PhD. Thesis. Department of History, King Saud University. Riyadh. 1999. 
p. 415. 
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asked for a book detailing the rules governing Taglld (following), in the context of the 
worshippers in a congregational prayer (ma Mdm n) having to follow their Imärli (the 
person leading the prayer). In this book, the author also talks about the requirements 
of the Mufti (the person who issues legal rulings). 82 
19- Al-MuharrarfiTa `ayyun al-Taläq, also said to have the title of: AI-Muharrarmin 
a]- Ära' iHukm a]-Taläq bi a]- Ibrä' 
Al-Samhüdi was prompted in writing this book by the dangerous spread of divorce in 
his time. The book talks about the rules governing divorce and focuses on the 
controversial issues in this field. 83 
20- Masäbih al-Qlyam It-Sbar al-Slyäm 
The author wrote this book because the people of Medina differed among themselves 
about the number of rak `ahs (units of prayer) in the optional night prayers during the 
month of Ramadn. 84 
21- Kashf al-Jllbäb wa al-Hijäb `an al-Qud wah if al-Shubbak wa al-Rihäb 
This book deals with some issues pertaining to the architecture of the Prophetic 
Mosque in Medina. 85 
22- Daf` al-Ta `arrud wa al- Inkar i Busut Ra wdat al-Mukhtar 
82 AI-Baghdädi, Hadiyyat al-`Arifin, 1/740., Swilim, I., Al-Samhüdi Manhajuh wa Nlawäriduh ff 
Kitäbätih a1-Tän'khivyah, PhD. Thesis, Department of History, King Saud University, Riyadh, 1999, 
p. 415. 
83 : A1-Baghdädi, Hadivv at a1-'Arifin, 1/740., Swi`lim, I., A1-Samhüdi 
Manhajuh wa , Mawäriduh fi 
Kitabätih al-Tärikhiv vah, PhID. Thesis, Department of History, King Saud University. 
Ri,, adh. 1999. 
p. 417. 
84 Al-Samhiüdi. \V'afä' al-\l'afi bi ': 1khbdr Där al-hlustafä. 1/84-85. 
85 : \l-Sainhüdr. \Vaf1' al-«Vafä bi 'Akhbär Där al-Mustafä. 1/376. 
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In this book al-Samhüdi disapproves of what a number of Hanafi worshippers did in 
the Prophetic Mosque, designating a special place and a pulpit for the followers of 
their school of thought to pray in. 86 
23- Tahgiq al-Magälab if `Umüm al-Rlsälah 
This book deals with the controversy that has arisen among the scholars of that time 
about the universal nature of the massage of the Prophet (PBUH) and that it include,, 
both mankind and Jinn. This book was prompted by a question addressed to the 
author by another scholar. 87 
24- Al-Nas172ah al- Wjjibat al-Qabül if bayan Ma wdi ` Mixbar al-Rasül 
This book shows the author's great interest in the Prophet's Mosque, as he devoted this 
book especially to the Prophet's Pulpit, inside the Mosque, in addition to his other 
books which deal with the Mosque in general. 88 
25- Naslliat al-Lab/b bi Ma wdü ` Ru yat al-Habib 
In this book, al-Samhüdi focused on the topic of seeing the Prophet (PBUH) in one's 
dream. 89 
26- Al-Lu 7u' al-Maathfrr fNaslhat Wulät al-'Umur 
This is the work which makes the focus of the present research, providing a critical 
edition of it and presenting if in a new format to the students and seekers of 
86 A1-Samhüdi, \l'afä' al-\Vafä bi 'Akhbär Dar al-1\lustafä, 2/683. 
87 Swilim, I., Al-Samhüdi anhajuh wa Mawäriduh if Kitäbätih al-Tarikhiyyah, PhD. Thesis. 
Department of History, King Saud University , 
Riyadh, 1999, p. 422. 
88 : 1I-Samhüdi. «'afä' al-WL'afä bi ': Akhbär Dar al-Nlustafä, 2/411. 
89 Swililn, I., A1-Samhüdi Ntanhajuh eta Maw ariduh if Kitäbätih al-Tärikhiyyah, PhD. Theis, 
Department of History, King Saud University, Riyadh. 1999, p. 427. 
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knowledge. This work will be described with some detail in a subsequent chapter of 
this thesis (Chapter 3: Description of the Work). 
1.6. The Author's Interaction with his Society 
1.6.1. Introduction 
Al-Samhüdi was not one of those scholars who secluded themselves from their social 
environment. Rather, he had a positive attitude towards his society and interacted 
actively with the various events which took place in the political and academic 
spheres around him. In short, he was an active scholar and a worker. Thanks to his 
sincere efforts, a great deal of the corruption which was rampant during his time was 
eradicated. He also managed to change some academic opinions using logical 
arguments, and principled dialogue. Nor was al-Samüdi aloof from the politicians and 
decision makers of his time. He mixed with the Emirs and Sultans with the aim of 
keeping abreast with the developments in his society and actively changing opinions 
and ideas which contradicted the Shanf'ah and went against the interests of his people. 
As will become clear from Chapter 3, Section below, Muslim scholars belonged to 
two different schools in terms of their relationships with the rulers. The scholars who 
belonged to the first school chose to isolate themselves from the rulers: they neither 
mixed with them nor attended their courts. The second school advocated the necessity 
to mix with the rulers, not with the aim of obtaining worldly gains from them, rather 
with the aim of giving them advice and influencing them. Al-Samhüdi clearly 
belonged to the latter school. This is borne out by his work, which is the focus of the 
present research. He called it a1-Lu7u' al-Manthür f Nasl7iat I uJJt a1-t. mür (Lit. The 
Scattered Pearls in Giving Advice to the Rulers). A detailed description of this work 
is provided in Chapter 3 below, meanwhile a brief review of al-Samhüdi s relationship 
with some nilers of his time is given in the following section to illustrate his great 
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interest in exhorting and advising these rulers, as well as the great interest he took in 
the various issues of his society. 
1.6.2. The Author's Interest in the Issues of Islamic Jurisprudence and Islamic Law of 
his Time 
One of the Islamic Jurisprudence matters about which al-Samhüdi had his oo%% n 
opinion was the issue of the position of the body of the deceased vis-_vis the grave of 
the Prophet (PBUH). It was the custom at that time to place the corpse of the deceased 
person, during the Funeral Prayer, with its feet facing the grave of the Prophet 
(PBUH). Al-Samhüdi was of the opinion that the head of the deceased should be 
placed facing the grave of the Prophet (PBUH) and not the opposite. " He also 
vehemently criticized the current practice at that time, whereby the doors of the 
Prophet's Mosque were kept closed at night and were only opened shortly before Fajr 
(Dawn) prayer. During the month of Ramadän, these doors were kept closed till 
shortly before the Tardwln prayers (early evening optional prayers). This practice 
forced both the people of Medina and the visitors to wait for long periods to get in. 
Once the doors were open, the people burst into the mosque racing with each other 
[vying for a place in the front rows]. Al-Samhüdi was of the opinion that this was an 
act of contempt to the Prophet's Mosque and extremely disrespectful to the Prophet 
(PBUH), in addition to the disturbance that caused to the worshippers already praying 
inside the Mosque. 91 Another wrong practice in the Prophet's Mosque, which al- 
Samhüdi criticized and was equally instrumental in finding a remedy for, was the 
gatherings of women in front of the grave of the Prophet (PBUH). These gatherings 
90 AI-Samhüdi, «'afä' al-«'afi bi ': \khbdr Där al-Mustafa. 2/532-535. 
91 A1-Samhüdi. al-\t'afä' bimä Yajib li Hadrat al-Niustafä. pp. 158-161. 
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took place on special occasions, such as the first Friday of the month of Rajab, the eve 
of the 27 `h day of the same month, the eve of the middle day of the month of Sha 'bin 
and the eve of the 27(h day of the month of Ramadan, as well as on most Thursday 
nights throughout the year. On these occasions, women used to gather in front of the 
grave of the Prophet (PBUH) between the prayers of Älaghr7b and 'lshii', adorned and 
wearing perfume, which attracted some men of corrupt moral character whop would 
hover around them to look at them and talk to them. This excluded people of good 
moral character and piety from visiting the mosque during these tinmes. A1-Samhüdi 
was of the opinion that the time between Maghreb and 'Ishä' should be allocated to 
women only and men should be barred from visiting the grave during this time. 
Moreover, al-Samhüdi declared that it was the Governor's personal duty to ensure the 
implementation of such arrangement. 92 
Al-Samhüdi equally opposed the practice of some people inside the Prophet's Mosque 
who used to reserve some places for themselves in the front rows and kept other 
worshippers off these spots by laying down prayer mats in them. This practice was 
particularly common during the month of Ramadan. Sometimes the people who 
reserved these places would leave their places for whatever purpose during the breaks 
and would not come back even after the prayers had resumed. This meant their places 
would remain empty and other worshippers were deprived from praying in the front 
rows. Al-Samhüdi considered this practice an evil which needed to be removed and 
his verdict was that, unless the person who left his place indicated that he would come 
back after going away for a specific purpose, say to renew his ablution, [and he did 
that within the time of the break], he would forfeit his right to pray in that particular 
92 Al-Sainhüdi al-«'afd' bimä Yajib li Hadrat al-Mustafä, p. 102. 
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place. 93 
A1-Samhüdi also stressed that some places like mosques had to be alwavs treated with 
the respect due to them. For example, he used his influence to ensure the cleanline"" 
of Abü Bakr al-Siddiq's Mosque. To the left of this mosque was a farm with a van] 
where animals were kept. People took to the inappropriate practice of making the 
animals pass through the mosque's gate to get to the farm yard. This caused the 
mosque to become dirty and rendered it unsuitable for worship. A1-Samhüdi 
convinced the owner of the farm to change the gate of his farm and the problem was 
solved after some time. 94 
The above were a few examples cited to illustrate al-Samhüdi s active role in 
changing situations which needed change. `'' This is to prove that al-Samhüdi did not 
detach himself from his society and from the conditions of the people around him. 
The scope of his interest extended beyond Medina to include Cairo. In fact, his book 
al-Lu'u' al-Manthür if Nasl7iat Wulat al-'Umur testifies to that, as he extended his 
criticism in it to many phenomena which existed in Cairo and Egypt. `'' 
1.6.3. Al-Samhüdi s Relationships with the Rulers of his Time 
Al-Samhüdi lived during the end of the Mamluk period in Egypt.. large number of 
Maniluk Sultans acceded to the throne during his lifetime (up to 15 of them). 
93 : \1-Samhüdi, al-«'afä' bimä Yajib li Hadrat al-Nlustafä, p. 163. 
94 Al-Sainhüdi, «'afä' al-Wafä bi 'Akhbär Där al-Mustafä, 3/785. 
95 For more details see : Al-Samhüdi, al-«'afä' bimä Yajib li Hadrat al-Mustafa, also Swilim, I... \I- 
S: unhüdi Ntanhajuh «'a Nlawäriduh fi Kitäbätih al-Tänichiyvah. PhD. Thesis. Department cri I (istory, 
King Saud University, Riyadh. 1999, and subsequent sections of the present thesis. 
96 Swilim. I., AI-Samhüdi Manhajuh «a Mawäriduh if Kitäbätih al-Tänichiy\ah. ('hl). I heis. 
Department of History. King Saud University, Riyadh, 1999, pp. 133-136. 
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The Sultan Qait Bey's reign period was by far the longest. He reigned from 872'1486 
to 910/1496.97 Qait Bey was one of the greatest `lamluk sultans, mainly because he 
was able to stay in power for a relatively long period (29 years). He went on to 
become the greatest patron of art and architecture in the Circassian Mailmluk periood. 
He re-established the authority of the sultanate, stabilized the economy, and ( ersaw a 
revival of the arts. He fought sixteen military campaigns, but is best remembered for 
the spectacular buildings he left. His buildings graced Mecca, Nledina, Jerusalem, 
Damascus, and every quarter of Cairo. 98 At the time of Qait Bey, al-Samhüdi was at 
the prime of his life, so he had a close relationship with Sultan Qait Bey. It was a 
healthy relationship between a scholar and a ruler. A1-Samhüdi s aim from this 
relationship was not material gain, rather, he was focused on enjoining good and 
forbidding evil and giving sincere advice to the Sultan. The relationship between al- 
Samhüdi and Sultan Qait Bey started in the wake of the fire which broke up in the 
Prophet's Mosque in Medina and destroyed al-Samhüdi s library. Upon his return to 
Cairo, after the fire, al-Samhüdi was received by Sultan Qait Bey who compensated 
for his loss by giving him a sum of money to enable him to buy new books. This was 
the first encounter between the two men99 and was followed by a number of other 
encounters. Al-Samhüdi made sure to go and sit in the Sultan's court whenever an 
opportunity availed itself to him. The first assembly he attended was in 884/1479. 
when the Sultan performed Hajj. During this visit, the Sultan ordered the 
refurbishment of the Prophet's Mosque in Medina. This deed which way much 
97 Tagqüsh, Tänfch al-Mamälik fi Misr «a Biläd al-Shäm, p. 576. 
98 Tagqüsh, Tänlh al-Mainälik fi Misr wa Biläd al-Sham, p. 469. 
99 : 11-Sakhdwi, al-Tuhfah al-LatiTah, 2/231. 
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appreciated by al-Samhüdi who heartily thanked the Sultan, praised him and prayed 
for him. ' 00 
The Sultan also developed a great deal of admiration for al-Samhüdi and urged hing to 
keep attending his court because he trusted his knowledge. piety and sincerity. He 
equally appreciated his great interest in the Prophet's Mosque, in Medina and in other 
places in the Muslim world. The Sultan also sought to get from al-Samhüdi accurate 
information about events that took place in Medina. The first of such events wt as ww hen 
the Sultan sent a representative to Medina to purchase the house of al-'Abbäs. This 
resulted in the killing of a judge called Qädi al- Zakawi.. Al-Sarnhüdi informed the 
Sultan that this incident happened due his representative's inadequate and awkward 
management of the whole affair. The Sultan thanked him for his frankness, sincerity 
and truthfulness. 101 This event proved al-Samhttdi s courage and detachment in his 
relationship with the Sultan and marked the beginning of a much stronger cooperation 
between the two men. Thereafter, the Sultan started to rely on al-Samhüdi to deal with 
many affairs related to Medina. He entrusted him with reporting to him the true 
version of the events that took place in Medina. He also entrusted him with the task of 
informing him about the poor and the needy in Medina so that he (the Sultan) could 
send help and assistance to them. 102 Al-Samhüdi discharged his new duties with great 
dedication, including the monitoring of the Sultan's governors ' implementation of the 
Sultan's orders. Once, he noticed that these governors failed to carry out the Sultan's 
orders, so he made sure to this was reported the Sultan, which he did personally 
100 : \l-Samhüdf, «'afä' al-«'afä bi 'Akhbär Där al-Mustafä, 2/647. 
101 A1-Sainhüdi, \Vafä' al-\ti afä bi 'Akhbär Där al-Nlustafä, 2/713. 
102 Ibid, 2/71 3-714 
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during one of his visits to Cairo. Al-Samhüdi was verc wise in the manner he 
informed the Sultan. He did not put the blame directly on the governors and tried to 
find excuses for them. However. eventually, he made sure that all the orders of the 
Sultan were implemented; without inciting the Sultan against any of his governors. 
He, thus, managed to keep problems under control, served the intere't' of the 
Muslims and maintained good relations with all parties. 103 
Another stance adopted by al-Samhüdi which reflected his wisdom and adroitness 
was his reaction to the Emir of Medina Zayn al-Din Daygham ibn Khasliraiu al- 
Mansürilo4 when the latter levied Muküs, taxes on the people of Mcdina. 105 . A1- 
Samhüdi reported this decision to the Sultan, without blaming the Emir. Rather, he 
explained to the Sultan that Medina's need for extra funds was the cause of the Emir's 
decision to levy taxes. He further requested from the Sultan to compensate the [mir 
for the abolition of these taxes. 106 The result of this wise action on the part of al- 
Samhüdi was that the Emir of Medina undertook some repairs in Nledina after- he was 
compensated by the Sultan. '°7 
Al-Samhüdi s relationship with other rulers of his time was equally `good. 
He 
constantly drew these rulers' attention to the importance of knowledge and of 
scholars. As a consequence, lie won the trust of the Emirs of his time and they sought 
to establish good relations with him. One of these Emirs was Emir Däwüd ibn 'kd ibn 
10 3 Ibid, 2/715. 
104 A1-Sakhäwi, al-Tuhfah al-LatiTah, 2/252-253 
105 htukits were special taxes levied during the Mamlük period on houses, shops and 
Turkish hathti. 
See lmärah, Qämüs al-Mustalahät, pp. 558-559. 
106 A1-Samhüdi. AV'afä' al-\l'afä bi 'Akhbär Dar al-Mustafa, 2 (44.713. 
107 Ibid. 3/785,837. 
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`Umar, the Skeikh of the Arabian tribe of Bani Haw wdra. i08 . -Al-Samhüdi met him in 
893/1477 and this encounter established a close friendship between the two men. ,o 
the Emir decided to send his Zakah money and annual charities to al-Samhüdi to 
forward them to those he reckoned needed them. He also gave al-Samhfi il a large 
number of books [for the Mosque Library] and entrusted him with the task of looking 
after them. 109 
In one of the Hajj seasons, al-Samhüdi met another Emir, the Emir of Najd. Sheikh) 
Ajwad ibn Zämil al-`Agili al-Jabri. I 10 Al-Samhüdi soon won this Emir's trust and the 
latter delegated to him the task of distributing the money of Zakah among the poor 
and the needy in Medina. ' 11 
The foregoing clearly described how al-Samhtidi related to the rulers of his time. In 
fact, his relationship with the Emirs and the Sultan was typical of how the true 
relationship should be between scholars and rulers. 
1.7. Al-SamhüdPs Death 
Al-Samhüdi died on 28 `h day of Dh_u al-Qi'dah 911/ 28/11/1506. His Funeral Prayer 
was conducted in the Prophet's Mosque at the Ra wdah after ': -4; sr Prayer and was 
buried in al-Bagl `Cemetery. "12 
Because al-Samhüdi had no children, his three brothers inherited him. Each of them 
108 A1-SakhäwL : \1-Daw' a1-Lämi'. 3/214-215. 
109 Ibid, 31214-215. Al-Sakhä« i. al-Tuhfah al-Latzlah, 3/264. 
110 AI-': \hsä'º, Tuhfat al-Mustafid, 1/120. 
111 Al-Sakhäw. al-Tuhfah al-Latifah, 3/234. 
112 : \I-Sakhdwf, A1-Daw' al-Lämi`. 
5/245. Al-'Aydarns, al-Nor al-Säfir. p. 58 , 
Rand. H. Mawärid al- 
Samhüdi wa Manhajuh al-Tankbi fi Kitäbih «'afä' al-«'afä bi 'Akhbär al-Mustafa. 
NI.. \. Dissertation. 
timen al-Qurä UnivcrsitY. 1999. p. 121. 
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received the share al-Samhüdi had bequeathed to him in his Will. 113 
1.8. Conclusion 
The foregoing sections of this chapter reviewed the various facets of al-Samhüdi 
life: his birth, lineage, status among other scholars and how he came to command 
such a status, his teachers and students, his books and his academic legacy. Finally, a 
brief account was presented of how he related to the rulers of his time and how he 
conducted himself with them. 
1 13 Al-Jäsir, Rasj'il fi "i'äriikh al-Medina, p. 30. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
The Socio-Political Conditions During the Author's Period 
2.1. Introduction 
It is a well known fact that the period in which an author lives plays a significant roe 
in shaping his intellect and scholarly mentality, has a deep impact on his upbringing 
and intellectual orientations and leaves on his works clear imprints of the various 
socio-political and cultural conditions prevalent in that period.. - typical example of 
such influence in al-Samhüdi s work under study is his description of the conditions of 
'Ahl al-Dhlmmah (non-Muslims living under the protection of Muslim rule) and his 
reaction towards Ahl al-Dhiinrnah and towards the rulers who empowered them and 
invested them with a great deal of authority. 
In this chapter we will foreground the work of al-Samhüdi by focusing on the main 
aspects of the author's period, namely, the political, economic, social, cultural and 
academic conditions prevalent towards the end of the Mamluk era (844- 911 A. H/ 
1440-1505 C. E). 
This period can be said to be the extension of the whole Mamluk era and bore the 
impact of both Bahri and Burji Mamluk periods, hence this chapter will provide a 
quick review of the entire Mamluk era with a special focus on the Burji period, during 
which al-Sainhüdi lived and authored his book. 
2.2. Overview 
The Mongol invasion of Baghdad in (656/1258) had far reaching consequences for the 
whole region and one such consequences was the emergence of the 
tilameruk rule in 
Egypt and the Slläm region. 
4 
Although they did not originate from Egypt and al-Sham, the \lamluk, ý were able t 
establish one of the most powerful and most prosperous states of the reLion 
throughout its Islamic history. The Mamluk rule achieved for Egypt and the Slhäni 
region both sovereignty and independence and prompted Egypt to a prominent status 
in the Muslim world. The Mamluk reign in Egypt extended from 048 to 023 
A. H/1250 to 1517. " 
However, most history references agree that the appearance of the Nlannluks on the 
Muslim world scene took place long before the rise of their state in Egypt and the 
Shäm region. They were first brought into service by the early Abbasid Caliphs who 
depended on them to consolidate their state and engaged them in the cavalry sections 
of their armies and in administrative tasks. Soon afterwards, the utie of \tamluks 
became a common phenomenon throughout the Muslim world. including in Egypt, 
where the monarch Ahmad ibn Tülün who ascended to the throne in 254/868 
extensively acquired Daylami Mamluks, original inhabitants, of the Caspian Sea area. 
Their numbers under his reign exceeded 24000. After the Tulunids, their successors 
the Ikhshidites followed suit and they, in turn, extensively acquired Turkish Mamluks 
and used them in the army. 
15 
The term Marn iJik in Arabic (singular: alamlük) denotes slavery and bondage. as a 
Mamluk was indeed the property of his master. "MamMi ' literally means "one 
owned by another", a "bondsman", and the Mamluks were slaves but of a special 
114 Salim, A et al. Dirasah fi Tärilch al-: \vviübiv\in xva al-Ntii» llik. Alexandria, 
ýlu'a"ýaý. it Shabäb al- 
Jämi'ah, 1992, p. 195 
1 15 Hassan, H. A. M. I)iräsat fi Tärih al-Av\'iübiv ý in wa al-Mam. ulik, Alexandria. Dar al-N1a'rifah al- 
Jämi'iv vah, 2000, pp. 153-154. 
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kind. They used to be purchased from the slave market, while still in their tender age. 
then they would be brought up, educated and trained to be at the service of the rulers 
and the sultans of the region. ' 16 
Some researchers are of the opinion that a Mamluk is by definition: 
'a slave that can be bought and sold, but the term Mamluk has been used to 
refer to a category of slaves, especially earmarked to sell to rulers sultans and 
Caliphs in order to recruit them in special units in their armed forces. " 17 
The author of Mdjaz al-Tan7{h al-Islärru; however, differed from the above opinion 
and maintained that Mamluks: 
'were neither slaves nor bondsmen, rather they were freemen and that their 
sale was illegal and therefore invalid, due to the fact that fathers used to sell 
their children in order to guarantee them a life of glory in the palaces of 
sultans; also slave traders used to kidnap some of these children from their 
parents and sell them; and Islam outlaws both practices. " 18 
The term Mamäll7c figured prominently in Egyptian and Middle Eastern history for 
more than three centuries, particularly after these slaves advanced themselves to high 
military posts and succeeded in establishing a powerful state which ruled Egypt and 
116 Qäsim, A. Q., `Asr Salätm al-Mamalk ff al-Tärich al-Siyäsi wa al-'Ijtimä'i, 1st Edition. Cairo, 'Ayn 
Shams li al-Diräsät wa al-Nashr, 1998. 
117 Sälim, A et al. Diräsah fi Tän'kh al-Ayyübiyyin wa al-Mamma, Alexandria. Mu'assasat 
Shabäb al- 
Jarni `ah, 1992, p. 195 
118 Al-`Asin, A., Müjaz al-Tänkh al-Islämi, p. 263. 
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the Sham and Hijäz regions, spread its influence over the whole region. including the 
Mediterranean, the Red Sea and Africa; and dominated both political and diplomatic 
relations in these geographical areas. "9 
To conclude we can say that Mamluks were purchased slaves converted to Ham, 
imported by the Ayyubids and initially recruited as soldiers and warriors. 
Subsequently, they emerged to prominence, overthrew the Avvubid dynasts' and 
inaugurated a line of more than 50 independent sultans. 
From this class sprang two ruling dynasties, the Bahri (1250-1382), made up of Turks 
and Mongols, and the Burji (1382-1517), made up of Circassians. The founding of the 
Bahrri dynasty in 1250 began a succession that brought territorial gains and great 
prosperity to Egypt. However, after 1341 the power of the Bahn sultan pa,, ýed 
gradually to troop commanders, and by 1381 the first Burji ruler was able to take over 
the throne. His rule and that of his successors was troubled by palace revolts. civil 
wars, and foreign conquests, culminating in the defeat of Egypt in 1517 by Selim 1, 
sultan of Ottoman Turkey. 120 
2.3. Historical Roots of the Mamluk State 
Since the Islamic conquests until it came under the Mamluk rule, Egypt saw three 
types of rulers: 
a. The Emirs 
b. The Fatimid Caliphs 
119 Qäsim. ASalätin al-Nlamälk fi al-Tänkh al-Siy isi wa al-'Ijtimä'º, 1st Edition. (', tiro. ': 1ý n 
li al-Diräsät «a al-Nashr. 1998. p. 25. 
120 E. Ashtor.: 1 Social and Economic History of the hear last in the 'diddle Ages. 
London. ('olliný. 
1976, p. 2'«). 
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c. The Kings and Sultans 
The latter type, in turn, had three different subcategories: The ray `ubids. their 
Mamluks, who were Turks, and the Circassians. 
Noteworthy, the Mamluks descended from different ethnic origin,,, namely: Turki'h. 
Mongols, Tatars, Sicilians, Spanish, German and Circa. ssian,, and other white , laves 
from other ethnic groups. The majority of the Bahrf %Iamluk, s were frone the land of 
Turkish Kafkas (Caucasus), who were imported from the northern coast of the Black 
Sea. The majority of Burji Mamluks, on the other hand, were from a Circa`sian 
origin. 
12 1 
As far as the Mamluks of Turkish origin were concerned, it was the Abbasid Caliphs 
who used them extensively in their armed forces as an alternative to soldiers trom 
Arab origin. It was the Caliph a1-Mu'tasim BiAlläh al-'Abbäsi who first relied heavilv 
on Turkish Mamluks to staff his army, partly due to their mane positive attributes 
including courage and bravery and to the fact that a1-Mu`tasim did not trust Persian 
soldiers and wanted to curtail their influence by introducing a new element in his 
kingdom. Another motive may have been that al-N1u'ta im wrongly believed that 
Turkish Mamluks, unlike Persians had no ambition to grab power when the 
opportunity availed itself to them and unlike Arabs were devoid of i abivva/i, loyalty 
to their respective tribes. 122 
A1-Mu`tasim (218-833/227-843) whose mother was of Turkish origin recruited 
121 Holt, P. M. The Central Islamic Lands From Pre-Islamic Times To The Fir, ( W odd War. The 
Cambridge History of Islam, V. 1: 1, New York: Cambridge Lniv'er'ity' Preoý. 1 INS. p 227. 
122 'tlmar, F. Muhädardt f Tärikli al-Khilätah al-'Abh. i: ivvah IT ' Ahd al-Fawdä aI-'A"kari`'ý ah, 
Baghdad. 1973, p. 28. 
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Turkish Mamluks in special units in his army. He kept importing them, while still 
young, from Samarqand, Farghänah, al-Sind and other Islamic provinces, to the point 
that their numbers exceeded 13000 and were no longer able to fit inside Baghdad 
without inconveniencing the local population. Al-Mu `tasim, then moved them to 
Sämirrä', the city he had founded to serve as the new capital of his kingdom. 123 
Before al-Mu'tasim, Al-Ma'mün (ruled198/813-218/833), also used Turkish 
Mamluks as his special guards. He even used them in his struggle against his brother 
Al-'Amin. History books also make mention of some Turkish Mamluks advancing 
themselves to some key posts in the armed forces under the reign of AI-Mansur 
(ruled. 754/1353-775/1373) and Al-Mahdi (ruled 775/1373-785/1383) where they 
played a significant role in crushing the Kharijite revolt led by `Abd al-Saläm al- 
Yashkari. ' 24 
The Bahn Mamluks of Turkish origin were introduced to Egypt by the Ayyubid 
rulers, in particular by the Ayyubid Sultan Najm al-Din 'Ayyüb, who initially 
imported 80 of them. When he was captured and locked up in Nablus, they loyally 
waited for him in Nablus until he was released. He showed a great deal of gratitude to 
them when he rose to the throne in Egypt, made them his entourage, offered them 
residence with him in the Rawdah Citadel and called them the Bahrns. There were one 
thousand of them, all of Turkish origin. 125 
123 Al-`Abbadi, A. M, Ft al-Tän'kh al-'Ayyübi wa al-Mamlüki, Alexandria. Mu'assasat Shabäb al- 
Jämi `ah, 1992, p. 7. 
124 `Umar, F. Muhädarät fi Tarikh al-Khiläfah a1-`Abbäsiyyah if 'Ahd al-Fawdä al-'Askariyv'ah, 
Baghdad, 1973, p. 25. 
125 Hassan, H. A. M. Diräsat IT Tärikh al-Avwbiyyin wa al-Mamälik. Alexandria, Dar al-Ma'rifah al- 
Jämi `iyyah, 2000, p. 154. 
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Al-Magrizi, in his book A1-Mawäiz recounts that NÜh ibn Asad al-Samänr. the 
governor of Bukhärä presented as a gift to the Abbasid Caliph al-NIa'mün in the year 
200 A. H a number of young Turkish boys. amongst whom was Tülün. whose scan 
Ahmad subsequently founded the Tulünite State in Eg` pt. Al- Nlagnzi further 
maintains that the Ayyubids and the Ikhshidites were the first to widely introduce the 
Mamluks to Egypt. Their number at the time of the Avvubids was in exce,,,, of 
24000.126 
Ibn Taghri Bardi also mentions that Muhammad ibn Taghj al-Ikhshidi, in line with the 
Tulünites, extensively imported Turkish Mamltiks and black slaves and that the 
number of Turkish Mamluks at his time reached 8000.127 
As for the Sicilian Mamluks, these were mainly used by the Omayyads in Spain, the 
Aghlabids in North Africa and the Fatimids in Egypt. Most of these Sicilian Mamlüks 
were imported from the Black Sea shores. They used to be imported to Spain while 
still children, would get trained as cavalry men and as administrators, then 
appointed128 to leadership posts in the army and to key positions in the State 
departments. Subsequently, some of these Mamluks grabbed the power and founded 
their own independent states in Eastern Andalusia during the time, historically known 
as the Twä'if era. 
The A(Ohlabids, in turn used the Sicilian Mamluks in North Africa, after their conquest 
of Sicily and the southern shores of Italy. The Fatimids, after the Aghlabids heavily 
126 Al-Nlaclnzi, : ý1 IýIa« "iz wa al-'I`tibär bi Dhikr al-Khitat wa al-'Amnsär. 
Part II. Cairo: Dar al- 
Tibä'ah al-Nlisrivvah, p. 91. 
127 Ihn Taghn Bard[. \1-Nujüm al-Zähirah, Part III, p. 256. 
1 28 : \l-'Ahhädi. : \. hi.. : \I-Sagdlibah I Isbäni\ä. Manshürät al-Ma'had a1-\Ii-ri 
bi Nhdrid. 1053. 
pp. 36-57. 
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involved the Sicilian Mamluks in the leadership of their armies and the administration 
of their various affairs. One of Cairo's major avenues. Shäri ' al- Sagäliba was named 
after the Sicilian Mamluks. 129 
Salähuddin al-Ayyübi, after the downfall of the Fatimid State in Egypt, shifted his 
interest to Turkish Mamluks. At Salähuddin's time, these Mamluks. along with 
Kurdish soldiers made up the backbone of his army. Salähuddin organized his army in 
this manner following the Seljuki and Atabeylik customs. 130 
2.4. The Main Features of the Mamlük State in Egypt 
Mamluk history is divided into two periods based on different dynastic lines: the 
Bahr Mamluks (648/1250- 748/1382) of Kipchak Turkic origin from southern 
Russia, and the Burji Mamluks (748/1382-923/1517) of Caucasian Circassian origin, 
who were quartered in the citadel (al-burj, literally "the tower"). 
2.4.1. The Bahre Mamlük State (648/1250- 748/1382) 
The Bahri dynasty was a Mamluk dynasty of Kipchak Turk origin. Bahri Mamluks 
were named after the location of their barracks on the Nile (al-bahr, literally "the sea, " 
a name given to the Nile), although another opinion traces their name back to the way 
these Mamluks were imported into Egypt viz by sea, from their territories of origin. 
13 
In 648/1250, when the Ayyubid Sultan Al-Sälih Najm al-Din al-Ayyübi died, the 
Mamluks killed his heir, and Aybak, a Mamluk general married Shajara al-Durr, 
129 Ibn al-Kahati`b, : \`mä1 al-I'läm ff man Büvva Qabl al-Ihtiläm min Nluliik al-Islam- al-Qism al- 
KhJvss bi Tärikh al-Nlaghrib, Tahgiq Ahmad INlukhtär a1-'Abbädi et al. Casablanca. 1964. p. 43. 
130 The word '; \tabik' is a Turkish word which means 'chief/leader, a title given to the Chief 
Commander of the army, cf al-Qalgashandi. Subh al-A'shä, 4118,16/11 and Bäshä. 11..: \1-': 
Vgäb al- 
Isläinivvah fi al-Tärikh wa al-\Vathä'iq wa al-Äthär, p. 122. 
131 Tagqüsh, N1. S.. Tärikh al-Mamälik if Nii r wa Biläd al-Shärn. p. 27. 
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widow of Al-Sälih. The Mamluks consolidated their power in ten years and 
eventually established the Bahn dynasty. They were helped by the Mongols' sack of 
Baghdad in 656/1258, which effectively destroyed the Abbasid Caliphate. Cairo 
became more prominent as a result and remained a Mamluk capital thereafter. ' 32 
The rise of Aybak to the throne inaugurated a line of 29 Bahri Sultans. starting with 
Aybak (650/1252 - 655/1257), through to the last Bahre ruler. Hajji II (748/1382). 
Table 2.4.1. below features the timeline of the Bahri Mamluk dynasty. 
Table 2.4.1.: Bahn` Mamluks Timeline133 (*) 
132 Hassan, H. A. M. Diräsät if Tdrilh al-. Avviihivvih wa al-Nlamälik, Alexandria, Dar al-Nla'rifah al- 
Jämi `iv v ah. 2000, p. 154. 
13 3 Synthesized from a number of sources: African Kingdoms. Islamic Egypt. 
http: /'\\ wti \V. kesler- 
wcb. co. uk/History/KingLists: lfrica/Egy-htNIamlukes2. htm, http: //en. %t-ikipedia. org/'ý\ 
iki l3urji_dynasty. 
ýI 
Date Bahn Nlamluks Timeline (648 1252 -, 4S' 1 IS' ) 
Hi iii Gregorian 
1 649- 655 1252 - 1257 Shajara al-Dun + 
Aybak al Turkumani 
2 655-657 1257 - 1259 `A1i I 
3 657-658 1259 - 1260 Qutuz al Mu`izzi The Balms defeat the Nlongok 
4 658-675 1260 - 1277 Baybars I al Bundugdän 
5 675-677 1277 - 1279 Baraka / Berke Khan 
6 677 1279 Salamish / Suleymish 
7 677-689 1279 - 1290 Qaläwnn al Alfi 
8 689-692 1290 - 1293 Khalil ibn Qaläwün 
9 692 1293 Baydara(? ) 
10 692-693 1293 - 1294 Muhammad I 
1 693-695 1294 - 1296 Kitbughä 
12 695-698 1296 - 1299 Lachin / Lajin at Ashqar 
13 698-708 1299 - 1309 Muhammad I Restored 
14 708-709 1309 - 1310 Baybars II al Jashnakir (Burji) 
15 709-741 1310- 1341 Muhammad I Restored 
16 741 1341 Abn Bakr 
17 741-742 1341 - 1342 Kujuk / Kuchuk 
18 742 1342 Ahmad I 
19 742-745 1342 - 1345 Ismail 
20 745-746 1345 - 1346 Sha`bän I 
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21 746-747 1346- 1347 Hajji I 
22 747-751 1347- 1351 al Hasan 
23 751-754 1351 - 1354 Salih 
24 754-761 1354 - 1361 al Hasan 
25 761-763 1361 - 1363 Muhammad II 
26 763-777 1363 - 1377 Sha`bän II 
27 777-782 1377- 1382 'Ali II 
28 782 1382 Hajji 11 
" Source: researcher's own compilation based on the sources presented in the 
preceding section 
It was during this period that the Mamluks established their kingdom and the 
legitimacy of their reign. They managed to win people's admiration, plainly by 
protecting the Muslim territories both against the Crusaders and the Mongols. 
On the inner front the Bahns created an infrastructure by reconstructing roads, 
repairing bridges and fortifying the north coast. They were also great patrons of arts 
and architecture. The epitome of Mainluk architecture can be seen in the buildings of 
Sultan Qalawün (r. 677-1279/689-1290) 134 
2.4.1.1. The main Bahn Mamluk Sultans: 
a. Sultan Qutuz al-Mu'izzi (r. 657/1259-658 /1260): 
134 Al-Haddad, NI. H. I., Al-Sultan al-Nlansür Qaläwün. 2nd Edition. Cairo. Maktabat Iýtadýü1i 
1418/1998, p. 99. 
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Sayf ad-Din Qutuz (d. 658/ 1260) was the Mamiuk Sultan of Egypt from 657/1259 
until his death. He was born in a royal family before he was captured by the Mongols 
and sold as a slave, ending up in Syria, from which he was sold to an Egyptian slaves 
merchant who sold him to Aybak, the first Mamlük Sultan. 
In 658/1260, Qutuz, with Baybars leading his army, defeated the Mongol anuv under 
Kitbaqd at the Battle of `Ayn Jälüt, and shortly thereafter. he was killed by Bavbars 
who claimed the sultanate for himself. 
b. Sultan Baybars I (r. 658/1260-675/1277) 
Sultan Al-Zähir Baybars, also known as Rukn Al-Din Baybars. His full name was 
al-Malik al-Zähir Rukn al-Din Baybars al-Bundugdari. 
Baybars became a commander of the Ayyubid and then Mamluk armies in 647/1250. 
In658/1260, he led Mamluk troops to victory against the Mongols at the Battle of 
`Ayn Jälüt. 
As sultan, he rebuilt the Syrian fortresses that had been destroyed by the Mongols and 
built up the sultanate's armaments. He recovered territory from the Crusaders and 
harried the Mongols in Persia, attacking their allies (the Christian Armenians) and 
forging an alliance with the Mongols of the Golden Horde against them. He sent 
military expeditions into Nubia and Libya. He established diplomatic relations with 
James I of Aragon. Alfonso X of Leon and Castile, and Charles of Anjou, as w ell as 
with the Byzantine emperor. 135 
135 Encyclopedia Britannica Online, http: //conci, ýc. bntannica. coiii, ctx! article-1) 5675 1 
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On the home front, he was active in building the infrastructure of the state. Canals 
were built in Egypt, harbours were improved, and he even established a postal service 
between Cairo and Damascus that required only 4 days for delivery. He also built 
mosques, and appointed chief justices of all the four schools of Shari'ah. ' 36 
He died in Syria in 675/1277. Al-Madrassah al-Zähiriyyah is the school build adjacent 
to his Mausoleum in Damascus. The Al-Zähiriyyah library has a wealth of works in 
various branches of knowledge to this day. 
c. Sultan Qaläwün (r. 677/1279 -689/1290) 
Sultan Qaläwün is also known as Sultan King Al-Mansur Sayf Al-Din Qaldwbn Al- 
Alfi. During his reign Sultan Qaläwün became a great patron of architecture and 
constructed mosques, fortresses and other buildings in Cairo. Qaläwün also 
established relations with many foreign countries in Europe, Africa and Asia. 
d. Sultan Khalil ibn Qaläwün(r. 689/1290- 692/1293) 
He Qaläwün's son and successor. His full name was Muhammad Al-Näsir. He reigned 
for nearly half a century, from 1294-1340, and was also a great patron of architecture. 
The Mamlük armies of Sultan Muhammad Al-Näsir shocked the seemingly 
unstoppable Mongol armies by defeating them on the Syrian battlefield137. 
The descendants of Muhammad Al-Näsir were weak and the Turkish Bahn Mamlük 
dynasty gradually lost control of the sultanate which was seized by the Circa,,,, ian 
Mamlük Barqüq who established the Burji Mamlük dynasty, named after the Nlamlük 
136 Encyclopedia of the Orient Online, http: //lexicorient. com/e. o/bay, bars l . 
htm. 
137 Encyclopedia of the Orient Online, http: //lexicorient. com/e. o/Khalil. 
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garrison set beneath the Citadel in Cairo. 
2.4.2. The Burji Mamluk State (689/1382- 923/1517) 
It was during the second half of the Burji Mamluk reign that the author, al-Samhüdi 
was born, lived and died (see Table 2.4.2 below). His main interaction was with 
Sultan Qäyit Bäy al Zähifi (872/1468 -910/ 1496). Therefore. the Burji %lamlük 
dynasty line will be looked at with more detail in the following sections. 
The Burji Mamlüks were also called the Circassian Mamlüks since most of them 
came from Caucasus. It was, in fact, the Bahri Sultan Qaläwün who named these 
Mamlüks the 'Burjis', after he extensively acquired them and housed them in the 
Citadel tower. Their number exceeded 3700 and they were introduced to the various 
administrative posts in his government. ' 38 
From the Citadel tower, the Burji Mamlüks ruled Egypt for approximately 135 
years. 139 Four of them had a chance to reign for relatively long periods. These were 
Qäyit Bay al Zähiri (29 years), Qänsawh II al Ghawr (17 years), Ashraf Bärsbäy (16 
years) and Zähir Shaqmaq/Jaqmaq (15 years). The rest had short- lived reigns, as 
these Mamlüks kept plotting against each other, locked in a ruthless and blood- thirsty 
struggle for power. It was Barqüq al Yalburghäwi who inaugurated the line of the 
Burji Sultans in 648/1382 and Qansawh II al Ghawri was the last Burji monarch who 
was defeated by the Ottomans in 922/1516.140 
138 Ihn Taghri, B.. NlawVrid al-Latäfah ft man wulliy al-Saltanah wa al-Khiläfah. Tahgiq Nahil. N1. '. \bd 
A1-'Ariz. Cairn, Dar al-Kutub al-Nlisrivyah, 1997, p. 109. 
139 Shikir, hiahniod, : \I-Tdnlh al-Islam. 7/71. 
140 P trv, Carl F., "Twilight of Majesty - The Reigns of The Mamluk Sultans al-Ashraf 
Qa)-tbay and 
Qansuh al-CUhawri in Egypt, Seattle, London: University of Washington Preoý. 1993, p. 18. 
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Table 2.4.2 Burji Mamluks Timeline with integrated lifetime of the author (Al- 
Samhüdiý 141 
141 Synthesized from a number of sources. http: //en. «, ikipedia. org/wiki/Burji_dy-na"ty-. 
African Kingdoms, Islamic, Egypt, 
http: //«, «-%t,. kessler-web. co. uk/History-/KingListsAfricaikgv-ptNfamlukeý 2. htm. 
ý ý) 
Burji Mamluks Timeline (689/1382 - 923/1517) 
Hijri Gregorian 
1 783-789 1382- 1388 Barqüq al Yalburghäwi First of the Circassian Burjis. 
2 789-792 1389 - 1390 Häjji II (Restored) (Last of the Banns) 
3 792-801 1390 - 1399 Barqüq al Yalburghäwi (Restored) 
4 801-807 1399 - 1405 Faraj ibn Bargnq 
5 807 1405 `Abd al `Aziz ibn Barqüq 
6 807-814 1405-1412 Faraj ibn Bargnq (Restored) 
7 808-814 1406 -1412 Al Musta`in Assumed Caliphate of Egypt 1406 - 1414. 
8 814-823 1412-1421 Shaykh al Mahmüdi (al 
Zähiri) 
9 823 1421 'Ahmad II 
10 823 1421 Zähir Tatdr 
11 823-824 1421 - 1422 Muhammad III 
12 824-841 1422 - 1438 Ashraf Bärsbäy 
13 841 1438 `Aziz Jamal Ibn Bärsbäy 
(Yüsuf) 
14 841-856 1438 - 1453 Zähir Shaqmaq / Jaqmaq Al-Samhndi s Birth in 
Safar, 844 AH. / July 1440 
15 856 1453 Mansü. r`Uthman ibn Jaqmaq 
16 856-865 1453-1461 Ashraf mal al Zähir 
17 865 1461 Ahmad III 
18 865-871 1461 - 1467 Khushgadam 
19 871 1467 Yälbiiy 
20 871-872 1467 - 1468 Timurbughä 
21 872-901 1468 - 1496 Qäytbäy al Zähiri 
Al-Samhüdi s main interaction was 
with Sultan Qäytbäy first in Egypt 
then in Medina (884/1479) 
Ltlýtitnt 
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22 T 901-903 1 1496 - 1498 1 Muhammad IV 
23 903-905 1498 - 1500 Qänsawh I 
24 905-906 1500 - 1501 Janbulät 
25 906 1501 Tümän Bay I 
26 906-921 1501 - 1516 Qänsawh II al Ghüri 
27 1 921-922 ý 1516 - 1517 1 Tümän Bay 11 
A1-Samhüdi s Death on 28`h day of 
Dhü al-Qi `dah 911/ 28-1 1-1506 
922 1517 Egypt is conquered by Ottoman Empire under Selim I Yavuz. Line of Mamclüks 
continues until 1811. 
Source: researcher's own compilation based on the sources presented in the 
preceding section 
2.4.1.2. The main Burji Mamlük Sultans: 
a. Barqüq al Yalburghäwi (r. 784/801-1382/1399) 
Al-Malik al-Zähir Barqüq (died 801/ 1399, also spelled Berkuk, Burkuk) was the first 
Sultan of the Mamlük Bur_ if 
Al-Zähir Baryüy was bought by the Amir Yilbughä in 764/1362. He advanced himself 
into military positions during the reign of Al-Mansür al-Qaläwüni until he took charge 
of the army 'ataba iyah: When Sultan al-Ashraf Sha`bän sent some of the Mamlüks 
out of Egypt, Barqüq was one of them. He was imprisoned in Karak for several years. 
He was then released and served Manjak, Vice-Regent of Syria in Damascus. 
Al-Zähir Barqüy returned to Cairo after being pardoned by Sultan al-Ashraf Sha'bän. 
He served the children of Sultan Sha, bän, eventually becoming Amir TabIa h na, or 
military band. In 779/1377, he took control of the affairs of state and in 784/1382, 
declared himself Sultan. He was ousted from power but returned a year later. 
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Sultan Al-Zähir Barqüq's jurisdiction was extensive. The Friday prayers were read out 
in his name as far as Mardin and Mosul. 
He was known to be brave. He was an excellent horseman and he loved horseback 
riding. His reign was also one of great prosperity and economic revival. He 
encouraged foreign traders, especially from the east. During his reign prices of eastern 
goods decreased. It was also a period of cultural and artistic revival. 142 
b. Ashraf Bärsbäy (r. 824-841/1422-1438) 
A1-Ashraf Abü Al-Nasr Barsbäy was a Circassian who was bought by a Jewish 
merchant and taken to Aleppo. There Al-Ashraf Barsbäy was bought by : emir 
Jagmaq, who gave him to Sultan Barqüq. He was placed in the royal garrison at the 
Citadel. Al-Ashraf Barsbäy was manumitted and became part of the Jamdarivya. 
Later, he was transferred to the service of Sultan Al-Näsir Faraj. 
In the reign of Sultan A1-Mu'ayyad Shaykh he was given the title of Prince. Later he 
rose to become Vice-sultan of Tripoli in 821/1418. 
In the reign of Sultan Al-Sälih Muhammad Ibn Tatar, he was appointed as Grand 
Dawadär, or inkwell holder, and became the Vice-sultan of Egypt. A1-Ashraf Barsbäv 
became sultan in AH 824/1422. He was very charitable. He stopped the practice of the 
transfer of land between rulers. He also stopped using the florin as currency. He began 
minting his own currency, known as Al-Ashrafiyva, which was purer. He tried to 
encourage the Florentines to mint their currency in Egypt. 
142 Shäkir, Mahmiüd. A1-Tänich al-Iaämi. 7/71. 
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c. Al-Zähir Jaqmaq (r. 842-857/1437-1453) 
Sayf Al-Din Jaqmaq, A1-'Ala'i Al-Zähiri (died 857 /1453). A Circassian \Iamlük of 
Sultan Barqüq, he served as commander-in-chief in Al-'Ashraf Barsbäy's state. then. 
the king's counselor during the reign of his son `Al-'Aziz Yüsuf. Rebel \lamlüks 
dethroned Al-'Aziz and set Jaqmaq in his. He controlled the state well and reigned 
until his death. 
During his reign, he sent three expeditions to the Christian Rhodes Islands ww hich 
ended with a treaty between the Mamlük State and the Christians who pledged not to 
attack the Muslim ships operating in the Mediterranean. '4 
d. Al-Ashraf Inäl (856-865/1453-1461) 
AI-Ashraf Abü Al-Nasr Inäl al-Hasani al-Zähirn was a Mamluk of Circassian origin. 
He was taken from the Caucasus by the merchant `Ala' al-Din and sold to Sultan 
Barqüq. 
Al-Ashraf Inäl later became one of the Mamluks of Sultan Barquq's son, Faraj. He 
rose in the ranks to become Amir of One Hundred, Commander of a Thousand under 
Sultan Barsbäy. He ousted Sultan 'Uthmän Ibn Jagmaq and became sultan. He 
reigned for eight years and two months. He passed away in 865/1461 at the age of 81. 
He had abdicated in favor of his son Shihäb Ahmad'44 
Sultan Al-Ashraf Inäl was buried in the mausoleum of the complex he built in the 
Northern Cemetery. During his lifetime, he tried to restore the value of the gold dinar. 
143 'Ashiür. S. A.. A1-'. \ r al-hiamälik-fi Misr «a al-Sham, 3rd Edition. P. 182. 
144 'Abd Al-I). ivim, : 1. M.. Misr fi 'Asrav al-Niamälik wa al-'Uthmäniyvin. pp. 140-147. 
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or gold currency, which had plummeted in value in 800/1397. Sultan Al-Ashraf Inäl 
was generally known as a just, dependable ruler who had waged war on Ibrahim 
Prince of Kirman who had conquered Tarsus and Adana. 
e. Qäytbäy al Zähiri (r. 872-910/1468-1496) 
A1-Ashraf Abu Al-Nasr Qäytbäy was born in Kipchak on the Volga River in present- 
day Russia. He was bought by a slave merchant named Nlahmüd Ibn Ruýtum. He wa,, 
brought to Egypt in 839/1435 at the age of 13. He was bought by Sultan Barsbäy for 
his garrison at the Citadel. In the reign of Sultan Jaqmaq, he was manumitted and 
appointed Master of the Robes, then Khasqi, the emblem of sovereigrity, and then 
Dawadär, or Chancellor. He rose in the ranks to become Commander of the Armies in 
872/1467. In that year there was an uprising among the Mamlük princes that resulted 
in the ousting of Sultan Al-Zähir Tamurbughä from power. '4 The Abbasid Caliph Al- 
Mustanjid Bi Allah swore allegiance to Qäytbäy as Sultan, at which point Qäythay 
burst into tears because he was afraid of being murdered by his princes. This was how 
Sultan Qäytbäy came to power as ruler of Egypt and Syria. He reigned until his death 
in 901/1496. It was during his rule that Ottoman aspirations to take over Egypt began. 
The half century immediately preceding his becoming the sultan was a period of 
political, economic, and artistic decline. He re-established the authority of the 
sultanate, stabilized the economy, and oversaw a revival of the arts. He fought sixteen 
military campaigns, but is best remembered for the spectacular building,, he left. Hip 
145 popper, W., 1 g\ pt and Syria under the Circassian Sultans. 1382-1468 A. D: S\, teniatic t 
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buildings graced Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Damascus and every quarter of Cairo. 
His reign lasted approximately thirty years and was by far the lon`ge,, t among the Burji 
Mamlüks. His wisdom and good management contributed greatly to the economic 
stability in the country and his numerous military victories over the Ottomans helped 
restore to the Mamlük State its sovereignty and dignity. Internally, howe% er, Qd\'tbä\' 
faced a number of rebellions and revolts such as the revolt of the Prince,,, and the 
revolt of the Arabs. He also came under some criticism from some scholar,,. 140 
amongst whom was the author, al-Samhüdi who pointed out some wrong practices 
during his time. These will be highlighted in a subsequent section of this chapter, 
along with some important historical events cited by al-Samhüdi in his work. 
Sultan Qäytbäy was also known for his love for travelling. He undertook numerous 
journeys within the Sham region. to the area east of the Euphrates and to the sacred 
places in 1lijäz and Palestine. Wherever he went, he built roads, bridges, mosques, 
schools and towers to commemorate his name. '47 One of his key architectural projects 
was his refurbishment of the Prophetic Mosque in Medina at the time of al-Samhüdi. 
The latter was greatly pleased with this achievement and praised the Sultan for his 
deed. (See section 1.6.3 above). 
Qäytbäy's love for and interest in architecture ranks him third after Sultan Bavhars 
and Sultan Qaläwün in terms of the number of architectural projects each one of them 
146 'Abd Al-Tawwäb, : \.. M.. QäytbdN- al-Mahmüdi, : \1-Hay'ah al-Misriyyah a1-'. 
\illiiiah h al-Kitäb. 
1978. p. 97. 
147 Ibn Iv. -i:. Muhammad ibn Ahmad. Bada'iZuhür fi \t'agä'i' al-Duhür. P\artIlI. Cairo. AI-11. I\'ah al- 
Misrivvah al-': \mmah li al-Kitäh. 1983. p. 329. 
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carried out. As mentioned above, Qäytbäy is best remembered for the spectacular 
buildings he left behind, key amongst which was his famous citadel in Alexandria, his 
schools in Dumyat and Alexandria and his great citadel in Al-Rashid. 14 S In addition to 
all this was his commissioning of the sixth extension of the Prophetic \1o. sque in 
Medina (886-888 H). 149 
Qäytbäy's love for architecture and his zeal for public projects, however, caused his 
subjects a great deal of financial hardships. ' 50 His reign was known for the heavy 
taxes that he levied on his subjects to meet all these expenses. A1-Samhüdi had to deal 
with this phenomenon, when the Emir of Medina imposed heavy taxes on his 
subjects. A1-Samhüdi reported this to Sultan Qäytbäy and was able to abolish them. 
(See 1.6.3 above) 
Although, Qäytbäy's reign was generally one of economic prosperity and political 
stability, it was not without problems. Apart from the revolts mentioned above, Egypt 
also saw under the rule of Qäytbäy the spread of the plague which claimed the lives of 
tens of thousands of citizens, including one third of the total number of the then living 
Mamlüks and Qäytbäy's own wife and daughter. The plague also resulted, as 
documented by Al-Samhüdi himself, in a steep rise in the prices of all commodities 
accompanied by a severe draught and the spread of another plague which affected the 
148 'Uthmän, H., Hä'ula' Hakamü Misr Min Nlrnä ilä Nlubärak, p. 330. 
149 ww'wt, «w. islamonline. net/: \rabic/Hajj/Antique/1425/27. shtm1. 
ISO Vatikiotis. P. J., The History of Modern Egypt From Muhammad Ah to Mubark, London: fourth 
edition, Weidenfeld and Nicolson. 199 1, p. 21. 
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cattle and livestock. ' 51 
Another historian described the post plague situation in Egypt as follow- 
'The villages of Egypt were engulfed in ruin and destruction. Economic affairs 
were stagnant, people's income and gains were very scarce. Complaints were 
rampant, almost everyone complained as a result of their bad situation. 
Diseases were rife and so was injustice, which was, like other sins. practiced 
on a large scale. "52 
As mentioned above, it was during Qäytbäy's rule that Ottoman aspirations to take 
over Egypt began. This was exacerbated internally by the Sultan falling ill in the last 
days of the month of Ramadan 882/1477. There were rumors that Qavtbäy died and 
chaos spread among his army commanders and his associates. Plots started being 
hatched by various parties to grab power for themselves. All this came to an end, 
when it was announced that Qäytbäy had recovered. Thus, Qäytbäy continued to 
reign until his death in 901/1496. 
f. Qansawh Hal Ghüri (r. 905-922/1499-1516) 
Qdnsawh Sayf Al-Din ibn 'AbdAlläh was sultan of Egypt and Syria. 
Sultan Qänsawh Al-Ghawrn was a Circassian Mamluk who started in the service of 
Sultan Qäytbäy. He became Sultan in Shawwäl of 906/May 1501 very reluctantly. He 
151 'Ashur, S.: 1., : 11-`Asr al- vlamäli f NIisr «a al-Sham, p. 188. 
152 Ibid., p. ISS (quoting a1-Magrizi) 
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insisted on receiving guarantees and assurances from the Mamluk Princes. titatin-, "I 
accept provided that you do not kill me; if you want to overthrow me, I will accept. " 
Sultan Al-Ghawr brought stability and security to Cairo. He filled government posts 
with Mamluk princes that he could trust. He then addressed the financial crisis 
resulting from the bankruptcy of the treasury. 154 
He was renowned for his grandeur and magnificence. His Nlamluks, horses. jewels 
and kitchens were seen as the model for the Mamluk court. Sultan : \l-Ghawri's 
literary gatherings were attended by poets, writers and scientists. He fought against 
Sultan Selim I at Marj Däbiq near Aleppo where he was defeated and died of 155 
2.5. The Main Characteristics of life in the Mamluk State in Egypt 
There is no doubt that life in the Mamluk period had many and varied characteristics, 
however the political and security aspects were the most prominent and exerted 
influence over all other spheres of life. We find that when government was stable, and 
security guaranteed, this resulted in a stable economy and also translated positively to 
other spheres of life. 
It can be said that the most fitting description of the Mamluk period and defining term 
was encapsulated in the word " asablyyahl' or liege clan. The Mamluk period is one in 
which liege clan loyalty manifested itself very clearly. Each sultan surrounded himself 
with a liege clan of Mamluks, which he supported financially , and granted sad 
in 
154 'Ashur, S. A.: \1-': \sr al-Mamälik1i Misr wtia al-Sham. p. 189. 
155 Tt1 n11n, l1. f1ä'ulä' Hakamü Misr Min Mind i1ä Nlubdrak, pp. 334-335. 
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affairs; taking great care to increase their numbers. The stronger his Mamluký or 
liegemen and the more numerous they were, the better able he was to confront the 
competition of the Princes, their plots, and to wrest authority from them. The fiercer 
the Sultan and greater the number of Mamluks he owned, the better able he way to 
extend his control, and restrict the other Mamluk clans; the opposite was also true. For 
that reason, Sultans placed great importance in buying as many child Mamluks as they 
could, to bring up, so that in the future they would be loyal soldiers or a , iLnificant 
number by which to maintain and extend authority. ' 56 
Based on the foregoing, I will present the main features generally, of the Niamluk 
period, yet focusing on the second part of the period, that of the Burji tiamluks. The 
most important features are the political, security, economic, social, civilisational, and 
religious. 
2.5.1. Political life in the Mamluk period 
The Mamluks appeared on the political and military scene as a military force formed 
by the Ayyubid State by buying children, and raising them as soldiers serving the 
Ayyubid state, both militarily and politically. The Mamluks -- from the very 
beginning of the Ayyubid state -- were well versed in the art of conspiracy, and 
through plotting and conspiring managed to rise to power. Following this path. their 
state proceeded, and when the Mamluks were in power, their plots took on a more 
local and internal character, between the Mamluks themselves in order to grab, or stay 
in power in face of many who were greedy enough to desire it. 
The Bahr Mamluks came to prominence, and gained stature in the midst of the events 
of the 7th crusade that was subsequently defeated in (48/1250, and ended with 
leader 
156 "1'agqüsh, N1. Tärikh al-Niamalik fi Misr ", a Biläd al-Sham, p. 325 
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of the campaign, King Louis IX, taken prisoner in al-Mansürah, 157 his forces fled in 
disarray, many killed or taken prisoner. Ever since their victory over Louis IX. the 
Bahrt Mamlüks would often repeat the phrase (With our swords. we saved Egypt and 
Sham from the Firinja [the Europeans]). 158 
When Al-Sälih Ayyüb died, his son Turänshäh ruled of Egypt after his father. 
However, he mistreated the Bahr Mamluks. No sooner had he seen the defeat of the 
Crusaders in al-Mansürah than he began to remove those influential persons in the 
State. 159 The Mamluks had no choice but to get rid of him, before he managed to get 
rid of them. They were successful in assassinating him in Farskor on the morning of 
Monday. 28 Muharram 648/2 May 1250. His death spelt the end of the Av`'ubid State 
in Egypt, and the new age of the Mamlüks began. 
The Mamluk Princes after the assassination of Turanshdh agreed to appoint Shajara 
al-Durr in his place. 160 Hence, Shajara al-Dun was one of the first of the Bahri 
Mamluk Sultans to govern Egypt. Originally. "she was one of the concubines of the 
King Al-Sälih Najm-al-Din. However, historians differed in specifying her origins, 
157 For more details see: Ziyädah, Muhammad Mustafa, Hamlat Luwis a1-Täsi' 'alä 
Misr wa 
Hazºmatuh if al-Nlansürah, Cairo: 1961, pp. 145-201. 
158 Ibn Aybak al-Duwadär . 
Al-Durra al-Zakiyyah if Akhbär al-Dawlah al-Turkiyah. V. 8 of 
his 
yearbook "Kanz al-Durrar wa Jami' al-Churar, revised by Ulrich Harmann, Cairo, 
1971. p. 22. 
159 : \1-hiagrnzi.: \I-Suliük li Ma'rifat Duwal al-Mulük published 
by Dr. /. iyädah. volume 1. Cairo, 
p. 358. 
160 : 11-MagriiL \1-Sulük li hia'rifat Duwal al-Mulfik. published 
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Cairo, 1376 /1957, p. 361. 
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some said she was Turkish, others that she was Circassian. or Roman. "' 61 
With Shajara al-Durr installed. the Bahn Mamluk State in Egypt was established. She 
ruled for 80 days, described by Al-Magrizi as "the first to govern Egypt of the Turk 
kings, were the Mamluks. "162 She ingratiated herself with the people of State. 
granting them rank and estates, while reducing taxes on the people to win their hearts. 
and ruled over them in the best manner. 163 
History reports that Shajara al-Durr was able to send armies to war and, "ruled in 
matters of state with iron fist. Her first and foremost concern was to rid herself of the 
remnants of the 7th Crusade; " 164 which if anything was evidence of her cleverness and 
cunning. 
Perhaps "the first obstacle that faced Shajara al-Dun after assuming power was the 
French presence in Egypt, in the city of Damietta. For despite the fact that King Louis 
IX was a prisoner in al-Mansürah, the French still presented a danger, since Damietta 
was in their hands. It was a [strategic] naval base that could be used in any attack 
against Egypt from the West. Therefore, Shajara al-Durr ordered Prince Husdm-al- 
Mn to negotiate with the French. These negotiations led to King Louis IX being 
released in return for a ransom, and a French withdrawal from Egypt -- which was 
161 `Ubayd al-Dabä'K, A1-Mawsu'a al-'Arabivah al-Muyasarah, second edition, Beirut: Dar Nahdat 
Libnan li al-Tiba'ah «'a al-Nashr. 1996, p. 1076. 
162 '; \sh[ir, S. A., Al-'Asr al-Mamäliik fi Misr «a al-Sham, Cairo: Dar al-Nahdah a1-': \rabivah, 1990. 
p. 182. quoted from: A1-Magnzi. 
16 3 Surür, Muhammad Jarnal-al-Din, Dawlat al-Dhähir Baybrus fi Misr-. Cairo: Dar al-l ikr a1-'Arahi. 
1993. p. 32'. 
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accomplished. After the French withdrew from Egypt, the second obstacle she faced 
was the objection of the Muslim world to a woman ruler. We find the great scholar. 
`Izz-al-Din ibn Abd al- Saläm, writing a treatise over what would afflict Muslims as a 
result of their being ruled by a woman. After which the Abbasid Caliph. Al- 
Musta'sim sent a message of rebuke to the people of Egypt; saying that if \ ou have no 
men left to rule over you, then advise us and we shall send you a man: "" , so she 
married a Mamlük called `Izz-al-Din Aybak Al-Turkumani. ý66 
In the interim, "the Abbasids were unhappy that a woman had ascended to the throne 
of Egypt, " 167 which led to many disputes between princes and leaders in Egypt and 
Sham. It was therefore imperative that Shajara al-Durr find a spouse. Of the Mamluk 
leaders, there was Agtdy at the head of the Bahri Mamluks, and Avbak leading the 
Sultani or Burji Mamluks. Shajara al-Durr decided that her influence could continue 
with Aybak, leader of the Burji Mamluks, compared to Agt. av. who was a coarse 
murderer; so she married Aybak. " Therefore, the Mamluks were now divided into two 
groups, one conspiring against the other. 
History mentions that when King Aybak ascended to the throne of the land, the 
powerful Mamluk princes accepted him, since they believed that he was weak and 
could be removed easily, while the struggle over power was decided in favour of one 
of the more powerful Mamluks. namely Aqtay, Baybars, and Qaläwün. The new 
Sultan of this newborn state had to face the Ayyübid danger coming from al-Sham, 
165 Jalal-al-Din al-Siy üti, Husn al-Muhädarah fi Akhbär Misr-«a al-Qähirah. 2/57. 
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decisively. The Ayyubids had united under the banner of Al-Näsir Yüsif. ruler of 
Aleppo and Damascus, intent on regaining Egypt from the Mamlüks, regarding them 
as the usurpers of the Ayyubid right to govern Egypt. They marched to Egypt and 
were met by Aybak's forces in battle, which ended with victory in his favour; Al- 
Näsir Yüsif, fleeing with his men to al Shäm. 168 This success led King . Avbak to 
march on Sham in order to finish off Ayyubid opposition, however intervention by the 
Caliph Al-Mu'tasim Al-`Abbäsi brought the conflict between the two sides to an end, 
and peace was agreed between them in 651/1253. Under the terms of the treaty, Egypt 
and the southern part of Palestine, including Gaza, Jerusalem and the coastal lands 
would be given over to the rule of al-Mu'iz Aybak, while the lands of the Shäm 
would remain in Ayyubid hands. This resolved the first obstacle in the path of 
establishment of the emerging Mamluk State in ending the dispute and conflict with 
the Kings of the Ayyubid household. 169No sooner had Sultan Aybak overcome this 
hurdle, than he faced other problems on the internal front. 
The first obstacle was a popular revolt staged by the Arabs in Al-Said, and Al- 
Sharqiyyah led by Hisn-al-Din Tha'lab, which threatened the land, and forced the 
Sultan to dispatch a military force led by Färis-al-Din Aqtay to put it down, which he 
successfully did before it became a real danger. 
The second obstacle: the increased power of the Bahri Mamluks led by Färis-al-Din 
Aqtay, especially after their success in achieving victories both in Egypt and abroad. 
which undermined the power of the Sultan. Their danger increased to such a degree 
that it threatened peoples' safety and security, and the Sultan himself was unable to 
168 Qasim 'Abdu Qäsim, 'Al Savvid 'Ali. op. cit. pp. 129-130. 
169 Ibid, p. 130. 
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confront them or stop their open ridicule of him: Aqtay would insult the Sultan in his 
own court, calling him by his first name, and his ambition grew to take over the 
Sultanate, while his fellow Bahre Mamluks began to call him the generous king. 
The Sultan conscious of this danger, and fearful of the increase in . Agtäv', power. 
decided to get rid of him. He invited him to the citadel, on the pretext that he wished 
to consult him on matters of state, but there he had him killed on 3 Sha' ban 652/18 
September 1254. This incident struck fear in the hearts of the leading Bahri Nlamluks. 
who swiftly fled the country, some of them seeking refuge with the Avvubid kings in 
Sham, while others fled to the lands of the Seljuk Romans. Avbak pursued those still 
remaining in Egypt, and arrested them. He also wrote to the Kings to which the 
Mamluks had fled, warning them about these Mamluks and their treachery. 170 
The assassination of Aqtay, cleared the way for Aybak and Shajara al-Durr, however 
they were soon in dispute. Shajara al-Durr was an ambitious woman who wished to 
rule independently, and considered her husband -- previously her subject -- there 
merely to execute her wishes, whereas Aybak, on his part, had resolved to free 
himself from her clutches, and assume power alone. 
At the same time, when Shajara al-Dun learned that her husband, King, Al-Mu'iz. 
planned to marry the daughter of King Badr-al-Din Lu'lu', ruler of Mosul, their 
relationship soured, and she decided to rid herself of him. Five of her slaves attacked 
him, and beat him to death. However, she did not escape her deed and was arrested b\ 
those princes loyal to her murdered husband. She was thrown into solitar 
confinement, where she suffered torment and humiliation. Thereafter, the first % vife of 
170 Ibid. p. 132. 
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the murdered King, Umm `Ali, incited her son to kill Shajara al-Dun in revenge. 17 
Other sources, report that she was killed by slave girls, who beat her to death with 
their shoes. 
After the murder of al-Mu'iz Aybak, some Maminks sided with the son of their lord 
Aybak, Nür-al-Din `Ali, who was 15 years old, and crowned him Sultan. However, 
when the Muslim East was threatened by the Mongol peril, which had overwhelmed 
Sham, and now Egypt was close to that danger, Qutuz, the vice-Sultan, removed the 
young Sultan, and took over, in order to confront the Mongol danger. He departed 
Egypt and met them in battle at `Ayn Jälüt. 172 He achieved a historic victory on 16 
Ramadan 658/1260, and expelled the Mongols from the region. He annexed Sham to 
the Mamluk Sultanate, which was now the dominant force, controlling both Egypt and 
Sham. 
In summary, the Bahri Mamluk period was renowned for the numerous plots and 
struggle over rule, which continued right to the end. The Burji Mamluk period that 
followed was no better, and followed the same path. 
The conspiratorial and plotting spirit rife in the Mamluk system, manifested itself 
after Qutuz's victory over the Mongols, where 
"the Bahri Mamluks led by Baybars plotted revenge against him, for the 
murder of their master, Agtäy. They murdered him on the road back to Egypt, 
and Baybars was named Sultan. Sultan Baybars consolidated the 
Mamluk 
kingdom, increasing its glory in Sham, Iraq, and Hijaz, while dealing with the 
171 Ibn Taghri Bard, Mawrid al-Latäfah fl- man Wulliy al-Saltanah wa al-Khilafah, 
Tahgiq Nabil 
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172 Jamal al-Din Al-Shayydl. Tärtkh Misr a1-Is1amiyyah. Cairo: 
Dar al-Ma'arif. 1967, pp. 171-172. 
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crusaders and others. -173 
As for the Burjf Mamluks, it is worthwhile to give an overview of the political and 
administrative organisation of the State at the time, before presenting the main 
features distinguishing the political and security scene. 
Political posts in the Burji Mamlük State consisted of the Sultan. who wt as the real 
ruler. In Egypt at that time, in addition to the Nlamlük Sultans. there were the Caliphs 
of the Abbasid dynasty, yet they were at their weakest, and merely carried symbolic 
weight, with no real power over the Sultans. They only came to oversee the ascension 
of every new Sultan, symbolically receiving his allegiance, and granting him power to 
rule over the State. 
Below the real ruler, there were senior officeholders, who helped the Sultan run 
affairs, starting with the Deputy-Sultan; he was considered the Sultan's agent, and 
right hand man, and also known as the second Sultan. This office was held by two 
nlen, one deputy in the presence, and the other in the absence of the Sultan. The latter 
being lower in rank; he presided over State affairs. when the Sultan was away in wars, 
or performing Hajj, etc... 174 
Each Sultan had a Dawadär, a private secretary, who communicated messages on 
behalf of, and to the Sultan, deciding who was granted audience. and presenting the 
mail, if any. 
Each Sultan would appoint for himself a private Clerk, who would read the letters to 
the Sultan, and responded to these in the law courts, signing on his behalt. and dealing 
173 Qäsim A Qäsim. AI-Avvübivyiün «va al-Mamalilc-AI-Täni: h al-Siyäci wa al-': Askari. 2nd Ed., 
pp. 142-143. 
174 A1-Qalgashandi, Subh : 11-: \'shä, 1/17016. 
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with edicts issued, and proposed. ' 75 
Four judges representing the four main Sunni schools of Figh were in residence at the 
judiciary. This was the politico-administrative perspective of the Mamlük State. As 
for events, the Burji Mamlüks contributed to the discord during the State piled by 
Qaläwün's children-or at the end of the Bahn Mamlük state. rennovimi Bahn 
Mamlüks. Some Bahn Mamlüks plotted the murder of Al-Ashraf Khalil ihn Qalä\t ün. 
who had liberated Acre, and dismissed the last of Crusaders. Bay dra murdered Al- 
Ashraf Khalil, and declared himself Sultan, however this was not to continue for long, 
because the Burji Mamlüks-followers of the Qaläwün household- managed to kill 
Prince Baydra, and the conflict between the Burji Mamlüks over who would become 
Sultan began. As usual, it was agreed that the youth, Muhammad ibn QaIä vün, would 
become ruler under the title of Al-Näsir Muhammad. 
In this regard, historical records indicate that the deputy Sultan. Katab`ga, controlled 
Al-Näsir Muhammad, finally removing him and expelling him to : 1l-Karak in Jordan, 
and declaring himself Sultan in 694/1295. Katabga's ally, Prince Lajin, one of the 
killers of Al-Ashraf Khalil ibn Qaläwün, plotted successfully against him, and 
declared himself Sultan. He ruled until he was also killed by two Mamlüks of lesser 
rank. The two killers did not enjoy the support of the influential Princess and were 
consequently executed. It was agreed that Sultan Muhammad ibn Qaläw un would be 
returned to rule a second time (689-708). 1 
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However, Al-Näsir Muhammad ibn Qaläwün for the second time around, once again 
fell into the clutches of two princes who controlled him, Bay bars and Salar. and was 
not able to exercise power. He was forced to flee with his life to Al-Karak. Again. the 
Burji Mamlüks continued to plot during the Bahn Qalawüni State. where the 
Circassian (Burji) Mamlüks enjoyed privileges at the expense of the other Bahn 
Mamlük princes; their influence developed to the point where one of them.. Al-DhähiT- 
Baybars Jashinkfr, ascended to become the first Burji Sultan of the Bahn State. 
However, his rule was short lived as the common people and his soldiers revolted, and 
Al-Näsir was able to return and regained his throne, killing Baybars and Salar, and 
was able to rule independently until his death: after which came the precursors of the 
establishment of the Burji Mamlük State at the hands of Barqüq. '77 
It is worth mentioning that Barqüq was able through a series of plots to establish the 
Burji State. He also overcame many difficulties. At one time, he was removed from 
power. yet was able to return and prevail. 178 
The sons of AI-Näsir Muhammad ibn Qaläwün became mere puppets in the hands of 
the Burji Princes, where the dispute finally came to a showdown between two powerful 
princes. Barakah and Barqüq, ending with victory for Barqüq over his competitor. 
Barakah promised in front of the four judges to not interfere in the affairs of state, and 
to leave that to Bargnq alone. "179 
177 Qäsim, A. Q. 'Asr Salätin al-Mamälik f al-Tärikh al-Siyäsi wa al-'Ijtimä'L Ist Edition. Cairo, 
'Avn li al-Diräsät wa al-Nashr, 1998. p. 144. 
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Barqüq became the candidate of the Circassian (Burji) Mamlüks to control the young 
Qalawüni Sultan; however he became greedy. and wanted to remove the powerless 
Sultan and govern himself. Therefore he was afraid of his old competitor Barakah, so 
he had him arrested in Alexandria, ordering its governor to kill him in jail. The 
followers of Barakah revolted, so Barqüq claimed that the killing had been without to 
his knowledge, rendering the Governor of Alexandria to them, whom they killed, and 
were content with this. 180 
It is worth mentioning that Barqüq now turned to matter of removing Sultan Ali, scion 
of the Qalawüni household, however the common people and the soldiers supported 
the children of Qalawun, but Barqüq was able to overcome this support with the help 
of his princes and aides. After which he turned against the princes who had helped 
him and got rid of them through killing, expulsion and arrested the Abbasid Caliph 
A1-Mutawakil18' who had taken advantage of the dispute between Barqüq and his 
princes to plot against Barqüq and seek to remove him. When Barqüq found out, he 
arrested the conspirators, including the Abbasid Caliph, imprisoning him and 
confiscating his possessions. ' 82 In this way, Barqüq had guaranteed that he would be 
in sole charge, with no one to influence him, or to whom he owed any favours, since 
they had all been involved in conspiring against him. 
However, Barqüq was foiled from where he least expected. Prince Yalbughä in Shäm 
revolted against him. so Barqüq sent his loyal slave, Mintäsh at the head of an army to 
180 Qäsim Abdu Qäsim, op. cit., p. 145. 
181 Qasim : \hdu Qdsim, op. cit., pp. 144-146. 
182 "I'agqüsh, op. cit. p. 358. 
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subdue him. However, Yalbughä managed to ally himself with Mintäsh to remove 
Barqüq. Mintäsh turned back with the army to Cairo to fight Barqfiq. who did not 
have an army to defend himself, so he fled to Al-Karak. Mintäsh and Yalbughä 
entered Cairo, and the Sultan Prince Haji ibn Al-Ashraf Sha'ban, grandchild of 
Muhammad ibn Qaläwün, was returned to the sultanate. But as was to be expected, 
disagreement flared between Mintäsh and Yalbughä, in which Mintäsh prevailed. 
During which time, Barqüq, escaped Al-Karak and joined by his supporters, raised an 
army with which he met his former slave, Mintäsh. Barqüq was victorious and 
returned to rule the sultanate for the second time in 797/1395.183 
Again Barqüq faced several plots against him, however he was able to prevail and 
consolidate the internal front, in order to confront the Mongols led by Timurlenk who 
was threatening the princes of Sham, and despite the fact that he did not clash with 
Timurlenk, his strategy was successful on both military and diplomatic grounds. 
forming an Islamic front in face of the fierce Mongol hordes. ' 84 
Sultan Barqüq died in 801/1398185, his son Sultan Faraj ruled after him in 801- 
808/1398-1405, and then from 808-815/1405-1412. His period in rule, alternating 
between fierce internal strife, and renewed Mongol threat. Timurlenk resumed his 
attacks on Slläm, since he could see that the Islamic front established by Sultan 
Barqüq was now divided. Due to the preoccupation of the Mamlüks with their 
infighting, the land of Sham, especially Damascus and Aleppo suffered terribly from 
Timurlenk. MamlOk infighting took the form of successive rebellions, most prominent 
183 Ibn 1'haghn Bardi, op. cit. pp. 110-111. 
184 ': Ashür. S, Misr«wa. Al-Sham if 'Asr al-. Avvübiv, vin wa al-Mamalik, p. 332. 
185 Ibn al-`Imäd, Shadharät al-Dhahab, volume 8, p. 6-7. 
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was that of Prince Shaykh al-Mahmüdf, deputy of Tripoli. who forced Sultan Faraj to 
flee vacating the throne in 808/1405,186 and despite the fact that he was able to return 
in the same year and destroy his competitors in Egypt, affairs remained unstable in 
Sham, where a new alliance against the Sultan between Nawrüz al-Hafidi, the deputy 
of Sham and Shaykh al-Mahmüdf, deputy of Tripoli, was formed. The Sultan marched 
out to fight them in Shäm, but they were able to defeat and capture him; he was 
executed in 815.187 The rebels to prevent any dispute amongst them appointed the 
Caliph Al-Musta'in bi-Alläh as Sultan in the period, he was Caliph in 808-816/1412- 
1416. However, Shaykh al-Mahmüdi soon removed him from the sultanate six 
months after, and took his place, sporting the title of al-Mu' ayyad. ' 88 
The period of al-Mu'ayyad Shaykh al-Mahmüdi, 816-824/1412-1421, was the first 
period of relative peace in the Burji Mamlük state. He achieved military victories 
against the Turkmen in the North, and also reorganised the Mamlük army. 
This was followed by a period full of plots, dispute, and infighting among the princes 
that ended in Barsbäy coming to rule, which he exercised extremely competently for 
the following 16 years, 825-841/1422-1438. The lands during his rule witnessed 
internal stability, and external campaigns. He organised three campaigns against the 
island of Cyprus, and was able to subdue it in 829AH/1426CE. 189 He also made an 
alliance with the Ottomans and secured stability in the lands of Sham. 
186 Ihn Hajar, Anbäa' al-Ghamar, volume 5, p. 286-287. 
187 Ibn "ajar, : lnbaa' al-Ghamar, volume 7, p. 89. Ibn Ivyis. Badai' al-Zuhiir 
fi «'agai' al-Duhür. 
volume 1 part 2, p. 820. 
18S Ibn lvyäs, Badai' al-Zuhür fi «'agai' al-Duhür, volume 1 part 2. p. 815. 
189 Ibn Thaghri Bardr.: \l-Nujüm al-Zähirah fiAkhbär Nhsr wa al-Qähirah. volume 14. p. 292-302. 
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As for the Sultan, Sayf-al-Din Abu Said Jaqmaq, 842-857/1438-1453. his reign was 
stable internally, and politically moderate externally which encouraged him to follow 
in the footsteps of Bärsbäy in terms of Mediterranean policy. He organised several 
campaigns against the island of Rhodes, which ended with a peace treaty between the 
two parties. As for the Turkmen in the North, Sultan Jaqmaq took concrete steps to 
establish cordial and marriage relationships with them, as well as using diplomatic 
means, financial and moral contributions to protect the Muslims of Al-Andalus, and 
Abbysinia; he had a well-regarded international voice-190 It is worth mentioning that 
al-Samhüdi was born in the last part of the reign of Sultan Jaqmaq in 844/1440. 
After this period of relative stability, weak Sultans came to rule, and in their time. 
revolts and conflict over the throne were rife, with the exception of Sultan Abu Said 
Sayf-al-Mn Khushgadäm, 865-872/1460-1467, whose reign is considered one of the 
peaceful ones. After his death, the State did not see stability up until Qäytbäy came to 
power, under the title, Al-Ashraf AN al-Nasr Qäytbäy, ruling for 27 years, 872- 
901/1468-1496. He exerted great efforts in encouraging the cultural, scientific, and 
urbanisation movement in all parts of the State. He established schools in Mecca, 
Medina, and Al-Quds. He loved to travel, touring Egypt, visiting Damietta and 
Alexandria, then he visited Mecca, Jerusalem, and Damascus. 19' In his time, the 
Ottomans appeared on the scene as a huge force looking to lead the Muslim world. 
After the death of Sultan Qäytbäy in 901/1496, strife and discord flared up once 
again, until Sultan Al-Ashraf Qänsawh al-Ghüri, 906-922/1500-1516 managed to take 
over the sultanate, consolidating his hold and reining in the influence of the prince,,. 
190 Dr. Tarqan, Dawlat al-Mamalik al-Jarakissa, p. 146-159. 
191 Ibn al-'Imäd al-l Ianhali. Shadharät al-Dhahab. volume 8, p. 6-i). 
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He was wise, cunning, and ruthless. He subdued the princes, and broke any opposition 
such that his rule became strong and struck fear into hearts of others. Kings sent him 
gifts, like the King of India, Yemen, Morocco, the Romans and the Franks. 192 
Sultan Al-Ghüri attempted to confront the emerging Ottoman force. and prepared a 
massive army to repel the Ottoman army marching on Sham led by Salim I. The 
Sultan himself undertook to lead the army. A huge battle was joined in IvIarj Däbiq. 
north of Aleppo. However, the Ottoman cannon was very powerful and ripped the 
Mamlük army apart; the soldiers fled and Sultan Al-Ghüri fell under the horses' 
hoofs; his remains were never recovered. 193 
After having secured the lands of Sham, Salim I, headed to Egypt, and entered Cairo 
after fierce skirmishes between him and the Mamlüks led by Al-Ashraf Tümänbäy, 
922-923/1516-1517, who had been chosen by the Mamlüks as their Sultan, after 
ascertaining that Al-Ghüri had indeed perished. ' 94 
Three days after the Ottomans entered Cairo, A1-Ashraf Taumanbay surrendered 
himself. The Ottoman Sultan had him hung and the body fixed over Zuwaila gate. 
This spelt the end of the Circassian State or the Burji Mamlük state, and Egypt came 
under the dominion of the Ottoman Sultanate. 195 
192 Ibn al-'Imäd al-Hanbali, Shadharät al-Dhahab, volume 8, p. 113-114. Also Al-Shaw kani, Al-Badr 
al-Täli', volume 1, p. 555. 
Ihn Iyyds. Badai' al-Zuhür fi «'agai' al-Duhür, volume 5. p. 69-71. 
194 lbid, volume 5, p. 102-103. Also 194 Ibn al-`Imäd al-Hanbali. Shadharät al-Dhahab. volume 
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From this brief summary of the second of Mamlük State from its rise. up until its 
downfall, we note the following: 
" First: political upheaval, which prevailed over most of the land of the State and 
especially towards the end of its days, was an important cause of its downfall and 
destruction. The conflict and struggle between the Mamlük and princes wa.. at a 
peak; some plotting and conspiring against the others. The greatest evidence of 
this upheaval was that more than half of the Sultans of this State had been 
removed from office; moreover some had been removed and then returned again, 
while others were killed. This may be assigned to the fact that the system of rule 
was hereditary and on clan lines, where Sultans would appoint their children to 
take over affairs after them, even if they were still too young, which resulted in 
the princes toying with, and conspiring against these young sultans in order to take 
over authority. 
0 Second: in addition to the internal strife, suffered by this State, it also faced 
external dangers, which sapped its energy, especially on the part of the Mongols 
and the Crusaders, followed by the emergence of the Ottomans as a force that in 
the end was able to destroy the Mamlük state. 
" Third: despite the upheaval, internal strife, external dangers witnessed by the 
second Mamlük state; there were periods of relative stability during the times of 
some Sultans, which helped in the advancement of knowledge and the scientific 
movement, where scholars were able to carry out their vaned scholarly roles. and 
confront the Mongol danger that was subsequently crushed. as well as fighting the 
Crusaders whose `greed 
had been fuelled by this unstable political situation. In the 
midst of this, the great scholar, al-Samhüdi appeared. He was able to proceed 
in 
seeking knowledge, and writing, books. despite the chaos and succ e,, "ive It, - 
14 
upheavals. All this despite his personal circumstances: the death of his mother, his 
library burning down, and his travels from Cairo to Medina and Mecca, and the 
difficulties he faced in Medina when he wished to reside there. 
2.5.2. Economic life in Egypt during Mamluk rule: 
It can be said that economic life in the Mamlük era depended on trade. industry. and 
agriculture. However, trade was by far the largest component of the Nlamluk 
economy, since international trade would pass through its frontiers. European 
merchants would put into its ports to buy and sell, which brought huge returns to the 
state. 
At the initial stages of the Bahn Mamluk state, 
"there were huge advances in the free trades, which made a huge impression 
on the Europeans, in terms of commercial and vocational life in Cairo in 
Mainluk times. It was said that the city of Cairo was a great city. containing 
'. ýý 14,000 streets, and all its streets brimming with trade in a huge way 
It is worth noting that "the economic situation at the beginnings of the Bahn Mamluk 
state was an extension of that in the Ayyubid period", where there were craftsmen 
working in the Sultan's workshops, or the workshops belonging to Waqf or religious 
endowments. At the same time, the government played a prominent role in trade and 
the workshops, especially the textile workshops, 197 while the number of specialised 
markets increased when compared to the Avvubid period. 
196 Sirnonova. LA. Salah al-Din Nva al-Niamälik if Misr.. 
- 
translated by. Hasan Bavümi. NMio'coww': 
Soviet Academy of Sciences. 1966, p. 238. 
197 W. 1ischel. The Spice Trade in Mamluk Egypt. JESHO. volume 1,1958 part II. p. 169. 
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The free trades saw advances during the Ayyubid period and the early Nlamluk 
period, which paved the way for relative stability in the monetary, system. There was 
little issue of money at the time; however the minting of copper coin in the period 
following that multiplied. Prices of essential products were largely stable in the 
period, and it is apparent in this regard that 
"the available sources of money during the Mamlük period were many. There 
are records on money that are available and full of information since the 19th 
century. The first guide on Mamluk coinage was published in 1964. and 
financial developments in the period of the Mamluks was more than had ever 
been seen at any other Islamic time in Egypt. " 198 
The developments in the free trades were very marked in Egyptian cities. The trades 
were supervised closely by the Sultan's administration that had the power to move the 
craftsmen from one neighbourhood to another whenever it wished, or even from one 
city to another, or force them to accomplish specific tasks. Therefore all the craftsmen 
in Cairo, on the orders of the Sultan Qaläwün. were gathered to build a hospital. ""' 
The Sultan's employees would sometimes control the production of some craft 
products, prohibiting production, or ordering overproduction to swamp the markets. 
For example, in 749/1349, Minister Manjaq ordered the cobblers in Cairo not to 
produce a certain type of footwear, called "Mantufli ', to remove competition to the 
198 Petry. Carl F., The Cambridge History of Egypt. volume 1: Islam at Egypt. 640-1517, London: 
Cambridge University Press. p. 333. 
199 : \1-Magrizi.: \l-Khutat., Vol. 1. Cairo, p. 271. 
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Sultan's workshop that was producing such a type of footwear. 200 
"It seemed that there were units of craftsmen that were quite simple and humble, set 
up in homes, each overseen by a foreman called Shaykh al-J-Irfah. These foremen 
were not called upon to supervise production activities, rather they were considered 
government representatives for the general supervision of craft and commercial 
trades. Some of them were directly appointed by the government, in the same way aý 
Muhtasibs, inspectors and their aides, who had the right to supervise the important 
cities. "201 
From the start of the Mongol invasion of Baghdad, Egypt's role-as a centre for trade 
transiting between Asia, Africa and Europe - increased in importance. Egypt in the 
early Mamluk times consolidated its external trade relations, such that it became an 
important channel for goods. 202 
It seems that the general trend in Mamluk times was that of economic decline, 
especially during the time of the Circassian Mamluks, this worsened in the second 
half of the same period in the 15th century. 203 
It is worth noting that under the rule of the Burji Mamluks, we find corruption rife in 
the ruling class. Even the Sultan's themselves had monopolised trade in certain 
essential goods, like pepper and sugar. Egypt at the time suffered endemic famine. In 
addition, when the inhabitants tried to rebel, they were usually subdued extremely 
forcefully. There were also attacks by the Bedouin on lands and farms, leaving behind 
200 Ibid, pp. 127-128. 
'01 Simonova, 1.: v op. cit., pp. 240-241. 
202 Ibid., p. 241. 
203 Sa'd : lhmad Sadiq, Fi Du'w al-Namat al-Asvawi li al-Intaj: 
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Nlundh a1-'Ahd al-lFir'auni ila 'Ahd al-Ntamalik, Beirut: Dar Ibn Khaldün. 1ý ý'ý. p. 24-- 
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destruction everywhere, in addition to the return of the plague. In addition to all that, 
there was the expansion in the Western world at that time. which had various effect,,: 
for example the discovery by Vasco de Gama, who discovered the navigation route 
around the Cape of Good Hope, which resulted in the trade in spices and tropical 
goods moving away - which formed one of the most important sources of national 
income - added to that was the closure by Portuguese and European ships of the seas 
and Arab coasts to Arab ships. 204 
From central Africa, and Morocco, merchants would bring yarn, wool, ivory, and gum 
Arabic, in addition to black slaves. As for silk and Chinese musk, this would come 
from China. The main trade was in spices from India. 205 
It seemed that in the period of the Circassian Mamluks, the Sultan Bärsbä y. had taken 
several measures to encourage trade, providing incentives for merchants to dock at 
ports belonging to the State; he reduced the fees to be paid by merchants landing in 
ports, extending his protection over merchants, and their goods, granting immunity 
from theft or plundering. He consolidated his relationships with the European states 
and cities, negotiating with them trade agreements that contributed to a revival of 
trade with them. 206 
These economic and fiscal measures led to the adoption of a new policy that aimed at 
earning the greatest amount of monies from the transit of goods, by adopting a policy 
of monopoly on local essential goods, which in turn led to higher prices. which led 
204 Little Join, Modern Egypt, London: Ernest Benn Ltd. 1967, p-25 
205 W. I'ischel, op. cit., p. 169. 
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European merchants to respond and attempt to remedy that situation. -" 
The Sultan Bärsbäy minted money that would be the basis of commercial dealing,,. 
and prohibited dealing in other coin, Venetian or Florentine, and also encouraging 
people to use his coin by raising its value such that it had greater purchasing pow-ei- 
leading to its greater use. However the Sultan monopolised the trade in some goods 
like sugar, pepper, textiles coming from Mosul and Baalbek, which led to higher 
prices, and people suffered in buying these commodities. 208 
In 1403, "pirates from Western Europe plundered the city of Alexandria, while the 
Bedouin also attacked the southern cities. At that time there was an important 
development in personal ownership of agricultural land, which led to a sharp fall in 
the Treasury income from agricultural taxes, which made the city the main source of 
government income. 
209 
The tax policy of the Circassian Mamluks Sultans towards the city inhabitants was 
extremely brutal when compared with the Ayyubid period or the early Mamluk times, 
especially in the times of Sultans; Lajin, Qaläwün, and Baybars. It was well-known 
that a number of taxes had been abolished, and that the Sultan Al-Näsir Muhammad 
had established a highly important tax reform regime that was so comprehensive that 
it could not be compared except with the tax reform established by Saläh al-Din al- 
AN, yubi. 21° 
207 Bernard Lewis, The Middle East: 2000 years of history from the rise of C'hristianit toi the E)recnt- 
day, Phoenix Giant, 1995, p. 106. 
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It was known then that "abolishing the only tax worthy of consideration in the late 
Mamluk period was during the rule of the Sultan Al-Zähir Barqüq in 792/1390, when 
he ascended to the throne the second time. However. the Sultan Al- N sir Faraj was 
quick to re-institute those abolished taxes, and even increased them in 802/1400, on 
the pretext of financing the battalions in Syria, fighting against Timurlenk. 211 
It is worth noting that "Sultan Bärsbäy (1422-1438), had attempted to assume control 
of commercial dealings in his kingdom, however this had negative effect on trade 
activities. After that, Bärsbäy launched successful naval campaigns against Cyprus. 
and his concern also included agriculture, where he ordered the digging of . -\1-Khalij 
al-Näsiri after it had virtually silted up. He also built bridges, canals and repaired what 
had become dilapidated. Because of this care, harvests did not suffer lack of water 
throughout the time of his rule. 212 
As for Sultan Qäytbdy, he made it his concern to establish canals, and build bridge 
dams to hold the Nile waters, and regulate these to allow cultivation of land, and 
allow the gathering of taxes. At times when the Nile level fell sharply, during his rule. 
this had a great influence in raising prices. 213 
It can be said that since the navigation route around Africa was discovered, the major 
merchants trading in spices would use it and from there on to Lisbon. Each year, less 
and less ships were sent to Egypt. Hence, late Mamluk economic policy led to wk eak 
trade relations with the countries of the East and West. Western traders refused to 
berth in the ports of Alexandria, Damietta or others, due to the man}, restrictions, that 
211 Simonova. LA, op. cit., pp. 242-243. 
212 . \hmad "I'ammäm. op. cit. 
213 Ahd al Tawwäb :\ Nlalunüd. QivthAy al-Nlalunüdi, p. 119. 
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led to rising recession. Faced with the situation of economic deterioration. and 
increasing popular anger, the Turkish Ottoman army defeated al-Shavkh Ismä' il, 
Egypt's ally in Syria, and crossed the Syrian border advancing towards Egypt. A 
decisive battle was fought in Marj Däbiq, north of Egypt's, on 24 August 922/1516.2'4 
It was clear that the greater driver of higher prices, and the upheaval in the land was 
the change of currency. The people suffered much in the process of that change. Nlanv 
times, they waited to see the Sultan Qäytbäy, who was afraid of them, and avoided 
them by travelling to the citadel through the cemetery in order not to meet them in 
Cairo. 
In 873/1468, the new coin was announced at 24 per pound, whereas it had 
been 36. In 879/1474, Sultan Qäyitbäy minted a new coin, and the old coin 
was valued at 24 per pound, whereupon, people lost a third of their 
wealth. 215 
Furthermore, with the widespread counterfeiting of money which led to 
economic destruction during the Burji Mamluk period, there were 
confrontations between the inhabitants and representatives of the 
government Administration. In 859/1455, the inhabitants of Cairo pelted 
the Sultan's employees with stones, especially, the Muhtasib, Chief 
Inspector himself. This was for the high bread prices. It is reported that 
they took the inspector's valuable ring and luxurious shawl. In 886/148 1, 
the inhabitants of Aleppo killed the Citadel Commander and its Judge. 
21( 
is worth noting that Al-Samhüdi in his works described the situation of the 
Inspector in his time. He also mentioned how people dealt with inspectors. He 
214 Simonova, I. A. op. cit.. p. 244. 
215 
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reported that the inspector in his time had become an employee who was dishonest. 
and did not fear Allah. He said that treachery, accepting bribes, monopoly' of some 
goods leading to higher prices had all been seen perpetrated by inspectors. Al- 
Samhüdi said that there were people who had gone hungry. and died because of the 
high prices. 
It seems that some historians agreed with A1-Samhüdi in his description, when he said 
that the Mamlük period saw widespread corruption, bribery, monopoly over goods 
and essentials, nepotism on the part of Princes and persons of influence in appointing 
to high public office, among these the post of inspector or Muhtaslb in order to serve 
their interests. 217 
At the end of the Mamluk period, competition over the post of i%Iuhtasib was fierce, 
and included bribery. 218 
Bribery became the rule in assuming the post of Muhtasib, and whoever paid more 
would be given the job. 219 
Collecting tax became one of the major problems that led to the decline in economic 
situation, and protest by the people. 
In 886/1481, the poor in the city of Cairo attacked Judge Ahmad Shihäb-al-Din, who 
gave the Sultan Qäytbäy a fatwa relating to his right to collect the tax on ownership in 
the city two months before their due date. This judge had to escape to Mecca. and 
remained there until people had quieted down. In 912/1506, the inhabitants of 
217 A1-Magrizi, Ighathat al-Ummah bi Kashf al-Ghummah, p. 43. 
'18 Abu Zavd. Sihäm, A1-Hisbah ff Mi r al-Isf iinivvah, p. 94. 
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Damascus expelled the deputy Sultan from their city. 220 
The situation escalated from bad to worse. since there was a permanent need to tiuppl\ 
the war campaigns in face of the Mongols; this became the main source provoking 
and widening this disgruntlement. In 891/1486, Sultan Qäytbäy ordered that the rich 
merchants in Cairo's markets be summoned. and despite their remonstrations. 1 _1.000 
Dinars were collected for the war effort. 221 
In 879/1492, taxes were collected in the city of Cairo, two months before they were 
due. In the same year, taxes were collected in Damascus five months before theN, were 
due. In 884/1496, a unified tax was declared in all the lands to be collected every five 
months. 
In 886/1498, tax was collected several times from craftsmen, and traders. This was in 
the time of Sultan Al-Näsir Muhammad. As for the period of Al-Ashraf Junblät. in 
908/1501, cash sums were confiscated from Jews, Christians, and merchants for the 
second time. In 912/1505, taxes on property were collected eight months before they 
were due on the orders of the Sultan Qänsawh al-Ghüri. In 920/1514, taxes were 
collected from all the inhabitants of Damascus, Aleppo, Hama, Safad, and Tripoli, on 
the pretext that the fighting forces were in need. The following year, the same taxes 
were collected for the same reason. 222 
The state of poor city dwellers became ever more desperate. due to the atrocities 
committed by the Mamluks and their aides. 223 
20 Simonova, I.: 1. op. cit., p. 244. 
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An example of this, Sultan Qänsawh al-Ghüri declared that no living being, wt hether 
from the citizenry, or merchant would have the temerity to insult one of the Sultan', 
Mamluks; if one of them were to touch the reins of the horse of a pas' in; g \tamluk. 
then his hand would be cut off. After this edict, the Mamluks appeared in Cairo's 
markets snatching whatever took their fancy. and no one could prevent them... after 
this, people were greatly depressed and saddened. `24 
The dependence by many Mamluk princes in Syria and Palestine on taxes that they 
collected from Bedouin, Turkmen, and citizens resident in these lands, as their only 
source of income, led to revolts by the inhabitants against the Nlamluks. This led to 
great strife, which in the end led to the majority of historians pointing out that the 
Mamluk State in its final days had been reduced to a third of its size compared to its 
grand beginnings. 225 
It would seem that economic factors were not the main cause of the downfall of the 
Mamlük State, and of their weakness in face of the Ottomans. Rather there were other 
factors and internal problems that led to their rule coming to an end at the beginning 
of the 16th century. Added to that, the Ottomans possessed one of the most powerful 
armies, well armed and trained, in the area east of the Mediterranean at the time. 226 
In summary, charging high taxes, and rising prices was the main reason in the 
weakening of the Circassian Mamluk State economy. In addition, the rude policies of 
the rulers, and their monopoly over some agricultural products, like grain, and cotton 
224 Simonova, I,: 1, op. cit.. p. 244. 
225 George E. Kirk. A Short history of the Middle East, sixth edition. London: Metheun. t iniver-,, ity 
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led to weakness in agricultural resources for the Mamluk people . 
227, It is well known 
that political instability naturally leads to a state of economic decline. This is what 
happened at the end of the Mamluk state due to the many conflicts amongst the 
Sultans; each Sultan charging taxes through which to buy weapons and prepare armies 
in order to achieve his own ends. 
2.5.3. Social life in Egypt during Mamlük rule 
No doubt that there were fundamental changes in the social fabric during A`'\ ubid 
and Mamluk times. 
The structure of the Mamluk State generally depended, no doubt on the subjugation of 
the majority by the controlling Mamluk minority. 228 
2.5.3.1. Social Ties 
Following the social ties, that united the Mamluks, you find that in the time of the 
Bahn Mamluks the strongest of ties amongst the Mamluks appeared -- which is the 
bond of Mentor -- this most closely resembled the relationship between the master 
Mentor and his slaves, whom he had bought and had overseen in their upbringing and 
training, giving them full attention and welfare. The master would eat his food with 
his Mamluks, and take great pains to sit with them and strengthen the bond between 
him and them in order to guarantee their loyalty. '`'y 
It could be said that the mentor-student relationship that underscored the personal 
loyalty between the master and his Mamluks. required that the master looked after hi,, 
227 Simonova, LA, op. cit., p. 246. 
228 James Jankowski. Egypt's Short History. England: One world. 2000 p. 52. 
229 Qasiin 'Abdu Qa im, op. cit.. p. 28. 
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Mamluks, spent on them, while their duty towards him was to protect him. preserve 
his throne, and defend his family. Therefore this relationship had become the ideal 
social tool in order to achieve the feeling of security by the Mamluks throughout their 
lives, which were governed by bloody competition. 
There was also another relationship, that of camaraderie, which is that bond that 
united the Mamluks into a single clan. It is no wonder that the members of this clan` 
who were bought as slaves in their childhood had all been raised together and lived in 
the same circumstances. On the other hand, they were strangers to the society that 
they were required to fight in defence of, and since their roots were entrenched in 
another soil far away, from where they had been uprooted, they lacked the sense of 
belonging to the society, where they lived on the margins, and felt no ties to it. 230 
It is worth noting that in the Circassian Mamluk times (Burji), the mentor relationship 
was greatly changed and weakened. 231 
Perhaps the reasons for this change can be found in an evolution in the system for 
raising Mamluk's in Circassian times, which weakened the very basis on which the 
Mamluk political system was established. Sultans and Princes rather than acquiring 
Mamluks at a very young age- who as children were then subjected to a strict system 
of preparation and training - they acquired youths, Mamluks past puberty, who were 
known as "al-Julbän" or (al-Ajläb. )232 
The natural result of this development was that the mentor relationship between 
Nlamluks and their master. who had brought them up and trained them from an early 
230 ibid, p. 140. 
2 31 lbid, p. 146. 
232 Ihn lv): gis. Badai' al-/uhür ti «'agai' al-Duhür. Volume 1, p. 82. 
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age, was weakened. This also affected the camaraderie that united the \lamluks 
within the clan. 
233 
On the other hand, the control by princes and sultans over these Nlamluk` wa,, 
weakened, leading to many incidents of unrest, and street fighting, which the streets 
of Cairo and its alleyways were the scene for. 234 
2.5.3.2. Social Classes 
There have been various classifications of Mamluk Society. Some historian` 
subdivided society into Sultan and subjects, where the Sultan meant the ruling 
Mamluk system, and those who moved in its orbit. As for the subjects, this meant all 
the inhabitants and all their classes and groups. The relationship between Sultan and 
his subjects was not established on the basis of mutual rights and responsibilities. 235 
Some other observers said that society in the Mamluk times was a society made up of 
several classes each distinct from the other in terms of characteristics, description, and 
appearance. 236 According to the latter classification, society in Mamluk Sultan times 
was divided into seven classes. The first consisted of people of the State; the second 
those endowed with wealth, the merchants or otherwise; the third, sellers who were 
traders of middling circumstances, called "Ashäb al-Burr, including market people; 
fourth, agricultural workers, inhabitants of the rural areas and villages; fifth, the poor 
including the majority of scholars and students of knowledge; sixth, craftsmen: 
233 Ibid, p. 82. 
234 Al-Qalgashandi, Subh al-A'shä fi Sinä'at al-Inshä', volume 4. pp. 61-63. 
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seventh, the poor and needy who survived by begging. 237 
If we consider this classification carefully, we find the first-class whom Al-\Iagrizi 
called (people of the State) included the Mamlük Sultans, princes, soldiers, this is a 
class that had all the privileges of society, owning palaces. property, and farm'. and 
enjoyed a life of ease and luxury. The Sultans looked after their Niamluks very well, 
and took great care in raising them properly, teaching them the Noble Qur'an, writing, 
and the rulings of Islam. They spent on them generously, and treated them as a father, 
with warmth and compassion; providing the tastiest of fruit and drink. 238 At puberty, 
they would teach them the arts of war and horsemanship, which was the main task for 
which they had been bought. No wonder that this group was in the first class of the 
social order in the Mamluk times. It was natural in a State whose system was based on 
militarism, preparation for fighting, and interest in horsemanship. 239 
Noteworthy, that this class in addition to Mamluks -- who were the people in power -- 
included holders of public office; ministers, clerks, and judges, who were generally 
natives of the land. 
As for merchants and traders - the second-class - they formed a class that was brought 
close to the Sultans, who felt the importance of merchants more than others, since 
they formed the essential source of finance during times of difficulty and need. 
Merchants during that time enjoyed huge wealth, and were helped in this by Egypt's 
location as a crossroads for trade between East and West. 
240 
237 A1-Nlagnzi. Ighathat al-tUmmah bi Kashf al-Ghummah, p. 21. 
238 '; \shür S.. \l-Mujtama' al-Misr fi 'Asr Salat. n al-Mamalik, p.! 1-15. 
239 Saläm, NI. Z AI-Adab ti al-'Asr al-Mamlüki, volume 1, p. 47. 
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As for those in the remaining classes -- sellers, farmers, craftsmen, they were less well 
off: rather some of them lived a life of hardship and difficulty compared to the 
Mamluks and others in the rich classes .241 
It is strange that the fifth class - the poor - was reported to include the majority of 
scholars, and students of knowledge. From this, it would be understood that scholars. 
jurists, and students at the time were poor and needy. This contrasts with the narration 
in the historical sources -- and that were written at the time -- where we find that 
scholars, and jurists enjoyed a great measure of support and welfare from the tlamluk 
Sultans. The Sultans were extremely generous to scholars and jurists regaling them 
with gifts and grants, while setting up many endowments directed towards schools. 
teachers and students. It would seem that the Mamlüks had always felt "strangers" in 
the land, and therefore needed a support on which to base their rule and which they 
could call on in order to quell people's disquiet. which they found in the scholars due 
to the power, and respect they commanded. So they respected them and gave them 
status, which is what we mentioned in the first chapter relating to the relationship of 
Al-Samhüdi with the Princes and Sultans. We find that Al-Samhüdi enjoyed a 
position of respect among the Sultans whether in Egypt or in Medina. It could be said 
that this position enjoyed by the scholars in the Burji Mamluk times did not prevent 
, some Sultans or Princes from oppressing them, exposing them to criticism. ridicule. 
or restriction at times. 242 
2.5.3.3. Status of Women in Mamluk Society 
241 : Ashur S.: \I-Mujtama' al-Nlisn fi ': 1sr Salätin al-Nlamalik. p. 
37-38. 
242 'Ashur S. Al'Asr al-Marnältici fi Misr-wa al-Sham, p. 323-324. 
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As for the status of women in Mamluk times, they enjoyed the respect of society. and 
were given respectful titles like "Sit a1-. IIuJük', Lady of Kings or "Sit al-Kull', lady 
of all. There were a number of cultured ladies. who exercised a positive `ocial 
existence by which they gained such respect. The status of women, and their active 
role knowledge-wise was a catalyst for their role to be acknowledged and again the 
respect of the people, as well as the Nlamluks themselves. Women engaged in 
teaching, and set up salons of knowledge; books of biography written at that time are 
full of many names of those women, many of whom attained a high level in seeking 
knowledge, and being taught by the great thinkers of the time like Al-Sakhä w r. al- 
Siyüti, and others. Social life during Burji Mamluk times was distinguished by the 
prevalence of festivals and celebrations like the Sultan's ascension, and others. People 
would exchange felicitations, prepare banquets, and give to charity. while showing 
great happiness. 243 The Sultans made a point of creating many and varied social 
establishments. 
In conclusion we may say that the Mamluk society was a multi-ethnic one, shared h`v 
newcomers who ruled, and the original inhabitants who were subject to the authority 
of the immigrant Mamluks. 
2.5.4. Cultural and Scientific Life: 
\l-Sanlhudi. like other scholars, was influenced by the flourishing scientific and 
intellectual life during the Burji Mamluk time. This great civilisational impetu, seen 
b\ the State was reflected in his life. In addition, through liv in`r with the cultured 
class, and studying under its leading pioneers and Shavkhs. 
lie became one of the 
243 Al-Sakh. iww i. Al-Tibr a1-Masbük. p. 1 3-14. 
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distinguished personalities of his time, as was mentioned in his biography in the first 
chapter. Therefore. it is important to present -- even briefly -- the features of the 
cultural and scientific movement in that State, and clarify the reasons why it 
flourished. 
Historical sources are almost unanimous in stating that Egypt under Mamluk rule 
witnessed a healthy intellectual movement, and a scientific renaissance. Cairo became 
a beacon drawing scholars and educated persons to it, while spreading civilisation and 
knowledge to the various lands. This scientific movement was not restricted to any' 
branch of science or knowledge, rather all cultural, religious, philosophical, 
theoretical and practical branches were represented, working together in harmony to 
form a cultural and scientific life that was an exemplary model of scientific advance 
and flourishing civilisation. 
If Mamluk life was negatively distinguished by violent struggle over power in the 
political aspect; this was a civilising driving force, because of the competition 
between Princes and Sultans, each intent on leaving a legacy for posterity, and 
highlight what they could achieve with the means at their disposal, while they were in 
power or seeking it. If we take into consideration, the huge material resources enjoyed 
by the Sultans, we can understand how Islamic culture flourished -- in their time -- 
which allowed it to compensate for the catastrophes suffered whether at the hands of 
the Mongols in Iraq and Sham, or at the hands of the Christians in Al-Andalu'. 
Spain. 244 
Academies of various types took the burden of spurring this huge scientific and 
cultural activity, and enjoying wide growth. The number of school` and teacher,, 
244 Ashur S. A1-Ntujtama' al-N isri f 'Asr Saldi. n al-Niamalik, r. 141. 
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, mot. 
increased, and students from everywhere came to study there. Schools in Egypt were 
beyond count due to the huge number. 24' in addition to the mosques and "Zau i ah. '', 
which were places of teaching and learning that were so numerous. Each of these 
places brimmed with Imams. orators, jurists, teachers, and students. ,4 
It can be said that the learning in these schools and mosques were the true 
representation of the extent in which life in the knowledge realm was full of vitality 
and activity. The large mosques with long history in knowledge regained importance 
at the hands of the Mamluk Sultans, and gained leadership in the cultural and 
knowledge spheres. It is well-known that `Amr ibn al-'As Mosque in the first halt of 
the Eighth Hijri century hosted more than 40 circles for teaching. It contained seven 
Zäwiyahs for teaching Figh, and Qur'än recitation. 247 Ahmad ibn Tülün Mosque 
regained into vitality at the hands of the Sultan Al-Mansur Husäm-al-Din Lajin (696- 
698), after he refurbished it and ordered that classes in Fiqh, Hadith, Qur' än. and 
medicine be held in it. Later he added a library dedicated to memorisation of 
Qur'an. 41 
As for the grand mosque of Al-Azhar whose role had declined, and was neglected 
after the fall of the Fatimid Caliphate, it remained in disuse throughout the Avyubid 
period until it fell into such disrepair that it was in danger of falling apart. However, it 
was revived and took on a leading role as the largest Islamic University in the rule of 
Sultan Al-Zdhir Rukn-al-Din Baubars (658-676), who commanded that it be 
245 Ibn Battütah, Rihlit Ibn Battutah, p. 37. 
240 Ibn : \vvbak al-Dawadän, Kanz al-Durar %va Jami' al-Ghurar, volume 
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refurbished and renewed. He breathed new life into it by opening it up for learning 
and prayer in 665, and installed jurists, scholars of Hadith, teachers and orator,,. "" 
making it a huge beacon of knowledge, attracting teachers and students from all 
directions. It seems that knowledge in Al-Azhar was enriched by the presence of a 
class of people, from abroad, Morocco or farther afield. and persons coming from the 
rural areas to Cairo, seeking knowledge. Each had a place dedicated to them that «as 
filled with the recitation of Qur'an, learning and teaching, in addition to various type,, 
of sciences like Fiqh, and grammar; listening to Hadith, and holding sittings for 
admonishment, those people living in and around Al-Azhar numbered 750 
individuals. 250 
This intellectual activity spread to all corners of the land, north and south. Perhaps the 
traveller, Ibn Battutah offered the best testimony to this renaissance seen in the 
Egyptian lands. He recorded what he saw during his visit to Egypt in 726/1326, and 
spoke of Alexandria and its scholars, describing its various mosques and schools. He 
portrayed to us the shining image of the flourishing state of the sciences seen in the 
different countries, in addition to the tens of mosques and schools and other institutes, 
jostling together in Cairo and al-Fustat, founded by Mamlük Sultans and Princes. 
251 
As a result of this intellectual renaissance, hundreds of scholars rose to fame in the 
different areas of knowledge. These scholars authored huge tomes, such that the 
Mamluk period became distinguished as the age of encyclopaedias in the different 
areas of intellectual discourse. religion, literature, administration, geography. history, 
249 AI-Magr zi, Al-Sulük li Ma'rifat Duwal al-I\lulük, volume 1 part 2. p. 556. 
250 A1-Nlagrizi. Al-Sulük li Nla'rifat Duwal al-Nlulük, volume 1 part 1, p. 323-124- 
251 Ihn Battütah, Rihlät Ihn Battutah, p. 37 p. 20-21.33-35.50-5 1 
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language, and grammar. 252 
The scientific publishing movement attracted the attention of other States. who 
followed closely what was produced and strived to acquire new works. It is narrated 
that in 833/1430, Shah Rukh ibn Timür, king of the Mongols, sent for, and requested 
a copy of the explanation of Imam al-Bukhari's book of Hadith. written by Chief 
Judge Shahab-al-Din ibn Hajar, and AI-Sulük ii Ma 'rifat Duwal al-. Mlulcik- by al- 
Maqrizi, which is the greatest evidence of the fame gained by this cultural movement 
and its wide influence. 253 
The intellectual and cultural movement of the time was marked by diversity,, and did 
not stop at theoretical studies alone, but included the scientific and practical spheres 
like medicine, engineering, war, and art in all its forms. We find that Ahmad ibn 
Tülün mosque in Mamluk times was a place where Fiqh, Hadith. Qur'an, and 
medicine were taught. 254 
In Mamluk times, schools and colleges were built to teach people; medicine, 
philosophy, art, and applied and mathematical sciences. 
It can be said that there was a number of reasons that played a role in the 
advancement of this scientific cultural movement in the Mamluk state, especially its 
capital Egypt. 
After the fall of the Abbasid Caliphate in Baghdad at the hands of the Mongols, the 
252 Example of those scholars are: Ibn Dagiq al-`Id, al-Balgini. al-hlagrizi, al-'A\6. : \I-Sakhd%%i. al- 
Qalgashandi, a1-Nuwavri, al-Ddmiri. ibn TaghrI Bard, al-Siv üti. al-Nawaw i, ibn Taymivah, al-'Izz ibn 
\bd al Salam, ibn al-Qav}, im al-Ja« zivvah. al-hlazzi, ibn Hajar al-`: \sgaläni. al-Dhahabi, ibn Kathir. 
ibn Quddmah, Zakarivvah al-Ansdri. Täj-al-M al-Subki, al-Samhiüdi and others. 
2S3 : \hmad Shalabi, NlawsO'at al-T. nich al-Islämi %a al-Iladärah al-IsIimivvah, volume 
5. p. 245. 
254 Ibn Daghmagh, op. cit., volume 4. p. 124. 
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Abbasid Caliph took refuge in Cairo. Sultan Al-Zähir Baybars (658-676/) received the 
fleeing Abbasid Prince Abu al-Qäsim Ahmad ibn al-Zähir ibn al-Näsir. He summoned 
the princes, judges, scholars and notables in the State, who testified that the Prince' 
lineage went back to Bani al-`Abbas, and so he was given their allegiance as Caliph. 
after which Egypt became the seat of the caliphate, which increased its stature. and it 
became the dwelling of scholars, notables, and the destination for manv. `ýý 
Moreover, it became the centre for scientific and religious activity in the Muslim 
world . 
256 One of the reasons that also led to such flourishing status was the patronage 
afforded by the Mamluk Sultans to this intellectual and scientific movement. 
In this respect, the Sultans and Princes discharged their duty as best can be. They 
competed in establishing scientific establishments, granting huge endowments, and 
appointing the best scholars and thinkers to staff these. Moreover, many of the Sultans 
themselves were highly cultured, and intent on creating a cultured society, with 
interest in scientific and literary studies. Sultan Abu Said Timurbughä al-Näsiri (871- 
872/1467 - 1468) was a man of letters, historian, and well-regarded religious scholar.; 
'? 
Sultan al-Mu'ayad Ahmad ibn Inäl was a poet, orator, and well versed in religious 
sciences. 258 Moreover, Sultan al-Ashraf Abu Nasr Qäytbäy (872-901/) was well read, 
and also sought knowledge. 259 As for Sultan Qänsawh al-Ghüri (906-923). he was a 
literary person, poet and orator. He also loved reading books of history, biography and 
255 Al-Siv'iiti, Husn al-Muhadarah if Akhbär Mis(\ a al-Qähirah, 2/65-66. 
256 Salim, MahmOd Rizq, 'Asr al-Salätin al-Mamalik «'a Nitäjah al-`Ilmi wa al-'Adahi. 3'10-13. 
257 A1-Sakhäwi. Al-Daw' al-Lämi`, volume 3, p. 41. 
258 Ibid, p. 309. 
259 Al-Sakti wi, ; \I-I)aw' al-L. 11111`. \ ? lunie 3. p. 203. Ibn Iy v äs. 
Badai' al-Zuhür. volume ',. p. 326. 
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poetry. 260 
Sultan Qäytbäy (872-901) would take advantage of the meetings by scholars and 
jurists in the citadel, to raise many scientific issues, and discussed these ww ith them. 261 
Sultan al-Ghüri took great interest in holding councils of scientific and religious 
discourse in the citadel, once or twice a week. He would discuss in such meetings 
various issues and problems, both scientific and religious, in which participated many 
of the great scholars and jurists. 262 Some Mamluk Sultans -- after they were removed 
from power -- devoted themselves to knowledge, spending their time on it, and 
exploring its many facets; for example Sultan Yüsuf ibn Bärsbäy (841-842). when he 
was removed and imprisoned in Alexandria, he studied the branches of science and 
literature. 263 Like him, Sultan Ahmad ibn Inäl al-'A1ai'y (965). who was removed and 
transferred to Alexandria, spent all his remaining time in exile learning. 
In addition, some Man-duk Sultans and princes followed a policy of encouraging the 
immigration of scholars to Egypt. Sultan al-Zähir Barqüq (784-790) made it his policy 
to bring the leading scholars of the Muslim world to Cairo, 264 so as to maintain a fresh 
and flourishing intellectual life, with the knowledge that they brought with them, and 
the intellectual vitality their presence stimulated. 
The reasons that led to this magnificent state of knowledge, was that the Mamluk 
Sultans' intent to build scientific establishments, was of no compare. At the time, 
these establishments were schools, mosques. libraries and other educational and 
260 Ihn IN-vas. Badai' al-Zuhür, volume 5. p. 89. 
261 Ihn Ivvis. Badai' al-Zuhür. volume 3. p. 297. 
262 ': \shür S. AI'Asr al-Mamälik if Misr w1 al-Sham, p. 342. 
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religious establishments. This phenomenon is one of the prominent features that 
evidenced the concern the Mamluks had, for the intellectual movement. 
One of the most important schools established during the era, was the aladrasah 
Zähiiiyyah, founded by Sultan al-Zähir Baybars (658-676). It was the most 
prestigious school in Cairo, and consisted of four knowledge circles; m oo circles 
dedicated to the teaching of Fiqh according to the Shafi`i and Hanafi schools of 
jurisprudence, and was dedicated to (Hadith) the Prophetic tradition, and Qur'än 
rendition. Each knowledge circle had its own place within the school, and leading 
scholars and jurists sat to teach there. 265 When Sultan al-Mansur Qaläwun (678-689) 
created his scientific institute, it included a school with three knowledge circles that 
were not to be found in the Madrasah Zähiriyyah; two circles teaching Fiqh according 
to the Mdliki and Hanbali schools of jurisprudence, and one dedicated to teaching 
medicine. The staff of the school consisted of well-regarded scholars and jurists. 266 
As for al-Näsir Muhammad Qaläwun, his period of rule was the best in terms of 
creating scientific establishments. In 703, his school called al-Näsiri\ `ah was 
completed; the school continued to play a role for more than one and a half centuries. 
It was described as always full, and one of the prestigious schools of his time. 
267 
When Sultan Barqüq (784-790) came to power, he set about establishing his 
Zshiriyyah Madrasah. It was officially opened in Sha'ban 788. and he appointed to it 
scholars to teach; Fiqh, Hadith, Tafsir, and the rendition of Qur'än. There «as nothing 
265 Ihn Thaghri Bardi, Al-Nujüm al-Zähirah, volume 7. p. 110-121. 
266 Al-Nlagrizi. M-Mawä'iz wa al-I'tibar, volume 2, p. 380-381. 
267 Ibid, volume 2. p. 382. 
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of compare ever established in Cairo. 268 Al-Ashraf Bärsbäy (825-841) established his 
school in 833.269 Sultan al-Ashraf Inäl (857-865) finished building his school in 
860.270 While Sultan Qäytbäy (824-901) was considered one of the most prolific 
Mamluk Sultans in building schools. He not only established them in Cairo, but also 
in other regions like Damietta, Alexandria, Medina, Mecca. Jeru-salem. and 
Damascus. 271 Sultan al-Ashraf Qänsawh (906-922) established more than one school 
in Cairo and Mecca. 272 
It was customary for these schools, mosques, and institutes to have dedicated 
libraries; these were huge and contained references in all sciences. Each library had a 
person in charge, who ensured that the books were organised, properly shelved, and 
repaired from time to time, in addition to guiding readers to the references they 
needed. It was usual to appoint a scholar or jurist-7 3 in that position; for example 
Judge Ibn "ajar al-'Asgaläni was in charge of the Mahmüdiyyah library until he died 
in 852.274 
Teaching in these schools, was a prestigious position. The Sultan himself would 
appoint the teacher and issue a special appointment from the Dlwän (Chamber), 
depending on the subject that would be taught, whether Tafsir, Hadith, or Fiqh. In the 
appointment, the Sultan would give advice to the scholar to reveal his knowledge to 
208 Ibn Thaghri I3ardi, A1-Nujüin al-Zähirah, volume 11, p. 291. 
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his students and raise them as he would his own children. 275 It was also customary to 
appoint one tutor or more to assist each teacher: they would revise with the students 
what the teacher had previously presented, so that they are better able to understand 
and become proficient. The student had the freedom to choose the subjects that he 
wished to study, and the Shaykh under whom to learn. When the student completed 
his studies, and was qualified to issue fatwas (religious rulings), as well as teach. his 
Shaykh would issue him with a document of permission mentioning, the name of the 
student, his teacher, the school of jurisprudence to which he belonged, the date he 
became qualified; the value of this document depended on the reputation of the 
Shaykh issuing it, and his scientific standing. 276 
The Mamluk Sultans and princes also applied themselves to providing sources of 
funding for schools and scientific establishments. They made many endowments to 
them, in the form of farm estates, property, and others. They spent generously, and 
paid the teachers exceptional salaries. They also spent on the students, which gave 
everyone the opportunity to dedicate themselves fully to study and research without 
worry about their livelihood. 277 
In conclusion, after this brief presentation of the features of Mamlük times from the 
scientific and cultural perspective, we may say that the Sultans and prevailing 
political climate played an important role in creating such a flourishing scientific and 
275 A1-Qalgashandi Subh A1-: \'shä, volume 11, p? 46-247. 
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cultural scene. This resulted in a huge scientific heritage, which included the work 
that we are about to authenticate and study. 
2.5.5. Ahl Al-Dhlmmah in Egypt during Mamink times: 
In Egypt in the Middle Ages, Ahl-al-Dhlmmah (non-Muslims residing in Muslim 
lands) were represented by numerous sects. In the Mamluk period, the Christians were 
divided into two main groups, Melchites (or Uniate Christians), and Jacobites, while 
the Jews were three denominations; Rabbinate, Karaite, and Samaritans. This 
diversity came about -- naturally -- as a result of religious difference between the 
followers of the two religions. 278 The following is a brief presentation of these sects: 
2.5.5.1. The Christians: 
It is worth noting, that the two main Christian sects, the Jacobite (Orthodox) and 
Melchite, appeared in Egypt. The Jacobites are the majority and exist to this day. The 
Melchites -- are the Roman Orthodox -- this was an outcome of the Council of 
Chalcedon convened as a result of the controversy over the nature of Jesus, in the 
early Christian era. The sect is ascribed to the Byzantine emperor, Mercian (450-457 
CE) who called for this ecumenical council in 45 1CE, due to the view by Dioscorus, 
8 `h Patriarch of Alexandria, that Jesus had one nature, divine and not human. 279 
The Byzantine emperor attempted a compromise on the nature of Jesus, to end the 
dispute over this issue. The ecumenical Council also decided to remove and exile 
Dioscorus, casting him and his followers as heretics. This resulted in fierce resiktance 
278 Qäsim : \bdu Qäsim. ; \sr Salätin al-Mamälik. first edition, Cairo: Där al-Shurüq. 1994. p. 85. 
279 Qäsim Abdu Q1. im, Ahl-al-Dhimmah f1 h1i4r-min al-Fath al-Iclami hattä Nihävat al-Mlamälik. 
Cairo: Avn li al-hiräsät wa al-Buhüth a1-Ins inivy ah, 2003. pp. 97-98. 
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to the new creed adopted by the State, and led to a division between the two sects 
(Melchite/Jacobite) on the one hand, and violent repression of the Copts who upheld 
the Monophysite creed, on the other. 280 It would seem that the tlelchite sect was not 
numerous in Mamluk times, and that the majority were not of Egyptian origin. 
The patriarch of the Melchite sect was considered by the State as an employee. like 
other leaders of Ahl-al-Dhimmah in Egypt who oversaw the relationship between the 
members of their community and the State, while supervising the internal affairs of 
the denominations according to their laws. Documents have defined a condition that 
must be fulfilled in whoever becomes patriarch. Most importantly, he must have the 
majority backing of the members of the sect, due to his good character and noble 
attributes, in addition to being fully versed in the tenets of his religion. 21 
As for the Melchites, they were followers of Dioscorus. who considered that Jesus is 
one, but out of two natures, and became known as Monophysites. The Jacobites are 
ascribed to Jacob al-Baräzi', one of their leaders; followers of these sects . fiere the 
Orthodox Copts -- the majority of Egyptian Christians today. At the time, the Coptic 
Church was the mother church for those churches in Jerusalem. Palestine, Nubia, and 
Abbysinia. 282 
Historical documents defined the powers and responsibilities of the Jacobite patriarch. 
which included organising the internal affairs of his sect, including sale, inheritance, 
and marriage according to their religious laws, and to determine the dates of their 
280 : 11-hlagrzº, : A1-Sulük Ii hia'rifat Duwal al-Mulük, published 
bN Dr. Ziyädah, (Cairo: 1970). 
volume 1 part 3, p. 91 ?. 
2ti 1 : \l-Qalgashandi Subh A1-A'sh5, volume 11, p. 385. 
282 ; \l-hlagr zi, Al-Khuttat, volume 2. p. 488. 
festivals and seasons, while supervising the affairs of monasteries and churches.,; 
Sometimes the competition between those wishing to take up patriarchal posts. would 
be such that they would seek out the ruling authorities, and high prince. paying 
bribes for support from the sultanate authority: this occurred during the election of the 
successor of patriarch Carolius III, in the days of Sultan Izz-al-Din Avbak al- 
Turkumani. 284 
Noteworthy that the Simonitic phenomenon -- sale of religious positions -- had 
become widespread in Egypt at the time. It was combated by some reformer 
patriarchs like Athnasius III (648-660), who worked hard to abolish it, and fiercely 
censured anyone who attained religious authority by such corrupt means. 285 
2.5.5.2. The Jews: 
The long history of the Jews saw their division into many sects, each claiming to be 
on the correct path, and the closest to the tenets of the Jewish religion. The difference 
between these sects was mainly focused on recognition of the books of the Torah and 
Talmud, or rejection of some, most prominent of these sects were the Rabbinate, 
Kariate, and Samaritan. 
a. The Rabbinate Jews: 
They are the majority of the Jews, and better known than others. They were the 
majority of Jews in Egypt at the time. The word, Rabbinlm, means religious leader or 
jurist. This word was arabicised to "Rabbani". The sect was named Rabbinate to 
283 Al-Qalgashandi, op. cit.. p. 395.397. 
284 Qäsim Abdu Qäsim. Ahl-al-Dhimmah if Misr-min al-Fath al-I'lämi hattä Nihä\at , 11-Manla1lik. 
p. 102. 
285 Ibid. p. 101. 
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indicate that they follow the interpretation by Jewish scholars of the Talmud. Since 
they were the most numerous in Egypt, the leader of the Jews who oversaw all three 
sects, at the beginning of the Mamluk times, was from the Rabbinate sect. It could be 
said that the Rabbinates were unique in explaining the ambiguities of the Torah and 
its branches that were ascribed to Prophet Moses. They permitted the interpretation of 
the text of the Torah. 286 
b. The Kariate Jews: 
The second group of Jews in Egypt at the time were represented by the Kariate Jews. 
They took their name from the Hebrew root, Kara, meaning (read -- invite -- call), 
because they did not believe in other than what they read in the Torah, rejecting all 
else, nor did they bind themselves to what was in the Talmud. Kariate Jews do not 
believe in interpreting the Torah, as do Rabbinate Jews, nor do they believe in 
predestination; they depend on the lunar calendar for their festivals and religious 
observance, which created differences between them and Rabbinate Jews. 287 
c. Samaritan Jews: 
It can be said that the Samaritans were a small minority in Egypt, appearing in the 
time of the Mamluk State. Despite the fact that the other Jewish sects, both Rabbinate 
and Kariate, did not consider them Jews directly, but this did not prevent the 
authorities in the time of the Mamluk Sultans from dealing with them officially on the 
basis that they were a Jewish sect, and applied the conditions of Ahl-al-Dhimmah to 
them. 
It is clear, that the Samaritans only recognised the five books of %loses, while 
286 Ibid. p. 102-103 
2S7 ibtd, pp. 104- 105 . 
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mistakenly, some Jews thought that this sect, had a Torah that was unlike the one 
upheld by the Rabbinate and Kariate Jews. The Samaritans rejected any prophet hood 
after Moses, with the exception of Aaron and Joshua. The also held al-Jarzim 
mountain, near Nablus, as the site of their pilgrimage, making offerings there rather 
than on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, claiming that God had spoken to N1o,, e on 
that mountain. 288 
As for the leader of the Jewish community in Egypt, sources and Arab document 
named him as leader of the Jews, sometimes the name "Rabis" was used. He enjoyed 
wide religious powers, as clarified by the documents; he had the right to supervise the 
affairs of the three sects-at the beginning of the Mamluk period at least, and to 
regulate their internal affairs, in addition to their relationship with the State. He had 
the authority to appoint whoever he wished to the various levels of the religious 
hierarchy in accordance to the Jewish religion, and to regulate the affairs of the 
Jewish religion, as well- as administering punishment in accordance with their law . 
289 
In light of the aforementioned, it is clear that the status of Ahl-al-Dhimma in Egypt, 
both Jews and Christians was characterised by justice and fair treatment. The State 
dealt equally with the different sects, and did not discriminate amongst them. The 
Mamluk State recognised the Samaritans as a Jewish sect, although many Jews did 
not consider them so. This shows the extent of the State's liberal attitude towards 
these communities. 
The nature of authority in the Mamluk period based on the principle of competition 
between Nlamluk Princes helped in forging a special relationship with Ahl-al- 
288 : \I-Qalgashandi, op. cit.. pp. 268,269. 
289lbid, volume 11, pp. W-388. 
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Dhimma, which was distinguished by fairness, and granting rights to them: to the 
extent that they were given sensitive government positions in the Nlamluk State. since 
they wielded significant commercial and economic influence. In reality, this 
relationship was marred by periods of oppression on Ahl-al-Dhimma. especially 
relating to the confiscation of their wealth during times of crisis, where both they and 
Muslims would suffer this in equal measure. 290 
The Crusades helped in provoking enmity towards Christians, whether inside Nlu, Illll 
lands or abroad. This caused some Muslims to confront Ahl-al-Dhimma in Cairo and 
other cities. However, despite all this, there were periods of harmony between Ahl-al- 
Dhimma and Muslims, to the point where one-day all Ahl-al-Dhimma came out to 
participate with the Muslims in the rites to plead for rain, when the Nile dried up. »' 
It is clear that Ahl-al-Dhimma received significant privileges at one time during 
Mamluk rule. They were very close to the State, and were given sensitive positions; a 
large number became clerks in the Sultan's Chambers. Al-Samhüdi mentioned in his 
work some aspects of life in his time, relating to Ahl-al-Dhimma. He seems to have 
lived at a time when they had power and occupied sensitive posts in the State, as he 
dedicated a special section titled "the prohibition of employing Ahl-al-Dhlmma". He 
mentioned that some sultans had employed them as clerks in their chambers, and 
granted them authority over Muslims. Some of them had used their authority to abuse 
and insult Muslims. A1-Samhüdi reports that he witnessed some Ahl-al-Dhimma. 
\Ohile riding, would remove a foot from the stirrup of a horse and kick Muslims in the 
290 Q isiiu : \bdu Q1sim, 'Asr Salätin al-Mamalik. p. 
93. 
291 Ihn IN-Nis. Badai' al-Zuhiür, 1/229. 
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face. Al-Samhfidi commented on the scene saying that he wished he had died rather 
than see such a thing. 
A1-Samhtidi also reports that he witnessed some Muslims kissing the hands and feet 
of some of Ahl-al-Dhimma, while they were mounted on their horses: all this becau'e 
the State had granted them power. A1-Samhüdi stated that if he were to write all the 
ugly deeds committed by Ahl-al-Dhimma in his time, countless volumes would not be 
sufficient. 
The reality is that there were historians who agreed with al-Samhüdi in what he 
mentioned. Some of them wrote describing the state of Ahl-al-Dhimma and the 
luxuries they enjoyed in Cairo and Egypt, where they were ostentatious in manner of 
their dress, trappings, and their attitude, having been given high positions. ' 92 
Some historians gave descriptions similar to al-Samhüdi of Ahl-al-Dhimma, who 
were State employees, yet a Muslim would run beside the Dhimmi on horseback 
293 
pleading with him a favour. ` 
It is worth mentioning that Ahl-al-Dhimma joined the administrative system of the 
State and the financial administration, whether in the Sultan's chambers or that of the 
Princes, becoming so powerful, to the point where the Sultans were unable to do 
without them, leading to Muslim displeasure. 294 
Finally, we may say that Ahl-al-Dhimma were present in Egypt, and in Cairo 
especially, and the majority of Muslims lands during the Mamluk period to varying 
proportions, represented in all their denominations. At the end of the Niamluk period, 
292 Al-Nlagrizi, : \l-Su lQk li Ma'rifat Duwal al-Mulük, 
2/923-925. 
293 Ibn al-tikhu«, a, Nla'älim al-Ghurbä fi Ah. käm al-I-{isba, p. 32. 
294 Q1s1111 : \bdu 
Qaslril.: \sr Saladn al-Nlainalik, p. 1)4. 
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they were influential and occupied sensitive positions in the State. %v here the Sultans 
elevated them, leading Muslims to criticise this. 
2.6 Historical analysis of the factors leading to the downfall of the Mamlük State 
No doubt that the Mamluk State was afflicted by weakness in the same w av that other 
States suffer at their end. The Mamluk State was unable to exercise an effective role. 
as it had done so before, especially after the discovery of the navigation route around 
the Cape of Good Hope. 
In addition to political instability, especially at the end of the Mamluk period, ýt here 
there were large numbers of military men around the Sultan, and especially ones who 
had designs on the throne, which in turn led to a state of political instabilitv. 295 
Perhaps as a result of the huge financial burdens, and the spread of the plague 
throughout the Mamluk State in 897/1492, and the death of the Sultan Qäytbäv. the 
Mamluk Princes began to fight over the throne, killing one another. However from 
908/1502, the Portuguese launch their war on the Arabs, in order to control the 
maritime trade routes leading to a monopoly on trade in the Indian Ocean. In 
911/1505, the Portuguese occupied the island of Sugaträ in the Gulf of Aden, and in 
913/1507, they occupied Hurmuz in the Persian Gulf. They also penetrated into the 
red Sea reaching close to Jeddah, and completely overwhelmed the Mamluks with 
their formidable naval power. They destroyed the Egyptian fleet in 915/1501). forcing 
Sultan Qansawh al-Ghüri -- in the closing phases of the Circassian Nlamluk 
State -- to 
295 Joan \Vucher King. Historical dictionary of Egypt. Cairo: the : American University in Cairo 
Pre,,. 
1989, p. 419. 
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seek help from the Ottomans, 
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At the same time, the power of the youthful Ottoman State was on the rise, and it 
looked to bring the Muslim East under its dominion. having successfully extended its 
influence and State in Europe. The Mamluk State in such circumstances could not 
hold back the onset of its inevitable demise and repel the dangers coming at it from all 
directions; after this Egypt faced two major obstacles: 
The first was the discovery by the Portuguese of the route around the Cape of Good 
Hope in 892/1487. Following this, Vasco de Gama was able to sail to India around 
Africa in 904/1498, thus diverting international trade away from the Red Sea and 
Egypt. Egypt was no longer the crossroads for trade between East and WVest. and the 
Mamluk Sultanate lost a main source of wealth. 
The second obstacle that faced the Mamluk Sultanate was the increased danger from 
the Ottomans, who fought the Mamluks and killed al-Ashraf Qänsawh al-Ghür in the 
battle of Marj Däbq, as a result of the treachery of prince Khayir Bek. Tümanbäy was 
chosen as Sultan in 922/1516, and was the last Mamluk Sultan of Egypt, as the 
Ottomans led by Salim I entered Egypt and occupied it. From 1517 onwards. Ottoman 
rule began, signalling the end of the Mamlük State. 
It can be said that external and internal factors contributed to the downfall of the 
Mamluk State. 
2.6.1. External factors: 
These factors include the external forces that caused the weakness of that State and its 
downfall: 
The continuous attacks by the Portuguese on the Egyptian fleet starting from the cºnd 
296 PNI Holt, The central Islamic lands from the pre-Islamic 
I lnles to the Fºr-ýt World \V u, p. 227 
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of the 15th century, which led to the destruction of Egyptian naval power. In addition. 
Sultan Qänsawh al-Ghüri had to seek help from the Ottomans in rebuilding his fleet. 
and repelling attacks by the Portuguese and their control of the Hurmuz Straits; their 
arrival on the Red Sea coast and the Port of Jeddah, in addition to their control over 
the trade routes from India and around the Cape of Good Hope, which contributed to 
their control over the spice trade; 297 little goods were coming from India, leading to 
high prices in Egypt and Shäm because of scarcity in the markets. This drastically 
weakened one of the most important sources of Egyptian State income. 
The power of the Ottoman armies in arms and preparation, in addition to their 
dependence on firearms in fighting, compared to the Mamlüks who still mainly 
depended on Mamluk horsemen fighting with swords and daggers. as well as other 
weapons that were considered primitive, and weaker than the Ottoman arsenal made 
up of guns and cannons; in addition to the weak spirit of Mamluks when it came to 
fighting. This in turn led to the defeat of Tümänbäy. time after time, in those battles 
he fought with the Ottomans, whether in al-Raidaniyyah or in Cairo, resulting in his 
eventual capture and execution in 1517, having been preceded by Sultan Qänsawh 
Ghüri in the battle of Marj Däbiq in 922/1516.298 
These constant battles led to the attrition of the Mamluks economic power. especially 
facing the Tatar Mongols, and the Crusaders, leading the State resources to dry up. 
2.6.2. Internal factors: 
These are factors that came to the fore through policies of the Nlamluk State in 
297 Abdel Aziz Nlalunüd . bbd al 
Dä\'itn, NIisrTi `. Array al-Niamalik wa al-` )thmaniyyin. pp. 168-169. 
)8 Lane Pool.: A histor\ of Egypt. in "the Mamlük Kingdom in lýlamic Culture". volume xxxv pi iI. 
New York: 1962. p. 559. 
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administering the lands. 
0 The existence of an internal defect in the infrastructure and the organs of the 
Mamluk State, embodied in their dependence on giving power to the most 
powerful Prince, and making him the Sultan, so creating a climate of plots, and 
struggle between the Princes over of power. In addition to the breakdown in bonds 
between the Mamluks, for example the mentor bond, which underlined the lo\ alty 
of Mamluks to their mentor; at his hands they had been brought up. During the 
period of the Burji Mamluk State, this bond was greatly weakened, and Nlamluks 
would be acquired ready and prepared to fight -- they were called aI-; tj/ b -- who 
did not have any allegiance to their mentor, nor their colleagues, as had been the 
case at the beginning of the Mamlük State. 
" Internal discord and strife, as well as endemic problems caused by al-. -l jl b 
Mamluks, which led to the murder of many Sultans, and suffering by the people 
from them, continuously trespassing on people's property, and the inability of the 
Sultan to confront them on many occasions. 
" The drying up of financial resources as a result of financial malpractice, economic 
freefall. maladministration by the Mamluks of the economy, and their apathy 
towards economic development of the lands that they controlled. 
" The effects of plague, famine, the spread of disease and epidemics, in turn led to 
the death of thousands of people, affecting living conditions in Egypt and Sham, 
which also sapped the resources of the Mamluk State. 
" Collection of taxes and tithes in an excessive manner led to a general revolt by the 
people. especially the poor, rising in rebellions, and internal strife that 
considerably weakened the State internally. 
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" The inability of the Mamluk State to command respect: widespread theft. 1ovs of 
security, and constant attacks by thieves, Arabs. and Bedouin on farmers. in 
addition to the huge taxes, led to constant confrontation between the citizens on 
the one hand, and the Mamluks on the other. This is evidence to us. of the 
weakness of the Mamluk State internally, where the people would assault the 
Sultan's employees, his inspectors, and even judges and the Sultan's deputies. 
2.7. Conclusion 
We may conclude from the foregoing that the Nlamluks were originally slaves, 
brought in by the Ayyubids, then their power increased until they were able to grab 
power. Their rule extended from 648 to 923. This period of their rule , a%% many 
events, including the repulsion of the Mongol Tatar invasion, as well as confronting 
the fierce Crusade attack. Mamluk rule was distinguished by revolts, and coups 
against the rulers, where the spirit of clan loyalty was prevalent among the ruling 
class. The killing of Sultans, and their removal was common, the Nlamluk period was 
divided into Bahn and Burjl dynasties. 
The Mamluks left a huge scientific legacy that had accumulated during periods of 
stability, which had seen the spread of knowledge and thriving publishing by scholars, 
especially in Medina, Cairo, and Mecca. 
The Mamluk era saw periods of economic boom, where the Mamluk State posse ed 
many resources that helped it flourish. however it was quickly affected by the same 
factors which led to a debacle in the economic situation, helped along, by excessive 
taxation of the people. 
The Mlamluks State fell in 923/1517 due to several external and internal factors: most 
prominent of which was the competition 
by the Ottoman State and its expansion. 
We 
l-1l 
have covered the most important features of the times in which al-Samhüdi lived, 
reviewing the most important political, scientific, economic, and social aspects. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
3.1. Discipline to which this Work Belongs 
3.1.1. Introduction 
AI-Slyäsah al-Shari yah [Shan"ah-oriented Policy] is an old discipline, about which a 
number of early scholars wrote. Since then, it has passed through various , tage' and 
circumstances that both refined and diversified it. 
Shaifah-oriented Policy, as a science, concerns itself with the rulings of the ruler and 
the ruled and other disciplines related to them. The materials of this science are a 
collection of Shari `ah rulings, ethical etiquettes, and social laws. 299 
It also comprises the relationship between the individual and the state, the leader with 
the subjects and the authority with the people. Today, this kind of relationship is 
commonly known as the constitutional, financial, administrative and international 
jurisprudence. All of these are involved in Shari ah-oriented Policy Jurisprudence. 30° 
3.1.2. Terminological Definition of AI-Slyäsafi al-Shan iyyab: 
Al-Sr va sah al-Shar'r vvah has been given a number of definitions, different in form, 
yet rather consistent and somehow identical in spirit. 
3.1.2.1. The Hanaf Definitions: 
Some Hanafi scholars have defined 'siyasah ' as: 
"The process of encompassing, the subjects with what benefits them using both 
soft and compelling means. 11101 
. 299 Abo '. \bd . \11äh Ibn al-'zraq, Badä'i 'a1-Silk 
Ff Tabä'i' al-Nlulk. 1/292" 
300 Al Qaradä vI. Al-Siydsah Al-Shar ivah, pls. 
301 Najm : 11-Din : \I-Nasal, Tulabat Al-Talabah. p. 
332. ki edition, 1416.11. edited by Khalid Al-'ik. 
Dar Al-Natis. Beirut. 
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Others have provided the following definition: 
"An action taken by the ruler to fulfill an interest he deems fit, or what the 
ruler does for the public interest without being mentioned in the Shan'`ah. "302 
3.1.2.2. The Shäfi`i Definitions: 
Shäfi `i scholars defined siyäsah as: 
"To take care of something using means that are suitable for it. "303 
They also defined it as: 
"Reforming and managing the affairs of the subjects. "304 
3.1.2.3. The Hanbali Definition: 
The Hanbali scholars, on the other hand defined siyäsah as: 
"Actions meant to bring people closer to uprightness and farther from 
corruption, that were not legislated by the Prophet, nor revealed in a 
revelation. "305 
302 Ibn Nujaym, Al-Bahr Al-Ra'iq Sharh Kanz Al-Dagä'iq, 5/11,2nd edition, Dar Al-Kitäb AI-Istami, 
and Rasä'il Ibn Nujaym, 117,1st edition, 1400 AH, Där Al-Kutub Al-`Ilmiyyah. 
303 Al-Nawawi, Sharh. Sahib Muslim, 12/231. 
304 Al-Bujayrami. A1-Tajrid Li Naf' Al-`Abid, 2/178,3rd edition, 1369 AH. Matba`at Al-Bäbi Al- 
Eialabi, Egypt. 
305 Ibn AI-Qayyim. I`läm Al-Muwagqi`in `An Rabb Al-`Alamin, 4/451, Ibn Täymiyyah Library. 
Cairo, edited by: `Abd Al-Rahmän Al-Wala7. 
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One can notice that the aforementioned definitions by early scholars focused on 
fulfilling "the interest" as none of these definitions was devoid of either of the two 
words "interest" or "maintaining". Hence, scholars concern themselves with the 
Shari-`ah Objectives, one of which is fulfilling the interest. 
3.1.3. Definition of Al-Slyäsah al-Sbar`lyyah by Contemporary Scholars 
`Abdul Wahhäb Khalläf defined AI-Slyäsah al-Shar`lyyah as: 
"A discipline that investigates the means by which the Islamic State is run, 
like the rules and laws that comply with the foundations of Islam. '306 
Dr. Yüsuf al-Qaradäwi says: 
"To our early scholars the term `siyasah ' had two meanings; the first is the 
general meaning, that is, to manage the people's matters and life affairs using 
the rulings of religion; therefore, we see them define Khiläfah [Caliphate] as a 
substitute for the Prophet in safeguarding the religion and managing the 
worldly life. 
The second meaning is: "the specific one, which refers to the orders and 
decisions taken by the Imam to address an existing corruption, or to deter an 
expected one, or to deal with a particular situation. "307 
Based on the above definitions, early and contemporary scholars and authors fall, in 
306 `Abdul Wahhäb Khalläf, Al-Siyäsah Al-Shar`iyyah, p7,3rd edition, 1407 AH, Mu'assasat Al- 
Risälah, Beirut. 
307 Al Qaradawi, Al Siyäsah Al Shar'iyyah Fi Daw' Nusus Al Shan ah wa Magäsidihä, p32, Ist 
edition, 1998, Maktabat Wahbah, Cairo. 
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their writings on A1-Siyjsah al-Shat iyyah, into two main categories: 
3.1.4. First Category: 
This category is characterized by the Islamic Jurisprudence as scholars of this 
category have collected the jurisprudence issues which fall under the heading 
"siyäsah". On the one hand, this section focuses on the laws of jurisdiction. by which 
the subjects' issues could be managed and resolved using commands and inhibitions 
regardless of whether these commands and inhibitions were issued by the Imam 
(leader), or the Caliph, or by any of the lower ranking officials such as governors. 
ministers, or judges. On the other hand, this section is also interested in the laws 
relating to the Caliphate in terms of the necessity of designating a Caliph; his required 
entitlements and conditions to be a Caliph; his duties and rights vis-_vis his subjects 
and vice versa; and finally his relationships with other nations - both Islamic and non- 
Islamic. 
3.1.4.1. Prominent Works in this Field: 
Before mentioning the most significant books that dealt with Al-Si v iicab al- 
Shariyyah in terms of jurisprudence, it is important to point out that such books were 
not devoid of moral and ethical aspects - these will be later discussed as the second 
category. On the whole, however, these books are distinctly marked by impact,, of 
jurisprudence and Sharl `ah laws. 
Those books include: 
a. The Book ofAl-Kharhj [Laud-tax] by Al-Qädhl Abü Yüsuf 
308 
308 Yaqüb ibn Ibrahim ibn Habib ibn Hubavsh ibn Sa'd : \l-r\nsäri : %I-Küfi. The Leid 
Justice at the 
days of HZrün Al-Rashid, AN Yüsuf was born in Al-Küfä in 1131,31, and 
died in 182J', 98. The 
scholars of his days praised his works, and some critics criticized him 
for some matters they refutcd 
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This is one of the books that is classified within the financial system as one of the 
subjects of AI-'Ahkäm AI-Sultänlyyah, [The Sultan's Rules] though not restricted toi 
it. In fact, it involved several subjects relating to Al-Ahkäm A1-Sultäniy_i ah like the 
leadership [ 'Imärah] of Jihad, fighting the apostates and tyrant wrongdoers, the 
punishment of renegades and spies, some war conventions, the judicial system, 
methods of appointing civil servants, and financial control. It is, therefore, much more 
comprehensive than the impression given by its title. as it deals also with the subject 
of the Ahl A1-Dhlrnmah in the Islamic State. 
Without exaggeration, this book is, indeed, an authoritative work in this field. ' Abü 
Yüsuf prepared the book in response to the demands by the Caliph of the time, Hdrün 
A1-Räshid. 309 
b. AI Ahkam Al-Solt iyyab Wa Al- Wlläyät A]- DAu5yab by Al-Mäwardi 
A1-Mäwardi, in this book, deals with the key topics of 14J-Si i. cah al-Sharii_º'ah. 
Initially, he tackles the subject of leadership, its conditions and how it is reformed. He 
then discusses the subject of holding the position of Minister, the various types of 
ministers, the qualifications required for whoever is deemed reliable and worthy of 
such position as well as the restrictions in practice. He goes on to discuss jurisdiction 
in general and particularly the jurisdiction of Jrhäd. Then he deals with the remaining 
jurisdictions, for instance those relating to judicature and grievances. Eventually he 
'Ibn A1-Nadim, A1-Fahrist, p. 250, Al-Baghdädi. Hadäyat A1-`Arifin, 2/8. Also cf. Manhaj Kitäbat Al- 
Tän'kh AI-'Aslämi by Muhammad Ibn Sämil Al- Salami, p498, and A1-Tariilch Website on the internet: 
http: //NN! \ti, «,. altareekh. com/doc/article. php? sid=514 
309 Nasr Muhammad 'Arif. Nlasädir A1-Turäth A1-Sivasi A1-'Islämf, p109. and a PhD thesis entitled 
"Figh Al-Siv isah Al-Shar`iavah" by Sa'd Al-'titavbi, AI-Nla'had al-'.: \Ir li al-Qada'. Islamic 
University of Imans hluhaininad ibn Su`üd, Riyadh. 
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gets to the economic dimension pertaining to al-Fay' [acquisitions in w arg after 
surrender without fighting], al-Ghanlmah [war spoils]. al-Jizvah, al-Kharäj [land-tax]. 
and finally ends with the criminal code. 
c. Al-Abkam Al-Sultäniyah by Abi Yalä Al-Farrä': 
This book was almost identical to Al-Ahkäm AI-Sultänlý_vah by A1-\hi\vardi, despite 
the fact both men were contemporaries and despite the fact that the two authors were 
from different schools of thought: Al-Mäwardi was Shafi'i. and A1-Farr' was 
Hanbalt. A strong resemblance can be seen between the two books both in terms of 
their themes and subjects. 
d. Ghryath AI-'Umani F 'lltlyäth Al-Zulam by Al-Juwayni 10 
It consists of three main chapters that are further divided into several sections. 
The first chapter deals with the necessity of appointing the ruler; answering those who 
deem this unnecessary. It also deals with the entities entitled to appoint the ruler. It 
moves on to discuss the Imdmah [leadership] in the light of textual provisions from 
Qur än and Sunnah. It also discusses the issue of Ah1,41-Hall wa. -41-'. -4qd'Il and AN 
-Al- Ikhtiiar [choosing], in terms of their number, and identifies the qualities needed 
in the rulers personality. Next it deals with the issue of how to dismiss the ruler and 
the reasons for doing so. It also studies the issue of appointing two rulers to the same 
post. 
310 'Abd : 11-Malik Ibn `: bbd Allah Ibn Vüsuf Ibn Muhammad : \I-_luwavni.. born in 419/1028. in a 
house famous for knowledge and piety, and died in 478/1085, at the age of 59. 
. tic: htu'jam A1-hlu'alifin, Rida Kahalah. 6/184.185. and "i'lamonline" wchsite: 
http: //ww-ww. islanionline. neUArabic/history/03/ 1422/article35. shtnil 
311 Literally: the people who untie and tie the knots ie people who are entitled to make deci, ýioýns. in 
this context, the scholars. 
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The second chapter tackles the issue of the prerequisites of the ruler and the issue of 
the ruler using force to seize power. 
The third chapter discusses the presence of Mujtahidün [scholars capable of passing 
legal verdicts] at all times and the consequences of their absence. 
It is noted that Al-Juwayni criticized Al-Mäwardi on some issues of dispute between 
them, . particularly the ministry of Tafwld. [delegation] 
In fact, the books authored in this field are numerous. Some key titles include: 
TuhfatAl-Turk Flmä Yajib An YaküniAl-Mulkby al Tartüsl, 312 
AI-Slyasab AI-Shar `lyyah if IslAb Al Rä `I wa Al-Ra `lyyah by 'Ibn Taimiyah, 313 
AI-Turuq AI-Hukmlyyah if AI-Siyasah Al-Shat `lyyah by 'Ibn Qayyim Al 
314 Jawziyyah. 
These titles are cited here by way of illustration and the list is by no means 
312 `Ibrahim ibn `Ali ibn 'Ahmad ibn Al-Wdhid 'Ibn `Abd Al-Samad Najm Al-Din 'Ibn 'Imäd Al-Din 
Al-Tartüst, The Lord Justice for the Hanafiyyah. He was born in AL Mazza, Damascus in 720/1320 
and died in 758/1357. Mu'jam A1-Mu'allifin, Rida Kahalah, 1/62. 
See the book of Tuhfit Al-Turk, edited by Muhammad Mansari, 1st floor, 1997. Publisher: The French 
Institute for Arabic studies-Damascus. 
313 'Ahmad Tagi Al-Din 'abü Al-`Abbas ibn `Abd Al-Halim ibn `Abd Al-Saläm ibn 'Abd Allah 
ibn 'Abü Al-Qasim Al-Khudir ibn Muhammad ibn Al-Khudir ibn `Ali ibn `Abd Allah ibn Taymiyyah 
Al-Harrärü. He was born in Harrän on Monday, 10th, or 12th Rabr Al-'Awäl 661AH. A hard working 
scholar who contributed in various disciplines. He was bothered and harmed several times and also 
imprisoned in the forts of Cairo and Alexandria. He died in the fort of Damascus on Monday's night on 
20th Dhi Al-Qi'dah in 728 AH. See: 'I`lärn Al-Mu'allifin, Rida Kahalah, 1/261, and the website "Sayd 
Al-Fawä'id" on the internet: http: //saaid. net/monawein/taimaih/t. htm 
314 Muhammad ibn 'Abu Bakr ibn 'Ayyüb A1-Zar`f, famous as 'Ibn Qayyim. Al-Jawziyyah., born in 
Damascus in 691/1292., and died in 751/1350. See: 'I`läm A1-Mu'alifln, Rida Kahalah, 9/106,107. 
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exhaustive. The common denominator among these books is that all of them deal with 
matters pertaining to Khlläfah and government and Shari- `ah rules governing them as 
derived from the Qur'dn, the Sunnah and the history of the Four Rightly Guided 
Caliphs. 315 
3.1.5. Second Category: 
Books written on AI-Slyäsah al-Shar`lyyah within the second category address moral 
and ethical issues. They discuss the ruler's manners, the etiquettes needed when 
dealing with him and when advising him; as well as the indispensable attributes he 
should have. Specialists in AI-Slyäsah al-Shar'ryyah named this discipline "Ala-il-va 
AI-Hukkäm Wa A1-'Umara "' [Mirrors of Rulers and Princes. ]316 Other labels were 
also given to this discipline, such as, "A1-Rusüm Wa Al- '. -fdäb AI-Sultini s_v ali ' [The 
Formalities and Etiquettes of the Sultan] and ". -A1-'144äb 'Almulü iijah- [The Royal 
Etiquettes. ] 117 
Scholars who wrote in this field blended several genres into one genre characterized 
by its admonitory function designed to influence both the ruler and the ruled. They 
carefully selected their advice and preaching from the Qur'an and the Sunnah, from 
the biographies of the righteous people as well as from poetry and prose. They at 
times elaborate on certain stories highlighting their morals. Often they combine all 
315 Nasr Muhammd 'Arif, Nlasädir A1-Turäth A1-Sivasi : \I-'Isl. mf, p 109, and a PhD entitled "Figh 
Al-Sivasah : 1l-Shar1yyah", Sa'd AI-'tita'bi, the Higher Institute for Judgment, the Islamic Univer\ity 
of Al-'Imäm Muhammad ibn Su'üd, Riyadh. 
316 This was stated hv the famous verifier Dr Fü'äd `. bbd : \I-Mun'im . Ahmad in the introduction Ot the 
edtion of the book of "Duran Al-sulük Fi Siv-1sit Al-MuRik" by A1-N1Jwardi. p 44. A1-«'atan Publi'hing 
[louse, 1st edition, 1997. 
317 S«: a Ph D entitled "FFigh Al-Sid. isah Al-Shar'ý iyah". Sad : 1l-'Utah bi. p 17. 
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this with some jurisprudential rulings in order to help the rulers be more responsive to 
their preaching and to remind them of the purpose of ruling, viz. establishing justice 
and eliminating injustice. 
3.1.5.1. Main Books Written in this Field: 
Al-Samhüdi s book, the focus of the present research, clearly falls under this 
category. This is borne out by the similarities it has with the other books written in 
this field in terms of its subjects and themes as wells in terms of its moralistic 
exhortative style. The following are some of the key works written in this field: 
a- Durar AI-Sulirk Fi Siy' sit Al-Mulirk by Al-Mäwardi: 318 
This book was divided into two parts: the first concerned itself with " '., lkliliq Al- 
Malik" [King's Manners]; the second concerned itself with "Si1 i it . 11-; t11aIiI: " I King's 
Policy]. In the first part, he focused on praiseworthy and blameworthy manners. He 
distinguished arrogance from self-admiration. He condemned fury and anger; 
condoned reverence, patience, keeping secrets, consultation, mercy and compassion in 
addition to a number of attributes deemed essential for the ruler's personality. In the 
second part, he condoned gratefulness, urged the ruler to establish justice, look after 
his subjects and equate himself with them. He also urged the ruler to enjoin good. 
reward the right-doer, punish the wrong-doer, promote knowledge and dignity 
scholars. 319 
In his book, Al-Mäwardi drew on prophetic Hadiths and the Prophet's biography. He 
also made good use of aphorism,,. maxims, and poetry. The meeting point between 
A1-Samhiidi and Al-Mäwardi is the issue of gratefulness, and the issue of justice. 
18 See his biography above. 
319 A1-Mawardi, Durar : 11-Su1ük Fi Siväsit Al-Niulük. 
1 ýl 
They were also similar in their use of quotations. Al-Mäwardi and AI-Samhüdi both 
cited some of the wisdoms of ancient Persians and their kings, particularly when Al- 
Samhüdi quoted the Persian King Kisra. This resemblance can be easily explained 
when we know that Al- Mäwardi had offered his book as a present to the king of his 
time who was of Persian descent, 320 while Al- Samhüdi drew heavily on of AI- 
Ghazäli s321 book "AI-Tlbr AI-Masbük FI Nasr7lat A1-MulCik' which was written in 
Persian and later translated into Arabic. 322 
A brief background about A1-Ghazä1 s book which is one of the main sources for A l- 
Samhüdi can be found in Section below. 
It is worth noting that A1-Mäwardi presented his book to one of the kings of his days; 
namely, 'Abü Al-Näsir 'Ahmad ibn `Adud Al-Dawlah ibn Büivah, as he himself 
confirmed this at the beginning of his book. 
b. Tahdhfb A1-Rlyäsab Wa Tartib A1-Slyäsah by al-Qal `1: 
323 
This book deals with the political life in the Islamic state. It was divided by the author 
into two parts: A theoretical part, in which the author clarified the importance of 
leadership, the magnitude of its role, and its vital function. In addition, he specified 
some qualities and traits indispensable for the ruler. In this part, the author also 
explained the duties and responsibilities of the Ummah towards its leader, such as 
320 ibid, p43. 
321 '; \hu Hamid, Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn 'Ahinad A1-Ghazäli. lie was horn 
in 450/1058, in a village called "Ghazalah" near Tüz 1 in the disctrict of Khuräsän. He died in 50511111. 
S«: Ridä Kahälah, 'A'laun Al-Mü'llitin, 11/266. 
322 A1-Ghazälr. Al-Tibir A1-Masbük FI Nasi`hat A1-Mulük. 
323 Muhammad ibn 'A1 ibn : \1-Hasan ibn 'A1i ibn 'Abi 'AIi : \I-Qal`i. died 
in 630 /1233. Sc kida 
Kahalah, ': \'Iäm . \I-NW'allifin, 10/317. 
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obedience, loyalty, and advice. 
The other part concerned itself with the practical applications: in which the author 
cited narratives about caliphs, kings, ministers, and rulers that indicated or 
demonstrated instances of justice, grace. and advice heeding. during a period ranging 
from the times of Omayads to the times of the 'Alawid Dynasty. 3,4 
The author also combined between ethics and politics, relying on the Qur'an. Sunnah. 
emotional exhortation, poetry, and meaningful speeches in constructing the material. 
It is worth noting, here, that A1-Samhüdi resembles Al-Qal'i in many themes like: 
dispraising the ruler's withdrawal and concealing himself of his people; praising the 
justice and consultation; dispraising despotic opinions, as well as copiously quoting 
from the biographies of caliphs and kings. 
c. AI-Shifaä'F1 Mawä `! z Al-Mulür Wa Al-KhulafJ-' by'Ibn A1-Jawzi: 
This book is considered one of the most important books in this field because 'Ibn Al- 
Jawzi is a specialist in the style of preaching and advising. The author divided his 
book into ten chapters that dealt with the virtues and dangers of "AI-RiLIva/i' [reign]. 
In this theme, there is a clear resemblance between the author and A1-Samhüdi. The 
latter included a section in the first chapter of his book entitled "FasJ TAL,, 'rrfat 
Sharaf 
. -l1- U /Li ah " 
[Section in Knowing the Virtue of Reign]. 'Ibn al-Jawzi upholds 
justice and demonstrates the risk of oppression, pointing out what measures a ruler 
should take in his treatment of his subjects. He mentions a number of benefits from 
the lives of the Rightly Guided Caliphs and the succeeding sultans. Then, he gives a 
number of lessons learnt from righteous people and stories of ascetic kings. and ends 
his book with some supplications and prayers. 
324 Al-Qa11. Tahdhitb A1-Rivasah «'a tartib . -\l-Srvasah. 
See: the introduction of the editor. 
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The editor of 'Ibn Al-Jawzi s book says that 'Ibn \I-Jawzi was influenced in his 
moralistic style by A1-Mawardf. 325 However, in preparing the material for hip book. 
'Ibn Al-Jawzi relied on some verses of the Qur'än, sound prophetic sayings. les,, on,, 
from the Prophet's biography, and on some poetry. 
d. A1-Dbabab A1-Masbi2k Fl Ma ws `i Al Mulük by Al-Humaydi: 326 
The author of this book tackles the political phenomenon by concentrating on the 
spiritual dimensions of the ruler and his circles. He then suggests methods for 
reforming the regime, starting by emphasizing the function of the scholar and his role 
in giving advice. He mentions issues like justice, prosperity and construction, and 
consultation. Then he talks about the organization of earning and spending money; 
cheating subjects and its consequences, rulers' corruption and its repercussions; and 
the influence of the entourage on the ruler. 
The editor of Al-Humaydi s book has this to say about it: "it is one of the early book 
son exhorting the kings and it does not contain any of Al-Humaydi s views or 
comments; it merely contains narrations ascribed to certain sources. " 
325 'Ibn Al- Jawzi. A1-Shifd' Fi Mawäi`d Al-Mulük wa A1-Khulafä', p 25, edited by Fü'äd 'Abd ; \1- 
Minim 'Ahmad. 
326 Al-tlumaydi, the great 'Imäin'Abü 'AbdAlläh Muhammad ibn Abü Nasr Futüh ihn 'AbdAlldh 
Futüh ibn llamayd ibn Yasil Al-'Azdan, Al-Hamaydi, al- Andalusia A1-NIayürgi. He was a Zahiri 
jurist, the associate of 'Ibn Hazm and his disciple. I\layürgah: is an island that contains an 
inacce''ible 
1()«n which lies towards the eastern part of Andalusia. 111-Humaidi was born 
in 420/. 1029. and died in 
488/1095. He once said: "my birthday was before four hundred and twenty". 
See: Nlu'jam Al- 
Mu'allifin, Ridd Kahalah 11/121.122. and Al-Ghad newspaper', website at: 
http: //k%-\k, «,. alghad. jo/'? ne\\, s=93446. 
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C. AI-Maahaj AI-Maslük F1 Slyäsat AI-Mulirk by Al-Shayzan: 327 
The editor of the book says: 
"this book was prepared by its author to be offered as a present to Sultan Saläh 
Al-Din Al-'Ayyübi. 328 The book contained a good deal of political news and 
information about the past nations. It looked at the events from a moral 
perspective and linked them to his time and to the political ethics and its role 
in the process of change, "329 
This book is invaluable for its extensive material. Its author divided it into twenty 
chapters, which, in turn, were sub-divided into sections. It featured themes like: the 
qualities in a king's personality, especially justice and reason. The same themes 
appear in Al-Samhüdi s book. A1-Shiräzi also, mentions the importance of knowing 
the foundations of the State, the etiquettes of dealing with kings, the importance of 
327 `Abd Al-Rahman ibn Nasr ibn `Abd Allah Al- Shtrdzi Al-Taban. He died in 774/1372. His name 
"Al- al-Shayzar " attributed to the city of Shäyzar: a fort in Al-Sham from which a good number of 
literary men, intelligentsia, and politicians emerged. Some late historians thought he was Persian from 
the city of "Shiraz", as he and they are from Shiraz, but the fact is that he was the judge of Tabanyah 
and the auditor of Aleppo and other cities in Al-Sham. Al-Shayzari was contemporary to Saläh Al-Din 
A1-'Ayyübi. See: Mujam Al-Mu'allifin, Ridä Kahälah, 5/197,198. 
328 Al-Näsir Saläh Al-Din Yusüf ibn 'Aiyüb ibn Shädhi ibn Marwän, 'Abü A1-Muzafir A1-'Aiübi. 
born in (532-589/1137-1193), one of the most famous Islamic sultans and founder of the 'Ayübid 
Dynasty, liberated Jerusalem after defeating the Crusaders in the battle of Hitin 1187. Saläh Al-Din is a 
great symbol of heroism in the Islamic world. See: Al-'A`läm, by KA-Din Al-Zirikli. 8/220, and Al- 
Zäd Encyclopedia for Sciences and Technology, 12/3458, and (wikipdia. org) on the internet. 
329 Al-Shayzari, Al-Manhaj Al-Maslük Fi Siyasat A1-Mulük, p 6, Al-Manar Library, Jordan, edited 
by: `Ali `Abd 'Allah Müsä. 
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knowledge about jihad and fighting, and other important issues. A1-Shiräzi draws on 
the Qur'an, the Sunnah, biographies, history. some stories about the Persian King 
Kisrä, and other gems of wisdom. 
f. Badä'i `AI-SilkiTabä'i`Al-Mulk by'Ibn Al-'Azraq: 330 
The book is divided into two introductions and four books; each book contains two 
chapters. Among the key issues tackled in this book was the rationale for investigating 
the issue of reigning and its prerequisites. The author presented twenty reasons as part 
of this rationale. He talked about the true nature of monarchy, caliphate and other 
forms of reigning, as well as about their causes and their prerequisites. The author 
also addressed the principles and structures of reigning; the importance of applying 
Shari'ah Law; the training of soldiers; the preservation of wealth; promoting 
prosperity; upholding justice; problems associated with reigning such as 
extravagance, developing a personality cult, and concealment from subjects. 33 
The editor of the book believes that 'Ibn Al-'Azraq's book clarified some vague 
concepts featured in 'Ibn Khaldün's al-Mugaddimah. 
332 
330 Al-Qadi Muhammad ibn 'Ali ibn Muhammad A1-'Azraq A1-'Asbahi, known as 'Ibn Al-'Azraq. He 
was born in Mälgah in Andalusia in 832/1428, and died in Jerusalem in 896/1490. See: '. ý`läm : Al- 
Mu'allifin, Ridä Kahälah, 11/43. 
33 1 'Ihn A1-'Azraq, Badä'i' Al-Silk Ff Tabä'i' Al-Mulk, The NIinistrv of Information, Iraq. 1997's 
edition, edited by: All Sami Al Nashar. 
332 'Abd Al-Rahmän ibn Muhammad ibn Khaldün. born in Tunisia, (732-808 /1332-l406). lived in 
various northern parts of Africa for approximately 50 years until he -settled in Egg pt when 
he reached it 
in 748/1384 where he stayed for the rest of his life, died in 808/1406. He is the famous 
historian and 
the pioneer in modern sociology, left great heritage which impact is still being felt up to our 
days. See: 
'. \'I m A1-Nliü'alifin by Ridä Kahälah, 5/188. 
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g. Napl at Al-Muluk by Al-Mäwardi 
Whereas many works have ascribed this book to Al- , VI, 4ward1333 the editor has 
reached a conclusion that this book is not Al- Mäwardl", s, and justified his opinion by 
giving a number of reasons that he mentioned in the introduction to his edition of the 
book. The book was divided into ten chapters. The author first highlights the 
importance of providing nass jah [advice] to the rulers. He, then, made an account for 
the ranking of kings, the importance of the king's obedience to Allah, and the 
subject's obedience to the king himself. After that he spoke about what corrupts a 
king. He also mentioned some lessons that treat the hard heart. Then he divided policy 
into four sections: 
1. The Self-enhancement policy - by persistent diligence in seeking knowledge 
and sitting with scholars; 
2. The Elite Policy - by educating them on implementing the orders of Allah; 
3. The Public Policy- by administrating justice, reforming the subjects and 
ensuring access; and finally; 
4. The Financial Policy- in terms of its sources and the ways of spending it. 
h. Siraj AI-Mulirk by A1-Tartüshi: 
334 
This book was offered as a present from A1-Tartüshl to one of the ministers in the 
Fätimi Dynasty. The book is regarded as one of the leading works in this field. The 
333 Al-N1awardi, Nasihat Al-Mulük, p 5. edited: Dr Fü'äd 'Abd Al-Minim 'Ahmad. 
Muhammad Nasr 'Arif, Masädir AI-Turäth al-Sivasi . Al-'Isldmf, p 138. 
34 Abü Bakr Muhammad ibn Al-walid ibn Khalaf, well-known as 'Abü Bakr AI-Tartüchi. wa, born in 
a town called Tartlnüshah Andalusia. He is also known as 'Ibn Randaqah. He was born in 451/1059. 
and died in 520/1126. See: hlujanl . \l-Mu'allifin. Ridah Khahälah, 12/96. 
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author has divided his book into sixty four chapters. starting with lesson, for the 
kings, the position of righteous men as rulers, talking about governors and judges with 
specific focus on the importance of justice for them. and talking about the ideal 
characteristics of a Sultan and his most important and commendable trait,,. In 
addition, AI-Tartüshi talked about the rules pertaining to " 4Iil Al-Dhimmah" in the 
Islamic State and made clear the consequences of persecution. He also spoke about 
destiny and predestination with a special hint to their laws and rules. He finally 
concluded by including a number of wisdoms and sayings. However, he made a good 
use of the narratives and stories from various ancient peoples such as the Arabs, the 
Persians, the Roman Byzantines, and the Indians as well as the Qur'än, Sunnah, and 
righteous men's attitudes . 
335 
i. Ma 'äthlr Al-' Inäfah FI Ma `älltn Al- Khlläfab by Al-Qalgashandi. 
336 
This book was offered to the Caliph Al-Mu'tadid Bi Allah who was acknowledged as 
a Caliph in 817 AH. AI-Qalgashandidivided his book into an introduction, seven 
chapters, and a conclusion. Within all the divisions of the book, the author dealt with: 
the concept of Caliphate, its prerequisites and various methods for its implementation. 
Moreover, the author also dealt with a caliph's rights from his subjects as well as the 
subjects' rights from their Caliph, and the reasons for dethroning a caliph. Later, the 
author demonstrated in his book all the events of the Muslim Caliphs consecutively 
335 AI-"l'artüsh, Siräj A1-Mulük, The Egyptian-Lebanese House, 1994's edition. edited by: 
Muhammad Fathi 'Abu Bakr. See the Mugamimat A1-Mu4agiq. 
336 Ahmad ibn `Ali ibn '. Ahmad ibn '. bbd Allah Al-Qalgashnadi. He was born in Qalqashnadah in 
(756-821/1355-1418). He lived in Cairo. He was a literary man and a Shafi'I jurisprudent. lie «rote 
about the human extractions, and he was a substitute in governing. From hic book'. "Subh 
A1-"A*, 4i: r Ff 
Sina'at Al-'Insh: i'. " S«: Nlu'jam Al-Mu'allifTn, Ridä Kah: lah. 1/31.7. 
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from the early days of Islam till the days of Al-Mu'tadid Billah. Lastly, he included 
some writings written by the Caliphs to the governors and employees throughout the 
Islamic lands. 337 
3.1.6. The Most Prominent Books authored in the days of A1-Samhüdi: 
a. Täj Al-Din Fungi Yajib Ala Al- Mulfrk Wa Al-Salätln by Muhammad Al- 
Mughi i: 338 
In his book, the author was interested in a number of issues such as the necessity of 
goodwill for a ruler; devotion; getting rid of one's desires; the requirement of good 
presence and appearance; and of the arrangement of the state. He also focused on the 
significance of justice saying "a sultanate needs two legs: justice and benevolence. " 
He concluded with the importance of preserving the state's financial resources and the 
proper ways for their expenditure. 339 
3.17 A1-Qalgashandi, Mä'athir Al-'Inäffah Fi Ma`älim Al-Khiläfah, edited by: 'Abd AI-Sattär ': lhmad 
I araj. 
118 Muhammad ibn `Abd Al-Kamm ibn Muhammad Al- Mughili. He is attributed to one of the 
Barbaric tribes in Algeria. He was born in an unknown year in the city of Tilmisän and died in 
909/1503. which some sources say that he died in 921/1515. No detailed information is available about 
his life. See: 'A'läm A1-Mü'allifin, Ridä Kahälah, 10/191, and the website of the Kuwaiti magazine 
": \I- Nlujtama'ýý 
http: /A www«w. almujtamaa-mag. com/detail. asp? InNewsItemID=101234&InTemplatekey=print 
3 39 Nasr Muhammad 'Arif, Masädir Al-Turäth Al-Srväsi A1-'Islämf. 194. 
139 
b. Al-k sälah AJ-Naslrlya i FI Itä `It AI-Suit , and Qadh Al-Dirisah FMln/i j AI- 
Slyasah, and Al-Rlsalah A1-Sultaalyah, all of which are by Jaläl . AL-Din Al-Suv Iti: 
34° 
He was contemporary to Al-Samhüdi. He was also well-known for the abundance of 
his writings on all the Sharn`ah disciplines. His books are but works which have 
neither been verified nor printed, but only holding similar titles that resemble this 
section of books and written works . 
341 
The foregoing section on the definitions of AI-Slyäsah al-Shar Icv ah and its two 
categories can be regarded as an introduction to a critical study of Al-Samhüdi s «work. 
3.2. Study of the Work (A1-Lu'lu'Al-MaatharFl Nasihat WulätAl- `Umirr) 
3.2.1. General Background about the Work: 
It has become clear, throughout the preceding study of samples taken from several 
works in the AI-Slyäsah al-Shat lyyah in both of its categories: the one related to 
jurisprudence, and the other one related to moral preaching, that some of those books 
were written either to a specific Caliph, or a certain sultan, whereas other works were 
written for the sake of offering general advice that could be of advantage for every 
340 Jaläl Al-Din 'Abü Al-Fadil 'Abü Al-Rahman ibn Al-Kamäl 'Abü Bakr ibn Muhammad Säbiq Al- 
Din AI-Khudin A1-'Asiy0ti Al-Shafi. He was born in 849/1445, and died in 911/1505 in his house in 
Rawdat Al, Nlikyas. He was buried in Hüsh Qüsün outside the gate of the cemetery. See: A1-'A'läm. 
by K. Al-Din Al-Ziriki 
., 
3/301. 
141 Nasr Muhammad 'Arif, Masädir A1-Turäth A1-Siyasi Al-'Islämi, p 195. 
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Caliph or Sultan - whatever the time or place. In examining Al-Samhüdi s work. we 
cannot clearly determine for which caliph or sultan Al-Samhüdi wrote his work. since 
his statements were general in tone and reference. Take, for instance his phrases like. 
"Oh King of the time"; "Oh who is reading this book'; "the ruler should know- that ': " 
or "what a king has to undertake": Moreover, neither the books of hiktorv and 
biography nor the books written by A1-Samhüdi himself guide us to decide if he had 
written this book for a certain king or caliph. Yet it seemed to be written for a king or 
a sultan in Egypt during Al Samhüdi's lifetime. This could be 
inferred from the names of some Egyptian provinces 14 l referred to throughout the 
work. 
In addition, al-Samhtºdi described a number of problems that existed in the country he 
lived in at the time, especially when he wrote about the building of bridges and water 
canals that were in real need for care. He also mentioned in the book "Ahl A/- 
Dhimmah "living in the Muslim country, and their attainment of sensitive positions in 
the state. Al-Samhüdi included in his book further issues such as the raising and 
monopolizing of prices, the dominance of tax collectors over the people, and many 
other events that took place in those days. From all of what has been mentioned, it has 
become quite conspicuous that Al-Samhüdi merely wanted to call the sultan's or 
caliph's attention to such events and problems. 
3.2.2. Structure & Contents of the Work 
: \I-Samhüdi divided his book into four chapters and put them as follow,,: 
" In the first chapter, he included three sections. 
342 Nasr Muhammad 'Arif. Masädir al-Turäth al-Sivasi al-'Islämi. p 196. 
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" In the second chapter, he included eight sections. 
9 In the third chapter, he included only one section. 
" In the fourth chapter, no sections were included. 
A1-Samhüdi stated in the introduction of his book that in compiling his book's 
material he relied on eight sources: 
"A l-Jämi `Al-SaghlrFHadith Al-BashlrAl-Nadhlrby . -\1-SuVüti 
" Bldyat Al-Hdäyah by Al-Ghazäli. 
9 Al- Tlbr A1-Masbük Fl Nasl7iat AI-Mulük by Al-Ghazäli. 
9 Mu `Id Al-Ni `am wa Mubid Al-Niqam by Al-Subki. 
" Fakihat AI-Khulafä ' Wa Mufikahat A1-Zurafä ' by Ibn ' Arab Shah. 
9 Qam `AI-Nufüs by Al-Hisni. 
AI-Slyäsah f Tadbir al-Mamlakah wa Hlfz al-Riyjsah by al-Tarsi s. 
" Tahdhib al-Rr 'iisah fi`al-Hukrrl wa al-Slyäsah by A1-'Ahwäzi. 
I am going to study A1-Samhüdi 's sources in the section of the critical study of the 
work. After the author had finished listing his sources, he went on to mention his first 
chapter which he titled as f Fad1 A1- `Aq1 wa Ta rlfrh [About the Merit of the Intellect 
and its Definition], arguing that he initiated his book with the mind because according 
to the Qur'anic verse: { in this [Quran] is a sign for those who are wise } ." 
z4; Allah the 
Almighty, address in his Qur'an only mindful people. Then Al-Samhüdi said that Allah 
the Almighty has based the world system on two things: Command and Prohibition, 
both of which are based on the existence of the mind. 
343 Sürat Al-Nähl "The Bees" 67. 
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Later he defined the mind and divided it into two parts: innate mind and acquired 
mind, mentioning its merit and status, citing some Qur'anic verses, Prophet's saN ings 
and stories in support of his view. The sections were as follows: 
Section One: FI Ma `rrfat SharafAl- Wiläyah [In Recognizing the Honour of Reign] 
In this section he demonstrated the merit and status of "wiläyah". i. e.. the caliphate. 
and that it is a great honour from Allah to the caliph. 
Section Two: Fr` 'Ada' Shukr Ni mat AI-Wlläyah [In Thanking the Grace of 
"Wiläyah' J After he had spoken about the merits of " WilJvall ', he went on to urge 
people who assume the responsibility of the " Wiläyali' to thank such grace by 
administrating justice and abstaining from tyranny and persecution. 
Section Three: In the saying of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH): "[toe to the Aras 
of an evil drawing nigh. " In this section, he said that Prophet Muhanvnad, peace be 
upon him, had foretold that some changing would occur to the Arabs after his death, 
and that they would kill each other again. Al-Samhüdl emphasized that this would 
happen due to abstaining from administrating justice and to the predominance of 
persecution. 
Chapter Two: 
In mentioning what the Caliph has to do as well as what measures he should take and 
what things he has to be conscious of: Al-Samhüdl began this chapter by asking a 
question: How many traits does a sultan need to bejust? Then he answers: "He need. 
a thousand traits, all of which are incorporated in two separate trait,,. If he apply the`e 
two traits, lie would then be just. The two traits are: security for people. and 
prosperity for the countr\'. 
Then. he spoke about justice and mentioned its advantages citing some 
Qur'd nic 
verses prophetic savings and some example,, and wisdoms. Then he divided thi' 
i4 
chapter and put in the first section of this chapter: Injustice and the consequences that 
would emerge if not eliminated. This section can be regarded as the smallest in size in 
comparison with the other sections as it only consists of three lines. 
Then he moved on to the Second Section giving it this title: Duties of the Ruler to be 
assiduous and true to his promises: to not be a liar: to not become conceited by 
people's praise; to not give in to his desires when imposing the rules of punishment oi- 
rebuking a wrongdoer; and to carefully verify the information he receives with no 
precipitancy. 
Third Section, was called : Leaving desires of the Self: In this section the author gives 
a depiction of the consequences of following the desires of the self, and that he who 
follows his desires his mind is blocked away. 
Fourth Section was dedicated to: Opinion and Good Management: In this respect, he 
says that opinion is mind's sword. He also mentioned five traits for a king and 
emphasized on the meaning of king's good manners. The meaning of justice is 
repeated many times in this section. 
Fifth Section was called: about consultation [Mashürah] and seeking guidance 
[Istikhärah]: A1-Samhüdi emphasized the necessity of Mashürah and Istikhärah for the 
king. Also, he mentioned in this section that a king has to look after the Muslims and 
to contemplate on their crimes. He again highlighted justice especially 
[punishment in kind, eye for an eye] warning the king of being remiss in this or dare 
to kill a soul. At the end of the section, he emphasizes on the importance of being 
close to working scholars and preserving their opinions. Once again. this section 
contains within its lines the meaning of justice and the emphasis on it. 
Sixth Section is about the justice by which the viler has to rule: AI-Samhüdi began 
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this section by the Qur'änic verse J Allah commands justice and benevolence. } 344 
Then he mentions the importance and the advantage of justice narrating some 
anecdotes demonstrating the meaning of justice. 
Seventh Section: On banning employment of "Ahl Al-Dhimmah'": This section i' a 
description of the status of "Ahl Al-Dhimmah'' in his time. He gathered evidence 
from the Qur'an. Sunna, and from the attitudes of the Prophet's Companions as to wh\ 
they should not employ "Ahl Al-Dhimmah". This was due to the fact that "Ahl AI- 
Dhimmah" in his time filled sensitive positions which they used to humiliate the 
Muslims. In this section, Al-Samhüdi warned the rulers of preferentially treating "Ahl 
Al-Dhimmah" in and of siding with them, explaining the bad consequences of such 
action. 
Eighth Section: on persuading against concealment from people: 
Al-Samhüdi advised kings and rulers not to hide away from their people, look after 
their people's needs and demands. He also mentioned examples urging rulers not to 
conceal themselves of their people. 
As mentioned before this chapter includes more than one reference to justice. Al- 
Samhüdi affirmed the importance of rulers' attendance to water falls, dams, bridges 
and construction materials as well as taking care of animals used for maintenance. 
This shows his tendency to describe his era in detail and direct the attention of ruler-,, 
to the welfare and living conditions of people. 
Al-Samhüdi also emphasized the issue of ' 'Ihtlsäb' [weights and measui control J 
rund urged rulers to pay more attention to this post. and to investigate disc' ter" 
encountering ordinary people such as poverty, drought, or high prices. to fix x these 
344 Surat Al Nahl (The Bees). 90. 
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problems themselves. He did not trust the ": ýlühtasibin" [price controllers] of his time 
saying: "they are traitors; rulers should not trust them: they do not fear Allah. do 
injustice to people and monopolize goods". He described their deeds in details. how 
they manipulate markets and goods and the consequences of that on the prices which 
lead people to commit crimes. 
Al-Samhüdi concluded this chapter by the necessity of advising rulers to be honest 
with their people, not to cheat them, and stop them from doing injustice to one 
another, and to put an end to bribery committed by some worker,,. 
Chapter Three includes news, historical incidents, advices and recommendations 
based on past incidents that encountered kings of the past. Those were examples for 
rulers to follow. In this chapter he also stated the required knowledge for any ruler; he 
should know something about everything. 
Additionally, Al-Samhfjdi narrated stories and lessons, mostly on justice. He also 
mentioned the biographies of Abü Bakr and `Omar, and incidents in the lives of 
`Omar 'Ibn 'Abd Al-'Aziz, Mu'äwiyah, and Hdrün Al-Rashid. He included verses of 
poetry of preachy nature urging and encouraging rulers to be just, pious and to guard 
religion. 
Section one: on what should be done on choosing ministers: 
This is the only section in this chapter. In this section . -\1-Sanihodi stressed the 
importance of choosing wise, honest men as ministers. He warned against ministers 
who collect fortunes and abuse their posts. 
Chapter Four: on the benefits. advantages proved by experience: 
In this chapter Al-Samhüdi mentioned some glorifications and pra\'ers useful 
for 
people and rulers especially at the time of «var. 
3.2.3. The Sources of Al-Samhüdi 
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Introduction to Al-Samhüdi's Sources and Comparison with the Work 
A1-Samhüdi in the beginning of the work mentions that he collated the content for his 
book titled "al-Durr al-. Manthür 11 Naslhat Wulcrt al-(. 'm fie' (Pearls of advice to 
Rulers) from eight books: 
9A I-Jäml `AI-SaghlrFlHadth AI-BashlrAl-Nadhirby . -Al-Suv Uti 
" Bidyat AI-Hidyah by Al-Ghazäli. 
" Al- Tlbr Al-Masbük FNa. ri iat Al-Mulük by . A1-Ghazali. 
" Mu `Id Al-Ni'am wa Mubid Al-Nigam by Al-Subki. 
" Fäklhat Al-Khulafä ' Wa Mufäkahat A1-ZurafJ' by Ibn `Arab Shah. 
9 Qam Al-Nufüs by Al-Hisni. 
" AI-Si)' sah fr` Tadbir al-Mamlakah wa Hlfz al-RI Il. cah by al-Tarsüsi. 
9 Tahd/iib al-Rryasah fl a1-Hukm wa al-Sryjsah by A1-'Ahwäzi. 
One of the major obstacles in this study was the difficulty in locating these references. 
with success in finding the first 5 only. 
The aim of this section is twofold: first to introduce these sources and the relevant 
topics within, and second to prove that al-Samhüdi depended on them, and gauge the 
extent he was influenced by them; further, presenting the salient quotes and material 
he took from them. It is notable that each one of the sources used by al-Samhüdi is 
unique in terms of its authorship, compilation and organisation. However, it is clear 
that all address the etiquettes of monarchs and sultans, and advice tendered toi them. 
Al-Samhiidi's use of material from these books ranged from literal word-for-word 
quotes to generalised meanings. 
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1. Bidäyat al-Hldnyah by al-Ghazäli34D 
This book is considered one of the important references used by al-SamhüdL 
especially in the area of etiquettes and manners, and is renowned in this regard. This 
book was well received among Muslims generally. and students of knowledge 
especially. It was suitable as an introductory text for preparing the student of religious 
knowledge, and so began by classifying people into three groups in terms of seeking 
knowledge. They were: the successful one who seeks knowledge for the sake of Allah 
and the Hereafter. One, who al-Ghazäli considered a loser unless he repents before 
death, since he seeks knowledge for worldly gain. A third who uses his knowledge as 
means to amassing wealth and showing off; he is in perdition. 346 
The book is divided into two parts: 
" Part one includes the acts of worship: 
The etiquettes of going to sleep and waking up, etiquettes of going to the toilet, 
etiquettes of ablution ( Wudtr', supplications (Dug) during ablution, what must be 
avoided during ablution, etiquettes of washing (Ghusl), etiquettes of Ta_v anum, 
etiquettes of entering and leaving the mosque, etc. 
It also contains: etiquettes after supplication, comprehensive supplications, the 
supplication of Prophet `Isa (Jesus), four items after Fajr prayer, namely supplication. 
invocations, reading Qurän, and reflection. The 10 words, which are 10 invocations 
3415 He is AN Hamid, Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahnl; id al- 
Ghazäli born in 450/1058 in the village of Ghazälah close to Tüs in Khura-, än region. 1 le died 
in 
505/1111. 
346 See: AI-Ghazäli, Biddy al al-Hidävah [in Arabic], revised by: Muhammad al-Hajjär, 9th edition. 
Beirut: Dar al-13ash5y, 'ir a1-Islämivah, 2001. p. 19. 
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which al-Ghazäli considered to have huge significance and reward. He followed this 
with the etiquettes after sunrise, etiquettes of preparing for prayer, etiquettes of sleep, 
leading the prayer, the Friday prayer, and fasting. 
" The second part, which he named avoiding sin, included the following: preserving 
the eye. ear, tongue, stomach, genitals, hands, and feet. He then mentioned the sin,, of 
the heart, which are: envy, Riyä'[showing offJ, and arrogance, as well as the cure for 
pride (arrogance). He followed this by calling attention of the seeker of guidance to 
the etiquettes of companionship, knowledge, and the learner. He also focused on the 
etiquettes of the son or daughter with their parents, and followed this by speaking 
about the conditions of companionship and its rights. Al-Ghazd1i concluded his book 
by explaining the etiquettes of relations, i. e. among relatives and friends, as well as 
distinguishing between enemy and friend. 
The following are topics that Al-Samhüdi took from the book of Bldi vat a1-Hidä_i'ah 
by al-Ghazäli: 
" Listening: 
Reading through the book, Bidäyat al-Hidäyah, we see that A1-Samhüdi has tackled 
the issue of listening, which had been treated by the Al-Ghazäli in the second part of 
his book under the title of "preserving the ear" 
: Al-Ghazni states: 
"Preserve the ear from use in listening to innovation in religion, backbiting. 
foul language, engaging in corruption, or speaking ill of people... If you use it 
to listen to matters that are prohibited or detested than what «as for ou will 
turn against you. and the reasons for success Will become reason' tor 
1o' '. 
This is the greatest of loss. Do not think that the sin will count only l Lainst the 
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speaker rather than the listener, in the tradition (the listener is partner to the 
speaker. and party to the backbiting. )""' 
We find Al-Samhüdi has extracted and developed a new meaning from those of al- 
Ghazäli that is relevant to rulers, i. e. not listening to the first instance of news. Ile 
says: 
"The ruler must not listen to the first version of news. If he acts on that 
information without verifying it, then he has committed a gross injustice: 
injustice is cause for Allah to abandon him. -348 
Here, we find al-Samhüdi directly advising the ruler not to listen to the first bearer of 
news, which he deduced from al-Ghazäli's advice to protect and preserve the ear. 
9 Arrogance is a sin of the heart: 
AI-Ghazäli warned of a number of reviled characteristics of the heart, and advised that 
the heart be purified of their ill effects. He explains that he had compiled these in the 
parts called (Rub' ul-Muhlikät) and (Rub' al-Munjiyät) in his book Ihyn ' 'Uhüm al- 
Din. He focussed on three characteristics: envy, RlyJ, and vanity, and concluded with 
mention of the cure for arrogance . 
349 
As for al-Samhüdf, he warns the ruler: "the roots of sin are three: arrogance, greed, 
and envy, and the ruin of monarchs lies in three: sin, injustice (oppression), and not 
347 Ibid, p. 159. 
148 Cf. P. 35 of this thesis. 
34 . 11-GhazäA1. op. cit., pp. 18o. 186. 
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seeking nor heeding counsel. "350 
In another part, al-Samhüdi mentions that: "he should not envy anyone except his 
predecessors-those monarchs known for good governance, sound judgement, and 
,ý ý51 correct policies. 
From the foregoing, it becomes clear that the issue of sins, chief among them--vanity. 
had preoccupied both Al-Ghazäli and A1-Samhüdi after him. They both focused on 
vanity explicitly, perhaps because vanity not the rest of the sins is an affliction of the 
nobility more than the common people. Generally, we do not see a poor person who is 
vain, but in the majority of cases we find it among monarchs and sultans, due to the 
environment, power and status that they wield over people. Hence, they more than 
most are at risk from contracting vanity. Therefore, we find . Al-Samhüdi focus on it, 
having taken it from Al-Ghazäli who presented it as a general meaning, then made it 
specific to monarchs and sultans. 
" Beware of those close to you more than those afar: 
Al-Ghazäli mentioned the etiquettes of companionship of relatives and friends. while 
warning of them. He said: 
:\ "Beware of them, for you shall not see evil except from one you know. 
friend will aid you, and the stranger will not accost you, rather all the evil is in 
the relations (i. e. relatives) who show friendship with their tongues.... e1352 
As for A1-Samhüdi, he specified this for the ruler by saying: "His caution must 
be 
350 Cf. p. 107 of this thesis. 
351 Cf. p. 34 of this thesis. 
352 : 11-Ghazäli. op. cit., p. 205. 
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heightened with respect to those close to him, more than those far away . "i-; 
3 This is 
because the time in which A1-Samhüdi lived-Mamlüke rule-was characterised by 
the many coups, and competition over the throne. especially among family members 
Therefore, A1-Samhüdi warned of this matter, which brought lack of stability and 
security, and negatively impacted the Muslim society. 
2. al- Tibr al Masbük lj-Nasihat al-Mulük by Al-GhazAR: 
354 
This book was the most influential on al-Samhüdi, because both had a common goal. 
AI-Ghazäli's book as is clear from its title tackled the issue of tendering advice to 
monarchs, as was the aim of al-Samhüdi s book. Al-Ghazäli s book is considered the 
one most similar to al-Samhüdi s in terms of topics and organisation of its main 
chapters. 
In the description of this book, it was said that Imäm al-Ghazäli authored it in Farsi 
for one of the Seljuk sultans. Later. it was translated into Arabic. The book covered 
the following topics: 
" The rule of creed, which is the basis of belief. He mentioned 10 fundamentals of 
creed as a foreword to his advice to the King. 
" Description of the two springs, by which A1-Ghazäli meant those sources of water 
that feed the tree of belief. By the first, he meant knowledge of the world and reason 
for man's existence. By the second, he meant knowledge of the state of the human 
being on the day of judgement. 
Al-Tihr a/-Ala. s, Mk 11 Aaci/iat a1-MuNk by A1-Ghazäli features the following 
structure: 
X53 ('f p. 34 of this thesis. 
54 Previously introduced. 
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" Chapter 1: mentions justice and politics, and is divided into two sections. 
9 Chapter 2: on ministerial policy. 
0 Chapter 3: on scribes and their etiquettes. 
" Chapter 4: on the high motivation of monarchs. 
" Chapter 5: on the quality of forgiveness possessed by wise persons. 
" Chapter 6: on the noble stature of mind and intellect. 
9 Chapter 7: on women. 
355 
This is one of the important books that A1-Samhüdi depended upon, as is apparent 
from the following: 
" There is a close match in the style of admonition directed to rulers used by both 
Al-Ghazäli and Al-Samhüdi. This appears in their treatment of events and 
mistakes that they witnessed in their societies, especially relating to rulers. 
9 The mention of stories relating to non-Arab ancient philosophers and monarchs in 
their books as a means of reinforcing their admonition. 
9 The great degree of similarity in chapters and sections in the treatises of both Al- 
Ghazäli and Al-Samhüdt. For instance, Al-Ghazäli s first chapter deals with 
justice and politics, which is covered by Al-Samhüdi throughout his work. 
The most important quotes and content taken by Al-Samhüdi from A1-Ghazäli: 
o Encouragement of the ruler to sit with the scholars, and the recommendation to 
seek their counsel: 
Al-Ghazäli in his book, states: 
355 A1-(ihaz5li. al-'Fibr al-Masbük fi Nasihat al-Mulük , (translated 
from Farsi to Arabic by one of hi,, 
students). ed. Ahmad Shanisuddin. (Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-'I1miyv, ah. 1988). p. 3. 
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"0' Sultan, rule is perilous, its burden is excessive, an explanation of this will 
be long. The ruler is not delivered safely except by seeking scholars of 
religion to teach him the way of justice, and ease for him the peril of his 
duty. 056 
A1-Samhüdi emphasises this in stating: 
"... The most fit person for rule, is one whose heart is for religion, and his 
intellect and opinion abode of knowledge and good practice; his company is 
that of scholars, and his privy council those offering opinion and the wise. 057 
Here we see the importance of the company of scholars for rulers in the consideration 
of both authors, since the scholar improves the ruler's personality and guides him. 
o The obligation of scholars to tender advice to monarchs: 
Al-Ghazäli states-after mentioning a number of stories and morals relating to some 
Caliphs and nobles- 
"the ruler must... accept advice tendered to him by others. Whenever he meets 
a scholar he must ask him to advise him. Scholars must advise monarchs with 
such admonition; they should not deceive them, nor withhold the truth from 
them; whoever deceives them, then he is their partner and associate [in 
wrongdoing. ]"358 
Al-Samhüdi also emphasised this meaning, in his statement: 
356 Ibid, p. 18. 
357 Cf. p. 15 of this thesis. 
358 Al-Ghazäli, al-Tibr al-Masbük fi Nasihat al-Mulük, p. 21. 
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"it is obligatory on the scholars of Islam to exert effort in rendering wise 
counsel to the ruler. If they become aware of a matter which harms Muslims. 
while the ruler is unaware, then they must notify him, and make him party to 
their knowledge, preventing him [from wrongdoing], and awakening him. "359 
It is apparent from the two previous quotes, that there is similarity between Al- 
Ghazäli and A1-Samhüdi in encouraging scholars to provide admonition and advice to 
the ruler. However, Al-Ghazäli also requested that the ruler actively seek out the 
advice and counsel of scholars, and made it the responsibility of both parties. In 
contrast, Al-Samhüdi made that the responsibility of the scholars only. 
o Encouragement to establish justice and desist from oppressive and unjust 
behaviour: 
Al-Ghazäli was not satisfied with only encouraging the ruler to establish justice in his 
personal sphere, rather that this should extend to his governors and associates. He 
states in the third fundamental: 
"... you must not be satisfied in not practising injustice with your own hand, 
but must rein in your slaves, friends, governors, and representatives, and must 
not accept injustice on their part. You shall be accountable for their injustice, 
as much as you are accountable for the injustice done by your own hand. "'60 
Al-Samhiidi wrote a whole section entitled: "Expressing gratitude for the blessing of 
rule". He began by addressing the ruler: 
359 Cf p. 73 of this thesis. 
360 A1-Ghazali, al-"I'ibr al-Nlasbük fi Nasihat al-Mulük, p. 21. 
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"... and gratitude for the blessing of rule is articulated by using it justly, and 
abstaining from oppression. If the ruler deals with his subjects justly, and 
establishes justice among them, while avoiding oppression and its like, then 
his rule will be prolonged. If he uses oppression, and endorses injustice, then 
the fear is that this blessing will be wrested from his hand. The favour of 
Allah, if thanked will dwell, however if not, takes flight. "361 
Al-Ghazal emphasised that the ruler must establish justice in himself, and ensure that 
it is the case among his governors and representatives, allied with his fear of the 
reckoning on the day of judgement. Yet, al-Samhüdi expands on this, and dedicates an 
entire section to this issue, where he encourages the ruler to establish justice, warning 
him of injustice and oppression, explaining that the continuation of rule is through 
justice, and its downfall through injustice. All this by stressing the idea that rule is a 
blessing from Allah that must be thanked by establishing justice, and so guaranteeing 
its continuation. 
o Appreciating the status of intellect[ `Ag1J and its merit: 
Both scholars in their writings dedicated a special part to the intellect and its merit. 
While Al-Ghazdli placed it in the penultimate chapter of his book, 
362 Al-Samhüdi 
place it at the beginning, explaining his reasons why. Al-Samhüdi and A1-Ghazäli 
began the section with the Hadith on the intellect, yet Al-Ghazäli restricted himself to 
a number of stories that spoke about some noble persons. As for Al-Samhüdi, he 
wrote that the intellect is a favour given by Allah to the ruler, by which he is able to 
361 Cf. p. 22 of this thesis. 
362 A1-Ghazäli, al-Tibr al-Masbük fi Nasihat al-Mu1Wc, p. 115. 
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preserve his power: he also added some definitions for the intellect and mind. 361 
It is notable that Al-Samhüdi had attended to the intellect as an essential element in 
the personality of the ruler. This is clear through his use of Qur'änic verses. Qud. %i-and 
Prophetic Hadiths, sayings of the Companions, Tabr ün (generation after the 
companions) and wise men, as well as quoting poetry. He made great effort in 
documenting the stories and tales about nobles and rulers endowed with intellect and 
justice, even if they were not Muslims, e. g. Anü Sharwän. He also used examples of 
people whom of Allah had granted flawless intellect. 
o Attributes of ministers: 
Al-Ghazäli dedicated the second chapter of his book to "Policy and biography of 
ministers. " Here he mentioned the importance place occupied by the minister in 
preserving the rule, and that the ruler must employ ministers who are true and tender 
good advice. In citing the story of Moses, he mentioned that the prophets, could not 
do without ministers, and so those below them in level. 164 
As for Al-Samhüdf, he dedicated a whole section entitled "Description of those to be 
taken as ministers. " He encouraged to the ruler to employ ministers who were wise 
and tendered advice, saying: 
"Know that the king must take ministers who are wise, eloquent, tender 
advice, righteous, and knowledgeable in managing affairs. If he were not in 
need of their services, Allah would not have said of His Prophet Musa, peace 
be upon him: { [With him º{ e sent his brother JIarün as minister. } 
365 
363 Cf p. 10 of this thesis. 
304 AI-Gharcili, al-Tibr al-Masbük fi Nasihat al-NIulük, p. 83. 
365 cl- p. 15; of this thesis. 
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Both Al-Ghazäli and A1-Samhüdi stressed avoiding the appointment of young 
ministers. Al-Ghazäli said: "the Minister must be a knowledgeable and wise old man. 
since youths even though they may be wise, lack the experience of age. People can 
only learn the experiences of life from the old and wizened. " 166 
As for A1-Samhüdi, he says: "Among the lessons learnt from the downfall of 
kingdoms is mimicking youthful ministers, those who do not have experience of 
matters, and moreover not reflecting upon the consequences. , 367 
In conclusion, it is clear that Al-Samhüdi depended in his book on presenting stories 
and incidents containing morals and meanings, which are relevant to the character that 
Al-Samhüdi wishes to call the ruler's attention to. This is similar to Al-Ghazäli s style 
in presenting a variety of selected stories and admonitions. 368 
This is considered one of the most common styles of admonition use by scholars. It is 
also notable looking at the pages listing the topics of both books, to see the great 
similarity between A1-Samhüdi and Al-Ghazäli in the titles of the various headings, 
among these the parts on intellect, justice, and ministers. This is evidence that Al- 
Samhüdi borrowed from Al-Ghazäli the methodology of the main topics needed by 
the ruler, however he differed from him in the mode and content of presentation. 
3. Mu id al-Ni am wa Mubid al-Niqam by Al-Subk1369 
Täj al-Din al-Subki wrote his book to explain what preserves the favour given by 
366 : \l-Ghazäli, al-T'ibr al-Ma`bük fi Nasihat al-Mulük, p. 25. 
367 cf p. 150 of this thesis. 
368 A1-Ghazali, al-Tibr al-Mashük 11 Nasihat al-Mulük, p. 1-'?. 
361) Previously introduced. 
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Alläh to the human being in this life, and drives away harm and difficulty. Each 
individual given a favour by Allah must express gratitude for it. and put it in the 
service of obedience of Alläh. He then goes on to mention the jobs and positions of 
his time, including government office and others. He expands in great detail on the 
requirements of each job and role. He also mentions the relevant rule of Share 'ih law 
applicable to that job, such that work is performed correctly. In such a way, an ideal 
and righteous society will be established in this life. He was helped in this 
undertaking by his great proficiency in Fiqh, experience of his time, and knowledge 
of affairs of the state and classes of people... he mentions the classes of people in his 
time through 112 examples . 
370 
The book is divided into three parts: 
"A short introduction explaining the reason it was written, and the author's theory on 
what preserves Allah's favours, and restores them if they are removed. 
"A short conclusion on the merits of tribulation through removal of favours. 
9 Practical examples, in which Täj al-Din al-Subki presented the classes of the nation. 
both government and people, providing examples of the duties of each class. 
The topics presented by Al-Sanhüdi in his book bear great similarity to many of the 
topics mentioned by al-Subki, especially relating to the Khallfah, who is the ruler, 
nminister, and responsible for oversight and audit. Among these are the following: 
o Gratitude for the favour of rule: 
Before entering into the description of public office, and explaining how the favour of 
such position could be thanked, al-Subki gave two examples for the eye and ear. Ile 
370 tier: Täj al-Din Abd al-WL'ahäb al-Subki, Nlu'id al-Ni'am «va Nlubid al-Niqam , eds. 
Muhammad 
'Alt al-Na. jar, Ahü lav-d Shalabi, third edition. 1996. Editor's foreword. p. m. 
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said that thanking the favour of the eye is that it should not be used to look at what is 
prohibited. He added that thanking the favour of the ear is that it must not be used to 
listen to what is prohibited. He went on to clarify how the favour of rule is thanked. 
and explain the position of the ruler in terms of the favour given him by Alläh: "... you 
must thank the favour of rule... and know that you and your subjects are equals .... 
"; 71 
We previously mentioned that Al-Samhüdi wrote a section entitled Gratitude for the 
Favour of rule, in which he directed his words to the ruler saying: 
"Know that every favour has a gratitude to be expressed that is unique to it. In 
the same way that gratitude for the favour of sight, is expressed by turning it 
away from looking at what Allah has prohibited. Gratitude l or every sense and 
limb is by using it for the purpose it was created. Gratitude for the favour of 
rule is expressed by acting with justice, and desisting from injustice and 
oppression. i372 
It is clear from the above that A1-Samhüdi had more or less literally taken from al- 
Subki on the issue of expressing gratitude for the favour of sight and the other senses, 
as well as that of rule. Moreover, Al-Samhüdi quoted al-Subki directly in stating: 
"every favour that is not thanked is due to be taken. The favour of Alläh, if thanked 
will dwell, however if not, takes flight. , 373 
371 Ibid. p. 1 3 
372 cf p. 22 of this thesis. 
373 Al-SubkL op. cit.. p. 3. 
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Al-Samhtidi states: "The favour of Allah, if thanked will dwell, however if not, takes 
flight. "374 It seems that he was greatly influenced by al-Subki in this part relating to 
thanking the favour of rule. 
o Reminding of the obligation of Jlhäd in the path of Allah 
Al-Subki said: 
"... we remind of duties neglected by monarchs. Among the duties of sultans is 
recruitment of soldiers, and establishment of the obligation of hhäd to glorify 
the word of Allah. Allah did not give him [the sultan] rule over the Muslims, 
to be a leader, eating, drinking and relaxing, rather to support the religion and 
raise the word [of Allah] .... 
i375 
A1-Samhüdi states: 
"I wished to remind our rulers what they forgot of the Shar! 'ah, and bring their 
notice to what they have neglected of its high rulings, from what I know of 
their due share of concern to raise the word of religion, and perform the duty 
of Jihad, confronting the disbelieving aggressors. This is part of Jihad that is 
obligatory upon observant rulers. , 376 
It seems that Al-Samhüdi was more lenient towards the rulers than al-Subki, inviting 
them to perform Jihad using gentle words. 
o Al-Muhtaslb 
374 cf p. 22 of this thesis. 
375 Al-Subki, op. cit., p. 60. 
376 Cf p. 69 of this thesis. 
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Al-subkf states: 
"the Muhtasib must look into supplies, and remove hardship from Muslims in 
terms of their needs; he must exercise great care in regard to food and drink. 
Setting prices is prohibited at all times, and it has been said: it is permissible 
during times of high prices, especially in the land of Sham. "377 
As for Al-Samhüdf, he expanded in discussing the role of al-Muhtasib. In summary. 
he said that it is an obligation and a duty upon those in authority to focus their efforts 
on the job of MuhtasllI78. 
He also said: 
"it is an obligation upon the ruler to look into the affairs of his subjects, during 
times of difficulty, such as lack of provisions, drought, or high prices, where 
he must attend to matters personally, and not leave this to others, because the 
Muhtasibs of these times are evil and deceitful. "379 
4. R kibat al-Kbulal' wa Mull kahat al-Z ' by ibn Arab Shah 
The title of this book does not easily divulge its true subject, but hides its human, 
intellectual, and political content by using animal characters. This book discussed 
issues of the political system expressed by animal protagonists. It is similar to the 
famous book of tales "Kalilah wa Dimnah"in using dialogue between animals to 
discuss moral issues. The difference between the two books is that "Kalilab wa 
377 A1-Subki, op. cit. pp. 65-66. 
378 Cf p. 100 of this thesis. 
379 Cf p. 101 of this thesis. 
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Dimnah" was restricted to issues of wisdom and manners, while ibn Arab Shah's book 
was dedicated to political issues. 380 
This book contains hundreds of symbolic stories narrated through animal character,, 
which appear superficially amusing, but intrinsically contain political meaning 
relating to government. The book revolves on two principal axes: one is justice in its 
total meaning, including political, security, economic, and social. The second k the 
intellect and so invites creativity. It emphasises that justice is the basis of rule, and 
intellect the basis of awareness, and a combination of both achieves an ideal society. 
The book is divided into 10 chapters: 
Chapter 1: mentions the Arab monarch which was the raison d'etre of the book. 
Chapter 2: on the advice of the non-Arab monarch distinguished from others by his 
goodness and rule. 
Chapter 3: on the rule of the Turkish monarch with his ascetic father in law. 
Chapter 4: in the study of the human world with the genie Jan-Jan. 
Chapter 5: tales of the king of Lions, and his companions the Prince of foxes, and the 
elder of hyenas. 
Chapter 6: tales of the Eastern goat and the African dog. 
Chapter 7: mention of the fighting between hero of the heroes (al-Rebal) and Ah6 
Daghfal, the Sultan of elephants. 
Chapter 8: on the wisdoms of the ascetic lion, and the parables of the escaped camel. 
Chapter 9: mention of the king of birds-the vulture, and the two partridges that 
escaped punishment. 
380 ibn Arab Shah. Fäkihat al-Khulafd' wa hlufäkahat al-Zurafä'. ed.: \yman . \hd al-Jäbir al-lBihavT . 
2001, p. 7. 
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Chapter 10: in dealing with enemies, companions. and policy towards subjects and the 
beloved. 3g1 
The topics in which Al-Samhüdi resembled ibn Arab Shah were the following: 
o The merits of intellect and company of the wise: 
Ibn Arab Shah says: "Know king of the time that the best thing in man's existence, 
and the best jewel he possesses is his intellect. "382 
He also said: "The intellect has been likened to a high mountain that is difficult to 
reach. Everyone who wishes to climb upon it, is not able to except through one path. 
which is the company of the wise. "383 
A1-Samhüdi says: "and that his company (i. e. the ruler) are the scholars, and his 
council is from those wise persons who offer opinion. "384 
As for Al-Samhüdi, we have said previously that he was influenced by al-Ghazäli in 
this topic, and we clarified some of the quotes taken from Al-Ghazäli, which are 
similar to those of ibn `Arab. However. A1-Samhüdi seems to have copied exactly 
from ibn `Arab: "the Creator of the world based matters of beginning of life and end 
in the Hereafter, and the life between them, to be deduced by way of two great guides: 
9 Intellect (the mind), which is the basis of responsibility. 
" The rules of the noble Shari'ah. 
AI-Samhudi says: "Know reader. that the Creator of the creatures grounded the affair 
of His servants in this life and the Hereafter on two great guides: 
381 Ibid, p. 30. 
382 Ibid, p. 39. 
383 Ibid, p. 440. 
3S4 C'f p. 15 of this thesis. 
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0 Intellect (the mind, which is the basis of responsibility. 
9 The rules of the noble Shari'ah. 
However, A1-Samhüdi expanded on this, in his treatment of the meaning of intellect, 
more so than ibn Arab, yet he took this rule from him. as is clear. 
o Qualities required in the king: 
Ibn 'Arab Shäh says: 
"... it has been said: the justice of the Sultan is better than fertility of the 
season, and if the king is not compassionate towards his subjects, good, or 
gentle, and he did not forgive those who erred, seeking their supplication for 
him, is consumed by his love for them, kindly towards the kind amongst them, 
working to preserve their peace, then it is best for them to migrate from his 
realm, and move out of the reaches of his authority. "ass 
Al-Samhüdi used the same phrase by quoting Ali: "Justice by the Sultan is better than 
a fertile season. He added: It is incumbent upon the ruler, to be wise in his realm, 
noble in himself, true to his word, and robust in his religion. , 386 
i\1-Samhüdi stresses this meaning addressing the ruler: "Be just as far as you can, 
because you are rewarded justice with justice, and oppression with oppression. The 
justice of the sultan is better than fertility of the season. -387 This is clear example of 
the literal quotes from ibn 'Arab Shäh's book. 
385 Ibn 'Arab Shäh, op. cit.. P. 58- 
386 Cf p. 33 of this thesis. 
'87 Cf p. 36,92 of this thesis. 
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5. al-Jami ` al-Saghlr fiHadlth al-Basher al-Nadhlr by Jaläl al-Siyüti 388 
A1-Siyüti compiled around 10,000 Hadiths selected from his book. Jam' al-Jawümi . 
alphabetically ordered according to the first words of the Hadth in order to ease the 
task of searching. He restricted himself to short Hadth. s. mentioning only a few 
Hadlths of Ahküm (Flgh rulings), and did not mention (in his opinion) Iakified 
Hadths. In reality, it contained good and weak Hadiths in all their types. 
His methodology in presenting the Hadth, was to present the Man (the text) of the 
Hadith without its sanad (chain of narration), but at the end he indicated the scholars 
of Hadth who transmitted it, and naming the companion who narrated it according to 
Hadth scholar he attributed it to. He used codes to describe the level of the H dith, in 
terms of authenticity, etc. 389 
The extent of Al-Samhüdi s dependence on al-Siyüti's book is clear. The majority of 
Hadiths used by Al-Samhüdi are from that book, which confirms its importance. 
However, it is also clear that Al-Samhüdi in writing the Hadlths depended on his 
memory. This is because a number of Hadths as written by al-Samhüdi give the same 
meaning with some difference in words, as well as difference in order of words. An 
example of such differences is the HadtIr "if Alläh wishes well for a people, He will 
empower the decent to rule over them". In referring to al-Siyüti s book, we find the 
word "the forbearing" rather than "the decent". An example of difference in order of 
words is the Hadth "Haste is from Satan, and tranquility from Allah". Referring to al- 
Sig üti s book, we find that the Hadth is transcribed: "Tranquillity is from Alläh, and 
388 Previously introduced 
389 Al-Tahän, Ii UsCil al-Takhrij wa Dirasat al-As irüd, p. 67. 
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haste from Satan". This is considered a shortcoming of Al-Samhüdi that he depended 
on his memory in relating Hadth. 
3.3. The Author's Methodology and Style of Writing 
If we wish to familiarise ourselves with the author's methodology and style, then after 
reading and rereading the work, we derive the following conclusions: 
First: authoring books falls into one of seven classes from which no scholar or author 
departs: 
1. Something without precedent, and so he invents it. 
2. Something is incomplete, and so he completes it. 
3. Something is closed and obscure, so he explains it. 
4. Something is long, and so he summarises it without loss of meaning. 
5. Something erroneous, so he puts it right. 
6. Something is disorganised, so he organises it. 
7. Something is scattered, so he collates it. 
Reviewing those works in the same area published prior to al-Samhtidi, we may say 
that al-Samhüdi s book belongs to the sixth and seventh categories, where his book 
represents something that hitherto was disorganised, and he organised it, and 
something that was scattered and he collated it. This was emphasised by al-Samhüdi 
at the beginning of his book where he said; "this is a delightful and priceless 
collection that I collated from scattered books". 
al-Sanlhudl wove and organised it according to the phased, gradual approach that 
must be taken into account and pursued while addressing the Caliph, head of State, or 
ruler. He began with the intellect, the high status enjoyed by ruler. fulfilling the duty 
of being, thankful for the favour and bounty of ruler. After that. he entered into a 
presentation of the obligations the ruler was beholden to dis har`ýe. In this ýt aý . it 
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seemed that al-Sanhüdi wished to prepare the ground ahead of entering into the 
obligations of the ruler. 
Second: al-Samhüdrs division of his book into chapters and sections: 
Al-Samhüdi divided his book into four chapters, with the number of sections within 
each chapter varying in number and length. This is reflected in inconsistency. where 
we find, for example, a section no longer than half a page, while another would 
exceed 25 pages. 
Similarly for chapters, where the fourth was no more than four pages, while others 
exceeded 84 pages in length; bearing in mind that the number of pages depended on 
the type of calligraphy and printing. 
Third: the admonitory style of the author: 
The author's style was distinguished by being admonitory while relating this to 
current reality. He would recount the incident or situation that he wished to change, 
and collected a number of admonitions and reminders that supported his perspective. 
In his book, he depended on quotations from the Quran, prophetic Hadiths that varied 
in the degree of authenticity and strength-especially those relating to intellect. Al- 
Samhüdi also used stories and wisdoms from Persia and other lands. He also cited 
abundantly the incidents involving the Companions and Caliphs, especially those 
relating to the topic of justice. 
Fourth: The detailed and precise description of the author's times: 
Al-Samhüdi was distinguished by the precise and detailed description in his book of 
the times in which he lived. We find this especially when he talked about the situation 
of the market, people, the Muhtasih, and . lhl al-Dhil ma. to the extent 
that he 
mentions the state of bridges. canals. and animals that serviced these facilitie". I 
108 
He also mentioned animals' fodder. and the names of some food grains, like barley 
and others. This highlights and emphasises the detailed extent in which al-Samhüdi 
described the world around him. Here lies the distinction of his style of writing. which 
was far different from those who preceded him in this same area, they would list 
admonitions and reminders, without attempting to relate them to reality and events. 
Fifth: the sources on which the author depended and his language: 
Al-Samhüdi in most of his book, frequently cited Hadlthc. accounts from the Sirah 
(Prophetic biography), and stories without mentioning the narrator, source or chain of 
narrators (Sanad). This made the task quite difficult, where mention of the sources 
would ease the job of authenticating, cross-checking, and locating them in the first 
instance. Moreover, there is repetition in some cited Hadiths and meanings, where it 
could be said that there was no chapter or section that failed to mention the meanings 
of justice, and oppression. Perhaps this repetition was intentional on the part of al- 
Samhüdi in order to emphasise the meaning of justice. The author's language was 
faultless classical Arabic, sound in its construction and syntax. 
Sixth: the author avoided mention of disputed issues of Fiqh (jurisprudence): 
Al-Samhüdi in his book avoided mentioning those matters that were disputed among 
scholars and jurists in the topics he treated. This is apparent through his usage of 
words to express this, like: "it is obligatory". "it is a must", which is a good strategy in 
matters of politics, such that he avoids confusing the mind and confounding the ruler. 
especially since rulers and governors like matters to be presented with brevity, thus 
preserving time, and guarding against boredom. 
3.4. The Scientific Value of the Book and Manuscript's Authorship 
In reality, reflecting on al-SarnUdi s book, we see that it fills an important place in a 
vital part of the Islamic body of knowledge. Moreover, al-Sarnhildi has actually filled 
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more than one area of that body of knowledge. This is explained in a number of 
aspects: 
Al-Samhüdi was able to firmly establish one of the most important schools of ethical 
and social Tarbiyah (education, upbringing). This involves mixing dry academic 
concepts with religious Shar! 'ah concepts, in a format that religious scholars have 
agreed the terms; Ragä iq (reminders that soften the heart) and Wa'z (admonition), to 
describe. He did not make the book solely scientific, nor solely admonitory, rather he 
merged both in a wonderful mix, but with admonition having the upper hand. 
The book is evidence of the state of the Islamic environment and societv, in terms of 
freedom to criticise, clarifying mistakes, and working to remedy them, even if these 
mistakes were those made by the head of state or minister, without fear of oppression 
or repression. 
The book revealed how scholars were knowledgeable of the circumstances of their 
time, the course of events, and policies in their lands. Moreover, that in Islam there is 
no hermitage, nor separation between religion and worldly life, rather religion and life 
together formed a harmonious synthesis on which the rhythm of worldly life ran to the 
good of human beings and all mankind. The distinguished scholar is one who 
possesses an encompassing knowledge of the Sharl'ah regarding Halal (the lawful) 
and Hamm (the prohibited), without missing the opportunity to know the state of the 
environment and land in which he lived. Wherever there are successes, the scholar 
will strive and exert effort to consolidate them, and wherever there are negatives he 
will strive and exert effort to remove them. 
The book gives us an impression of the simple social life represented by people',, 
livelihoods, their food and drink in one of the times during the Mamliik era in Egypt 
and Shim (the area of present-day Lebanon, Syria, and Palestine). 
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The book gives us a reasonable idea of the course of events in the Islamic State at the 
time, and what he warned about at that time were those things that he wished to 
change in the head of state or ruler. Issues that were among the critical factors that led 
to the decline of that State, and led to its end. It allows us to benefit from that les`on 
on the level of States and individuals in our contemporary times, and looking into the 
future. 
Al-Samhüdi enriched the body of knowledge in some issues of Shari ab. like: Ahl al- 
Dhimmah, the Muhtasib, and ministers. 
In reality, the book has a clearly undeniable importance, which led us to seek to bring 
it out to the world, so that people-rulers and those they rule-benefit from it. 
Manuscript's Authorship 
Evidence that the manuscript was the work of the author is t«wcofoold: direct and 
indirect. Direct evidence can be found in A! -Baghdadi's book'hadiyyat al-Arifin' 
where he confirmed the author's authorship of the Manuscript. And so did Umar Rida 
Kahhalah in his book Mu'jam al-Mu'allifin'390 
Indirect evidence can be deduced from the various historical descriptions of the 
author's era provided by various books of history. Such descriptions are in close 
agreement with the historical events pertaining to the author's era , 
detailed in the 
Manuscript, in particular details related to Ahl Al-Dhimmah and to the Nluhtasib and 
detailed description of some aspects of people's life in Egypt where the author was 
born and live a good part of his life. 
390 AI-13aghdadi. Nadi º}- it al-Arifin. p. 740. Umar R. Kahhala. Ilujarn ? I-. 11u '. llitin. li. 46 3 
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3.5. Distinctions of the book "al-Lu'lu' al Manthür... " and its weaknesses: 
First: Distinctions of the book "al-Lu'lu' al-Maat ür... ": 
The book "al-Lu'lu' al-Manttnrr... " has many blessed distinctions, however we shall 
present the most prominent: 
The author merged the style of admonition and advice with presentation of scientific 
evidence. 
It revealed the close nature of the relationship in the Islamic society between the ruler 
and his people, the prevailing atmosphere of liberty, acceptance of the opposite view 
represented by criticism of the ruler, to the point that books were written about this, 
even if using an indirect approach. 
It revealed how religious scholars were well versed in the affairs of their time through 
observation, and that they keenly followed general events and the policies of the 
rulers, emphasising those acts that were acceptable in the Shar7 äh, while repudiating 
those that were contrary to the Shari'ah, and never acquiescing to them. 
It showed and clarified how the religion of Islam was not one that was isolated in the 
mosque, with no relationship to the affairs of governance or the ruled, rather as a 
religion that took care of both religious and worldly interests; regulating the 
relationship between The Creator and His creatures, and the relationship between His 
creatures amongst themselves. 
The absorbing nature of the book, in that it does not induce boredom while reading it. 
due to the attractive style and variety in presentation followed by al-Samhüdi. This 
manifested in the religious Islamic rulings tightly intertwined with stories and moral 
of some incidents from reality. This leaves the reader unable to pigeonhole the book, 
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whether it was a book of stories and morals. or that of religious rulings, or a book of 
history and events. 
No doubt, human endeavour however its level of precision and power, must alwa\ s 
bear fault and weakness. This is evidence of its humanity given that Allah. Most 
Exalted, had ordained that human nature would be distinguished by the inclination to 
error, misunderstanding, and forgetfulness. 
Second: Failings of the book "a1-Lu'lu' al-Mart ur... ": 
During our work on al-Samhüdi's book, we noted some issues that we feel it iý 
important to draw attention to, among these: 
The author does not mention the sources of his stories and poetry presented in his 
work in addition to some Hadiths, which I could not find in the book of al-Siuv 6ti, 
which the author referred to as his source at the beginning of the book. This made 
finding these Hadths fraught with difficulty. 
He neglected to mention that some Sharl'ah (juristic) rulings were open to differing 
opinion and dispute among scholars, e. g. the issues relating to Ahl al-Dhimmah. 
His presentation of the issue (religion is subservient to the intellect), is contrary to the 
opinion held by the majority of scholars. Furthermore, it is a complex issue that 
required detailed treatment, which he did not provide. 
Inconsistency among chapters and sections of the book in terms of number of pages 
and presentation of topics. 
His frequent citation of weak Nadith. s'. especially relating to the intellect and others. 
The inclusion by the book's compiler of talismans and alleged protective invocations 
that were not authentically established as being, part of the . S'unnah. This is well- 
known to be forbidden, since these may contain what is not permissible by I'lam. 
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Chapter Four 
This chapter discusses the three components upon which the Science of 
kings and rulers Preach stands. These are (advice, rulers and scholars). 
The relationship between them will be exposed, the important 
characteristics among them and the prominent specification" of every 
element thereof. Also, this chapter includes a critical stud`, for the 
important subjects raised by the writer in his manuscript. 
4.1 Advice to Monarchs 
4.1.1. Introduction: 
Reviewing A1-Samhüdi s book, and its contents of; Share 'ali-based advice, etiquettes 
and manners, and advice to the Sultan, organised into chapters and sections that 
present topics in a graded way, making it easy for the ruler to absorb and understand, 
it becomes clear that there are three main specific aspects to A1-Samhüdi's book. We 
shall shed light on these, by providing the wider Islamic viewpoint, in order to add 
value to the study of this work. These aspects are: 
" Naslhah (advice) and its nature; 
" The ruler receiving advice and the nature of his position, as well as his rights and 
duties; 
" The scholar who tenders this advice and his methodology in doing that. 
These three aspects are the main axes attended to by all those scholars who preceded 
and followed A1-Samhüdi in authoring books admonishing monarchs, and hence the 
reason for this research. 
4.1.2. Definition of Naslhah (advice) 
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4.1.2.1. Nasihah in the Arabic language: is freedom from impurities; it is said 
something or someone is Näslh or Nasüh, if free of defect. Anything which becomes 
free of defect is termed as "nasuha. "Someone "nasaha" to someone else in speech, if 
he renders the speech faithfully, and is the opposite of falsehood. 391 It is said that a 
person is Ndslh at heart, i. e. his heart does not contain falsehood. Moreover, it is said 
Nasaha al-thawba, i. e. he mended the garment. 392 Likewise, Tai{bah . \asuh, mean 
truthful repentance; 393 it is as though sin rips religion, and repentance mends it. 3`'4 
4.1.2.2. Naslbab in the terminological sense: it is a word generally expressed by a 
phrase: intending good for the person addressed by the advice, and is the care from 
the heart for the individual being advised, whoever he is. 
Nasihah is of two types: obligatory or voluntary. Obligatory Nasihah is the extreme 
care taken by the tenderer of advice in following the love of Alläh in discharging what 
He has made obligatory, and avoiding His prohibitions. As for the voluntary 
it is choosing the love of Allah over his love for himself. Where he has a choice, 
either choosing something for himself, or for Allah; he chooses what is for Allah and 
postpones what is for himself. 
395 
As for the meaning of tendering advice to rulers from the terminological perspective, 
it is to help them in what they have been given to do, reviving their flagging attention, 
tilling the vacuum of their shortcomings, uniting the hearts of people around them, 
I') I Ibn Nlanziir, Lisän al-'Arab, Vol. 2, p. 650. 
19' : 1I-: \rhari, I 1u'jam Tahdhib al-Lughah. Vol. 4. p. 35S2. 
393 AI-Javvhar 
, al-Sihäh, 
Vol. 3. p. 359. 
394 Ibn I lajar, Fath a]-Bari fi Sharh al-Bukhän, Vol. 1. p. 197. 
395 Ibn Rajab al-Hanhali. Jäini' al-'Ulüm ova al-Hikam, p. 105. 
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while the greatest of advice to them is to prevent them from injustice in the best 
Way 
396 
4.1.3. Meanings of Nasihah in Qur' än: 
a. Guidance: as in the Qur' änic verses: 
9 (The council are conspiring to kill you, so leave! I am someone is h() bange you 
good advice, )397 and 
" (My counsel will not benefit you, for all my desire to counsel voll j398 i. e. my 
guidance will not benefit you. 
b. Fidelity: as in: 
" (... nor against those who find nothing to spend provided they are true to Allah 
and His Messenger, } 399 the word "Nasalnü" meaning being true. 
c. Love: as in the verse { They . said our father! What 1.,; wrong with _i 
, ou that º -()ti 
refuse to trust us with Ysuf, when in truth we love him (. ý'ýsrhün: ) } ý0° the word 
"Ni. -OO " here means to love. 
d. Preservation: as in the verse { ... shall 
I show you a household who will feed him for 
i'ou and be good to him? (Näslhün, ) 1 401 i. e. preserve him. 
e. Invitation to Allah: as in the verse { transmitting my Lords Message to you, and 
giving you good counsel (N slhun lakum), and I know from . 411äh what you 
do not 
396 Ibn Najjar, Fath al-Bari, Vol. 1, p. 198. 
397 Al-Qasas : 20. 
398 Md : 34. 
399 A1-Tawbah: 91. 
400 Yüsuf 11. 
401 Al-Qasa 12. 
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know, }412 i. e. I am for you a caller to Allah . 
403 This in relation to the meaning of 
Naslhah in Qur'an, as for the Sunnah, we shall discuss this during the explanation of 
Hadiths relating to Naslhah. 
4.1.4. Distinguishing between Naslbab and otherwise: 
4.1.4.1. Distinction between tendering Nasshab, censuring, or shaming: 
Censuring can be one of the means of tendering advice, but two things distinguish 
both; intention and outcome. The intention behind tendering advice is an act of good 
emanating from compassion and mercy, solely for the sake of Allah and doing good 
towards His creation. 
As for censure, the intention behind it is humiliation packaged as tendering advice, 
this is a difference in terms of intention. As for outcome, this differs also, whereby the 
person tendering advice does not antagonise nor acquire the enmity of the person 
advised, especially if he adheres to its etiquettes, while the outcome from censure is 
enmity because it was ill-intentioned . 
404 
Al-Fudayl ibn 'Iyäd said: "the believer covers up and advises, while the transgressor 
discredits and shames. "405 
As for the difference between tendering advice and shaming, the scholars have 
concerned themselves with distinguishing between Nasmah and humiliation to the 
point that ibn Rajab al-Hanbali wrote a famous book entitled "al-Farq bavn a1- 
Naslhah wa al-Ta ylr'' [the difference between Nasihah and shaming]. In his book, he 
402 : Al-A'raf 6-1. 
403 Abd: \IIäh Abd al-Rahmän, Munäsahat al-Hukkäm Fighuhä «'a Tafa'iquhä . pp. 
l2-l 3. 
404 Ibn al-Qavviili. al-Rüh, pp. 232-2-13. 
40S Ihn Rajab al-I Ianbali. Jämi' al-Ulüm eta al-Hikam, p. 107. 
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stressed that mentioning a person with those things that he hates is prohibited. when 
the intention is merely to denigrate and humiliate. However, if there was public good 
for Muslims, and the intention was to ensure the public interest, then it is not 
prohibited, rather recommended . 
406 
4.1.4.2. Distinction between Naslbah and Gbibab (backbiting): 
Naturally, in tendering advice, i. e. performing Naslhah, sometimes it is essential to 
mention the defects, and that which is to be avoided. Allah has prohibited (backbiting) 
in the Ayah { ... and 
do not backbite one another. 1 407 However, the difference between 
Ghlbah and Naslhah lies in the intention. In backbiting, the intention is to malign, 
humiliate, and denigrate-nothing else, while in tendering , vasihah the intention is to 
warn and guide. 408 
The important difference between them is that Naslfiah is addressed to the person 
directly, while backbiting is not done in his presence, but that of his detractors-in 
addition to the difference in intention. 
The scholars have been unanimous in the prohibition of backbiting, based on the 
Hadith, which clarified the meaning of Ghibah. The Messenger. peace be upon him 
said: 
"Do you know what Gh bah is? They said: Allah and His Messenger know 
best. He said: mention of your brother with what he hates. They said: what if 
what we say is true of him? He said: if what you say is true of him, then you 
406 Ihn a)-Qav, v-im, al-Rüh, p. 216. 
407: 11-Hujurät 12. 
408 Ibn Rajab al-Hanbali. al-Farq bayn al-tiasiI ah wa al-Ta'yir. p. '. 
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have practised Ghrhah, and if not then you have slandered him. "4O9 
A1-Nawawi said: "Ghibah is mentioning someone with those things that he hates, 
whether in describing his person, religion, life, physique, manners, wealth, children, 
wife, servant, garments, movement, body language, or other things relating to him, 
whether in word, sign, or signal . 
410 Al-Nawawi mentioned the types of Ghlbah not 
exhaustively, rather by example, and lingered long in mentioning its types due to the 
wickedness of backbiting in all its forms. 
Ghlbah is one of the most deadly social diseases, which may bring discord and 
destruction to society due to the spread of hatred and envy among members of the 
community; dispute and conflict will become rife among people. There are those who 
present Ghfbah as other than what it really is, in order to provide justification for this 
evildoing. Ibn Taymiyah states: 
"among them are those who package Ghibah in different ways; sometimes in 
the guise of religion and righteousness, saying: it is not my habit to mention 
anyone except with good, and I do not like Gbibah or lying, but I will tell you 
about that person. He starts by saying, by Allah, the poor thing, and begins his 
Gb/bah. Others perform it disguised as anger, and rejecting evil, whilst his 
intention is the opposite of appearances. "a" 
We may say that the scholars have allowed Ghlbah in specific cases: 
409 Narrated by Muslim, book of meritorious acts, relations, and etiquettes, chapter of prohibition of 
backbiting, No 4690. 
410 A1-Nawawi, al-Adhkär, p. 288 
411 Ibn Taymiyah, Majmü'al-Fatäwä, Vol. 28, pp. 237-238. 
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a. Complaint and seeking redress: it is permissible for the person unjustly treated to 
raise his complaint to the Sultan. Judge, or other competent person capable of 
rendering justice. He may say such person has treated me unjustly, or did such a deed. 
b. Seeking help in changing evil: restoring the sinner to the correct path. and 
informing the person best equipped to do that: so and so is doing such a deed, s 
forbid him, etc. 
c. Requesting Fatwa: by informing the Mufti that so-and-so has treated me unjustly in 
such and such a way. This is allowed due to the need, based on the Hadith of Hind 
Um Mu`äwiyah when she said to the Messenger of Alläh: Abü Sufvdn is a miserly 
man, is it sinful for me to take from his money secretly, he said: "Take yourself and 
your children what is sufficient for you with parity. "412 
d. Warning Muslims of evil: on a number of fronts, among them al-Jarh w'a al-Ta'dil 
[the science of verifying the integrity of Hadith narrators] applied to narrators. 
witnesses, and authors. This is allowed in the unanimous opinion of scholars, more so 
it is a duty to protect the Shari'ah. For example. if you witness someone buying 
damaged goods, a thief, fornicator, someone drinking of alcohol, etc, then you remind 
them of that wrongdoing in order to render advice. In addition, if you see a student of 
knowledge taking knowledge from a transgressor, or innovator, and feared harm then 
you niust render advice, and explain the problem with those persons. 
e. Among the cases where Ghlbah is permissible, is when the individual concerned is 
a ti iy and sins publicly. then his public sins may be mentioned. but no more. 
412 A1-Bukhäri, Book of Selling, Chapter of one who administers lands according, to their custom. 
No. 
Cos()). 
ISO 
f. Identification: for the purposes of identifying a particular person through a specific 
description, for example. if the person is short, blind, or limps, then it is permissible to 
say the short, blind, or limping individual. However, it is prohibited to sav this in 
order to denigrate, and if there are other ways of identification then they should be 
employed. 413 
These six points have been collected in verses of poetry: 
Mention of shortcoming is not Ghibah in six seeker of redress. identifying. 
and warning public sinner, requestor of Fatwä. and supplicant of help to 
remove evil414 
4.1.4.3. Distinction between Nasibah, and commanding good and prohibiting evil: 
Naslhafi and ärnr bi al-ma thf wa nahy an al-munkar (commanding good and 
prohibiting evil) are two means of instituting right and banishing evil. They are two 
tools of Da `wah that are related both generally and specifically. Naslhah is more gern 
-mir b/l Ma 'ru-f wa Nahy an al-Munkar, since this enters under the heading of 
Naslhah. Hence, Naslhah is all-inclusive, whereby every 'amr bi al-ma nrf wa nah -v 
`an al-munkar is Nasihah. but not all Nasihah is 'amf bi al-ma 'rüf wa nahy `an al- 
inunkar. This is because commanding good is only incumbent upon the Muslim in 
those obligatory matters, and forbidding evil is incumbent in matters where the 
Muslim must desist from what is haräm. am bi al-ma nhf wa nahy `an al-inunkar 
applies only to religiously instituted obligations in actions or abstentions. i. e. acts that 
413 A1-Nawawi, Sharh Sahih Muslim. Chapter: Prohibition of Ghibah. Vol. 16. p. 192. 
414 : \I-Safarini, Ghidhä' al-: \lbäb fi Sharh Manzümat al-'Adab, (1/85) 
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must be performed or ones that must be avoided415. Moreover. amr bi al-ma nuf i a3 
nah _v 
`an al-munkar is exclusive to those matters that the scholars have agreed are 
obligatory or prohibited. As for disputed matters, then there is no command or 
prohibition, i. e. what the scholars have disagreed upon in terms of command or 
prohibition does not enter into the sphere of 'amr bi al-ma nrf wa niih v an al- 
munkar. 4 16 However. it is a required condition that the disagreement be credible, and 
not far-fetched. Moreover, the person disagreeing must not be in agreement on the 
Share äh ruling with the other party, such that if that is the case, then it is permissible 
to admonish them on the premise that they share the same opinion. 4t7 . ýs 
for X slhah, 
it enters into amr bi al-ma'nrf wa nahy an al-munkarin relation to the duty. and the 
Prohibition, in the same way what is recommended, allowed, and disliked, which do 
not enter into the arena of 'amr bi al-ma iüf wa naht' an al-munkar. In this way, 
Naslhah is the more comprehensive and wider, because it is permissible in all five 
categories of ruling; where the issue relates to obligation, recommendation, 
permission, disliked, and prohibition. 
4.1.5. The importance of Naslbalr. 
Naslhah is the main cause for reinforcing the ties of affection between people, and 
that they continue on the Right Path of Islam. It is one of the necessities of social 
contact between people, and any nation that does not render mutual advice, or any 
society that does not do so, falls prey to social diseases. This is because the human 
415 AI-Dirdir, al-Shark al-Saghir `ala Aqrab al-Masälik. Vol. 2. p. 273 
116 Al-Niäwardi, al-Ahkdm al-Sultaniv, v ah, p. 315. 
417 'Abd , Allzh al-Zubayr. htunäsahat al-Hukkäm 
Fighuhä wva "I'arä'iquhä . p. 22. 
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being is a social being by nature, susceptible to error, and forgetfulness, and so needs 
someone to remind, guide, and advise. 
Previously, we mentioned the importance of Naslhah in Qur'an, and its specific 
Shan'ah usage in the Qur'änic context. As for the Sunnah, the meaning of k 
mentioned in a great Hadth, which it has been said represents one quarter of the 
religion, and that it is one of those Hadths around which Flgh revolves. 4 18 This is the 
Hadth of the Messenger, peace be upon him: The religion is AVslhah'repeat ing it 
three times. We said to whom Messenger of Allah? He said: Allah, His Book, His 
Messenger, the rulers of Muslims, and the common people. "419 This is a great Hadith, 
which makes all the religion, centre on advice. This Hadth explained the types of 
Naslhah, which shall be discussed later. 
There are other Hadlths, for example that are cited in the Sap h. s [Collections of 
authentic Hadlthsjof al-Bukhäri and Muslim, where Jar r ibn Abd Allah said: "I made 
a pledge to the Prophet, peace be upon him, to establish Saläh, pay Zakäh, and render 
Nlsili ah to every Muslim. '420 The Messenger, peace be upon him. said: "the rights of 
the Muslim over the Muslim are six, among them if he seeks your advice then render 
it to trim. "4 21 
These two Hadths are specific to tendering advice to Muslims generally, while there 
are other Hadths that are specific to directing advice to those in authority and rulers. 
The Messenger, peace be upon him, said: 
418 Ihn Rajab al-Hanbalº, Jämi' al-'U1üm wa al-Hikam, p. 102. 
419 Muslim, Book of Iman, Chapter: Religion is Nasihah. No. 82. 
4. O Al-Bukhäri, Kitäb al-Iman. Bäb al-Din al-Nasihah, No. 55 
421 Muslim, Book of fman, Kitäb al-Salam, Bäb Miin Haqq al-Muslim. No. 4023. 
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"Allah accepts three for you: He accepts that you worship Him, and associate 
no partners with Him, that you all hold onto the rope of Allah and not be 
disunited, and that you render Nasshab to those whom Allah has given 
authority in your affairs. "422 
He, peace be upon him, also said: "Three things that the heart of the Muslim cannot 
withhold: pure intention in working for the sake of Allah, tendering advice to the 
leaders of Muslims, and adhering to the Jama'at [community] of Muslims. "423 
He, peace be upon him, said: "No slave of Allah given subjects to attend to by Allah, 
and did not encompass them with Naslhah, then he shall not find the fragrance of 
paradise. "424 
The foregoing were prophetic Hadths that explained the importance and merit of 
Naslhah. 
4.1.6. Types ofNasrhah 
As for the types of Nasihah, the first Hadth dealt with its types, listing them in a 
graded manner. I shall present the definition of each type briefly, with the exception 
of Nasihah to rulers since it is the topic of this research. 
a. Nasshab for Allah: it is believing in His Oneness, and describing him with the 
fitting attributes of Perfection and Majesty, rejecting in His description all those 
attributes that are the opposite, avoiding disobedience of Him, abiding by His 
obedience, love for His sake, hate for His sake, practising repentance and seeking 
422 Mentioned by: Ibn Rajab al-Hanbali, Jämi' al-`Ulan wa al-Hikam, p. 103. 
423 Narrated by: ibn Mäjah, Kitäb al-Muqaddimah, Bab man Balaagh `ilman , No. 
226. with authentic 
chain of narration, as in al-Silsila al-Sahihah (403). 
424 A1-Bukhäri, Kitäb al-Ahkäm, Bäb man ustir'iya Ra`iyyatan , No. 6617. 
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forgiveness. 
b. Nasihah for His Book: i. e. believing that it is the words of Alläh, elevated far 
above all other books. Practising what it contains of rulings. reflecting upon its 
meanings and advice, taking heed of its warning, and fulfilling the obligations of 
learning and memorising its text. 
c. Nasihah for His Messenger: peace and blessing of Allah upon him, is by 
respecting him, observing proper behaviour towards him, striving to obey him. 
adhering to his Sunnah, adopting his manners and etiquettes, and love for hi,, -. 
family and Companions. 
d. Nasl-hah for the common Muslims: by guiding them to what is in their interest. 
teaching them the affairs of their religion and life. covering their shortcomings, 
defending them and their reputations. and to love for them what he loves for 
himself. '- 
4.1.7. The importance of tendering advice to rulers: 
By nature, rule is testing, where the person may succumb the base behaviour of 
haughtiness, and considering himself above others. Reading the history of rulers, 
sultans and monarchs, one learns that rule has an allure that causes a person to forget 
the objectives of ruling, except those fortunate ones saved by the mercy of : \Iläh. In 
ruling, the ruler may see himself as commanding what he wishes, prohibiting what he 
wishes, and is conscious of his high rank and status. His command is executed 
without question, and his rulings implemented without fail, the ruler will find that 
people compete to come close to him in all manner of vý, avs: 
they compliment 1 im. 
describe him with things that are not true, only to please hing; in cases, this 
leads toi 
422 Ibn Rajab al-IJanbali. Jämi' al-'Ulüm wa al-Hikam. p. 106. 
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the development of a tyrannical and oppressive attitude. Especially, when he feels that 
he does not need the people, while the people need him. Allah says f, % o Indeed. Truly 
man is unbridled, seeing himself as self-sufficient. } This may also lead to 
haughtiness and dictatorial attitude. as mentioned in the Qur'änic verse [Ad i ere 
arrogant in the land, without any right, saying, "Who has greater strength than u., ''" 
Did they not see that Allah, who created them, had greater strength than hem. " But 
they renounced Our Signs. } 427 
Therefore, Islam came to protect government and the ruler from this trial, and 
commanded the subjects to direct Nasihah to the ruler in order to protect him from the 
testing nature of rule. The Messenger, peace be upon him, said: 
"Alläh accepts three for you: He accepts that you worship Him, and associate 
no partners with Him, that you all hold onto the rope of Allah and not be 
disunited, and that you render Naslhah to those whom Allah has given 
authority in your affairs. A28 
The Messenger, peace be upon him, warned Muslims from not rendering advice to 
their rulers, especially when they go astray. He said to ibn 'Umar: "If you see my 
nation in fear of the oppressor, and not saying to him you are an oppressor, then they 
420 : \1-': \1aq: 6-7. 
427 Fu. silat: IS. 
428 Mentioned by Ibn Rajab a1-I1anbali, Joni' al-Thlin «va al-1. iikam. p. 103. 
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are a lost cause. "429 
The Prophet, peace be upon him, explained that tendering advice to the unjust and 
oppressive ruler is the highest form of hhäd. He said: The best hhäd a just word in 
the presence of an unjust Sultan or Emir. , 
430 
Al-Mdwardi says: Kings are the most worthy people to be regaled ww ith advice, 
because in their good there is good for their subjects, and in their corruption. 
corruption of their subjects. 
432 
Shari 'ah scholars paid great attention to advise rendered to kings and sultans for a 
number of reasons: 
a. Rulers are the busiest people, and carry the greatest burden of responsibility, while 
being most remote in handling affairs personally, as well as observing their subjects 
with their own eyes, and always seek out persons to carry these responsibilities on 
their behalf. 
b. Rulers are usually the most remote from sitting with scholars, attending meetings of 
admonition and encouraging ascetism, and mixing with Jurists, who sharpen intellect 
and open the eyes. 
c. They are the furthest people in benefiting from reminder, or following admonition, 
421) Narrated by. Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Kitdb Musnad al-Mukthinn inin al-Sahäbah, No. 6234: with 
\\cak chain of narration according to al-Albani in: Silsilat a1-AHadith al-Da'ifah wa al Mawdü'ah. Vol. 
2. No. 45. 
430 Narrated hv: Abu Däwüd, Kitäb al-Malahim, Bab al-' Asir «al Nahv. No. 3781; with authentic 
chain of narration according to al-Albani in: Silsilat al-AHadith al-Sahihah. No. 491. 
431 AN al-liasan Ali ibn Muhammad ihn Habib, famously known as al-N1äwardi al-Bari. the 
Shäfi'i 
jurist, died 45O, \H. ti«: «'afivät al-A'v1n, Vol. 2, p. 444. 
4 32 A! -M3wardL Nasihat al-hiulük, p. 17. 
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which leads to harshness of the heart. 
d. Rulers are surrounded by ministers, aides, courtiers, and friends who tell them only 
what they wish to hear, in harmony with their opinions and ideas, in order to curry 
more favour with them. 433 
e. Rulers are among those who are most fearful of enemies and competitors, which 
drives them to employ people as filters coming between them and the common 
people. This results in complainants not being able to petition them directly. The 
Messenger, peace be upon him, said: "Whoever is given authority in a matter 
concerning Muslims by Allah, and he placed courtiers between him and their 
needs, company, and poverty, then Allah Most High the Exalted will not attend 
his need, company, and poverty. "4 , 434 
4.1.8. Ruling on Naslbalr. 
Na. sslhah takes its Shy äh ruling according to circumstances: 
a. First case: Naslhah is requested from qualified and competent people. This request 
is termed (lstinsäh) and the petitioner called (Mustanslh). 
b. Second case: Naslhah is tendered after request, and the person tendering it is called 
(Mustansali), i. e. the person being asked to provide advice. 
c. Third case: Naslhah is tendered without request for it, on the initiative of the person 
called (Asih). 
h fence, the three circumstances are: 
o Alustansih, i. e. requestor of Nasihali. 
433 Ibid, p. 19-20. 
434 Narrated by: Abu Dä«vd, Kitäb al-Kharäj, Bab fi mä Yalzam al-Iinäm. No. 2559. with authentic 
chain of narration according to al-Albani in: Silsilat al-Ahadith al-Sahihah. 
No. 029. 
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o Mustansah, i. e. the person asked to provide Naslhah. 
o Nüslh, i. e. one who tenders Naslhah of his own volition without request. 
As for the Nüsih, who tenders advice on his own initiative ---the third case--- then 
Naslhah on his part is fand Klfa-yah, i. e. if it is done by someone endowed with the 
faculty of bringing about change for the better. wisdom and maturity then the duty is 
no longer burden on others, otherwise it remains an outstanding responsibility upon 
all. 
Therefore, it is obligatory on the Uminah generally to provide persons willing to 
tender advice, especially to rulers. If they do not, then they are all sinning, and are not 
clear, until this is the case. The Messenger, peace be upon him said that the very 
foundation of religion is Naslhah; establishing the religion is an obligatory duty, and 
anything required in the discharge and fulfilment of such duty, in itself becomes 
obligatory. 
This is confirmed by the statement of Jäbir ibn `Abd Alläh: "I gave a pledge to the 
Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him, to establish Saläh, pay Zakdh, and tender 
advice to every Muslim. "435 
Hence, Naslhah is lard Kl yah, if fulfilled by some then it is no longer an obligation 
on the rest. 436 Those who shouldered the burden were under no obligation to, except if 
three conditions are fulfilled: 
1. It' the person tendering advice knew that it would only be accepted from him 
personall\'. 
?. If he was secure in that no harm would come his way. 
43 5 AI-Bukhari, Kitäb al-Iman. Bäb al-Din al-Nasihah, No. 55. 
436 Al-Nava vr. Shark Sahih Muslim, Vol. 2. p. 39. 
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3. If he was certain that his Nasihah would not provoke a greater evil than if he were 
silent. 
Therefore, if the Nc ih was certain that his advice would not be accepted, feared for 
himself, or saw that his advice would provoke a greater evil than what he %vas 
advising against, then he is not obliged to tender it. al-Ghazäli among other things 
says: "if you are certain that advice will have no effect, and his personality is such that 
he will not desist, then silence is better. "437 
Ibn Batal is cited438 as saying: "Naslhah is obligatory within what is humanly 
possible, provided the Näsih knows that his advice will be accepted, and his 
command obeyed, and he is safe from harm. However, if he fears repercussions on 
himself, then he is under no obligation, and Alläh knows best. " 
As for the second case, where the person is requested to give advice, then it is an 
obligation upon them to do so, especially if he is endowed with good knowledge and 
taculty of expression. Allah says: { ... who could 
do greater wrong than someone who 
hides the proofs he has been given by Allah? ) 41`', and the statement of the Messenger. 
peace be upon him: "Whoever is asked of his knowledge, and withheld it then he will 
have a gag of fire covering his mouth on the Day of Judgement. " 440 
The Messenger, peace be upon him stated: "The rights of the Muslim upon the 
Muslim are six, among them if he seeks your advice then render it. "4'1 
437 : 11-Ghazali, IhyJi' `Ulüm al-Din, Volume 2, p. 183. 
4 18 : 11-Nawawi, Sharh Sahih Muslim, Vol.?. p. 39. 
339: \I-Baqarah 140. 
440 Narrated by: Abü Dawüd, Kitäb al-'Ilnl, Bab Kardhiyat man'al-'Ilm, No. 3173: with authentic 
chain of narration according to al-Albani on: Mishkät al-Niasäblh. p. 223.224 
441 Muslim, Kitäb min Haqq al-Muslim 'ala al-Muslim radd al-Salam. No. 2162. 
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If the ruling on Nasihah is that it is one of the rights of common people. then it is 
more pressing in the case where the ruler requests it. Whoever withhold,, his advice 
from the Sultan, his illness from doctors, and his worries from his friends, then he has 
betrayed. ` 42 
As for the first case, al-Mustansih, i. e. one seeking advice, the ruling on it varies 
according to the state of the person. If he is one of the common people then seeking 
advice is recommended, because it is best for him to seek advice and coun,, el, where 
this would lead to an improvement in his situation. The Messenger. peace be upon 
him said: "No one is happy with his opinion, nor let down by consultation. "443 
However, if the person requesting advice is in authority, then in this case it is a 
religious obligation, since Allah says { ... consult with there about the matter.... 
)-"4 
Naslhah is a request for guidance and advice, and the ruler is different from the 
common people in requesting advice. The common people find improvement on the 
personal level due to the Nasihah. while improvement in the ruler has far reaching 
consequences in greater good for the public, and improvement in their state and his as 
well. 
Said Hawwä says: if the Emir does not make the righteous people feel at ease, and 
that there advice is valuable in serving the Shar7 'ah, and maintaining order. then he 
will only find hypocrisy and sycophants, which is wide corruption. In addition, the 
silence of the Emir in requesting advice is an invitation to corruption of both the elite 
442 A1-Mäwardi, Nasihat al-Mulük , p. 44. 
443 AI-Mäwardi, al-J rni' al-Saghir , 
Vol. 2. p. 21. 
444 : \I-'Imrän 159. 
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and the public. 445 
`Umar ibn al-Khattdb said: "0' people, our right over you is to give us advice. and 
help us in doing good. "446 
`Ali Abü Tälib said: "You must give mutual advice and co-operate on that. No one. 
however high his ranking in religion, and leadership in serving the truth. i,, above 
being helped in carrying the burden of truth placed upon him by Allah. "447 
In this way, the rightly guided Khahfahs illustrated the meaning of Aa, -Slhah. and its 
obligation on the ruler. It is clear from the presentation of these three cases; , \ýi "ih, 
Mustansah, and Mustanslh, that Naslhah is vitally important, and is either: obligatory 
for rulers, recommended, or a public religious obligation upon everyone. 
Since requesting advice is an obligation upon rulers, they must have a genuine 
concern for this issue, manifested in: appointment of advisers who undertake the 
discharge of Naslhah. It is an intrinsic duty of rulers and among the priorities, to 
appoint those with whom they share responsibility of making decisions. This was 
emphasised by al-Mäwardi in his book, "al-Ahküln al-Sulpfliv 'ah"; the ruler must 
appoint advisors. 448 
`Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz did so, by appointing advisers and consultants throughout 
the Muslim lands In a letter to one of them he said: do not undertake anv matter 
concerning the Muslims except properly by rendering good advice to them. 
449 Those 
requested to give advice must possess certain qualities, among which are wisdom, and 
445 Sa1d Ha« wci. Fusül fi al-Imrah eta al-: emir, p. 68. 
446 AN l'iüsuf, al-Kharäj, p. 13. 
447 Ibid., p. 15. 
448 AI-N1ýiwardi, al-Ahkäm al-Sultänivvah . p. 
18. 
449 Ibn Kathir, al-Bidävah wa al-Nihäyah. Vol. 9, p. 118. 
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intelligence, such that they are able to best judge when to proceed, and when not to, 
especially in those situations were advice may be for or against you. Among those 
qualities also, perfect intellect, and long experience. Variety and long experience 
moulds the mind. Luqman the Wise said to his son: "seek the advice of the 
experienced, because he gives you of his opinion what has cost him much, while you 
take it for free. "450 
The one who seeks the help of those endowed with intellect succeeds in achieving his 
hoped-for objective. This is endorsed by the Hadtlr "Seek guidance from the Wise 
and you will be guided, and disobey not, otherwise you will rue the day. " I ýI 
Therefore, the person seeking advice must look for the wise and experienced person 
whose personality has been forged by life's experiences. The author of "Badl i' al-Silk 
9 TaI ' al-Mull' warns of seeking advice of two types of individual: a self 
conceited youth with little experience, or an old man where time has taken its toll on 
his mind as much as it has on his body . 
452 Among the matters that the Muslim ruler 
must be concerned about in seeking advice, is that it should be frone one endowed 
with religion, piety, and fear of Allah. 
'Umar said: "In your affairs, seek the counsel of one who fears Alläh. "451 
4.2. Rulers 
4.2.1. The Share 'ah ruling on appointing the ruler 
Khi1fI h, Irnanjah, and Imärah are Arabic terms expressing the same meaning. which 
450 A1-Miwardi, : \dab al-Dunyz wa al-Din, pp. 291-292. 
451 . \l-Siuyiiti, al-Jämi' al-Saghir , p. 
36, Judged weak. 
452 'abd Allah ibn al-Azraq, Badäi' al-Silk fi Tabäi' al-hulk, 1/309. 
453 Ibid. 
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is: leading and presiding over the Islamic government that combines the interests both 
of religion and worldly affairs , 
454 as defined by Shaykh Muhammad Rashid Ridd. 
It was defined by Ibn Khuldün in the statement: "... carrying everyone in the 
observance of Sharl'ah rules in matters of this life and the Hereafter. "', 
It was defined by al-Mäwardi in the statement: The Imdmah is established as 
successor of the Prophet hood to guard the religion and rule over worldly affairs. 4'6 
The majority of scholars, as well as the unanimity of the Companions, and the 
generation that followed them hold that the appointment of the Khallfah is a religious 
obligation. 457 The appointment of the Imäm is a duty, which has been defined in the 
Sharl'ah, as evidenced by the unanimity of the Companions and the Täbi Wn (the 
generation that followed the Companions). Moreover, the Companions of the 
Messenger, peace be upon him, when he passed away were quick to pledge their 
allegiance to Abü Bakr, and submit their affairs to his administration. This continued 
in every generation after that, whereby people were never left to their own devices. 
rudderless, at any time. Hence, this has been established as a matter of unanimity 
proving the religious obligation of appointing the Imäm. 
4ss 
Furthermore, 
454 Shavkh Muhammad Rashid Ridä. Al-Khilafäh, p. 17. 
455 Ibn Khuldün, al-Ntugaddimah, p. 131. 
456 Al-hlawardi, al-Abkam a1-Sult5niyyah. p. 5. 
457 Ibn Ham al-Zahirn, al-Fasl fial-Milal wa al-Nihal, 1/451. 
458 Ibn Khuldün, al-Mugaddimah, p. 131. 
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"authority over people's affairs is one of the highest duties of the religion. 
Rather, religion cannot be established without it. The interests of human 
beings cannot be secured except by unity, due to their mutual need for one 
another, and such community requires a head to lead it. , 459 
Ahmad ibn Hanbali, says: "People must have a ruler; should their rights be lost" I- 
4.2.2. The importance and vital nature of the 'Irnämah in Islam 
The 'Imam in the Ummah is in reality the successor of the Messenger, peace be upon 
him, in establishing the religion. Therefore, those who succeeded the Messenger, 
peace be upon him, were called Khulafä ' [sing. Khallfah] i. e. successors-in 
establishing the religion on earth, and so obedience to them is obligatory. 
The Messenger, peace be upon him said: "He who obeys me has obeyed Allah, and he 
who disobeys me has disobeyed Allah. He who obeys my Emir. has obeyed me, and 
he who has disobeyed my Emir has disobeyed me. , 461 
The Messenger, peace be upon him made it an obligation to choose a leader while 
travelling even for a short distance. In so doing, he underscored the importance that 
every people must have a leader or elder. He said: "if there are three of you travelling, 
then choose one of you to lead; he is an Emir given authority by the Messenger of 
Allah, peace be upon him. "462 
459 Ihn Tav mivy ah, al-Sivasah al-Shar'iv}'ah, p. 81. 
460 Ibn Qudämah, al-Mughni, 9/34. 
461 Cited by: al-Bukhäri, Kitäb al-Ahkäm, 9/77; Muslim. Kitäb al-Jihäd. Bäh yugätilu min waräi' al- 
Imärn wti a yugätilu bih, 4/60. 
462 Narrated hv: a1-Bazzär, as in Majma' al-ZaNvä'id, Kitäb al-Jihäd. Bäb al-. emir 
fi al-Safar. 5/255. 
He said: its narrators are trustworthy. 
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He said: "if there are three of you travelling, then choose one of you to lead. "463 
He said: "it is not permissible for three persons to travel through uninhabited territory, 
without choosing one of them to lead. "464 
'Imärah or leadership is a merit given by Allah to whoever has been chosen to carry 
it. The Prophet, peace be upon him, said: 
"a section of my 'Ummah continue to struggle for the truth, victorious until 
the day of judgement... He said: Isä ibn Maryam will descend, and their leader 
will say: come, lead us in prayer. He will answer: no, you are one to other 
leaders, as a favour from Allah to this -UMMah. "465 
Due to its vital and crucial importance, the Messenger, peace be upon him. informed 
that whoever dies without having made a pledge of allegiance to the 'Imäm, dies in a 
state of Jäh llyyah [ignorance]: "He who dies without an bndm, has died a death in 
ignorance. "466 
Despite the importance of the position of 'Irrarm and his noble standing, on the Day of 
Judgement he shall be called to long and detailed account. Abü Hurayrah said that: 
the Messenger, peace be upon him said: "the leader of 10 shall be brought on the day 
463 Narrated by al-Tabaräni, as in Majma' al-Zawa'id. 5/256. He said: its narrators are trustworthy. 
464 Narrated by: Ahmad in his Musnad, 2/177. Its chain of narration is Hasan as stated by al-Haythami 
in Majma' al-Zawä'id, 5/232. 
465 Muslim, Kitäb al-Iman, Bab Nuzul `Isa ibn Maryam, 1/272. 
466 Narrated by Ahmad, Musnad, 4/96. The chain of narrators contains al-`Abbäs Ibn al-Nasan al- 
Qantarn, who al-Haythami in Majma' al-Zawä'id (5/225) stated was unknown, all others are 
trustworthy. 
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of judgement with his hands tied to his neck; truth shall be his salvation, or 
. perdition. , 
467 
4.2.3. Conditions to be fulfilled in the ruler 
4.2.3.1. Islam: 
This must be in order for him to safeguard the interests of Islam and Muslimen. hence 
the authority of the disbeliever over the Muslim is disallowed: Allah say's: (Allah will 
not grant the disbelievers the upper hand over the belie vets in an 
_v 
u{ aj -. } 46 
This is a position where scholars are unanimous that the Imämah cannot be granted to 
a non-Muslim, and that if he [the Muslim Imam] discards Islam afterwards, then he is 
removed: wherein, if he were to cease to pray, or command prayer, and if disbelief 
developed in him by way of introducing changes to the Share 'ah, or practising an 
innovation in religion, then he is considered unfit to rule, and obedience to him 
ceases, Muslims are now obliged to revolt against him, remove him, and replace him 
with a just ruler, insofar as they are able to. If this duty came down to a group, then 
they are obliged to remove the non-Muslim ruler, but not necessarily the innovator, 
unless they think they are capable of overcoming him. However. if certain that they 
are not capable, then they are no longer obliged to do so. 
469 
4.2.3.2. Responsibility 
This refers to sanity and being of age (above puberty). Therefore, the scholars are 
unanimous that a child or insane person cannot be appointed as 'Irmkim. This is 
467 Narrated by Ahmad. Musnad. 2/134. al-Havthami in Majma' al-Zawä'id (5/205) stated that the 
narrators were trustworthy 
468 A1-Nisi; ' : 141. 
40O Al-Nawa« i. Shard Sahif1 lýiuslim, 4/506. 
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because a child or insane person is under the guardianship of others, and are not 
independent-so how can be the given responsibility for the whole Ummah. 4 0 
In the Hadth narrated by 'Ahmad471, on the authority of 'Abbas al-Ghifärn. who 'said: 
"they heard the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him, fearing for his 'L innah ,, ix 
attributes: 
Having children in position of leadership, the use of policemen in excessive numbers. 
bribery in courts, breaking family ties, no value attached to the sanctity, ' of blood 
[human life], approaching Qur'än as one would approach music, whereby a person is 
invited to lead prayer by people even though he is not the most knowledgeable nor 
best among them, in order to sing it to them. " 
Ahmad also narrated, on the authority of Abü Hurayrah, who said: I heard the 
Messenger of Allah peace be upon him say: "Seek refuge in Allah from the beginning 
of the seventies [year 70 AH] and the appointment of child rulers . -47 of the seventies [year 70 AH] and the appointment of child rulers . 
All, said: the Messenger of Allah peace be upon him said: "The pen has been lifted 
(no responsibility apportioned) on the person sleeping until he wakes up, the child 
until it grows up, the insane until he regains sanity. "473 
The Irrximali is one of the highest posts of responsibility in Islam, and it is 
inconceivable that a child, or a insane person, both of whom are under no obligation 
470 A1-Ram1i, Mughni al-Muhtäj, 4/130. 
471 Narrated by: Ahmad in his Musnad, 3/494. Its narrators are men of Sahih as stated bý al-Hay thami 
in Majma' al-Zawi'id, 5/245. 
472 Narrated by:: \hmad in his Musnad, 2/ 326. Its chain of narration contains Abü Sälih a1-Khan` zi- 
Abü Zarah said: he is alright 
473 Narrated hv:: \hmad in his Musnad. 21 335. Sheikh Ahmad Shäkir said: Its chain of narration iti 
Sahih. 
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to perform Saläh , Hajj, or other religious obligations, are called upon to bear the 
responsibility of Imäm! Given that the child, or insane person have no legal 
responsibility over the own person or wealth. then how can they exercise authority 
over a whole people? 
4.2.3.3. Masculinity: 
This is based on the narration of Abü Bakrah al-Thaqafi from the Prophet, peace be 
upon him, when he heard that the Persians put the daughter of Khesru on the throne. 
he said: "No success shall be had by people who granted a woman authority over their 
affairs. 
A74 
"The majority of the scholars hold that a woman cannot sit as a judge or in high 
leadership. "175 
Objection was raised to this in some quarters on the grounds that the Hadth wa 
specific to the Persians, which is not so, since the fundamental rule is that the 
generality of the text supersedes the specificity of the reason, and in the Shari'ah 
commands, generality is the rule unless there is evidence of specificity; which is not 
the case here. 
A woman is less efficient than a man in administering state affairs in war and peace. 
The man is stronger in intellect, more robust mentally, fairer in perspective, stricter 
than a woman, and Alläh has given him overarching responsibility over the woman. 
as in the verse: { Men ha vve charge of women because Allah has preferred the one 
ahn i -e the other... ) 
476)477 
474 Al-Bukhäri, Kitäb al-Fitan, 917 and others. 
475 Ibn Ilajar. Fath al-Bari, 8/128. 
476: \1-Nisi' 34. 
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"The man has been preferred over women in a number of aspects, in relation to 
positions of state [ Wilayah] responsibility being exclusive to men, as well as in the 
area of Prophet hood and delivering the Divine Message. "478 
4.2.3.4. Ability: 
This refers to mental and physical ability. 
"As for ability, it is that he should be courageous in imposing Hudüd [Islamic 
penal code], and waging war, with expertise in that. He should be able to 
convince people of his cause, be knowledgeable of their classes, and state of 
cunning, as well as being strong in suffering the burdens of politics. This is 
required for him to properly undertake his duties of protecting the religion, 
performing Jihad against the enemy, establishing Islamic rules, and managing 
the public interest. "479 
Imam al-Juwaini480 said: 
"As for sight, there is no dispute among scholars in that it is a condition 
governing ability, since lack of it contradicts the ability to rise to the 
challenges of crises, and events, leading to complications during times of 
great need. "48' 
Some scholars have taken the opposite view; 
477 Sulayman Qäsim `Id, al-Nizäm al-Siyäsi fi al Islam, p. 148. 
478 A1-Sa'di, Taysir al-Karim al-Rahmära fi Tafsir Kaläm al-Manän, 2/60. 
479 Ibn Khuldün, al-Muqadimah, p. 32. 
480 Introduced previously. 
481 al-Juwaini Ghiyäth al-Umam. p. 60. 
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"It does not hurt the 'Imdm to suffer from a physical defect like blindness. 
deafness, loss of part of the ear or nose, being hunchbacked, no hand, or feet, 
or advanced age, so long as he is sound of mind, even if he were 100 years 
old; the position of Imam assumed by any of them is permissible. '48 
This opinion contradicts that of the majority of scholars; moreover, al-Juwaini cited 
unanimity in sight being a condition, as presented. It is basic that blindness is a 
handicap to discharging the duty of Imäm appropriately. 
4.2.3.5. Freedom: 
There is no dispute in the 'Ummah on this issue; the ' Lmmah k unanimous that the 
position of Imam cannot be assumed by slaves. t, 481 
Freedom is the opposite of slavery, and the slave does not qualify to be an ' Irnäiii of 
the Muslims. This ruling also applies to the escaped slave, one who is in the hrccc 
of gaining contracted freedom, because he is occupied in the service of his master. He 
has no freedom than to act for himself or in his wealth, so how can he be given 
authority to act over an entire people, or nation. In addition, slavery leads to loss of 
respect, and slaves receive no respect from the people: hence, people may disdain him 
and see themselves as above obeying him. 484 
This rule is not relaxed, except in the case were a slave usurps the Khildfah, and hi' 
removal will lead to such a state of turmoil and upheaval, as well as bloodletting, that 
it is best if he is obeyed. This in accordance to the Hadlth. where the Prophet, peace 
482 Ibn Ilazm. al-Fasl fi al-Milal wa al-Nihal. p. 128. 
483 . \1-Shingiti.. Adw i' al-Bayän. 1/128. 
484 Sulaymän ibn Qäsim ai-'Id, op. cit.. p. 146. 
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be upon him said: "Hear and obey, even if a black slave takes authority over you. "485 
4.2.3.6. Knowledge: 
The rule states that: whatever is required in the discharge of an obligation, itself 
becomes obligatory. One of the highest duties of the Irndm is establishing the Hud iid, 
Saläh, and the public religious rites, and so the 'Irrarm must be knowledgeable in 
these, and their dimensions. This condition is not disputed among scholars, however 
they differed on whether he must be a Mujtahid [Jurist exercising independent 
deduction of rulings from the textual evidence] or not? Al-Mäwardi486 and ibn 
Khuldiin both held that he must be a Mujtahid; "it is not sufficient in terms of 
knowledge, that he not be a Mujtahid, because emulating, or following another 
scholar is a shortcoming, while the Imämah requires perfection in all descriptions. "487 
Moreover, al-Juwaini, 488 al-Ghazäli, 489 and others have mentioned that it is an 
undisputed condition. 
However, 
"a section of scholars of Islam have leaned to the opinion-that the Imäm 
need not be a Mujtabid- nor an expert in the areas of Ijtzhäd (juristic efforts]. 
However, he must be accompanied by those with the faculty to do so, 
485 Muslim, Kitab al-Imärah. Bab Wujüb Tä'at al-Umarä' fi Ghayr 
Ma. siyah, 4/503. 
486 A1-Mäwardi, al-Ahkäm al-Sultäniyah, p. 6. 
487 Ibn Khuldün, al-Mugaddimah, p. 132. 
488 A1-Juwayni, Ghiyä h al-Umam if Dtiyäth al-Zulam, p. 36. 
489 Al-Ghazal f, al-Radd 'aid al-Bätiniyyah, who got 278. 
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whereby he may refer to them on any issue, and seek their advice on what is 
Halal [permissible] and what is Haram [not permissible. ]"' ° 
They defined the necessary amount of knowledge that the ruler must possess, in that 
he must know of the Qurän and Sunnah what relates to specific and general rulings. 
what is described generally, and what is attributed specifically, the abrogated text, the 
Mutawatir in the Sunnah and others, Mutasil, Mursal the competence of Hadith 
reporters, the Arabic language and grammar, the scholar's opinions of the 
Companions and later generations, both in agreement or dispute as well as Qivýls in all 
491 
its forms. 
Perhaps setting the condition of Ijtlhäd was easily envisaged during the earlier times 
in the Islamic state, however later on this condition became difficult to apply due to 
the dearth of Mujtahids in these times. Therefore, many contemporary scholars hold 
the opinion that the Imäm does not need to be a Mujtahid. This averts paralti sis 
seizing authority due to neglected positions, with consequent harms, and the Shan 'ah 
rules not being applied. In this case, the Imäm must seek help from persons more 
knowledgeable than he. 492 
The merits of the condition set on knowledge appear in the following: 
a. His knowledge of the Islamic rulings. 
b. An ability to teach and educate people generally, and his close circle particularly. 
c. His independence from having to seek Fatwa from others in new developments, 
490 : \l-Shahrastäni. al-Nlilal wa al-Nihal. p. 160. 
491 e\1-Nax aw , Nihäyat al-rtuhtäj 
Sharh al-rlinhäj. 8/82. 
492 Sulayniän ibn Qäsim al-'Id, op. cit.. p. 150. 
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since in needing to refer and ask, he departs from a position of complete 
independence. 
d. His rulings gain permanence preventing successors from cancelling these. i. e. hi, 
rulings acquire the power of established judicial rulings. 493 
4.2.3.7. Qurayshite Lineage: 
This condition was posed by the majority of scholars, with some leading scholars 
claiming unanimity on the issue. The mainstay of the condition regarding Quraishite 
lineage is the statement of the Prophet, peace be upon him: "This matter will remain 
in Quraysh, so long as two of them remain. ' , 494 
In addition to the Hadtfr "People follow Quraysh in this matter; the Muslim follows 
their Muslim, and the non-Muslim follows their non-Muslim. "4"5 
These Hadlths, and their like, are clear proof that Khlldfah belongs to Quraysh, and it 
is not permissible to grant it to others. This was unanimity in the time of the 
Companions, and the following generations. Those who contradicted this view, 
innovators or others, are defeated by the unanimity of the Companions and the pious 
generations that followed them, in view of the authentic Hadiths. 
11-QOM / `Iyäd said: "the condition that he is from Quraysh is the opinion of all 
scholars. " 
496 
Some scholars held the opinion not to consider lineage from Quraysh as a condition. 
Others, like ibn al-Juwayni considered that in the presence of a Qurayshite who 
493 Yahyä Ismä'il, Nlinhäj al-Sunnah fi al-`alägah bayn al-Hakim kva al-Ntahküm, p-2-19. 
494 : \l-Bukhän, a1-Jaii' al-Sahlh. Kitab al-Manägib. Hadith No. 3500. 
395 A1-Bukhän, al-Jämi' al-Sahih, Kittb al-Manägib, Hadith No. 3496. 
496 : \I-Nawaxvi, Sharh Sahib Muslim, 4/481. 
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fulfilled the required conditions, then it was not permissible for and other person to 
hold that position, if not then others have precedence. 
He said: "if the Qurayshite does not have the expertise and there was a pious scholar 
at the time, then the scholar is given precedence; whoever is not qualified then there is 
no reason to consider them in the first place. ' 47 
Imdm Ahmad was asked about two men for the position of leader in battle. One of 
them is strong but sinful, and the other is pious but weak. We should lead in battle" 
He responded: regarding the powerful but sinful one, his strength is for the Muslims, 
while his sins affect him personally. As for the weak but pious man, his piety is for 
himself, while his weakness is against the Muslims. 
4.2.3.8. Integrity: 
The rules regarding integrity is that the person is pious with high morality, 
approaching matters by choosing what is obligatory, and recommended, while 
avoiding what is shameful and corrupt. 499 
Al-Mäwardi interpreted it in his statement: "truthful in word, clearly trustworthy, 
chaste and avoiding sins, far from suspicions, just in pleasure or anger, utilising the 
morality of others in the service of religion and the worldly life. "500 
As for ibn Hazm, he explained that it was: "avoiding major sins, and non-appearance 
of the minor sins.  
501 
This was a condition set by al-Qädi . abü "a'1ä: 
"that he be the best among them In 
497 Al-Juwav ni, Ghiyäth al-Umam. p. 229. 
498 ihn Tavinivah. Al Siv äsah a1-Shar'i vah. p. 10. 
499 Ibid., p. 70. 
500 Al-Mäwardi, al-Ahkäm al-Sultäniyyah, p. 04. 
501 Ibn Hazm, al-Muhallä, 10/508. 
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knowledge and religion. , 502 However. this is not a position to be endorsed. because 
the Prophet,, peace be upon him, appointed people while there were others better than 
them, as mentioned by ibn Hazm. 503 
4.2.4. Duties of the Imäm 
The duties of the Imäm can be placed under two main fundamental. The first: 
preserving the religion on its immutable foundations of Qur'än. Sunnali, and 
unanimity of the pious predecessors, as well as establishing the religious rites. The 
second: concern for the interests of Muslims in all forms. 
In detailing these duties, we may summarise them in the following points: 
1. Protecting the religion of Islam with the utmost efforts of the believers. repelling 
the doubts cast by falsifiers, and combating falsehoods and innovations that 
corrupt people's beliefs. 
2. Implementing the Shari'ah rules, and establishing the Hudüd [Islamic 
punishments, ] in order to safeguard against the violation of the prohibitions of 
Allah, and protect people's rights. 
3. Unifying the diverse opinions through consultation, ending disputes, and deciding 
matters in burgeoning events and developing issues. 
4. Protecting and fortifying frontiers of the state, protecting people's honour, as well 
as establishing security in the Muslim lands. 
5. Establishing Jihad, and inviting people to Islam in the best way. 
6. Collecting charity and wealth that Allah has commanded to be paid, and spending 
this on deserving, causes. 
50"' A1-Nläwardt, al-Ahkäm al-Sultäniv)-ah. p. 20. 
503 Ihn I lazm. al-Fa1 fi al-htilal wa al-Nihal. p. 128. 
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7. Working to acquire everything of benefit to the Muslims, strengthening their 
power, empowering them, and facilitating a life of ease and prosperity. 
8. Choosing competent ministers, and advisers, achieving Shura [consultation]. and 
accepting Nasihah from them 504 
9. There are duties that were emphasised by al-Samhüdi in his book, which will be 
expanded here: 
" Establishing justice, deterring injustice and oppression, and not secluding 
himself from the Muslims. 
This duty is the one that has been dwelt upon the most in his book. It could be said 
that the book revolves around fulfilment of this duty. 
Allah, Most High, has made the discharge of justice an obligation up on Muslim 
rulers, and anyone given authority over a large or small number of persons. There are 
many proofs from the Qurän and Sunnah on the obligatory nature of establishing 
justice, for example: 
{ Allah commands justice, doing good, and giving to relatives. He forbids 
indecency, wrongdoing, and tyranny. He warns you that you may pay 
heed. } 505 
(Allah commands you to return to their owners the things you hold on trust, 
and when you judge between people to judge with justice. How excellent is 
what Allah exhorts you to do! Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing. ) 
506 
504 For further detail, Cf: Manhaj al-Sunnah fi al-`alägah bayn al-Häkim wa 1-Mahküm by Dr. Yahyä 
Ismä'il, p. 331; al-Dawlah al-Is1. miyyah bayn al-Turäth wa al-Mu'äsarah, Dr. 
Tawfiq al-WI'i, p. 252. 
al-Nizäm al-Siyäsi fl al-Isläm, Dr. Nu' män a1-Samarr5 'ip. 125. 
505 Al-Nah190. 
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{ Say. - My Lord has commanded justice... ) 507 
Abü Hurairah reported that the Prophet, peace be upon him, said: "Every Emir 
(individual given authority) over ten [or more] will be brought in chains on the Day of 
Judgement; justice will be his release, and oppression his perdition.. 508 
Abü Dharr reported that the Prophet, peace be upon him, said that Allah, Most High. 
said: "My servants, I have prohibited injustice upon Myself, and have made it 
prohibited among you, so do not practise it... ""sog 
Allah made justice an obligation, to ensure a proper and safe life for mankind, in 
which their worldly and religious affairs are in order. In Islam, the command in terms 
of justice was not restricted to friends alone, rather it encompassed even enemies as 
stated by Allah: 
( You who have Iman! Observe integrity for the sake of Allah. bearing i{ -itne. c. c 
with justice. Do not let hatred for people incite you into not being just. Be just. 
That is closer to piety. Have piety in Allah. Allah is aware of what you do} 
510 
The Prophet, peace be upon him was the best example in this. 'A'ishah reported that 
Quraysh was troubled by the issue of the noble woman from Makhzüm who had 
506 Al-Nisä' 58. 
507 Al-Araf 29. 
508 Narrated by Ahmad in al-Musnad, 2/431 with authentic chain of narration as 
in al-Silsilah al- 
Sahihah, 6/237. 
509 Muslim, Kitab al-Birr wa al-Silah, 2577. 
510 Al-Mä'idah 8. 
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stolen. They discussed amongst themselves, as to who would intercede with the 
Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him. They concluded that it could only be Usäma 
ibn Zayd who was most beloved to the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him. 
Usäma spoke to him on the matter. The Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him. said: 
do you intercede in a punishment mandated by Allah. He stood up and delivered a 
sermon, in which he said: the previous nations had perished because they 
distinguished between the nobles, who if they committed a crime were not held to 
account, while the poor and weak were punished. The Messenger of Allah made an 
oath by Allah that if his daughter Fatima were to steal, he would cut off her hand. 511 
This is the pinnacle of justice, where the person does justice even against his closest 
and most beloved. 
As for the ruler not secluding himself from the Muslims, hearing their complaint, and 
opening his doors to them, Umar said: I do not appoint my governors over you to flay 
your skins, insult your reputation, and take your wealth, but I appoint them to teach 
you the Book of your Lord, and Sunnah of your Prophet. Whosoever has a complaint 
against them, then he needs no permission to see me, and I shall ensure that it is dealt 
with justly. 512 
" Following up on matters of dams, irrigation canals and bridges: 
This is one of the duties of the Imam mentioned by al-Samhüdi, which gives us an 
insight into his personality. Mentioning dams, bridges, and irrigation canals in some 
precise detail tells us that al-Samhüdi was among those scholars who mixed with the 
people, and looked to their interests and affairs, and were not isolated from daily life. 
511 A1-Bukhän, Kitäb al-Hudüd, 6788. 
512 Ibn Sa'd, al-TabaqAt al-Kubrä, 3/202 --- its narrators are trustworthy. 
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The dams he spoke about were used to regulate the flow of water. and were vital, 
since any problem in their construction or function spells disaster, as is well known in 
the scale of destruction in the aftermath of flooding. Dams hold back huge quantities 
of water, which if it escapes brings death and destruction. and harms people's 
interests. 
In addition, the care needed in the construction of bridges, with no cheating either- in 
the construction or materials, especially when they connect towns and p'illages. Their 
collapse or deterioration brings huge damage to people's interests. 
Following up the availability of products and services and the state of trading, as well 
as essentials in the markets; never allowing any one of the merchants or notables to 
monopolise the essentials needed by people or cheat on them. 
Al-Samhüdi cautioned rulers in this matter are very clearly. He described some of the 
violations that occurred in his time, in the markets, products, and the monopoly 
thereof. The intention was that the ruler was to supervise the markets, in terms of 
ensuring availability of goods and services, watching the merchants and whether they 
were forcing high prices in goods and services, or whether they were reasonable, such 
that individuals were able to buy their needs without difficulty. 
It is also permissible for the ruler, if he considered it appropriate, and where matters 
had gotten out of hand, in terms of prices of goods and services, to set prices for 
products in order to safeguard the interests of both consumers and merchant,, alike. 
It is narrated on the authority of Anas ibn Malek, Qatadah, and Humaid that Anal 
said: Messenger of Allah, prices have risen [to extremes], so set pricey for us. 
The 
Messenger of Allah. peace be upon him responded: ''Allah is the One who pct pnce,,. 
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He withholds, He grants, and He is the Provider; I hope to meet Allah, without any of 
you demanding redress of me in blood or wealth., 
513 
Many scholars have deduced from this Hadith. the prohibition of setting prices 
because of the potential for injustice, and because it is contrary to the freedom that is 
given to every person in their wealth, or buying, and selling. Setting price. is also a 
restrictive practice, since the interests of the buyer are no more important than those 
of the seller. 
However, some scholars like Mälik, and others from the Shäfi'i school of Figh 
considered it permissible to set prices in times of astronomical prices, where this was 
in the public interest. 514 
The ruler must also look into sales, ensuring there is no cheating or misrepresentation. 
prohibiting these practices and punishing accordingly. 
If the act of cheating took the form of misrepresentation or mis-description to the 
detriment of the buyer, who is unaware and incapable of properly assessing, then this 
is considered more serious, and the punishment for it greater. Similarly, if the goods 
were less than perfect, and this was apparent to the buyer, then this was considered 
less sinful, with lighter punishment meted out. 
However, it must also be considered whether the buyer intends to sell the goods 
further along the line, where he himself will indulge in cheating, then both buyer and 
seller are to be cautioned, or punished accordingly. 
515 
If it is found out that a livestock trader indulges in the practice of tying the udders of 
13 Muslim, chapter on setting prices. 2994. 
514 Saved Säbiq. Fiqh al-Sunnah. p. 118. 
515 AN Ya'lä. al-Ahkäm a1-Sultänyiyah, p. 298. 
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sheep, goats, or camels, leaving them without milking, to give the false impression 
that they produce large quantities of milk as a matter of course, then this would attract 
punishment as well, 
516 
The ruler must also station soldiers and police in the markets in order to resolve 
disputes, and keep the peace; markets generally are places of many disagreement,, and 
argument. 
The ruler must also put in place a system of testing scales and balances used by 
traders, and ensure that there is no cheating in weighing goods. If that were the case. 
then the offender must make good the equipment and take the appropriate 
punishment. 517 
4.2.5. The ruler's rights upon his subjects 
After presenting the rights of the people, we need to present the rights accorded the 
ruler. Among these: 
4.2.5.1. Obedience: 
This means compliance with orders and instructions; its opposite is sin which is 
disobedience. In the Arabic, the word is taken from the root "Atä'a" meaning to be 
led, while sin is taken from a root word "'Asa" meaning to be unyielding. 
518 
The ruler must be obeyed in matters where there is no disobedience of Allah. If the 
matter involves a sin, then the rule is that the Creator cannot be disobeyed on account 
of instructions by one of His creatures. This is manifest in the Ayah: { You who 
516 Ibid., p. 299. 
517 Ibid. 
518 Ibn : \rabi al-Niliki. Ahkäm al-Qurdn, 1/415 
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believe! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger... } 319 
Abd Allah ibn Umar reported that the Prophet, peace be upon him, said: "the Muslim 
is obliged to hear and obey in what he loves and hates, unless he is commanded to sin. 
If he is instructed to commit a sin, then no obedience. "520 
`Ubädah ibn al-Sämit reported: the Prophet, peace be upon him, invited us to make a 
pledge. Among those things that we pledged was to hear and obey in good health and 
enthusiasm, as well as in what is hateful and difficult, in times of adversity or ease, 
and even where we do not receive our due-and that we not dispute the matter with 
its people [compete to rule], and said: "unless you see manifest and clear disbelief, of 
which you hold clear evidence from Allah. "521 
Disobedience of the Emir is disobedience of the Messenger, peace be upon him, as in 
the Hadith: "who obeys me, obeys Allah. Who disobeys me, has disobeyed Allah. 
Who obeys my Emir has obeyed me, and who disobeys my Emir has disobeyed 
522 me. 
The Shar'ah has emphasised the importance of obedience, even if the Monarch in 
question was an oppressor, and especially if revolting against him led to greater harm 
that t'ar surpassed the benefit in removing him. Abd Allah ibn Masüd reported that the 
Prophet, peace be upon him said: "[there will be a time when] you would not be given 
your due, and witness matters that you reject. They said: Messenger of Allah what do 
you command us? He said: discharge the rights required of you, and ask Allah for 
519 Muhammad 33. 
520 : \l-Bukhäri, Kitäb al-htan, 7144. 
X21 : \l-Bukhäri, Kitäb al-Fitan, 7056. Muslim. Kitäb al-Imärah, 1709. 
522 Previously introduced. P. 35. 
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what is your due. "523 
4.2.5.2. Support: 
The people must support the ruler against the enemies of the Ummah. and those 
plotting against it-disbelievers, hypocrites, aggressors, and rebels, as well as 
combating the enemies of the religion, and other issues that are needed in supporting 
the Imam. 
"Muslims must support the sultan in his campaign against highwaymen and fighters, 
until he prevails over them. "sea 
Al-Mäwardi states: 
"if the Imäm discharges his duties-then he has fulfilled the right of Allah, in 
what the Ummah has right over him-then two rights over them become his 
due: obedience and support, so long as he does not change. , 52- 
4.2.5.3. Right to wealth: 
This defines what the ruler may take to be rightfully his. There are two aspects to 
this: 
First: compensation or reward for his work for the Ummah and Muslims. because it 
will prevent him from working in order to feed himself and his family. Therefore, this 
gives him a right to payment from the Treasury [Bayt al-Mall. 
Second: he enters in the categories mentioned by the Ayah of Qurän: workers in 
charity, and so he has a right from that angle as well. 
526 
523 : V-Bukhä-i, Kitäb a1-Manägib, 3603; Muslin, Kitäb al-Imärah, 1843. 
524 Ibn Tavmivah, al-Siv: isah al-Shar'iv ah, p. 24. 
52 5 Al-Mardi, al-Abkam al-Sultänivv ah, p. 11. 
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However this right is restricted and not unlimited, and the rule is that he take no more 
than what is due to him. 
Ali reported that the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him said: "The Khahifah is 
only allowed, out of the wealth of Alläh, two receptacles of food, one for himself and 
his family, and the other for the people [seeing him. ]"527 
Al-Hasan ibn `Ali said: 
"when Abü bakr was on his deathbed, he said: `A'ishah look at the animal 
from which we drank milk, and the receptacle in which we had breakfast, and 
the cloak which we wore. We had use of these, while we administered the 
affairs of Muslims. When I die, return them to Umar. When Abts baler died, 
she sent these to Umar. Umar said: Allah have mercy upon you, you have 
made life difficult for those who come after you. "528 
Ali reported: 
"the camels of Sadaqab [charity] were driven past the Messenger of Allah, 
peace be upon him. With his hand he took a piece of wool from the side of 
one, and said: I have no more right to this wisp of wool than a man from the 
Muslims. "529 
526 Ibn Taymiyah, Minhäj al-Sunnah, 3/191. 
527 Narrated by: Ahmad, al-Musnad, 1/48. al-Haythami stated in al-Majma' (5/231): a Hasan Hadith. 
528 Narrated by: al-Tabarani; al-Haythami stated in al-Majma' (2/231): its narrators are trustworthy. 
529 Narrated by: Ahmad, al-Musnad, 1/88. al-Haythami stated in al-Majma' (51231): in the chain of 
narrators is Amr ibn Ghuzi who was not weakened by anyone, the rest of its narrators are trustworthy'. 
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Ibn Taymiyah said: 
"the duty is to take rule as a religious obligation and act of worship to bring 
one closer to Allah. Coming closer to Allah is through obedience to Him, and 
His Messenger, which is the best form of worship. However, the state of the 
majority of people is corrupted by seeking leadership or wealth through It.,, 530 
4.2.6. How is the Khallfali chosen? 
In the Islamic system, the Khalifah is chosen by one of the following means: 
" First: election. 
" Second: appointment as named successor. 
" Third: inherited title. 
" Fourth: force of arms. 
4.2.6.1. Election: 
The evidence for this lies in: 
a- Election of Abü Bakr: 
This took place when the Ansar and Muhafii ün assembled in the garden of Bang 
Sa'dah, where discussions and debate took place among them. The leaders of al- 
Ansär mentioned their merits, and invaluable contribution for the sake of Allah and 
His Messenger-deservedly so. Abü Bakr wished to end the matter decisively by 
recommending Umar or Abü `Ubaydah ibn al-Jarräh, having explained to them that 
the Imämah was restricted to Quraysh, while al-Ansär were as mentioned worthy of 
merit, yet could only be ministers and helpers. 
530 Ibn Taymiyah, al-Siyäsah a1-Shar'iyyah, p. 82. 
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However, `Umar ended the impasse by calling upon everyone to pledge allegiance to 
Abu Bakr. He called Abü Bakr, and said to him: give me your hand. Abu Bakr. When 
he did so, 'Umar made the pledge to him. He was followed by . Abü Ubaydah. then 
many of the Muhcjlrün and Ansärfollowed suit. This pledge by the elite to Abü Bakr 
took place in that shaded garden, and was followed by a public pledge by the 
people. s31 
b- The election of `Uthmän: 
This is took place with the knowledge and acquiescence of the Companions. Al- 
Müsawar ibn Makhramah reported that the group appointed by t'mar met and 
consulted. Abd al-Rahmän said to them: I am not one to compete with you in this 
matter, but if you wish I will choose for you-one from among you. They agreed to 
his request. When this was done, the people turned to Abd al-Rahmän, and abandoned 
the rest of the group. People referred to Abd al-Rahmän consulting him those nights, 
until that night we woke up to give the pledge to 'Uthmän. 
Al-Müsawar said: Abd al-Rahmän knocked on my door at a late hour and woke me 
up. He said: I see you are asleep, by Allah, my eyes have not seen much sleep these 
three days. Go and invite al-Zubair and Saad. So I invited them, and he consulted with 
them. He then asked me to invite Ali. I did so. He consulted with him well into the 
night. All then left with a look of expectation; : bbd al-Rahmän was worried that 
Ah 
might do something. 
He then said: call 'Uthmän. I invited him, and they spoke until the Fajr muezzin 
called to prayer. After people prayed, and the group collected at the Nlinbar [pulpit]. 
he invited the Muhdjirün and Ansdr. as well as the commanders of the army who had 
531 Ibn tia'd, al-Tabagät al-Kubrä. 3/128. 
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performed Hajj with Umar, to attend. When they were all assembled, he invoked the 
name of Allah, and said: 
Ali, I have looked into this matter regarding this responsibility on matters of the 
people, and found that they would accept no one other than 'Uthmän, so do not allow 
your aspiration to come in the way. 
He said: I give my pledge to you on the Sunnah of Allah and His Iý1eýýen`ýer, and the 
two Khalifahs after him. Abd al-Rahmän then gave his pledge, followed by the 
Muhdjirün, the Ansdr, the commanders of the army, and the Muslims. 532 
c- `Ali: 
This occurred when the Companions offered their pledge to 'Ali after the 
assassination of `Uthmän. He responded by saying: I would receive it in the mosque: 
the pledge must be public, and must have the acquiescence of the Muslims. Such was 
the situation, that 'Abd Alläh ibn 'Abbäs said: I was not happy for him to come to the 
mosque, feeling that he would be heckled. However, he would only have it in the 
mosque. 
When `Ali entered the mosque, the Muhäjirün and Ansdr gave him their pledge, 
followed by the people. ' 3; 
4.2.6.2. Appointment as named successor (al-Istlkhlä: 
Jurists have established that naming a successor is permissible, and evidentially based 
on Ijmä' (unanimity). Al-Mäwardi stated that appointment to the Imimah by being 
named as successor by the previous Imäm has been accepted unanimously as 
permissible. This agreement on its correctness is based on the following. ýti hich 
5AI-Bukhän, Bäb kav i v, ubav-i' al-linäm al-Näs, 6781. 
53 
.3 
Narrated by: al-BukhjLri. Bah Kayf Yuba}-i' al-Näs al-' Imäm. 6781 
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Muslims have accepted: 
a- Abü Bakr named `Umar as his successor. and the Muslims accepted him as 'Imdni 
on that basis. 
b- `Umar gave the issue over to a group of competent persons forming a consultative 
body. ', vluslims of that favoured generation accepted this, endorsing the correctness of 
this action, i. e. acceptance of the appointment of the Imam chosen in this way. 
In the case of Abü Bakr, as he was dying, he questioned some of the Companions 
about 'Umar, among them Abd al-Rahmän ibn 'Awf. 'Uthmän ibn 'Affän. Usavd ibn 
Hudayr, and all of them praised him. Abü Bakr then instructed 'Uthmän to write 
down his appointment of `Umar as successor. Abü Bakr then came out to the people 
and informed them that he had chosen 'Umar to be Imam after him, and commanded 
them to hear and obey 'Umar. When AN Bakr passed away, 'Umar entered the 
mosque, where people made a public pledge to him. s ý' 
As for `Umar, when he was stabbed by Abü Lu'lu'ah al-Majüsi, and knew he was 
dying, he said to the Companions: choose a man from among that group whom the 
Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him, said were of the people of Paradise: All. 
`Uthmän --- descendants of `Abd Manäf, `Abd al-Rahmän, Sa'ad --- uncles of the 
Messenger of Aläh, al-Zubayr ibn al-'Awwäm --- his cousin, Talbah ibn 'Abd Allah; 
and if they appoint an Imäm then support him well. If one of you is given a trust, then 
let him discharge it as should be. 
A deadline of three days after the death of 'Lamar was set to decide the matter. Soy 
when t'mar was buried, al-Nligdäd ibn al-Aswad brought together this group of 
Companion` in the house of al-Nlusawwti it ihn Nlakhramah (and it was said in the 
;4 Ibn Tavmiyah, Nlinhdj al-Sunnah al-Nabaww iyah, 1/369. 
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house of `A'ishah). Before the three days were over. Abd al-Rahmän ibn `Awf chose 
`Uthmän based on the wishes of the Muhäjrün and Ansär, he was duly given the 
pledge by the other members of that group, followed by the people. 
4.2.6.3. Inherited Title 
This is a case where a monarch hands over to his son. This was first done by 
Mu'äwiyah when he became Imäm, he named his son, Yazid ibn Mu'awivah. as his 
successor, and the people gave their pledge on that basis. 
The Messenger, peace be upon him, had stated: "The first to change my Sunnah will 
be a man from bani Umayyah. "535 
Many scholars have refuted the correctness of this method of appointment. However, 
they have only accepted it in same context as the fourth type, which is existence of 
compelling force. 
536 
This no doubt is not in accordance with the way of the Prophet, peace be upon him. 
nor that of `Umar or Abü Bakr rather it was by coercion. 
4.2.6.4. By force and coercion: 
This is different to the previous one, where there is no dispute between one monarch 
and the other. However, in terms of force and coercion, this occurs after dispute, and 
fighting. If two rulers disagree, and each wishes to rule; one of them will overpower 
the other and govern by force. The jurists have differed on this issue into distinct 
viewpoints, while both agree that it is illegal and unconstitutional. they disagreed on 
535 See: al-: Alban, Silsilat al-Ahadith al-Sahihah, 1749. al-Albani said: (perhaps the 
Hadith indicates 
changing the system of choosing the Khalifah making it by inheritance); the apparent meaning. 
5 16 See: Hakim al-hlutavri, al-Huriv yh a«al-Tufän. pp. 110-120. 
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how to deal with it in the context of potential turmoil, disunity, bloodshed among 
Muslims, instability and lack of security. 
The first opinion: concedes rule to the victor, al-Ghazäli states: the position we take 
without doubt, is that he must be removed, if tenable, on condition that he is replaced 
by one who fulfils all the criteria, without fomenting turmoil, and provoking fighting. 
and if that cannot be without bloodshed, then he must be obeyed, and conceded the 
position of 'Imäm. 53' 
The second opinion: considers that the ' Imämah as wrested by force of arms is not 
established, unless there is acquiescence and free choice, and where the criteria of 
'Imäm are satisfied . 
538 
4.2.7. End of the 'Imam's term in power: 
This may be due to: 
" Death. 
" Resignation. 
Change in circumstances, like 
o Gross impiety (Fisq). 
o Disbelief. 
o Defect in one of the senses. 
o Insanity. 
537 Al-Ghazäli, al-Igtisäd f al-I'tigäd, pp. 137.138. 
538 Further detail in: al-Ahkäm al-Sultäniyyah, pp. 8,35; Dr. Tawfiq al-WA'i, al-Dawlah al-Islämiyyah 
bayn al-Turäth wa al-Mu'äsarah, pp. 270,272. 
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4.2.7.1. As for death, this is self-evident. If the Khalifah dies then he is automatically 
removed from rule, since he is unable to continue in his duties. After his death. the 
Ummah (Muslim nation) is required to choose a successor quickly. 
4.2.7.2. As for resignation, this when the Khalifah may wish to relinquish his position. 
The scholars have disagreed on this issue; whether the Khalifah has the right to resign 
from the duties of government? 
The first opinion considers this permissible, because for the Khali-fah to continue in 
his position without motivation will no doubt harm the performance of his work, with 
the negative consequences borne by the Ummah. 
A1-Mäwardi said: "if the Khallfah resigns, power passes to his successor: in 
resignation, the same rule as death applies. "539 
This is acceptable only in the case where the Khalifah has no ulterior motive that will 
bring harm to the Ummah. For example, if he were to resign his position in order to 
hand power to someone unsuitable. In this case, it is not permissible for him to resign, 
and must be held to account. However, if he still wishes to resign, then Ahl al-Hal wa 
al- Aqd (competent councillors and scholars) take up the duty of appointing the 
person they consider most suited for this critical position. 
4.2.7.3. Changes in the Khallfah's person: 
a- Change to impious person (Fäslq): 
This is a contentious issue, and Sunni scholars consider that the KhaJ fafi is not 
removed due to his Fi,, q (impiety), so long as it does not amount to (Kuli) disbelief, or 
does not affect the religion and its propagation. Moreover, that he does not attempt to 
impose his transgressions on the common people using the power vested in him. or 
539 AI-M n ardi, al-Ahkäm al-Sultänivvah. p. 11. 
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makes enemies of those people working to eradicate that Fi: 'q given he i'. a 
perpetrator; in all these cases, it is not permissible to allow him to continue in hip 
position. 
The same applies, if he introduces an innovation in religion, which is manifestly 
detrimental to it. However, the scholars add the proviso of power to remove him. 
which if lacking then there can be no obligation to do so. 
b- Disbelief: 
Ahl al-Sunnah wa al-Jamä'ah (Sunnis) are unanimous that if the ruler commits an act 
of disbelief, and is considered a non-Muslim as a result, ceases to rule. This according 
to the 
_Hadith of 
the Prophet. peace be upon him: "listen and obey... unless you see 
manifest disbelief for which you have clear proof from Allah. "540 
AI-Qädi `Iyäd said: the scholars are unanimously agreed that III7dinal1 cannot be 
given to any non-Muslim, and that if he had been a Muslim, but later left Islam, he is 
removed. This is the case if he stopped praying, and ceased promoting the act of 
prayer, if he develops disbelief, introduces changes to the Sharn'ah, or practised an 
innovation in religion, he ceases to exercise the authority of 'Im im, and is no longer 
to be obeyed; Muslims are required to revolt and remove him, appointing a just 
' Imäm in his place, insofar as they are able to. However, if this task falls to a group, 
then they are obliged to remove the non-Muslim, but not the innovator. unless they 
are certain of their ability to do so; if certain of their inability. then they are not 
obliged to undertake this task. 541 
c- Loss of a sense or limb: 
540 Previously mentioned. 
541 ; \1-Nawawi, Sharh Sahih Mu'lim, 4 -506. 
ýý; 
In the case where he is blinded, physically handicapped, develops deafness. etc... or 
developed a problem that renders him incapable of fulfilling his duties. PhN sical 
capability has been previously discussed in the criteria attached to the Imämah. 
d- Insanity: 
In the case where the Khalifah develops insanity, then he must be removed, since he 
is incapable of dealing with the affairs of the Khiljfah and leadership. Sanity is a 
condition for the appointment of the Khallfah and leadership, its absence negates the 
ability to take up that position. 542 
4.3. Scholars 
4.3.1. The Scholars' Methodology in Giving Naslbah to Rulers 
Scholars occupy a place of high rank and stature in the religion, given that they are 
the inheritors of the Prophets. When the scholars are righteous, people and rulers are 
righteous, while if they are corrupt then this makes for corruption in rulers and people. 
The established relationship between scholars and people is that of educating them in 
matters of religion, which improve their worldly life. The relationship between 
scholars and rulers is that of tendering good advice. In this context. scholars have 
applied different methodologies: 
a. Methodology 1: this is applied by a category of scholars which the Prophet, peace 
be upon him, warned about. These are scholars who beguile rulers, and bend the texts 
of Shari'ah to suit their oppression and sinfulness. Moreover. they are silent in the 
face of rulers if they go astray and lead astray, and if they deprive people of their 
rights, all this in return for wealth, fame, and high position that they wish to gain from 
542 I)r. Ismail Badawr, al-Siväsah al-Shat ivyah wa Tatbigatuhä fi al-Higbah al-hlithäliý-yah 
Ii al- 
Dawlah al-Islämivvah. p. 31. 
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the rulers. 
The Prophet, peace be upon him is reported to have said: 
"I fear not for my Ummah, believer nor idolater. The believer is prevented by 
his belief, and the idolater is held back by his disbelief, but I fear for them the 
hypocrite... who says what you accept, and does what you reject. v#543 
He, peace be upon him, also said: 
"The man is brought on the Day of Judgement and thrown into the Hellfire. 
His intestines fall out, and he trots around as does the mule yoked to the 
millstone. The people of the Hellfire congregate around him, saying: so and 
so, what happened? Did you not command good and forbid evil? He would 
reply: I used to command good, and not do it, and forbid evil yet do it. , 544 
The Prophet, peace be upon him was asked: What deed is best? 
He replied: "Avoiding what is prohibited, and that your tongue is wet and in 
remembrance of Allah. " 
He was asked: Who is the best companion? 
He said: "If you remember [Alläh] he is your helper, and if you forget, reminds you. " 
It was said: Who are the worst people? 
He said: "The scholars if they are corrupted. "545 
543 Narrated by: al-Tabaräni, al-Mu'jam al-Saghir, 2/93; classed as weak in chain of narration 
by al- 
Alban in: Da'if al-Targhib wa al-Tarhib, p. 108. 
544 Narrated by: al-Bukhän, Sahih al-Bukhän, Bäb Sift al-När wa Annahä Makhluqah, 3027. 
545 A1-Jähiz, al-Bayan wa al-Tabyin, 1/16: al-Badri, al-Islam bayn al-`Ulamä' wa al-Hukkäm, p. 
44. 
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In reality. scholars are one of three types: those who consign themselves and others to 
perdition, and are explicitly in pursuit of the worldly life. Those who bring happiness 
to themselves and others, and invite people to Allah, both publicly and in secret. Then 
there are those who consign themselves to perdition, and bring happiness to others, by 
inviting to the Hereafter, and rejecting the world apparently, while secretly in pursuit 
546 
of it. 
Some scholars, argue the case for not giving advice to rulers, by commanding them to 
do good, and forbidding them from doing evil, on the premise of the v-erNe: { dog not 
cast yourselves into destruction. } say 
They quote this verse of Qur'an in the context of defending themselves. while being 
called upon to condemn the acts of oppressive rulers, or clarify the Islamic 
standpoint548 regarding their oppressive and sinful acts; their excuse-we will kill 
ourselves if we do that. This is at opposite to the attitude of the people of religion and 
belief who are truly reliant on Alläh. 
The statement by `Ali, may Allah be pleased with him: commanding good and 
prohibiting evil does not shorten a lifespan, or reduce provision; best of all is the just 
word rendered unto an oppressive ruler. 549 
The Hadltfi of the Messenger, peace be upon him: 
"The witness to an oppressive sultan, who disregards prohibitions of : Alläh. 
disavows his covenant with Allah, is contrary to the . yunn, 117 of the 
Messenger 
546 . \I-Ghazäli, 1h\ a' 'U1üm al-Din. 1/-1S. 
x-17 . \1-Baqarah 195. 
548 al-Badri, al-Isläm bayn al-'Ulainä' eta al-Hukkäm, p. 48. 
549 Al-Sharif al-Radi, Nahj al-Balaghah, 3'244. 
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of Allah, dealing with the servants of Allah sinfully and in aggression, then 
does not change by word or action, then by right, Allah will deal with both 
equally. " 550 
The verse cited by this category of scholars may possibly be used as evidence in not 
rendering advice to oppressive and tyrannical rulers, yet cannot be evidence for 
seeking to come closer to them in order to gain wealth or position. The meaning 
derived from this verse is correct, in that the scholar in rendering advice to the ruler 
may expose himself to death, and therefore has permission not to do so, in the interest 
of self-preservation. 
b. Second methodology: 
This is practised by scholars who fear no one in the cause of Allah. They , it with, and 
mix with the rulers with the aim of admonishing them, and guiding them to the correct 
path. 
"What is permissible in the context of commanding good and forbidding evil with 
sultans is to clarify with admonition, as for using harsh words, like: "oppressor", "you 
who does not fear Allah", and the like, this only foments turmoil whose evil goes on 
to touch others; this is not permitted. If he feared only for himself. then it is allowable 
in the view of the majority of scholars. "1 However, it is a condition that in giving 
iV a. `i1iah to rulers, the consequences and outcomes must be very clear. In the case 
where it leads to harnen to others, then it is not permissible to do it. The rule is that 
changing an evil must not lead to a greater evil falling on others. Hence. if a 
consequence of tendering advice brings harm only to the person tendering it. then it i` 
550 : 11-Tabar , Tafsir al-Tabari, 
3/260. 
51 Ihn Muflih, al-Ädäb a1-Shar'i ah. 1/197. 
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permissible for that person, and he is rewarded for that. however it is not an obligation 
on him and he has permission to withhold his advice. 
In the words of ibn al-Jawzi, the scholars who uphold the second methodology are 
further subdivided into two categories: 
A category who see benefit in sitting with and mixing with rulers on the 
understanding furnished by ibn al-Jawzi regarding withholding A'isrhmh in the 
instances where it may lead to their death. 
Another category, who do not see it fit to mix with rulers, and in so doing may put 
themselves in harm's way for the sake of Allah, in rejecting evil. I shall present some 
instances that demonstrate the position of the scholars in giving advice to rulers from 
both categories. 
Imam al-Hasan al-Basri was asked: Why do you not go to see the Emirs, in order to 
command good and forbid evil? He said: the believer has not to humiliate himselt'. 
their swords are faster than our tongues. 552 
It seems that al-Hasan al-Basri had evaluated the position, and concluded that there 
was no benefit in giving advice to the ruler, because he was ill disposed towards that, 
and would kill any person offering advice. Therefore, he chose not to lend advice. 
Sufyän al-Thawri used to hate being in the company of monarchs in the first place, 
and would escape from that. When he was asked to assume the po't of judge, he 
refused, and escaped to Basrah in secret . 
55 3 
We emphasise here that Sufyän al-Thawri in refusing to take up the position of judge, 
had reflected on the position from his personal perspective. Otherwise, there were 
552 Ibn Sa'd, al-Tabagät, 7/121. 
553 Ibid., 6/350. 
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many scholars who took up such position. For example, Imam Abü Yüsuf held the 
opposite opinion to his teacher. Imäm Abü Han-fah on this issue. 54 
Imam Malik ibn Anas wrote his famous letter to Hänln al-Rashid giving hiin advice: 
remind yourself off the tribulations of the moments at death's door, and those thing` 
that you shall suffer from it, and what you shall pass through after death in being 
brought before Allah... he then reminded him of the hellfire, and the dire punishments 
therein. He then said to him: do not be secure in discharging matters except by 
appointing those who fear Alläh. It has come to my knowledge that T mar ibn al- 
Khattäb said: consult in your matters those who fear Alläh. 
Imam Malik also said to him: beware evil counsellors for your well-being, obey : \Ildh 
and disobey the people, and do not obey people by disobeying Alläh. The Me. ssen`-c r, 
peace be upon him said: "no obedience to the creature in disobedience to the 
1 
Creator. ' , 
15 
This was the methodology of righteous scholars in tendering advice to rulers. We 
shall furnish further examples in the section relating to scholars who put their faith in 
Allah, while giving advice to the rulers, and suffering harm. 
4.3.2. The requirement of wisdom in giving advice to the ruler 
It is clear from the previous discussion, that the ruler has an eminent position in Islam. 
Through him the affairs of land and people may be the improved, and therefore when 
tendering advice to him, a number of etiquettes must be observed: 
Observing secrecy and being alone with him when commanding and forbidding 
him. 
In the narration of Imäm Muslim, the Prophet, peace be upon him, said: 
554 : 11-Bavanüni, Jihäd al-Kalimah, p. 89. 
555 A1-Ghazält. Ihý. i 'tUliim al-Din. 7/77. 
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"Whoever wishes to give advice to the sultan, then let him not do it publicly, 
rather take him by the hand until alone, before doing so. If he accepts the 
advice, then it is so, otherwise the person has fulfilled his duty. "556 
This ensures that he is not angered, and assures him that the objective is not to erode 
respect for him in the hearts of his subjects. 
He chooses to speak to the sultan in solitude, rather than doing so in public. 
Moreover, he wishes if he could do it secretly. and give him advice in the absence of 
any third party 557 
Among these etiquettes: 
When he directs his speech to him, he does so in a way different to that ýv hich he use,, 
with others. For example: avoiding saying "fear Allah". "do not do such and such". 
Rather, he should speak to him gently, Allah commanded Musa and Harlin to observe 
this, when He sent them to Pharaoh { Go to Pharoah, he has transgressed and addre. s.,, 
him with gentle speech, perhaps he is reminded, or isc fearful, -) 558this has better chance 
of gaining a positive reaction. 
Some scholars have addressed rulers with a degree of harshness. but this is not 
considered the norm in tendering advice to rulers, and is contrary to the statement by 
the Messenger, peace be upon him: 
"Whoever wishes to give advice to the sultan, then let him not do it publicly. 
556 Ibn Abü 'Asien, al-Sunnah, 1096: a1-Albäni said it is Sahib. 
557 : 11-Sannargandr. Tanbih al-Ghäfilin an V'nidl al-Jahilin wa 
Tahdhir al-Salikin min . \fsl al- 
Hälikin, p. 64. 
558 Täha: 44. 
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rather take him by the hand until alone, before doing so. If he accepts the 
advice, then it is so otherwise the person has fulfilled his duty. "559 
Their action is considered Ijtlhäd on their part. while the fundamental rule i,, contrary 
to that, i. e. being soft and gentle with rulers. 
" Among the etiquettes: 
Patience in the face of the ruler's harshness or coldness towards the scholar who 
commands and forbids him. 
He must choose the time to admonish carefully, since not every moment is opportune. 
For example, approaching an angry man to command and forbid him, with potentially 
negative consequences. This is why the judge is instructed not toi , it in judgement 
while angry. In the same way, the person must choose the most appropriate time in 
which to present his admonition, when the ruler is tranquil and content, and therefore 
most receptive to advice. 
3.8.3. Rulers' methods in terrorising and tempting scholars and the scholars' position 
The scholars when they undertake the duty of ýýt; ýlhah to the ruler in pointing out 
what is not right, do so in light of the Hadth of the Prophet, peace be upon him: 
"The witness to an oppressive sultan, who disregards prohibitions of . 111äh. 
disavows his covenant with . Allah, contrary to the 
Sunnah of the Messenger of 
: Allah, dealing with the servants of Allah sinfully and in ag«rec,; ion. then does 
not change by word or action, then by right, . Alläh will deal with 
both 
equally. "560 
559 Ihn : Abü ': \sim, a1-Sunnah, 1096: al-Albän said it is Sahih. 
560 : \l-Tabari, Tafsir al-Tabari, 3/307. 
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Scholars have taken varying positions in dealing with the methods used by rulers both 
to terrorise and tempt them. 
4.3.3.1. Temptation: 
This is where the oppressive ruler, when given advice, attempts to win over heart,, 
with his gifts, and promise of wealth and position. 
Scholars in this context have taken two positions: 
" First: categorically refusing to accept gifts from rulers. 
Among them are: abd Hanifah al-Nu'män, Sufyän al-Thawrn, al-Fudavl ibn 'Iväd. 
Ahmad ibn Hanbal, and the majority of the scholars of Hadth. 
In their view, gifts from rulers at the time were akin to the ruler testing the extent of 
the scholar's loyalty to him. 
This refusal, at times quite frequent, subjected them to problems, and made them 
target of animosity, but they cared not. 
For example, Al-Shäfi'i nominated Ahmad as judge in Yemen for the Khallfah al- 
Amin. Ahmad said to al-Shäfi'i: abü 'Abd Allah, if I hear this from you again, then 
you shall not seen me again. 561 
Al-Ma'mün sent a quantity of money to one of the scholars of Hadth at the time, to 
distribute it among the men of Hadth and students. Many accepted, but not wjin 
Ahrnad, despite his need; this was an act of righteous caution and ascetism on his 
part. 
"\bü Hanifah judged a dispute between AbC, Ja'far a1-Nlansür and 
his wife al-Hurrah. 
561 Ibn al-Ja« zi. Nianägib al-'Imam Ahmad. p. 271. 
502 Ahü Nu'ävm, Hilvat al-. \11wä' Ibn. \bü %-Win. al-Sunnah.. ý' 1S1. 
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He adjudicated without fear or obsequiousness. despite the renowned violence and 
tyrannical attitude of abü Ja'far. When he did so. al-Hurra sent a servant with money, 
clothes, a slave girl, and a mule. He refused these. and said to the servant: give her my 
saläm (greetings), and say to her: I stood up for my religion, and took a position for 
the sake of Allah, without wish to gain the pleasure of anyone nor the chattels of thi" 
world, 
563 
Abü Ja'far al-Mansur called Sufyän al-Thawri, and asked him to request whatever he 
wished. Sufyän answered him by saying: fear Allah, as you have filled the earth with 
injustice and oppression. Al-Mansur lowered his head [in shame], then repeated his 
request. He was answered: you are in the position that you are now due to the swords 
of al-Muhajirün and al-ADsär, yet their children are dying of hunger, so fear Allah, 
and give them their rights. Al-Mansur lowered his head, and repeated the same 
question: what is your need? But Sufyän turned around and left. 564 
Among the many examples of the ascetism of scholars in regard to financial gifts is 
that of `Atä' ibn abü Rabäh, when he came to Abd al-Malik ibn Marwän, who got up 
and sat him beside him, and said: Abü Muhammad what is your need" 
'Atd' responded: leader of the faithful, fear Allah in the sanctified House of Allah [the 
Ka 'bafiJ, and the mosque of the Messenger of Allah, and look to their maintenance. 
Fear Allah in the children of al-Muhaj nn and al-Ansar, it is through them that you , it 
here. Fear Alläh in those people stationed in the defence of the frontiers, since it is the 
defence of the Muslims. Inspect and look after the affairs of the Muslims. since y-()u 
S63 Muhammad abü Zahra. abü Hanifah, p. 37. 
504 : 11-GhazäU, Ihr: i Ulüin al-Din, 5/120. 
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are responsible for them. Fear Allah in those who stand at your door, that \ ou do not 
neglect them, nor close it in their face. 
The Khalifah said: I shall do so. 
He then added: AN Muhammad, you have asked us to attend to the needs of other,,. 
and we have done so; so what is your need? 
He answered: I have no need of a creature of Allah, and left. 
The Khalifah said: this is [true] honour. 565 
" The second category of scholars does not consider the matter problematic, and take 
from the ruler's gifts, on the basis: 
First: they do not consider this an issue of Haläl or HirJrll, but a matter of being 
cautious in the interests of righteousness and integrity. 
Second: those who accepted these gifts, did so to spend on the needy people who had 
no access to the ruler, and so state their needs, and take their rightful share. 
Third: they considered that, like all Muslims, they had rightful share in the Treasury. 
Hence, rulers had no favour over them, and that it was fully their right. 
In this context, it is worthwhile to mention two things: 
First: although the scholars differed in accepting money from the ruler, they were 
agreed that his wealth was not illicit. 
Second: despite accepting from the ruler, they acted with complete propriety in what 
pleases Allah and His Messenger. They admonished and feared no one but Alläh. 
Among them was al-Hasan al-Basri, and Mälik ibn . Aas. who 
held that it ýti a 
per mlissible to take money from the Kliallfth, because it belonged to the Muslims, and 
those who had prime right to it were the people of knowledge, who had dedicated 
565 A1-Dhahahi. Sivar. 'lähm al-Nubalä'. 5 , 84. 
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themselves to teaching people the matters of their life. 566 
However, if it was established that the ruler's wealth was illicit, or that he was ill- 
intentioned in granting financial gifts to scholars, then without exception they would 
all refuse. 
Al-Ghazäli stated that the wealth of sultans in our time is all or partly illicit (flans 77). 
Why not, when what is legitimate are sadagah (chanty), prizes of war, and booty, and 
this has ceased to exist, and nothing of it comes into the possession of the sultan. The 
only thing left is Jlzyah (tax on non-Muslims), and this is taken in various forms, of 
injustice by which it should not be taken. They transgress and exceed the limits of 
Sharl'ah in what is taken, without thought for who they take it from, and without 
fulfilling their end of the contract. If you add to that, the kharäj (tax on the produce of 
land) imposed on Muslims, the confiscations, bribes, and the variety of injustices. 
then what is legitimate does not amount to more than a minuscule fraction. 567 
Ile goes even further, in responding to those who have permitted accepting from the 
wealth of sultans in his time, on the pretext that the Companions and following pious 
generation, used to do so. He said: 
Oppressors in the first generation, due to the proximity to the time of the 
Rightly-Guided Khalifahs, were very conscious of their injustice, and sought 
to win over the Companions and the Tabi'un. Hence, they pursued them to 
accept their gifts, and would send these without pre-condition i intended 
insult, on the contrary, they would consider it a favour upon them if the. se 
persons were to accept. On their part. the Companions and others would take 
566 Muhammad abü Zahra. Ahmad ibn Hanbal Havatuh «'a Fiqhuh. p. 
76. 
5('7 A1-Ghazäli, Ihyä' 'L11üm al-Din. 2/139. 
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from them, and give it away, while refusing to comply with their wishes, not 
attending their sittings, rarely frequenting their gatherings, not wishing for 
their longevity, would supplicate against them, lash them with their tongues, 
and condemn their misdeeds openly. Hence, there was no fear that in 
receiving from them it would be to the detriment of their religion, and so there 
was no issue. As for our time, the sultans give only to those they wished to 
employ, count among their numerous of courtiers, utilise in their service, and 
decorate their sittings. Moreover, they would task them with making 
supplications for them, expressing admiration, and complimenting them in 
their presence and absence. Therefore, the person if he did not humiliate 
himself, either by asking for money, being in their service, complimenting and 
making supplications, helping them in their endeavours when required. 
increasing the number of persons around them in their sittings and 
processions, showing love, loyalty, and support for them against enemies, 
covering up their injustice, ugly deeds and sins, would not receive a single 
silver coin, even if he were of the stature of al-Shäfi'i. for example. Therefore, 
it is not permissible to take from them in this time, what is known to be Halal, 
due to the reasons stated above, so how can it be when it is known that the 
money is Harn, or comes from shady sources. Therefore, the person who 
accepts from their wealth, while likening himself to the Companions and the 
generation after them, has [in fact] compared the angels to ironmongers 
568 
It can be said that gifts given based on receiving something in return cannot be 
accepted, and if given without condition, nor for gagging mouths in saying the truth, 
then it is permissible. 
4.3.3.2. Utilising fear: 
568 A1-Ghazäli, Ihyä' `Ulüm al-Din, 2/139. 
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Some rulers were not satisfied with the use of enticements, and would also employ the 
threat of death and violence. In contrast, the scholars set examples in confronting. and 
dealing with such threat. 
The scholars knew that in reality they were putting themselves and future at mortal 
risk, but also knew the huge reward promised by Allah to those who undertook this 
duty. The Prophet, peace be upon him said: "The master of martyrs is Haniza ibn abd 
al-Muttalib, and the man who stood up to an oppressive ruler, commanding and 
prohibiting him, and was killed"569 
This category of scholars did not criticise those who did not emulate them in this 
action, rather they had undertook upon themselves to take the difficult route, based on 
the love of martyrdom, and so setting a good example for the Ummali after them. 
Examples: 
On the authority of abü Muslim al-Khawläni, and Mu'äwiyah ibn abi Sufyän that the 
latter was making a speech, having postponed payment of the monthly stipend by two 
or three months. Abü Muslim said to him: 0' Mu'äwiyah, this money is not yours, 
nor your father's or your mother's. Mu'äwiyah indicated to the people that they should 
wait for him. He descended from the pulpit, washed, returned and said: 0' people, ab0 
Muslim has mentioned that this money is not mine, not my father's nor mother's; what 
abü Muslim has said is true. I heard the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon hing, say: 
"anger is from Satan; Satan is from fire, and water extinguishes fire. If one of you iý 
angered, the let him wash. Go and receive your stipends with the ble,, siiig of Alläh. " 
570 
569 Narrated by: AM Dä\vüd, Kitäb al-Malähim. Bulb 16. a1-Tirinidhi. Bäh al-I 'i tan. Bäh 9; with I la,;, in 
chain. tire: 3675 in Sahih al-Jämi'. 
570 Flil\at al-: 1wlivä'. 2/130. al-Ghaiäli. Ihvä' 'Ulüm al-Din. 5! 70- 
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King Isma'i] feared Najm al-Din ibn Ayüb, ruler of Egypt. For that reason, he made 
an alliance with the European Crusaders and enlisted their help. In return. he handed 
over the citadels of Safad and al-Shagif, and the areas surrounding them; shared 
control over Sidon, Tiberius and their territories, as well as Jabal '. Air and the 
coastal lands. He even allowed them into Damascus, and to buy weapons. The 
scholar, al-'Izz ibn `abd al-Sa1äm, witnessed these events. He responded on the Friday 
by taking to the pulpit, and condemning these actions. He described the magnitude of 
this massive treachery to the entire Muslim Ummali, and stopped making the 
supplication in the name of King Ismä'i`l, and instead supplicated: 0' Allah bring 
forth for this nation, a reckoning of good, in which the good are `(glorified, and your 
enemies humiliated; in which obedience is observed, and your disobedience 
prohibited; with the people following him in supplication. 
When King Ismä'tl learned of this, he commanded that al-'Izz ibn abd al-Saläm be 
removed from his position of authority, had him put under house arrest, and forbade 
him to give Fatwa to the people . 
571 
Another example that highlights the readiness for martyrdom in the cause of truth in 
the face of tyrants, is that of ibn Taymiyah when he met Ghäzän. the Mongol king. He 
told the interpreter: say to Ghäzän that you claim to be a Muslim, and have Muezzins. 
a judge, Imam, and scholar, from what we have heard. However, you have invaded 
our lands, for what? Your father and grandfather, Hüläkü, were non-Muslims, they 
did not invade the lands of Islam, rather they made treaties with our people. Yet you 
have made treaties, and not respected them; promised and broken your word. 
The narrator said: there were exchanges with Ghäzän, Qatlushäh, and 
Bulay. where 
571 : \l-Subki. 'I'abaglt al-Shäfi'i)yah. 81'243. 
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ibn Taymiyah firmly and righteously stood his ground, and said the truth without fear. 
except of Alldh. Food was brought, and they ate, except ibn Tavmiv-ah. He was asked 
why he did not eat. He replied: how can I eat your food. and all of it has been robbed 
from the people; you took their goats, and cooked it with wood cut from their trees. 
The narrator said: then Ghäzän asked him to supplicate. In his supplication he said: 0 
Alläh, if this servant of Yours, is fighting so that Your Word is elevated, and that the 
religion is fully observed for Your sake, then help him, grant him victory, and power 
over land and people. However, if he does so only for fame, and worldly gain; for his 
word to be lofty, and that Islam and its people are humbled, then abandon him, shake 
the ground under him, destroy him, and end him forever. 
All this, with Ghdzän raising his hands, and saying "Amen" after his words. 
We gathered our clothes to us, for fear that they would be spattered with the blood of 
ibn Taymiyah. When we left his audience, the Chief Justice, Najm al-Din ibn Sussri. 
and others said to him: you nearly killed yourself and us with you, and by Allah, we 
will not accompany you from here. 
He replied: and I, by Alläh, shall not accompany you. 
So we set off as a group, and he and a small group were slightly delayed. The 
commanders and princes, from the company of Ghdzän, heard of him and congregated 
to receive the blessing of his supplication. He was journeying back into Damascus, 
and they were looking at him in admiration. The narrator said: by Allah he arrived in 
Damascus in the company of 300 of their nobles. As for those who had refused to 
accompany hing, they were attacked by a band of Mongols, who ý, lau`ýhtered them to 
the last 57 -1 
572 Ihn Kathir, al-Bidävah % va al-Nihävah. 14, '89. 
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It is clear from the previous examples, that this category of scholars, had their unique 
style of dealing with rulers, which was confronting the ruler with the truth of hip 
injustice, without fear, even when the consequences were grave, and included 
sacrificing their own lives. It can be said that the scholars had a vital role in 
influencing the rulers, and hence reflecting in the reform of the State and society. 
4.4. The Most Important Topics raised by al-Samhndi in his Book 
" The intellect[ `Aqi] 
9 The prohibition on employing 'Ahl al-Dhimrnah. 
Hlsbah. 
" Ministers. 
4.4.1. Introduction: 
The topics and issues mentioned by al-Samhüdi in his book, are interrelated and 
similar, coming under the headings of morals and etiquettes. which the ruler must 
abide by. Some came in the form of description of the reality witnessed and suffered 
by al-Samhüdi, who wanted to change it, first by describing it, and then through 
advice, and by bringing it to the attention of the ruler. 
The most important topics addressed by al-Samhüdi, and deserve to be discussed at 
some length: 
4.4.2. The intellect: 
This is one of the first topics mentioned by al-Samhüdi in the book, and it is worth 
studying it from two angles. The first: the scholars' commentary on Haldth. c relating 
to the intellect mentioned and depended upon by al-Samhüdi. Second: a contrOVCry 
raised by al-Samhüdi in the book, which is that the religion follows the intellect. 
al-Samhüdi concerned himself with the intellect, and began his book by 
defining it, 
and it's types, in order to call the ruler's attention to the fact that it is a 
favour trom 
Z40 
Allah, and that rulers whom Allah had blessed with intellect must put it to the use of 
establishing justice, and combating injustice. 
al-Samhüdi defined the intellect as a force of instinct (i. e. natural) given by Allah to 
specific persons among his creatures, with which to comprehend. 
It is as though al-Samhüdi wished to say that those fortunate ones were the rulers. 
There are other definitions for intellect, among them: 
1. The intellect is an instinctive force in the person that holds him back from 
committing ugly deeds, and clarifies for him those praiseworthy matters. 
2. The intellect is the instinct by which the human being knows, and distinguishes 
between what benefits him and what does not. 573 
3. The intellect is a light in the heart nourished to distinguish between truth and 
falsehood. Through the intellect what is Haläl and Harärn were recognized, as 
were the rulings of Islam. 574 
4. The intellect is an instinct placed by Allah in the majority of his creatures, for 
which they have no faculty or sense to gauge it in themselves or others, rather 
Alläh informed them of it, i. e. intellect is an instinct. 575 
In the previous definitions, it is to be noted that they all mentioned the intellect as an 
instinctive force, placed by Alläh in the human being by which he comprehends 
matters. This is true to the Hadlth of the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him: "no 
person has acquired anything better than intellect, it guides him to the truth or 
573 Ibn Tavmivah, Majmü' al-Fati«ä, 9/286. 
S74 Muhammad. al-S. iVim. Qimat al-'Aql ti al-Islthn, p. 2O. 
575 Al-Harith al-N1uhäsibi, Mähiyat al-'Aql wa Ma'näh. p. 201. 
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consigns him to perdition. "576 
al-Samhüdi then mentioned the two parts of the intellect: 
1. A part that accepts increase and decrease according to experiences and events 
from which it derives benefits and experience. 
2. A part that does not increase or decrease, i. e. the natural instinctive intellect, over 
which the human being will be held to account for his actions. 
`Ali ibn Abü Tälib, mentioned that the intellect is two kinds: static and dynamic. The 
static is explained by the prophetic HadtIr "no person has acquired anything better 
than intellect... ", and the dynamic is what acquires experiences and knowledge. 577 
The scholars have endorsed al-Samhüdi s classification, and explained that the second 
depends on the first, since it cannot be complete without it. The human being cannot 
benefit from experiences, events, and knowledge, unless his instinctive intellect is 
complete. It is inconceivable that an insane person can learn something from incidents 
and experiences, because he lacks the instinctive intellect. 578 
4.4.2.1. Hadlths relating to intellect: 
al-Samhüdi in his discussion on the intellect, cited the long Hadth "When AIlAh 
created the intellect... " 579, which mentions the virtues and importance of the intellect. 
However, the scholars have stated that the Hadlths on the intellect are not reliable. 
Ibn al-Qayyim stated: all the Hadths on intellect are fabrication. It has also been said 
that there is no authentic report regarding the intellect from the Messenger of : \lläh. 
576 Narrated by,: al-Tabaräni in al-Kabir and al-Awsat, as in Nlajma' al-Zawä*id by al-llaythami, 
l/121. lie commented: the chain contains abd al-Rahmän ibn Z_avd ibn Aslam who i, weak. 
577 Saläh al-Din, al-'Aql fi al-Islam. p. 9. 
578 Muhammad, al-Säyim, Qlmat al-'Aq1 fi al-Isldin, p. PS. 
579 This is found where it is mentioned in the work. 
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On the other hand, some scholars have studied the chain of narration of the Hadth 
used by al-Samhüdi, and said that the worst that can be said about it is that it is weak 
in some of its chains of narration . 
580 
4.4.2.2. A controversy in the treatise on intellect: 
al-Samhüdi in his discussion of intellect raised an old and substantial controversy. 
which had attracted much study, and dispute between scholars, to the point that ibn 
Taymiyah wrote a whole book dedicated to the subject, consisting of 10 volumes, 
which he titled: Repelling the contradiction between intellect and [religious] texts. In 
it, he responded to those who said that the intellect should be given precedence over 
the texts, in the cases of apparent disagreement between both. 
al-Samhüdi raised this issue in his statement: "know that religion follows the intellect. 
and wherever the intellect is, the religion is with it. " 
If al-Samhüdi meant by his statement that Allah in his favour and clemency over His 
servants, had not mandated things that contradicted sound intellect, and made the 
religion in harmony with the human intellect, in its rulings represented by commands 
and prohibitions; this is the opinion upheld by the scholars. 
However, if he meant that the Shari 'ah is secondary to the intellect, i. e. any aspect of 
religion is not applied, until it is reviewed in light of the intellect, whereby if the 
intellect accepts it then it is acceptable, and if not then rejected; this is a highly 
erroneous statement, and is based on a false premise, i. e. the assumption that there iý 
contradiction between sound intellect and correct and clear revelation. There k no 
example of this in the entire Share ali. Moreover, it is inconceivable that Alldh would 
580 A1-hlanär fi al-Sahih wa al-Da'if, p. 66, al-Fitni. Tadhkirat 'a1-Nlawdu'ät, p. 29. 
The ivýue cuntmn: 
much detail ('f: Saläh al-Din. al-'Aql ti al-Islam, pp. 29.39-41. 
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command reflection: {ponder, 0' people of mind}, then oblige them to observe 
matters that contradict their intelligence, such that they are vexed, and fall into error 
and confusion. 
The Sharl'ah text comes first, and is followed by the intellect. It is not permissible 
that the intellect roam freely, but must be checked by the revelation. This is because 
the Shari'ah came to restrict the intellect, by prohibiting certain action, and 
commanding others. The intellect must not overstep the limits. otherwise this is a 
trespass on the Shaifah. 581 
In conclusion, this matter is complex, and I wanted to mention the scholars' opinions 
on the issue, and that what the majority uphold is that the intellect is secondary to the 
religion, and not the contrary. 582 
4.4.3. Employment of 'Ahl al-Dhimmafi 
This is one of the most extensive among the topics discussed by the author in his 
book. He tackled this issue with some strictness and harshness towards Ah/ al- 
Dimmah, and this is attributed, as described by al-Samhüdi, to the fact that '-Ahl al- 
Dhimrllah had taken over the sensitive State positions and employed these in 
controlling and humiliating the Muslims, and that the governors and rulers had made 
them close to them, such that they had power over the majority of Muslims. 
al-Samhüdi 's reaction was forceful, and he collated the evidence from the Qur'an and 
Sunnafi, as well as the scholars' statements that indicate that 
Ahl a1-D/iimn]a/i should 
not be employed, nor taken as helpers. He exhorted rulers not to employ' them, nor 
581 NIUhall mad, a1-S ivim. Qimat al-': Aql fi al-Isläm, p. 40. 
ýS2 Ihn Ta\ mivah, Där' Ta'arud a]-`Aq1 wa al-Nagl: study and review: 
Dr. N1uhainmad al-Sad) id al- 
Ja1 nd, pp. 59-150. 
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make them part of their inner circle, and that this was contrary to the Shan 'ah. 
Among what he said: the ruler must work to remove the corruption, and prevent : 4h1 
al-Dhimmah from taking up authority in matters concerning the people. 
He also said: do we not fear, that the wrath and punishment of Allah would fall on u'. 
by making His enemies our friends, employing them as scribes and governors in place 
of the believers. 
He also said in describing his time, as was mentioned in a previous chapter: "their- 
impiety was clear in their disregard for the honour of Muslims, their treachery in 
financial dealing... they rode horses, and were evil and abusive in public. One was 
witnessed taking his foot out of the stirrup, and kicking Muslims in the face «ith 
impunity. 
He also said: The ruler, May Allah aid him, act to remove every Dhinwfi from post of 
responsibility, and replace him with a Muslim, because the clear proof of Allah stands 
against all those who befriend them, take them as scribes and close associates, or 
giving them authority in a matter concerning Muslims, or sought sufficiency in them, 
while disregarding the Muslims. 
Finally, he said: the Qur'änic verses, and Hadiths mentioned in not taking 'Ahl al- 
Dhilnrnah as allies, and not employing them. are many. If we were to mention them 
all, the book would not have been sufficient, but in this there is sufficiency for those 
of reflection. 
4.4.4. Hisbah 
This is one of the topics addressed by al-Samhüdi where he described the 1tate of the 
, 11uhta. "r1) in his time, and warned the ruler about 
it. I shall give a `general 
idea on 
H: cha/i, its development, the important conditions, etiquettes. and the authoritie,, of 
those undertaking it. as well as its protocols. The reason 
for such detail in the topic cat 
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Hisbah, is that al-Samhüdi s book is considered to be an example of Hisbah practised 
by scholars over rulers: through advice and reminder. 
Who should be employed as Minister, where I shall define the term, and its types. I 
shall also indicate the main references that mention the most important characteristic 
to be found in a minister. 
4.4.4.1. Definition of Hlsbah: 
It is commanding good, where it has been manifestly abandoned, and forbidding evil 
where it is manifestly practised. 583 
AI-Muhtasib. is the person who undertakes this responsibility of commanding good 
[ma 'Mill and prohibiting evil [munkarj. 
" Ma'rüf is every statement, act, or intention that Alläh has extolled and 
commanded. For example: helping the poor and needy, building schools, 
establishing hospitals and orphanages, repairing public infrastructure, etc. 
" Munkal: is every statement, act, or intention that Alläh has condemned and 
forbidden. For example: consuming alcohol, spying. backbiting. lying, cheating, 
etc. 
584 
It is important here to make a distinction in regard of whether commanding good and 
prohibiting evil are the same as Hlsbah in every respect? 
Reflecting upon Hrsbafi and 'Amr bi al-Ma Mfwa aah y an al-Munkar, reveals some 
differences: 
lmr hi al-Ala 'rdf wa . i/ii' -an ßr1-. 
1lunkar is a religious obliLation upon '\ CF\ 
583 : \l-1\llwardi. al-Ahkäm al-Sultanivvah. p. 24O: abü 
Ya'ld. al-Ahkäm al-Sult. äniYyah, p. 284. 
584 Ihrähim al-Shihä i. al-Hishah fi al-Islam. p. 9: Dr. Iýmä1l a1-Badaww"i, al-Siydsah al-Shar'ivyah. 
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Muhtaslb by virtue of the position given him by the ruler. As for, Amr bi al-Ma 'rüt 
wa Nahy `an al-Munkar, it is lard kifäyah arising from the voluntary action of the 
person. The Muhtaslb is held to account for neglecting the duty of Hmbah. while the 
ordinary person performing Amr bi al-Ma 'rüf wa Nahy `an al-Alunkar is not. 
The Muhtaslb is not allowed to be taken away from the duty of Hlsbah by any other 
work, since Ihtlsäb is his main function. As for the volunteer, he is permitted to 
undertake other work taking him away from performing Hlsbah, since in this case he 
is only a volunteer undertaking a non-obligatory role. 
1. The Muhtaslb is appointed to be called upon, and be available in matters where it 
is an obligation to command, or prohibit; in both cases he must respond. 
2. The volunteer is not appointed to do this, and therefore he is given a tree choice 
on whether to respond when asked to do so, or not. 
3. The Muhtasib is duty bound to search out the manifest instances of Alunkar as 
well as the instances of non-abidance with the religious command; for example, 
not performing prayer or fasting. However, the volunteer is not obliged to do so, 
and at times it may be considered against the volunteer to reveal those 
improprieties of persons, which he is forbidden to reveal. However, if he 
witnesses Munkar practised, or Marzlfperformed, then he has the right to prohibit 
and command. 
4. The Mulitasib appoints helpers who are themselves vested with the authority 
from 
the State. This gives him the power and authority to can-V out his work, and 
he is 
permitted to employ force in the course of his work. because he 
has leave from the 
sultan to do so. However, the volunteer has only limited power to 
do so, where no 
greater evil results, or provokes conflict, fighting. or 
dispute leading to chaos. 
Some scholars consider that this sinful behaviour, and their rule regarding . -1mr 
hi 
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al-Ma'riUf wa Nahy `an al-Munkar, is that it is not permissible to undertake it in 
those cases, where the results are far worse than the matter being tackled. 
5. The Muhtasib has the power to punish those who commit public Afunkar, on 
condition that the punishment does not reach the level of one of the prescribed 
Islamic punishments (Hudüd). The volunteer has no authority to punish, but can 
only explain and clarify. 
6. The Muhtaslb receives a salary, reward, or remuneration for carrying out this role. 
because he is a State employee. As for the volunteer, he cannot claim payment. 
since he is quite simply-a volunteer. 585 
4.4.4.2. The Development of Hlsbah 
Human nature is such that a person may at times to leave the path of good, and seek to 
satisfy his whims and desires in disobedience of the Shan'ah, and resulting in injury 
to people, and trespass on their rights. Therefore, Islam encouraged people to 
condemn and not be silent, where they witness departure from the path of 
righteousness, and injustice upon people. Furthermore, individuals are chosen 
according to specific criteria, who undertake the duty of overseeing and reforming 
people. The first to practice this was the Prophet, peace be upon him. 
AN Hurayrah narrated that the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him, passed by a 
sack of food. He put his hand in it, and felt some damp. He said: "what is this? " The 
man replied: it is the sky that did this, Messenger of Ilah. He said: "place it on top, 
so that people can see it; he who cheats is not of me"586 
585 Ibrahim al-Shihäwi, al-Hisbah ti al-Islam. p. 78: Dr. Ismä`il al-Badawi, a1-Sivi'ah a1-Shar'iyyah. 
p. 286. 
586 Narrated hv: Muslim, Bäb 43.1/99. 
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His example was followed by the Khallfahs, and Companions. 'Umar ibn al-Khattäb 
used to carry out the duty of Hlsbah personally, inspecting the markets. walking 
around at night to ensure security, to such an extent that he would forbid mistreatment 
of animals. Al-Musayab ibn Daram said: I saw `Umar ibn al-Khattäb beat a camel 
driver, saying to him: you have burdened your camel more than it can bear. 587 
The criteria for the person given the duty of Hlsbah are: belief, maturity, capability, 
integrity. 
These criteria can be classified into two types: 
9 Agreed upon Criteria; 
o Islam. 
o Maturity. 
o Capability. 
o Knowledge. 
9 Disputed Criteria 
o Freedom. 
o Integrity. 
o Permission by the sultan or head of state. 
* Agreed upon Criteria; 
1-Islam: 
There is no disagreement regarding this condition, since the non-Muslin cannot 
command a Muslim to do good, nor forbid him from doing evil. Moreover, the duty of 
fHlsbah is an authority over the Muslim, and a non-Muslim cannot be given power 
587 Ibrahim al-Shihäwi, al-Hisbah fT al-Islam. p. 104: Dr. Ismä`il al-Badawi, al-Siyäsah al-Shar'iyyah. 
p. 286. 
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over a Muslim. 
2-Maturity: 
This is also fundamental, since a person who is underage, or not mature is not obliged 
to perform the fundamental religious acts like Saläh, Zakäh, etc, let alone more. 
Hicbah is also an act of obedience to Allah, and cannot be undertaken except by those 
who comprehend it, and wish for its reward, while those who are not mature, cannot 
understand nor seek its reward. 
3- Ability to perform Amr bi al Ma'rzif wa Nahy `an al-Munkar. 
This condition means that the individual employed to perform Hisba must be strong in 
their religion, and in their command and prohibition, since they will need to use their 
tongue and hand. The person who is incapable, is not obliged to perform Hisbah. 588 
4- Knowledge: 
This means that the Muhtaslb must be knowledgeable in what he commands or 
prohibits. The ignorant person is not allowed to command or prohibit, because he will 
bring more harm than good, and is likely to see good as evil and evil as good. 
Therefore the person must be knowledgeable in the rules of Shari'ah, its aims. such 
that his command and prohibition are in accordance to the Will of Allah, generally, 
when there is no specific text relating to the issue. 
There is an important issue related to this condition; in those matters that are 
disagreed among scholars, should he enforce on people what he considers to be 
correct, on a matter disputed by the scholars? 
The scholars have been divided on this into two groups: 
The first: permit him to do so. 
588 A1-N1. iwardi, al-: \hkäm al-Sultänivyah, p. 241: AN Ya'ld. al-Abkam al-Sultani}-y-ah, p. 
285. 
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The second: consider that he is not authorised to force people to adopt his opinion. 
and must allow people the freedom to make their own choice, and practice Ijtihäd in 
their own right. 
589 
This is closest to the ease and flexibility inherent in the religion, and comes from the 
well-known rule that states: No censure in disputed issues. 
" Disputed Criteria 
1- Freedom: 
Fundamentally, commanding good and prohibiting evil is permissible for every 
Muslim to every Muslim, and some scholars hold that freedom is not a condition, 590 
while al-Mäwardi 91 held that it is so. The heart leans more to al-Mäwardi s position 
since people are inclined to accept from those they consider their betters, and it is not 
usual that the free accept advice from slaves. 
Also, Hrsbah is a position of authority and a slave cannot take up position over free 
people. 
2- Integrity: 
Two things are meant here: 
" One: he is not impious. 
" Two: he applies what he commands, and does not do what he prohibits. 
The scholars have differed on this point, and some of them have stated the position 
that the impious person, or one whose actions contradict his words. is not permitted to 
589 Al-Mäwardi, al-Ahkän al-Sultinivyah, p. 285. 
590 : \1-(311azä1 . 
Ihv. i' 'Ulü m al-Din, 7/196. 
5 91 : \l-hfäward. al-: \hkim al-Sultäniv vah. p. 241. 
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command or prohibit. 592 
" Their evidence was: 
o From Qur'än: { do you order people to devoutness and forget j ourselve. '. when 
you recite the Book? Will you not use your intellect? }' 9-. And {) ou who ha ie 
Imän! Why do you say what you do not do? --- it is deeply abhorrent to Allah that 
you should say what you do not do. }594 
Anas ibn Mälik said that: the Messenger of Alläh, peace be upon him, `aid: 
"On the night of Isrj' (the night he journeyed to the heavens), I saw men 
whose lips were being cut by shears of fire, I said: who are they. Jibril? 
He answered: those who deliver sermons of your nation, commanding people 
to devoutness and forgetting themselves. while they recite the Book. diO they 
not use their intellect. "595 
Other scholars hold the opinion that integrity is not a condition in the person 
performing Amr bi al-Ma'rüf wa Nahy an al-Munkar, and that it is not necessary that 
he practice what he commands or desists from what he prohibits, although no doubt 
this is best. However, they do not consider it a condition whereby Hisba can only be 
done if fulfilled. Their evidence is: 
First: the raft of Quranic verses and Hadiths which express the obligation of Arm bi 
al-Ala rUf wa Nahy `an al-Munkarwithout condition, and that it is a duty on the wider 
592 A1-Ghazäli, Ihr. i' 'U1üm al-Din, 7/196. 
593 A1-Baqarah 44. 
594 AI-Saff 2-3 
595 Narrated by: ibn Hibbän in his Sahih. from the Hadith of Anas. chapter of tho'c who Lnve scrmnonl, 
in word you do not follow \\ ith action. 
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Ummah, which points to integrity not being a requirement. 
Second: the unanimity of the Ummah on the obligatory nature of Hlsbah on every 
Muslim according to ability. 
Third: logic: this considers that the opinion that restricts the performance of Hi: cbah it 
a person of integrity, who practices what he preaches, and desists from what he 
prohibits, will lead to this practice being steadily eroded due to non-application, since 
no one is infallible, and does not commit error. 
As for the evidence presented by the supporters of the first opinion, concernimz the 
grave crime of one who commands people, and does not apply it to himself; this refers 
to one who does not command himself at all, which is different to one who commands 
himself and commands people, but like all other people has a moment of weakness. 
and may commit what he considers to be evil; that is human nature. 
The punishment meted out to them according to the _Hadith of 
Anas mentioned 
earlier, refers to those who do what they prohibits people from, on purpose. 
The stronger opinion is the second one. which does not consider personal integrity a 
condition for performing Hlsbah, and Alläh knows best. 596 
3- Requiring the permission of the sultan or head of state: 
The scholars have differed on this point, where some hold that permission must be 
secured first from the ruler, in allowing Hisba to be performed, and that it is not 
allowed without that permission. 
However, the majority of scholars have held that it is not obligator` to have 
penn1sS1Oll. 
596 Ibrahim al-Sli häwi, al-Hisbah fi al-Islam, p. 104: Dr. Ismä'il al-Badawi, al-Si,, -dsah al-Shay' i\ yah. 
p. 2)i. 
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The first group have argued that allowing every person without distinction to per-tornl 
Hisba can only need to dispute and chaos. 
The second group have argued that the generality of Quranic verses. and Hadiths that 
command good and prohibit evil refer to every Muslim at any time carrying out this 
duty without the permission of anyone. It is true that potential for harms and benefits 
must be considered, however to require permission is not correct. 
They argued on the basis that the custom of the pious generation of Companions in 
performing Hisba, demonstrated their unanimity in not requiring permission, or to be 
delegated that role. All that has been narrated about the pious generation indicates that 
the permission of the head of state or ruler is not a condition attached to the obligation 
of Hrsbah. They also indicated that Hisbah is an immutable right of every individual; 
as in the example where Marwän ibn al-Hakam gave the sermon before the Eid 
prayer. A man said to him: the sermon is delivered after the prayer. Nlarwän replied: 
this has been left, so and so. 
Abü Sa'id al-Khudr said: as for this man, he has fulfilled his duty, the Messenger of 
Alläh, peace be upon him said to us: "whoever witnesses a alunkai- then let him 
change it with his hand, if he cannot then with his tongue, and if he cannot then in his, 
heart, and that is the weakest 'Imän (faith. )"597 
In this example, Abü Sa'id endorsed the man's position, in performing His bah without 
the permission of the ruler or governor. Furthermore, he presented evidence as to the 
correctness of this action, in the generality of the command by the Prophet, peace 
be 
upon him, in changing evil or people's mistakes. 
S97 Narrated by: Muslim. Bib Bavän Kart n al-Nahe an al-hiunkar min al-Imän. wa an al-lmän 
Yazid 
va l anyu . %\ a an al-: 
\mr bi al-Nia'riif «va al-Nally an al-Niunkar Wajiban. 70. 
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There are many narrations from the pious generation that confirmed this. and it is 
understood from the general context that these involved the sultans as «ell. and so 
how could their permission be needed then ? 598 
4.4.4.3. The etiquettes of the person appointed to perform Hisba 
The scholars have set the following conditions that apply to the person appointed to 
perform Hlsbah: 
1- Knowledge: 
What is meant here, is that the Muhtasib has knowledge specific to the incident he is 
treating, whether by command of prohibition. It is unacceptable that he command or 
prohibit in a matter in which he has no knowledge of its limits, b`' avs, or mitigating 
circumstances. 
599 
2- Wara'(high level of piety in avoiding even the smallest of improprieties): 
What is meant here, is that the actions the person appointed to perform Hisba are not 
contradictory, i. e. he command that which he himself respects. that he not have one 
posture in private, and another in public, which would open him to people's ridicule. 
This is also important so that his invitation to people to good is accepted, if his private 
behaviour was different to his public behaviour, then this would stir people against 
him, and lead them to disregard him, while censuring and admonishing him. 
60° 
3- Chastity/Modesty: 
598 : \I-Shihä« i, al-Hisbah fi al-Islam, p. 4: al-Ghazäli. 
Ihya' ilium al-Din. 7/1203: Dr. kmä'il al- 
Badawi. 
al-Siv-. is: hh al-Shar'iv, v, ah. p. 297. 
599 al-(Yhazäli, Ihvä' 'Ulüin al-Din. 7/1203. 
(M al-Ghazäli, Ihr ýi' i)lüm al-Din. 7/1234. 
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He must also practice great probity in dealing with people's wealth, not accepting any 
gifts from them out of piety, since for a person of his authority, this is a bribe not a 
gift. This better preserves his honour, and people's respect for his authority. 
4 -Good manners, and gentle disposition in giving Nas, Oafr 
The Muhtaslb must adopt manners that include: being easy to get on with, gentle, a 
smiling face, and nice choice of expression. 60' 
He must also be gentle and tender in his giving Naslhah, command, and prohibition. 
This is more beneficial, and would lead to the outcome he wishes for. Allah says: 
{ it is a mercy from Alläh that you were gentle with them. If you had been 
rough or hard of heart, they would have scattered from around you... } b02 
On the authority of 'A'ishah, she said: 
a group of Jews came to the Messenger of A115h, peace be upon him, and said: 
"Sim" (death) upon you [rather than "Salim" (peace)]. She said I understood 
what they meant, and said to them: upon you "Sam" (death) and damnation. 
The Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him, said: "Restrain yourself. 
`A'ishah, Allah loves gentleness in all matters". 
She said: Messenger of Alläh, did you not hear what they said? 
The messenger of Allah, peace be upon him said: "I replied, and to you. "603 
601 A1-Shihäwi, al-Hisbah Iii al-Isläm, p. 62. 
602 Al-' Imrän 159. 
603 Narrated by: al-Bukhara, Bab al-Rifq fi al-Amr kullih, 2308: Muslim, 
Bib al-Nahy an Ibtidä' Ahl 
al-Kitäb bi al-Salim wa kayf Yaruddu `Alayhim, 2165. 
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5- Applying the Sunnab, and the Sbari'ah commands 
He must be regular in practising the Sunnah of the Prophet. peace be upon hing. His 
appearance must be that of a man who is responsible for the limits of Allah not being 
transgressed, and so there must be no inkling of any neglect in practising the Sunnah. 
such that he is not one of those who command people to do good, while th<v neglect 
themselves. 604 
6- Patience 
The person appointed to do Hisba must be patient in commanding good and 
prohibiting evil. It may be the case that the person he is commanding will not comply. 
and he must be patient with him until he does so. He must also be patient in tern,, of 
the harm that will come his way, as he performs his duty; some of those «hone he is 
trying to advise may harm him. Allah has explained that harm iý the lot of one who) 
performs Hr. sbah, and so commanded patience in that respect: 
{ A1º' son, establish S ilih and command what !. ti right and 
forbid what i sw u 'rc )n g 
and be steadfast in the face of all that happens to -voll. 
That I., crtainly the 
most resolute couz: ce to folio «. } 605 
4.4.4.4. The authorities of the person appointed to perform Hlsbah 
It is well known that when the term "authorities" is used, it refers to specific and well 
defined matters, and are usually fixed despite changes in time and place, unleý,, there 
are changes to the term itself, or the character of the authority, but this 
iý rare. 
However, in the case of the authorities of the .I 
fufita.: ib. these vary greatly. such that it 
60 ; \1-Shih. iwi. al-Hisbah fi al-Is un. p. 67. 
005 Lugman: 17. 
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is difficult to claim that they can be quantified. This is because there is a general 
basis, which is to command all that is known to be good, and forbid all that is known 
to be evil. It is well known that the former encompasses all matter of good, while the 
latter encompasses all matter of evil. Both cannot be quantified. because they refer to 
religious, social, and customary commands and prohibitions. 
4.4.4.5. Protocols of Ihtlsäb (performing Hlsbab) 
These comprise three matters: 
" Being informed of the issue. 
" Personal observation. 
9 Knowledge. 
This takes place in the following way: 
If the issue at hand relates to private rights, which do not affect the majority of the 
' (Tiiwiah or population, then the Muhtaslb must not intervene except by direct 
invitation of the injured party. After being informed, the Muhtasib must be satisfied 
that the evil exists, whether by personal observation, or confession of the perpetrator. 
However, if the Ihtisäb related to one of the rights of Allah, or in the majority was so, 
then Ihtis; ah would be based on personal observation and knowledge, whether by the 
Ilu/itasih or his helpers. 
The three ways are the only ones by which the Muhtasib may work to fulfil his duty. 
This is because claims, and proving them is a matter for the courts, and the Muhtu. sih 
is prohibited from exercising a judicial role, and deciding on matters of right'. where 
there is need to hear testimony and review evidence. 
ýýý 
A claim to the judge with the object of removing an evil, is termed "claim for Hisba", 
and is uniquely related to the rights of Allah. In this case, the claimant is claiminL, a 
right, and is a witness at the same time . 
606 
4.4.5. On Those to Be Taken as Ministers: 
With this title, al-Samhüdi began the last section in the third chapter. He started by 
stating that the ruler must seek and appoint ministers who are %ý ire, and give , eood 
advice, and that he should consult them often, and hear their opinions. He then 
mentions some attributes that the Minister must have, among these: being just. 
knowledgeable, and a good policymaker. He must not be young, or inexperienced. 
and must not seek to amass wealth through his position, and that the minister must not 
be miserly in giving advice to the ruler. 
When we research the meaning of the word " Wazlr'' and " ft izärafi' in the : rabic, we 
find that it may hold four meanings: 
Derived from " meaning weight or a burden. This is because he carries the 
burden for the ruler. 
It is derived from "al-Ir'? which refers to the back. This is because the ruler is 
strengthened by his minister, in the same way that his body acquires strength 
from its 
back. 
A derivative of " Wazar'' meaning refuge, as in the Qur'änic verse. 
This is because the 
ruler refers back to him for his opinion and help. 
It r 
60/ 
II azäraliit is deriveci from 
liMu äzß ith11, which means help. 
The Niessen`ger, peace be upon him, used to consult his 
Companions, diýýuýý and 
600 Dr. Ismail a1-Badawi, a1-Si}'dsah al-Shar'iyyah, p. 
303. 
607 Sc"c: al-hlaNvardi, Adäb al-\\'azir. p. 9: ibn Khuldün. al-\lugaddimah. 
p. 270. 
ýýý 
negotiate with them on matters both public and private. Specifically. he would ta,, k 
Abü Bakr with other special duties, such that the Persian Emperor, Khesru. Caesar. 
and the Abyssinian king, al-Najäshf. all referred to Abu Bakr as the Messenger's. 
peace be upon him, Minister. The term was as yet not in use among Muslims. 608 
Ministerial posts are categorised into executive and devolved.. - devolved ministerial 
post is one where the ruler grants the Minister the authority to make and pursue policy 
in the way he sees fit. This meaning is articulated in the verse of Qur'an: { Assign rile 
a minister from my family, my brother Härün. Strengthen In back by - him and let him 
. share in my task. 
} 609 
If this is permissible in Prophet hood, then it is more so in the zithll]ah. As for the 
executive ministerial post, it is lower in rank compared to the devolved, and has fewer 
conditions attached. It is principally there to execute those instructions that come from 
the ruler, and the Minister has no authority in deciding and giving, his own 
instructions. 610 
As for the attributes of the Minister, some scholars have mentioned many, while some 
were mentioned by al-Samhd --611 
4.4.6. A Discussion and Appraisal of the Opinions of al-Samhüdi. 
608 ibn Khuldün, al-Nlugaddimah, p. 271. 
609 Tal la 29. 
610 For further detail, see: al-Mzwt ardi, al-Ahkäm al-Sultänivvah, pp. 25.29: al- NI, -m ii 
dL . \däh al- 
\Vazir, p. 10: 
al-Juwav ni, Ghiv ith al-'Uniani, p. 71. 
611 For further detail, see: al-Juwaini, al-Ju« aynl. Ghiyäth al-'Utnarn. p. 
70 in the section entitled 
(Sifjt al-\V iiir): al-M: iwvardi. Adäb al-\Vazlr. pp. 18,31. 
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Reflecting on the statements of al-Samhüdi in the topic of ' Ah1 al-Dhimmah, and 
whether it was permissible for one of them to be given a post in the Islamic state. he 
did not clarify the types of positions, nor their importance, rather he spoke generally 
in the main. He mentioned in his discussion only two positions in the statement: "do 
we not fear. that the wrath and punishment of Allah would fall on us. by making Hip 
enemies our friends, employing them as scribes and governors in place of the 
believers". 
It seems that al-Samhüdi generalised the rulings, and used general tenns without 
detail, in demanding that the ruler remove all Dhlm nis from their post. and replacing 
them with Muslims. He did not explain the type of authority or position, even though 
many scholars had furnished detail on the issue that contradicts his words. 
Therefore, I consider it appropriate to expand in this area, and clarify the Islamic 
ruling regarding employing 'Ahl al-bi rnrnah in the positions of the Islamic state. 
shedding light on the areas of disagreement among scholars, mentioning their 
opinions, and whether they agreed or disagreed with al-Samhüdi s perspective. 
Islam established the relationship between Muslims and ' Ahl a%-Dhlmixiah on 
kindness, {1 11äh does not forbid you from being good to those who have not fought 
_j-ou 
in the religion, or driven you from your homes. that you be just to them. Allib 
10 i'cc those who are just. }6'2 
It gave them rights to take up certain positions. and guaranteed freedom to work and 
trade, however there were some sensitive positions of a religious or szrunt\ nature in 
612 : \l-Muintahanah: 8. 
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the Islamic state that were exclusive to Muslims only, like head of state. and other 
positions that will be mentioned . 
613 
The leadership of the state. regardless of title: Khallfah, Emir. or sultan, are 
exclusively for Muslims, and this is an issue of unanimity among Muslims. 
As for ministerial posts in the Islamic state, these are divided by type into devolved 
and executive. The devolved ministerial post is exclusive to Muslims because the 
minister takes the position of the ruler, in his absence. As for the executive ministerial 
post, al-Mäwardi considers it permissible for a Dhimml` provided he satisfies the 
criteria of; propriety, trustworthiness, and competence. 61 4 
This was rejected by al-Juwaynt, who did not allow the executive ministerial post to 
be taken by other than a Muslim, saying that al-Mäwardi lacked proper information, 
and considered such a statement to be an error. 
615 
It seems that the evidence proffered by those who stated that a non-Muslim cannot 
take up any executive ministerial post was more credible, while al-Mäwardi, for 
example, did not support his opinion with evidence other than to mention that this 
comes under the heading of the generosity of the religion of Islam. 616 
As for the judiciary, it is agreed that it is not permissible for a Dhimmr`to take up such 
a post to deal with Muslims, because he does not believe in, let alone comprehend and 
apply the rulings of the Islamic Shar! 'ah. 
613 A1-Qaradäwi, Ghayr al-Muslimin fi al-Mujtama' al-Muslin, p. 22 
614 al-Mäwardi, al-Ahkäm al-Sultäniyyah, pp. 25.26. 
615 : 11-Jim avnº, al-(jhiyAthi, p. 155. 
616 Niinr Iýluhvnmad, 'A hl al-Dhimmah ýti a al «'ilävat al-'Ainmah fi al-Figh al I'd tini. p. 
200. 
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However, Hanafi scholars have stated that it is permissible for a Dhlmmi to sit as 
judge between his co-religionists, and put forward as evidence for this. that 
competence in being judge follows naturally from competence in being witne/s. What 
is meant here, is that since the Dhlmml could give testimony against another Dhimmi 
in court, then he could also sit as a judge over them. They also pointed to the verse: 
{ you who have 'Imän! Do not take the Jews and Christians a ,s your 
triendc: 
they are friends of one another. Any of you who takes them as friends i` one 
of them. Allah does not guide wrongdoing people) 617 
and said: this confirms their competence to have authority over one another. 618 
The majority of scholars have disagreed with this opinion, and said: the Dhimmi is 
not competent in testimony against another Dhimml, because they do not allow that. 
Moreover, the judge has the authority in making rulings, while the Dhiiz71111` is 
ignorant of these. 619 
They said: the judge is the representative of the 'Irnärn (ruler), and a non-Muslim is 
not suited for this position. 620 
It is clear that both groups hold a correct view supported by textual evidence. In the 
military field, it is not permissible that a non-Muslim commands the army, since he is 
beholden to apply the rulings of Jihad, and lead the camp in prayer. As for the 
remaining military ranks, there seems to be agreement that in those positions were 
commands are issued, then non-Muslims cannot be employed. as for the executive 
617 Al-M i' idah: 51. 
618 Ibn 'Abidin al-i lanafi. Ha. hivat ibn 'Abidin, 5/355. 
619 A1-Shirbinr, Mughni a1-hluhtäj, 4'375. ibn Qudänah, a1-N1u,, hni. 12153 
020 See: Nimr h-luhanuinad. 'Ahi al-Dhimmah Nva al-«'ilävat al-', \mmah C al-Fiqh al- 
I'länii. p. 25;. 
(' , 
roles, as in soldiers, the scholars have disagreed amongst themselves. The Malikfs 
have said: it is not permissible to use the Dhlmml as soldier in war and the army, 
citing: 
{ The believers should not take non-believers as friends. Anyone who does that 
has nothing to do with Allah at all --- unless it is because you are afraid of 
them. Alläh advises you to be afraid of Him. Allah is the final destination) 621 
He also cited the Hadth narrated by `A'ishah, wife of the Prophet, peace be upon 
him, where she said: 
the Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him, left for Badr, and when he was in 
the area of Hirrat al-Wabarrah, a man-renowned for his bravery and 
morality-came to him. The Companions of the Messenger, peace be upon 
him, were overjoyed to see him. He came to the Messenger of Allah, peace be 
upon him, and said: I came to follow you, and share with you. The Messenger 
of Alläh, peace be upon him, asked: do you believe in Alläh and His 
Messenger? He answered: no. The Messenger said: go back, I shall not accept 
help from a disbeliever. 
She said: he continued until he came to al-Shajjärah, where a man caught up 
with him. The conversation was repeated as with the first, and the Prophet. 
peace be upon him, said as he did before: go back, I shall not accept help from 
a disbeliever. She said: the man caught up with him again in al-Bayda. The 
Messenger asked him: do you believe in Allah and His Messenger? He 
0 'Al-'Imrän: 28. 
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answered: yes. The Messenger of Alläh, peace be upon him said: [you may] 
proceed. 622 
Some scholars have allowed the employment of the Dhimmi in this context. and 
pointed to the action of the Prophet, peace be upon him, in accepting the help of , ome 
Jews, and giving them share in the booty. They also pointed to the action of the 
Messenger of Allah, peace be upon him, in sending a non-Muslim to spy on the 
disbelievers in al-Hudaybiyah623, however they set conditions, in that: 
1. He must be an obedient follower, 
2. he must be trustworthy, 
3. and there must be a genuine need that cannot be met by others. 
Furthermore, they criticised the evidence proffered by the Mdliki scholars and said 
that it had been abrogated, and that the Prophet, peace be upon hint, did not trust the 
man, not because he was a non-Muslim. It seems that this opinion is much clearer, 
and more fitting to reality, especially if the conditions mentioned are met. 
The positions mentioned before; Khlläfah, ministerial and related posts, have religious 
and security sensitivities attached, and therefore attracted the disagreement mentioned 
before. 
As for the variety of other positions in the Islamic state, some carry the importance of 
sensitive posts, and so the same ruling applies. Others are simply public service 
office, where scholars have allowed 'Ahl 31-Dhinlrllah to take up. The Islamic history 
is witness to the freedom granted Ohl al-Dhinullah in taking positions in the Islamic 
state. Adam Metz states: 
022 Narrated hv: Muslim in his Sahih, Bäb Ghaza« st Dhät al-Riqi'. 388.. 
023 Nimr Muhammad, ': 111 al-Dhimmah wa al-«Vilävat al--Arnmah fi al-Fiqh al-'I'Iämi. p. 147 
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"Islamic legislation did not close in the face of 'Ahl al-Dhimmah any 
opportunity to work. They were well-established in the professions, which 
brought huge profits. They were money changers, traders, and doctors. 
Moreover, Ahl aI-Dhimmah organised themselves to such an extent that the 
majority of expert money changers in Sham, for example, were Jews. while 
the majority of doctors and scribes were Christians: the leader A the 
Christians in Baghdad was the Khallfah' personal doctor. "624 
This testimony given by Metz is a description of the reality of the Islamic legislation, 
and its magnanimous nature, where it did not prevent 'Ahl al-Dimmah taking public 
roles, occupations, and trades. This is confirmed by al-Mawdüdi in his book: Hugüq 
Ah1 al-Dhlmmah 11 al-Da wiah al-'Lslamlyyah, where he says: and they- 
1IN al-Dhlrnrnah-had the right to enter into all government jobs except certain main 
positions, and were not treated in any sectarian way, whereby qualification and 
competence where the standard against which both Muslim and non-Muslim were 
measured. Those who were qualified and competent were granted the position 
irrespective of background. What is meant by main positions are those that are of vital 
and fundamental importance to the Islamic system, relating to setting out scientific 
plans, directing the various arms of government, and such positions in every regime 
are not given except to those who believe in its principles. As for administering the 
affairs of the state, then there is no prohibition on their take up of the posts of 
Auditor-General, Postmaster General, etc. as well as military positions unrelated to 
war and combat in a direct way; these are open to Dhirlilnfc. A, ý 
for the professional 
624 Adam Mcti, the Islamic Civilisation in the 4th Hijri Century. 1/86. 
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trades, trading, farming, these are completely open to Dhhnn2ts, and Muslims will not 
have preferential treatment compared to others. 
625 
As for those who prohibited the employment of 'Ahl al-Dhimmah, they shared the 
same evidence as al-Samhüdi. 
" From the Qur'an: 
(Allah will not grant the dlsbelie vers upper hand over the belie vers. } 626 
Also: 
{ The believers should not take non-believers as friends. Anyone who does that 
has nothing to do with Allah at all --- unless it is because you are afraid of 
them. Allah advises you to be afraid of Him. Allah is the final destination. } 627 
And: 
{ You who have 'Imän! Do not take any outside yourselves as intimates. They 
will do anything to harm you. They love what causes you distress. Hatred has 
appeared out of their mouths. but what their breasts hide is far worse. We have 
made the Signs clear to you if you use your intellect} 
628 
625 al-Mawdüdi, Hugnq Ah] al-Dhimmah fi al-Dawlah al-Islämiyyah, p. 35. 
626 Al-Nisä' : 144. 
627 Al-' Imrän: 28. 
628 A1-'Imrän: 118. 
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They also put as evidence the position of `Umar when he condemned the action of 
abli Müsä al-Ash'ar in employing a Christian scribe. 629 
Among the logical proofs used, was the prohibition on marriage of a Dhirliim'nman to 
a Muslim woman. This indicates that they are not allowed to take authority in the 
affairs of the Muslims, due to the fact that they are not allowed to do so in the affair 
of a Muslim woman, which is a private matter. 630 
As for the scholars who considered it permissible, they have used the same evidence 
relating to the military aspect in war, and moreover, added other evidence, among 
which, where the Messenger of Alläh. peace be upon him, employed `. bbd Alläh ibn 
'Urayqit, who was a non-Muslim, in the Hijra (Migration to Medina). Highlighting 
that this employment was in a highly sensitive matter relating to the religion, the 
State, and the very life of the Messenger, peace be upon him. They also put forward 
this statement by the Messenger, peace be upon him: "the Romans will make a treaty 
with you, which will hold, then you and they will fight an enemy; you shall be 
supported, safe, and win booty... ' : this shows that the Muslims will participate with 
the Christian Romans in fighting a common enemy. 631 
As for the verses of the Qur'än mentioned by those prohibiting, and which forbid 
taking the non-Muslims as allies, and that these prove that they are not to be 
employed; in them there is no indication to that effect. The verses did not mean non- 
employment, rather non-support. Therefore, al-laban in his book of Exegesis 
regarding taking non-Muslims as allies and friends states: "This means that. `uu, the 
021) Ibn al-Qa\ v inl, : \likam AN al-Dhinunah, 1/'- 
II- 
630 : \I-Taban, Jam' al-Bav in, 4/62. 
631 Nimr Muhammad, ': \hl al-Dhimmah Nva al-\Viläyat al-'Arnmah 
fi al-Figh al- kIain . 1). 
151. 
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Muslims must not take the non-Muslims as support or allies in your religion, to 
confront other Muslims. and pointing out to them the Achilles heel of Nluslimm. , 632 
As for the evidence relating to the provision of marriage between a N1u,, lim woman 
and a Dhimml, this is refuted by those who permit employment of Dhimrni: i. that 
there are many State positions that offer no authority over Muslims. 
In reality, the disagreement on this issue is complex and intertwined, in regard to the 
evidence and statements by other scholars. The intention was to clarify some areas of 
the issue rather than delve into it comprehensively. In conclusion. the issue is not as 
clear cut, as presented by al-Samhüdi. 
632 : \l-Tabari, Tal sir al-Tabari, 7/138. 
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Conclusion: 
This study aimed to authenticate one of the manuscripts of the 
ninth Hijri century manuscripts that is attributed to Nür-al-Din al- 
Samhüdl that is entitled AI-Lu'lu' al -Manthür IT Naslhat It uu1, -It aI-t ! 171-Ir 
. 
This manuscript undergone a critical and analytical study, I referenced 
the Qur'anic verses and the prophetic Hadiths and biographies of thosc 
notable persons mentioned in the manuscript. I tried to give a Picture of 
the author's life and the age in which he lived with a study of his style and 
methodology, comparing the sources upon which he depended in his 
manuscript. I also studeid the important opinions of the autor that were 
mentioned in his manuscript and I mentioned the opinions different from 
his. I studied the three components upon which the science of kings and 
rulers preach is based!; these are (advine, rulers and scholars). Through 
this study I get out with the following conclusion. 
Al-Samhüdi was able to firmly establish one of the most important 
schools of ethical and social Tarbiyah (education, upbringing). This 
involves mixing dry scientific concepts with religious Shari' ah concepts, 
in a format that religious scholars have agreed the term: Ray, '-i'iq 
(reminders that soften the heart) and Wa'z (admonition), to describe. He 
did not make the book solely scientific, nor solely admonitory rather 
he 
O 
merged both in a wonderful mix, but with admonition having the upper 
hand. 
The book is evidence of the state of the Islamic environment and societ\, 
in terms of freedom to criticise, clarifying mistakes, and working to 
remedy them, even if these mistakes were those made by the head of state 
or minister, without fear of oppression or repression. 
The book revealed how scholars were knowledgeable of the 
circumstances of their time, the course of events, and policies in their 
lands. Moreover, that in Islam there is no hermitage, nor separation 
between religion and worldly life, rather religion and life together formed 
a harmonious synthesis on which the rhythm of worldly life ran to the 
good of human beings and all mankind. The distinguished scholar is one 
who possesses an encompassing knowledge of the Shari'ah regarding 
Halal (the lawful) and Haräm (the prohibited), without missing the 
opportunity to know the state of the environment and land in which he 
lived. Wherever there are successes, the scholar will strive and exert 
effort to consolidate them, and wherever there are negatives he will strive 
and exert effort to remove them. 
The book gives us an impression of the simple social life represented h`ý 
People's livelihood`, their food and drink in one of the times during the 
? 71 
Mamlük era in Egypt and Sham (the area of present-day Lebanon, Syria. 
and Palestine). 
The book gives us a reasonable idea of the course of events in the Islamic 
State at the time, and what he warned about at that time were those things 
that he wished to change in the head of state or ruler. Issues that were 
among the critical factors that led to the decline of that State, and led to 
its end. It allows us to benefit from that lesson on the level of States and 
individuals in our contemporary times, and looking into the future. 
Al-Samhüdi enriched the body of knowledge in some issues of Shari'ah, 
like: Ahl al-Dhimmah, the Muhtasib, and ministers. 
In reality, the book has a clearly undeniable importance, which led us to 
seek to bring it out to the world, so that people-rulers and those they 
rule-benefit from it. 
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